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SYNiOPSIS 0F THE BOOK.
IT treats in detail otThe three peculiar phases of woman'slife, viz., 'maidenhood, mat rnony, and maternity. Underthe first head, the subject puberty, its dangers andhygiene, and of love, are discussed from a medical stand-point. Valuable advice is given, on the marriage of cousinson the effects of marriage on woman and man, on " choosina husband," on "the erigagement," on the right time of theyear to marry, on the wedding tour, and on many kindredtopics. The physiology of the marriage relation is thenconsidered in the second part of the book, "the wife." Itcommences with some salutary hints upon the "weddingnight. Such inquiries of universal hygienie interest asShall husband and wife occupy the same room and bed?What kind of bed is most healthful? the dignity and pro-priety of the sexual instinct, its indulgence, restraint, andphysiological laws, &c., are decorously but plainly treated.Well considered views are advanced in regard to over-pro-

duction and the limitation of offspring. The author alsogives much useful advice to sterile wives who desire to havechildren, and he answers- the question, Can the sexesbeproduced at will ? in the light of ,he most recent scientificresearch. 'Many-pages are devoted to the discussion of in-heritance, how to have beautiful children, twin-bearing,. &c.The information in regard to the<signs of pregnancy andthe avoidance of its diseases andbdiscomforts, the preven-tion of "inothers' marks" ad of miscarriage is of in-calculable value to every woman. Minute,. practical andcareful directions are laid-down as to the proper prepara-tions for confinemeiit, how to preserve the form after child-birth, etc. Under the head 6f " the mother " the rulen fornursing, weanig and bringing up by hand, are copious andwould benefit every mother to-know. The volume closeswith a consideration of "The Perils of Maternity," and of
the dangers and hygiene of " The changezof life."



TESTIMONIALS.
The following, among others, have been received indicat-

ing the scientific value and moral worth of this book

FROM WILLIAM A. HAMMOND, M.D.
LATE SURGEON-GEERAJ. OF U. S. ARMY ; PROPESSOR O DISEASES 0F THE

mmD AND NERVOUS SYSTEM, AND OF OLINICAL MEDICINB IN THE SELLE
VUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE, NEW YORK.

NEw Yox, Aug. 1869.
DR. ,NAPHEYS,--

Dear Sir.' I have read with much interest and satisfaction
your very admirable book on "The Physical life of Wo-
man." -J-m glad that the subject has been taken up by
one who shows himself so thoroughly qualified for the task,
and I trust the instruction and advice contained in, the
volume will reach' évery woman in the land.

Yours, sincerely,

WILLIAM A. HAMMOND.

FROM REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER.

BROOKLYN, N.Y', Sept. 1869.-

Du. GEO. H. NAPHEYS,-

Dear Sir : I have examined your volume, "The Physical
Life of Woman," and desire to thank you for perfoning a
work so long needed, so difficult to perform, and now, at
length, so well done by you.' ivery mother should have
this book, nor should she suffer a child to be mairied with-
out the knowledge which this work contains. /Thousands
have dragged through miserable lives and many have
perished for want of such knowledge. - It is to be hoped,
too, now that these delicate topics have been so modestly
and plainly treated, that *your work will supersede the
scores of ill-considered and often mischievous tr1atises a4-
dressed "to the married," which too often serve the lusts of
men under the pretence of virtue.

iENRY-WARD BE]'CHER.
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icat-'_FO -Rv 1FROM REV, HORACE BUSHNELL, D.D.

HARTFRn>, CONN., Sept. 1869.
GEO. H. NAPRYS, M.D.,--

ZLLr .Dear Sir: I have read a large part of your book withinteret. I shrink from expressing any estimate of it as9. respects its physiological merit, but it senems to be a bookwell studied, and it is written with-much delicacy .aiid a
:areful respect, at all points, to the great interests of moral-

w. ,y.. It will certamly be a great help to intelligence on the
> by subject, and ought, therefore, to be correspohdently useful.
the Very respectfully yours;

HORACE,BUSHNELL.

FROM HARVEY i. BYRD, M.D.,
PROFESSOR OF OBSTUTRICS IN THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF WASHING

TON UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE, MARYLANb.

BÀLTIMORE, Sept. 1869.
DRi. GEO. H. NAEYs, Philadelphia,--

- Dear Sir: I have examined with much pleasure andsical satisfaction your work on " Tie Physical Eife of Woman,"ig a and do not hesitate to commend it mQst warmly to our7, at countrywomen, for whose benefit it is intended. I con-
îave gratulate you on the felicitous manner in which yoa haveith- treated so difficult a subject, and would récommend it to theands public as supplying a want that has long been felt níthis
iave country.
ped, Omne verum utile dictu, and what can be more proper, orsl more useful, than that woman should be made acquaintedthe with the great laws of her being, an d the duties for which

a4- she was created I.s Of
Very .r spectfully, youý_ obçd't. servant,

HARVEY L. BYRD.
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTER RECEIVED FROM
EDWIN M. SNOW, M.D., OF PROVIDENCE,

. RHODE ISLAND.

PÈOVIDENCE, Sept. 1869.
Dit. NAPHEYS,-

Dear Sir: I have examined with much interest the ad-
vance sheets of your book, ."1he Physical Life-of Woman;"
I am highly pleased with it. The advice given seems to me
to be generally correct, and judiciously expressed ; and in
my opinion- the wide circulation of the book would be. a
benefit to-thecommunity.

Truly yours,
EDWIN M. SNOW.

FROM REV. GEORGE ALEX. CROOKE, D.D., D.C.L.

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 1869.
DRt. GEO. H. .NAPHEYS,-

Dear Sir : I have carefully read your work entitled "The
Physical Life of Woman," and as the result, I must candid-
ly say that I believe the information it contains is well cal-
culated to lessen suffering and greatly benefit the human
race. I know there are some falsely fastidious persons who
would object to any work of the kind, but "to the pure all
things are pure"' You have done your part fearlessly and
well, and in a popular manner, and I trust that your work
may be productive of all. the good you design by its publica-
tion.

Very faithfully,

GEO. ALEX. CROOKE.

OPINION OF LLOYD P. SMITH,
LIBRARIAN HILADELPHIA LIBRART.

LIBRARY Co. OF PHIILLDELPHIA, FiPT ST. BEL. CH'ESTNUT,
PHILADEL1HIA Sept. 1869.

It is an open question whether booki de secretis mulierum
should be writtenfor the general public, but there- is no

-v



doubt that when they are written, it should be done by the
regular medical faculty and not by ignorant quacks. Dr.
Naphey's " Physical Life of Woman" showsa not only the
scientific attainments of the author, but also a wide range of
miscellaneous reading. The delicate subjects treated of are

d. handled with a seriousness and earnestness becoming their."1 importance, and the author's views are expressed in excel-
le lent English.
in LLOYD P.. SMITH.,.a

OPINION OF S. W. BUTLER, M.D.,
EDITOR OF THE PHILADELPHIA "MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER."

I have carefully examined "The Physical Life of Wo-man," and find it a work at once thoroughly representing
modern science, and eminently adapted for family instruc-
tion. It is well suited to female readers, to whom it iseespecially addressed both in the matter it contains and inle the delicacy with which points relating to their physiological

- life are mentioned.

1 S. W. BUTLER.
10

J'
d EXTRACT FROM LETTER. RECEIVED FROM JOHN

kH. GRISCOM, M.D.

NEW YORK, Sept.1869.
De. NAPHEYS,-

My Dear ir The "Physical Life of Woman" is a veryscientific and-intellectually written work, and contains al-most all the physiològical and sanitary facts and directions
needed for the:preservation of the health and longevity ofthe maiden, wife; and mother. It must prove attractive and,useful for any lady who reads it.

Your sincere friend

ýJOHN H. GRISCOM.



FROM THE NATIONAL BAPTIST,.PHILA., DEC.
30, 1869.

We join in the cordial welcome which this book has re-
ceived. There is no other work which tells so well just
what every woman,-and every censiderate man also,-
ought to know. Maternity is the one great function of
woman, according to God's ordinance, and, for this marvel-
lous and holy mission, her physical, intellectual, and moral
constitution has been designed. Dr. Napheys, in his wise
" advice to maiden, wife, and mother," passes in review the
cardinal facts respecting woman's physical life. The 'book
is written in-a very clear and simple style, so that no one
can misunderstand it, while there is nothing to disturb or
offend the most sensitive. A judicious mother, would do
her maturing daughters great service byfirst carefully read-
ing this volume herself, and then have them read it under
her guidance.

• OPINION OF MIRS. R B. GLEASON M.D.

ELim, N.Y., Sept. 1869.
The advanced sheets of "The Physical Life of Woman"

have been read with muc-interest. In this -book Dr.
Napheyslias we met a real need of the age. There are
many things incident to woman's physical organization
which she needs to know, and concerning which she still
does not want to ask a physician; and may not have one at
hand when she most desires the inforiation. This book
can be. esily read and perfectly understood by those not
familiar witli ndical terms. Al matters of delicacy are
treated with freedom, and still with a purity of thought
and.eipression which is above criticism.

For many years Weliave been often asked for just'such a
book, and shall gladly commend it to the many wives and
mothers who want for themselves and grown-up daughters
such a book of helps and hi's for home life.

MRS. R. B. GLEASON
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30. FROM PROFESSOR JOHN S. HART, LLD.

STATE NýORMAL SCHooL, TRENTON, N. J.
j re- GEo. H. NAPEys, M.D.,
juît

.Der ir :I have read with attention the advance sheets
of of. your book, " The Physical Life of -Woman," and take

-vel- pleasure in saying that you -have handled a most difficult
)ral and important subject with equal delicacy and ability.

thse Yours truly,
nok JOHN S. HART.
3ne

or
do OPINION OF MARK KEOP.KINS, D.D., LID

.ad- PRESIDEST OF WTTLLAMS COLLEGE.

"Your book is conscientiously written, and will be likely
to do good."

FROM THE N. Y. EVANGELIST, NOV. 18, 1869.

This is a plain and practical treatise prepared by a phy-
r. sician of skill and experience, in which he aims tof urnish
r. information to women, in their peculiar conditions and

relations, married and single, so as to enable them to pre-
on serve their own health, and perform their duties to them-

selves and their:children. The most delicate subjects are
treated in, language so chaste as not to offend any pure

ot mind.
.re

;ht OPINION OF DR. R. SHELTON MACKENZIE.

a PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 1869.
id "Believing that such a work as Dr. Napheys' "Physical

rLife of ýWoman," giving a great deal of valuable informa-
tion, explicitly and delicately, is likely to be of very essen-
tial importance to the-fair sex, I cannot hesitate to express
my favorable opinion of its object and execution."



LETTER RECEIVED FROM REV. GEO. BRING-
HURST,

RECTOR 0F THE P. E. CHURCH OF THE " MESSIAH," PHILADÀ.

PHILADEJIHIA, Sept. 1869.
éR. GEo. H. NAPHEYS,-
Iy.Dear Sir : I have perused with considerable care and

pleasure the work on the "IPhysical Life of Woman," and
feel no hesitation in pronouncing it admirably composed,
honest, succinct, refined and worthy the companionship of
every lady of this age. I hail its appearance with grati-
tude, and look upon it as a valuable. contribution to those
efforts which are making in various directions to elevate
the tone of morals of the nineteeth century, and to enable
mothers to discharge faithfully the dutius they owe their
children.

Sincerely yours,.
GEORGE BRINGHURST.

FROMI1. N. EASTMAN, MJi.,
PROFESSOR 0' PRACTICAL MEDICINE IN GENEVA MEDICAL COLLEGE.

GENEVA, Sept. 1869.

GEo. 1I. NAPHEyS, M.D,-
Dear gir: I <ave just completed a careful reading of

your advance-sheets of " The Physical Life of Woman," and
I unhesitatipgly propounce it an admirable work, a4d one
especially needed at this time.

The book is written i a chaste, elevated, and vigorous
style, is replete with instructions indispensable to the wel-
fare and happiness of wonman, and should be placed in the
hands of every mature maiden and matron in our land.

H. N. EASTMAN.

EDITORIAL FROM PHILADELPHIA MEDICAL
AN]) SURGICAL REPORTER.

It is a singular fact, that in this country, most of the
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- ~ works on medical and hygienic matters have been written by
irregular practitioners in 'order to help on its legs some
ism or pathy of their own. The publi'is really desirous of
information about the great questions of life and health. It
buys whatever is offered it, and cannot tell of course the
tares from the wheat. In fact, as we have said,-there has

and been very little wheqt offered it. Scientific physicians do
and not seem to have taken the pains in this country, as in

Germany, to éxpand sound medical information among the
of people.

4 ti- We therefore welcome all the more wainly a work which,
ose under any circumstances, would command our praise, ad-
ate vance sheets of which are now before us. The author is
ble Dr. George H. Napheys, of this city, well known tor all the
1eir readers of the "Reporter " as a constant contributor to its

pages for a numuber of years, a close student of therapeutics,
and a pleasing writer. Thetitle of the book is " The Phy-
sical Life of Woman; advice to the Maiden, Wife, and
Motier." It is a complete manual of information for
women, in their peculiar conditions and-relations, married
and singl..

The style is simple, agreeaâ>leénd eminently proper and
delicate, conspicuously so when treating of such difficult
t9pics to handle in a popularbook, yet so necessary to be
handled, as the marital relations of husband and wife, the
consummation of marriage, etc.

of We do not doubt that this work will find as large a sale
id both in and out of the profession in this country, as the
ne works of Bockh and Klencke in Germany, and of Tilt and

Chavasse in England.
us

FROM THE NASHVILLE JOURNAL OF MEDICINE
é AND SURGERY FOR NOFCMRER, 1869,

The outside of this book is more stylish and artistic than
any the market has owed to the press -this season. The
type and paper of the inside are in keeping with the elegant
exterior. The work contains much valuable matter, in a
style peculiarly attractive. It is intended to treat woman

_e as a rational being, to let her know much about herself as a
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woman, that from this knowledge she may prevent and
and therefore escape much of the suffering endured by her
sex.

And who can do this but a physician This mnay be re-
garded as the first attempt of the kind in this country.

FROM THE MEDICAL RECORD, NEW, YORK,
JAN 15, 1870.

Doctoi Napþeys,.in his work on "The Pliysical Life of
Woman," has acquitted.himself with infinite credit. The
subject, which for a work of its size takes a very wide
range, is treated in choice, nay elegant language, and we
have not noticed a single expression upon the most delicate
matter, that could offend the most refined taâe. Thejre are
too, a great many interesting historical facts connected with
the general topic, both in an ethical and physiological point
of view, which show much discrimination in their produc-
tion, and a good amount of sterling scholarship. ' To the
medical reader there are many points in the book that are
worthy of attention, prominent among which are 'remarks
bearing upon the right of limitation of offspring. We sin-
cereg hope that for the real benefit of American women, it
may meet with a hearty reception, and be productive of
great good, in preventing many of those disorders now so
rife in the community, which are solely the result of ignor-
ance of.the ordinary laws of female hygiene.

No orè 1 however scrupulous, need fear to admit the work
within the-pale of his family circle, and place it with confi-
dence, in the hands of his daughters.

FROM THE NEW YORK MEDICAL GAZETTE,
JAl. 8, 18'70.

Though professedly written for popular instruction, this
little book will not fail to instruct, as well the professional
reader. We cordially recommend the perusal of Dr. Na-
pheys' book to every woman seeking a fuller acquaintance
with her physical organism.
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id FROM THE BOSTON MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
.er MJOURNAL, NOV. 25, 1869.

Most valuable for the perusal of mothers, and of those
fathers who may be equal to the task of advising sons
liable to poÉnmit matrimony. The style-of the text-is
unexceptionable. Words are not wasted,' and those used
are to the point. The volume is not a mere resmen of others'
opinions; but the author has made the topics of which he
treats his own.

)f
e FROM THE CHICAG0 MEDICAL EXAMINER OF

NOV. 19, 1869.
'e
e This work is written in a plain and pleasinig style, well
e calculated both to please and instruct. There is nothing of
h the sensational or imaginative charapter in it. On the con-

trary, its teachirngs are ·in strict accordance with scientific
facts and good sense. Though designed specially for ferbgles,

e yet a careful perusal would be productive of much benefit to
both sexes.

:s=
FROM THE METHODIST- HOME JOURNAL,

DEC. 4, 1869.

-Hitherto, the subjects.so honestly and so skillfully treated
in this volume, have, to a very great extent, been ruled out
of the realm of popular knowledge, and information of this
class sought only in a clandestine manner. The people have
suffered by deplorable i'gnorance on those topics, which
should be ag familiar to us as the. àlphabet. Dr. Napheys,
by his scientific hànidling of the physiological points which
relate to health, training, and development, has rendered a
great service to the world. ~ This, the press, and public mon,
have not been slow, to aclowledge. This book lias gained
unqualified praise, and well deserves it.

FROM THE PRESBYTERIAN, OF PHILADELPHIA,
DEC. 4, 1869.

A book which treats wisely afld delicately of very inî-
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portant subjects, and subjects'which ought to be treated by
competent hands, instead of being left to quacks and the
venders of nostrums. . Dr. Napheys is evidently a consci-
entious and intelligent physician, and his counsels are suclh
as may be put ii the hands of all persons needing such'coun-
sels. We- commend it for its judicious exposition of the
laws of nature.

FROM THE NEW YORK CHRISTIAN UNION,
JAN. 8, 1870.

Society owes a debt of'gratitude to'this brave and scien-
tific physician for the unexceptional way in which he has
performed a work that has, up to the publication.of this
book, been a paramount need, not to be satisfied anywhere
in the English language. If the volume contained only the
chapter on the influence of the mother's mind upon her un-
born child, we would recommend its purchase by every
family in the United States.

FROM THE PHILA. EVENING TELEGRAPH,
OCT. 6, 1869.

This is a work by a physician of reputation on the hygiene
of woman, designed for popular use, and introducing a
variety of topics not generally discussed outside of reg'ular
scientific medical works. Dr. Napheys writes with dignity
and earnestness, and there is not a chapter in his book that
may not beread by persons of both sexes. Of course, such
a work as this is intended for lnen and women of mature
years, and it is not suitable to be left lying about for the
gratification of idle curiosity. The author has been careful
to write nothing that can possibly give offence,- and he con-
veys much sound instruction that, if heeded bythose to whom
it is particularly addressed, will save much suffering.

FROM 'THE INDEPENDENT, NEW YORK,
NOV. 11, 1869.

It required a brave but senstively pure man to provide
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by for the want which existed for some reliable medical instruc-
the tion upon points which every woman and every married man
sci- ought to know, and few do. Dr. Naph'eys we do not know
iclí personally. But his book is at once brave and pure. ' It is

written in such a spirit that she who really desires to learn
"he the truths of which she cannot with justice to herself or

others be ignorant, may do so-without being- shocked ; while
he who hopes to stimulate a vicious imagination by its per-
usal will turn, from its pages disappointed away.

FROM REV. HE NRY CLAY TRUMBTJLL.
1as SECRETARY OF NEW ENGLAND DEPARTMENT OF MISSIONS OF THE AMERIcAN

lis SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION.

.re HARTFORD, CT., Oct. 1869.
,he GEo. H. N zAPHEYs, in D.-
in-ir - y Dear Sir: Understanding, from my long acquaintance

with you, your thoroughness of mental culture, your delicacy
of sentiment, and your sound good sense, I was prepared to
approve heartily the tone and style of your new work-
"The Physical Life of Woman"-when its advance sheets
were first placed in my hands.

A close examination of it convinces me that it is a book
ne which canbe read by every Wbman to her instruction and
a advantage. Its manner is unexceptionable. Its style is

ar remarkably simple. Its substance evidences- your pro-
ty fessional knowledge and your extensive study. I believe it

needs only to be brought to notice to commend itself widely.
re I think you have done an excellent work in its preparation.
re
ie Sincerely your friend,
l -H. CLAY TRUMBULL.

n-
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PREFACE.

IT seems well to'offer, at the outset, a few words explan-
atory of the nature and object of this book. The author
feels that its aim is novel, is daring, and* will perhaps sub-
ject him to criticism. He therefore makes his plea, pro
domo sud, in advance.

The researches of scientific men within the last few years
have brought to light very many facts relating to the hysiol-
ogy of woman, the diseases to which she is subject, Id the
proper means to prevent those diseases. Such information, if
universally possessed, cannot but result in great benefit to
the individual and the commonwealth. The difficulty is to
express one's self clearly and popularly on topics never re-
ferred to in ordinary social intercourse. But as the physi-
cian is obliged daily to speak in plain yet decorous la n
guage of such matters, the author felt that the difficulty was
not insurmountable.

He is aware that a respectable though diminishing class
in the community maintain that nothing which relates ex-
clusively to either sex should become the subject of popular
medical instruction. With every inclination to do this class
justice, he feels sure that such an opinion is radically erro-
neous. Ignorance is no more the mother of purity than she
is of religion. The men and women who study and prac-

I



tice medicine are not the worse, but the better, for their
knowledge of such matters. . So it would be with the com-
munity. Had every person a sound understanding of the
relations of the sexes, one of the most fertile sources of
crime would be'removed.

A brief appendix has been added, directed more especial-
ly to the professional reader, who ma desire to consult
some of the original authorities upon whom the author has
drawn. And here he would ask fromnIiis fellow-members
of the medical profession their -countenance and assistance
in his attempt todistribute sound information of this char-
acter among the people. None but physicians can know
what sad cbnsequences 'are constantly occurring from the
want of it.

This book but follows the precedent set by Dr. Bockh,
Professor of -Pathology in Leipsic ;' Ernest Legouvé, of the
French Academy ; Dr. Edward John Tilt, M.R.C.P., Lond.;
Dr. HenP -ye 'Cavasse, F.R.C.S., Eng.;- and others who
stand-in.the front rank of the profession abroad.

In concluding. the-author desires to express his thanks
and acknowledge his-obligations toa medical friend, whose
name is well known in the literature of the profession as
that of one alike distinguished for his general culture and
scieritiîic attainments. It is to;his very materialr assistance
in the preparation df the manuscript, and in the passage of
the book throiugh the press, that any merit which this work
may possess is in a great.measure owing.

PILÂDELPHIÂ 18A9.

18 PREFA CE. -
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PREFACE TO TRE FIFTH EDITION.

THAT the FIFTH EDITION and the TENTH THOU-
SAND of this work should be called for 'within thrree
months from its first appearance, can astonish no one so
much as it does the author.

But the gratification which this unexpected-success natu-
rally gives, is less than the pleasure he f els in the kindly
reception the book'las met from the relhgious, the medical,
and the general press, and from the hundreds of letters from
private individuals, assuring lim that his instrùitions have
proved of real value to them in daily life. t is his hope
that the additions and corrections which he has made in
this edition will add to its usefulness and insure it a- still
wider popularity.

THE AUTHOR.

No. 155 NoRTH NINTH STREET,
PiLADELPHia , Dec., 1869.



PREFACE
TO

THE CANADIAN EDITION.

IN bringing out a Canadian Edition of Dr. Naphey's invalua-
1e so

able Work, little need be said by way of Preface. No one

can read the book without profiting by it; and no one need

.nau- expect to find in its pages a single word 'to offend any mind

.l rightly constituted. In the words of the New York EvAN-
lical,
from GELIST, " the most delicate -subjects are treated in language

have so chaste as not to offend any pure mmd ;" and the highest
authority we acknowledge declares, that "-to the pure all

hope.
le things are pure."

stiIl The work covers the whole ground embraced in the Table
of Contents : And on the great engrossing subject which
lately called forth such emphatic deliverances by the Riglit
Rev. BIsHoP COXE, Right Rev. PEfMATE SPAULDING, the
old and new school PRESBYTERIAN GENERAL ASSEMBLIES,

&c. &c., it utters no uncertain sound.
The facts, references, &c., are mainly applied to the

United States, where the book was first published, but they
al tel with equal force in our own country.

That the Work is highly appreciated where it is best

known, a sale approaching one hundred thousand copies in
a few months amply proves.
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PHYSICAL LIFE 0F WO1MAN.

KNOWLEDGE IS SAFETY.

".KNOWLEDGE i7 power," said the philosopher. The
maxim is true ; but here is a greater truth: "Knowledge
is safety,"-safety amid the physical ills that bes't us, safety
amid the moral pitfalls that environ us.

Filled with this thought, we write this book. It is the
Revelation of Science to Woman, It -tells her, in language
which aims at nothing but simplicity, the 'results which Ithe

- study f lier nature, as distinct from that of man, lias at-
tained. We may call it her physical biography.

It is IIgh time that such a book were written. The most
aorbi question of the day is the " woman question."
he social\problems of chiefest interest concern ber. And

nùwhere .aie those problems more zealously studied than in
this new land of ours, which has thrown aside the trammels
of tradition, and is training its free muscles with intent to
grapplé the untried possibilities of social iife. Who can
guide.us in'these expériments ? What master, speaking as
one having authority, can advise us There is such a guide,
such a master. The laws of woman's physical life shape lier
destiny and reveal her future. Within these laws all things
are possible; beyondthem, nothing is of avail.

Especially should woman herself anderstand her own
nature. How many women are there, with health, beauty^
merriment, ay, morality too, all gone, lost forever, through
ignorance of themselves I What spurious delicacy is this
which would hide from woman that which beyond all elseit

c
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THE MAIDEN.

behooves her to know ? We repudiate it, and in plain but
decorous language-truth is always decorous-we purpose
to divulge those secrets hidden hitherto under the technical
jargon of science.

THE DISTINCTION OF THE SEXES.

The distinction of the sexes belonga neither to the highest
nor to the lowest forms of existence. Animais and vege-
tables of the humblest character have no sex. So it is with
spirits. Revelation implies that beyond this life sexual
characteristics cease. On one occasion the Sadducees put
this question to Christ: There was a woman who lawfully
had seven husbands, one after the other; now, at the resu-r-
rection, which of these shall be her husband ? or shall they
all have her to wife ? He replied that hereafter there shall
be neither marrying nor giving in umarriage, but that all
shall be "as the angels whiéhl are in heaven." Sexuality
implies reproduction, and that is something we do not asso-
ciate with spiritual life.

It further implies imperfection, which is equally far from

our hopes of happiness beyond the grave. The polyp, which
reproduces by a division of itself, is in one sense more com-
plete than we are. The man is in some respects inferior to
the woman; the woman in others is subordinate to man.
A happy marriage, a perfect union, they twain one flesh, is
the type of the independent, completed being. Without
the other, either is defective. "Marriage," said Napoleon,
"is strictly indispensable to happiness."

There is in fact a lesa difference between the sexes than is
generally believed. They are but slight variations from one
original plan. Anatomists maintain, with plausible argu-
ments, that there is no part or organ in the one sex but has
an analogous part or organ in the other, similar in structure,
similar in position. Just as the right side resembles the
left, so does man resemble woman.

Let us see what differences there realy are :
The frame of woman is shortér and slighter. In the

United States the men average five feet eight inches in
height and one hundred and forty-five pounds in weight;
the women five feet two and a half inches in height and one

26
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)ut hundred and twenty-five pounds in weight. Man has broad
:se shoulders and narrow hips ; woman has narrow shoulders
cal and broad hips. Her skull is formed of thinner bones, and

is in shape more like that of a child. Its capacity, in pro-
portion to her height, is a very little less than in man : about
one-fiftieth, it is said, which, so far as brain-power is con-

est cerned, may readily be made up by its finer texture. ler
ge- shoulders are set farther back thau in the other sex, giving
ith her greater breadth of chest in front. . This is brought about
ual by the increased length' of her collar bone, and this is the
ut reason why she can never throw a ball or stone with the

11y accuracy of a man. Graceful in other exercises, here she is
ur- awkward.
iey Her contour is mote rounded, her neck is longer, her skin
1all smoother, her. voice softer, her hair less generally distri-
all buted over the body, but stronger in growth than in man.
itý She breathes with the muscles of her chest-he with those
3so- of his abdomen. He has greater muscular force-she more

power of endurance. Beyond all else she has the attributes
om of maternity,--she is provided with organs to nourishand
ich protect the child before and after birth.

o PFRSONS OF BOTH SEXES AND OF NEITHER SEX.

an. Nature is very -sedulous i maintaining these differences.
is It is the rarest thing in the world to find a human being of

Dut doubtful sex. Many a physician disbelieves that there ever
on, has been a person of both sexes-a true hermaphrodite.

They are very scarce, but they do exist. There is one now
11 living in Germany. It bears a female name, Catherine
ne Hohmann. She was baptized and brought up a female; but

-gu- Catherine is as much man as woman. The learned professor
has of anatomy, Rokitansky, of Vienna, asserts most positively
ire, that this is a real hermaphrodite. Her history is sad. - Born
the in humble circumstances, when of marriageable age she

loved a man, who wished her to emigrate with him to
America. But when she disclosed to him her deformity, he

the broke off the engagement and deserted her. Then her
lu affections became fixed on a young girl; but howk could she

it; make her suit to one apparently of her own sex? With
me passions that prompt her to seek both sexes, she belongs to
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neither. "What shal I do here on earth ?" she exclaimed
in tears, to a man of science who recently visited her.

What am I l In my life an object of scientific experiment,
and after my death an anatomical curiosity."

There are also persons-very few indeed-who have no
sex at all. They are -without organs and without passions.-
Such creatures see'm to have been formed merely to show us
that this much-talked-of difference of sex is, after ail, nothing
inherent in the constitution of ýhings, and that individuals
may be born, live, and thrive, of both sexes or of neither.

THE SPHERE OF WOMAN. s

Our province lies within the physical sphere of woman.
But we will here allow ourselves a momentary digression.
It will be seen that while these differences are not radical,
yet they are peculiarly permanent. They hint to us the
mental and intellectual character of woman. What opinion

* should we hold on this much-vexed question ?
To this effect: The mental faculties of man and woman

are unlike, but not unequal. Any argument to the contrary,
drawn from the somewhat less weight of the brain of woman,
is met by the fact that the most able men are often under-
sized, with small heads. The subordinate place which
woman occupies in most states arises partly from the fact
that the part she plays in re-production prevents her from
devoting her wholetime and energies to the acquisition of
power, and partly from the fact that those faculties.in which
she is superior to man have been obscured and oppressed by
the animal vigor and selfishness of the male. As civilization
advances, the natural rights of woman will be more and
more freely conceded, until the sexes become absolutely equal
before the law ; and finally, her superiority in many respects
will be granted, and she will reap the benefits of all the
advantages it brings,e without desiring to encroach on those
avocations for ,which masculine energy and strength are
imperatively needed.

The most peculiar features of woman's life are hers for a
limited period only. Man is man for a longer time than
woman is woman. With him it is a lifetime matter; with
her it is but for a, score of years or so. Her child-bearing
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led, period is less than half her-life. Y hin this time, she passesier. through all the phases of that experience which is peculiarly

her own.
And these phases, what are they? Nature herself defines

them. They'are three in number,-the Maiden, the Wife,
and the Mother. In one and then another of this triad, herus life passes. Each has its own duties and dangers ; eaching demands its own precautions; each must be studied by itsglf.îLals Let us at once commence this important study, and pro-
ceed lu the order of time.
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PUBERTY.

At a certain period in the life of the female, she ceases to
be a girl, and becomes a woman. Hitherto she has felt no
distinction between herself and the boys, her playmates.
But now a crisis takes place, which is forever after to hedge
her round with a mysterious, invisible, but most real barrier
from all mankind.

This period is called the age of pubertyV; its sign is a flow
of blood recurring every month; its meaning, that the female
has entered upon that portion of her life whose peculiar
obligations are to the whole race-no longer to herself alone.
The second part of her two-fold nature is opened. Why is
it that on her, the weaker sex, this extra burden is laid?
Why this weakness, these pains, this recurring loss of vital
fluid?

Perhaps it is a wise provision that she is thus reminded
of her lowly duty, lest man should make her the sole object
of his worship, or lest the pride of beauty should obscure the
sense of shanie. But this question concerns rather the
moralist than the physician, and we cease asking why it is,
and shall only inquire'what it is.

To this, science returns a clear reply. In the anatomy of
woman there are two small bodies, in shape and size like
large almonds, called the ovaries. They lie onelon each side
of the womb, and are connected with it by tubes some four
inches in length. These bodies are solid, but contain a great
number of diminutive vesicles, which, by some mysterious
law of nature, mature one at a time, every thirty days, for
thirty years of woman's life. When mature, the vesicle
separates from the, ovary, traverses the tube into the womb,
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and is thence expelled and lost, or becomes, by contact with
the other sex, the germ of a living being. This process is
accompanied by a disturbance of the whole system. Wander-
ing pains are felt; a sense of languor steals over the mind ;
the blood rushes with increased violence through the vessels,
and more or less of it escapes from the veins, causing that
change which we term menstruation.

The ancients had a tradition that in the beginning of things
the world was made from an egg; the naturalists of past
generations had this maxim: Everything living comes from
an egg; and science to-day says the same, For this vesiclé

to we have mentioned is in fact an egg, similar in structure to
10 those which birds, fish, and turtles deposit. The only
.s. differences are that the one is developed out of the body,
Ie the other within; the one has a shell, the other has none.

.er Therefore physiologists give this definition: menstruation
is ovulation,-it is the laying of an egg.w

Je WHAT IS THE AGE OF PUBERTY?

ar This has been a matter of careful study by physicians.
.e. They have collected great numbers of observations, and have,

reached this conclusion: In the middle portion of the tem-
perate zone, the average age when the first period appears
in healthy girls is fourteen years and six months. If it
occurs more than six months later or earlier than this, then
it is likely something is wrong, or, at lea'st, the case is ex-
ceptional.

le Exceptional cases, where this average is widely departed
from in apparently perfect health, are rare. j But they do
occur. We have known instances whére the solicitude of
parents has been excited by the long delay of this consti-
tutional change, and others in which it has taken place at

e an almost tender age, without causing any perceptible injury
to the general health.

r There is an instance recorded, on good authority, where a
,t French child but three years old underwent alllhe physical
s changes incident to puberty, and grew to be a healthy woman.

>r But what children can surpass'our own in precocity? This
French child-woman is quite left inthe shadeby one described
in a recent number of a western medical journal, who from
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her birth had regular monthly changes, and the full physical
development which marks the perfect woman!

Thus, sometimes, a wide deviation from the average age
we have stated occurs, without having any serious meaning.
Yet at no time is such a deviation to be neglected. In nine
out of ten instances it is owing to some fault in the consti-
tution, the health, or formation, which should be ascertained
and corrected. Otherwise years of broken health and mental
misery may be the sad results. Mothers, teachers, it is with
you this responsi 6 ility rests. The thousands of wretched
wives who owe their wretchedness to a neglect of proper
attention at this turning point of their lives, warn you how +

serious is this responsibility.
The foundation of old age, says a distinguished author, is

laid in childhood 11ut the health of middle life depends
upon puberty. Never was there a truer maxim. The two t
years which change the girl to the woman, often seal for ever c
the happiness or the hopeless misery of her whole life. They
decide whether she is to become a healthy, helpful, cheerful s
wife and mother, or a languid, coniplaining invalid, to whorn
marriage is a curse, children an affliction, and life itself a t
burden.

We reiterate our warning: Mothes, teachers, -you to c
whom children are confided at this crisis of their-lives, look
well to it that you appreciate, understand, and observe the t
duties you have assumed. Let no false modesty prevent
you from learning and enforcing those precautions, so
necessary at this period of life.

e
WHAT HASTENS AND WHAT RETARDS P'UBERTY ?

As'a rule, we find that those who develop early, fade
early. A short childhood portends a premature old age.
It often foreshadows, also, a feeble middle life.

Having ascertained, therefore, what is the average age at
which puberty takes place with us, let us see what con-
ditions anticipate or retard this age.

The most important is climate.
In hot climates, man, like the vegetation, has a surprising

rapidity of growth. Marriages àre usual at twelve and four-
teen years of age. Puberty comes to both sexes as early as
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al at ten and eleven years. We even read in the life of Ma-
homet, that one of his wives bore him a son, when but ten

ge years of age. Let another dozen years' pass, and these
g. blooming maidens have been metamorphosed into wrinkled,le faded old women. The beauty of their precocious youth

has withered almost literally like, a flower which is
ad plucked.
-al Very diffeient is it in the cold and barren regions of the

far north. There man, once more partaking of the nature
dof his surroundings, yields as slowly to the, impulses of his

-r passions as. does the ice-bouiid earth to the slanting rays of
w the summer sun. Maturity, so qitdk to come,s so swift to

leave in the torrid heats, chilled -by the long winters; arrives
is to the girls of Lapland, Norway, and Siberia, only when
Is they are eighteen and nineteen years of age. But, in return
7o for this, they retain their vigor and good looks to a green
%r old age.
,%y -Between these extremes, including. as they do the whole
il second .decade of existence, this important change takes
n place normally in different latitudes. We have said that in
a the middle temperate zone the proper age is fourteen years

and six months. Let us now see what conditions lead to
O deviations-from this age in our climate.
k - First on the list is that sacred fire handed down to ûs
e from our ancestors, which we call, in our material language,
t the constitution.
o 'The females of certain -races, certain famiies, it is often

noticed, mature earlier than their neighbors. Jewesses, for
example, are always precocious, earlier by oée or two years.
So are colored girls, and those of creole lineage. We can

e guess the reasons here. No doubt these -children still retain
in their blood the tropic firet which,at comparatively recent
periods, their forefathers felt under the vertical rays of the
-torrid zone.

Nor is this all. It is well ascertained, from numerous
observations, that brunettes develop sooner than their blonde
sisters; that those who will grow to be large women are
slower than those whose stature will be small; that the dark-
haired and .black-eyed are more precocious -in this respect

s



than the light-haired and blue-eyed ; that the fat, sluggish
girl is more tardy than the slender, active' one ; that, in
general, what is known as the nervo-bilious temperament is
ever ahead of that called the lymphatic or phlegmatic.

it is, a familiar fact, that it is not a good sign to see this
change before the usual average time. It betokens a weakly,
excitable, diminutive frame. Hard labor, vigorous, regular
muscular exertion, prime health, in other words, never tend
to anticipàte this epoch, but rather to retard it.

With this warning fresh in our ears, let us now rehearsé
what causes constantly incline unduly to hasten puberty,
and thus to forestall Nature in- her plans for health and
beauty. They are of.two kinds, physical and mental.

Idleness of body, highly-seasoned food, stimulant bever-
ages, such as beer, wine, liquors, and, in a less degree, coffee
and tea, irregular habits of sleep,-these are the physical
causes of premature development. But the mental causes
are still more potent.

Whatever stimulates tw emotions leads to an unnaturally
eårly sexual life. Late hours, children's parties, sensational
novels, "flashy" papers, love stories, the drama, the ball-
room, talk of beaux, love, and marriage,-that atmosphere
of riper years which is so often and so injudiciously thrown
around childhood in the United States,-all hasten the
event which transforms -the girl into the woman. A par-
ticular emphasis has been laid by some physicians on the
power of music to awaken the dormant susceptibilities to
passion, and on this account its too general or earnest culti-
vation by children.has been .objected to. Educators would
do well to bear this caution in mind.

How powerfully these causes work is eviden when wé
compare the average age of puberty in large cities and li
country districts. The females in the former, mature from
six to eight months sooner than those in the latter. This is
unquestionably owing to their mode of life, physically in-
dolent, mentally over-stimulated. The result, too,. is seen
with painful plainness in comparing the sturdy, well pre-
served farm-wife of thirtý with the languid, pale, faded city
lady of the same age.

3A4 TH-fE MA ID E.
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ish
THE CHANGES IT WORKS.t 1s

Two short years change the awkward and angular girl of
.his fourteen into the trim and graceful maidemnof sweet sixteen.
dy, Wonderful metamorphosis! The magié wand of the fairy
ilar has touched lier, and she comes forth a new being,. a vision
and of beauty to bewitch the world.

Let us analyze this change.
,rsé The earliest sign of approaching puberty is a deposit of
Y, fat in the loose cellular tissue under the skin. This gives

and roundness to the form, and grace to the movements. Ac
cordiiig to a distinguished' naturalist (Buffon), it is first

rer- observable by a slight sw°elling of the groins. Thence it
.Tee extends over the whole-body. The'breasts especially receive
cal additions, and develop to form the perfect bust.
.ses Parts of the body-previously' free 'from hair bécome cov-

ered with a soft growth, and that which covers the head
71Y acquires more vigor and gloss, usually becoming one or two

nal shades darker. The eyes brighten, and acquire unwonted
all- significance.' These windows of the soul betray to the close
ere observer the novel emotions which are arising in the mind
wn within.
hle The voice, too, shares in the transformation. The pip-
ar- ing, slender articulation of the child gives way to the rich,
;he melodious, soft voice of woman, the sweetest music man
to ever hears. To the student of humanity, to the observant

iti- physician, nothing is more symbolical of the whole nature
ild than the voice. Would you witness a proof of its power?

Watchlow a person born blind unerringly discriminates the
we character of those he meets by this alone.

Beyond all' external modifications, we find others, which
indicate how profound is the alteration now taking place.31s The internal organs of the body assunie new functions and

in- new powers. The taste for food changes, hinting that the
en system has demands hitherto unknown. Those organs we
re- have adverted to, called' the ovaries, increase in size, as also
ty does the- uterus, The very frame-work of the structure

does not escape. The bones increase in weight, and those
around the hips expand, and give the female her distinctive
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form, upon the perfection of which her life and that of her
children depend.

MENTAL CHANGES. o

Such are the changes.which strike the eye. But there are
others which are not less significant, and which demand far
more urgently our watchful heed. New thoughts, strange
desires, are invading the soul. A novel relation is assumed
to the world. It is vague, misunderstood, but disturbing
all the same.

The once light-hearted girl·inclines to reveries ; she seeks
solitude; her mother surprises her in causeless tears; her
teacher discovers an unwonted inattention to her' studies, a
less retentive memory, a disinclination to mental labor; her
father. misses her accustomed playfulness: lie, perhaps, is
annoyed by her listlessness,,and inertia. What does it all
mean ? What is the matter with the girl?

Mother, teacher, father, it is for you to know the answers
-to these questions. You have guarded this girl through
years of helpless infancy and thoughtless childhood. * At
the peril of her life, and of what is of more value than life,
do not now relax your vigilance. Everyl day the reaper
Death reaps with his keen sickle the flower of-our land. The
mothers weep, indeed, butlittle do they realize that it is
because they have neglected to cherish them, as was their
duty, that the Lord of Paradise has taken tliem back to
himself.

THE COMPLETION OF PUBERTY.

The symptoms increase until at length the system has
acquired the necessary' strength, and furnished itself with
reserve forces enouglh to complete its transformation. Then
the monthly flow commences.

In thoroughly healthy girls-it continues to-recur at regu-
lar intervals, from twenty-five to thirty days apart. Tlis is
true of about three out of four. In others, a long interval,
sometimes six months, occurs between the first and second
sickness. If tfie general health is not in the least impaired,
this need cause no anxiety. Irregularities are found in the

111-1
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>f her first year or two, which often right themselves afterwards.
iBut whenever they are associated with the slightest signs of.
mental or bodily disorder, they demand instant and intelli-
gent attention.

It used to be supposed that the periods of the monthly
e are sickness were in ýsome way connected with the phases of

ag the 'roon. So general is this belief even yet in France,
range that a learned academician not long since thought it worth
rbind while carefully to compare over four thousand observations,

bing to seë ,whether they did bear any relations to the lunar
seeks phases. It is hardly worth while to add that ie found

erk none.
• her We have known perfectly healthy young women wholes, a were ill every sixteen days, and others in whom a period ofher thirty-five or thirty-six days would elapse. The reasons of
it a such differences are not clear. Some inherited peculiarity

of constitution is doubtless at work. Climate is of primary
importance. Travellers in Lapland, and other countries in

wers the far north, say that the women there are not regulatedtgh more frequently than three or four times a year. Hard

life labour and phlegmatic temperament usually piolong the
biè, interval between the periodical illnesses.
per An equal diversity prevails in reference to the length ofiThe time the discharge continués. The average of a large num-

h i ber, of cases observed in healthy women in this country,
heir betweenx the ages of fifteen and thirty-five, is four days and

a fraction. In a. more general way, we may say from two
to six days is the proper duration. Shouli it diverge
widely from this, then it is likely some mischief is at work.

In relation to the amount of the discharge, every woman
has is a law unto herself. Usually, it is four or five ounces in
7th all. Habits of life are apt to modify it materially. Here,
lien again, those exposed to prolonged cold and inured to severe

labor escape more easily than their sisters petted~in the lap
gu- of luxury. Delicate, feeble, nervous women, those, in other

s is mords, who can least afford the loss of blood, are precisely
val, those who lose the most. Nature, who is no tender mother,
nd but a stern step-mother, thus pu >ishes them for disregarding

-ed, her laws. Soft couches, indolent ease, IiighlZ spiced food,
the warm rooms, weak muscles,-these are theinfractions of
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her rules which she revenges with vigorous, ay, merciless
severity.

It is well known, too, that excitement of the emotions,
wh'ether of anger, joy, grief, hatred, or love, increases the
discharge. Even the vulgar are aware of this, and, misin-
terpreting it as haif knowledge always does, suppose it a
sign of stronger animal passions. It bears no such mean-
ing. But the fact reads us a lesson how important it is to
cultivate a placid mind, free from -strong desire'or fear, and~
to hold all our emotions in the firm leash of reason.

Physicians attach great importance to he character of the
discharge. It should be thin, watery, dark colored, an&
never clot. If it clots, it is an indication that something is
wrong.

THE DANGERS OF PUBERTY.

We have shown that there are constantly individual devi-
ations, quite consistent with he.alth, from any 'given stan-
dard. They only become significant of disease when they
depart decidedly from the average, either in the frequency
of the illness, its duration, tli ahount of thelischarge, or
the character. More or less pain, more or less prostration,
and general disturbance at these epochs, axe universal and
inevitable. They are part of the sentence which at the out-
set He pronounced upon the woman, when He said unto
her: "I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy concep-
tion." Yet witli merciful kindness He has provided means by
which the pain may be greatly lessened, and the sorrow avoi
ded; and thy we may learn and observe these means, their
neglect-often ïncreases a hundred-fold the natural suffering.

At this critical period, the seeds of hereditary and consti-
tutional diseases manifest themselves. They draw fresh
malignancy from the new activity of the system.,Te bfirst
symptoms of tubercular consumption, of acrofu1,of obsti-
nate and disfiguring skin diseases, of hereditary insan y, of
congenital epilepsy, of a hundred terrible malaies;,which
from birtli have lurked in the child, biding the opportunity
of attack, suddenlyspring.from their lairs, and hurry her to
the grave or the madhouse. If lwe ask* why so many fair
girls of eighteen or twenty are followed by weeping friends
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,rciless to an early tomb, the answer is ciiefly from diseases which
had their origin at the period of puberty.ations, It is impossible for us to rehearse here all the minuteas the symptoms, each almost trifling in itself, which warn themisin- practised physician of the approach of one of these fearfule it a foes in time to allow him to -make a defence. We can do

mean- little more.than iterate the warning, that whenever at this
t is to momentous epoch, any disquieting change appears, be it
r, and physical or mental, let not a day be lost in snmmoning skil-

led, competent mecdical advice.
f the There is, howeVer. a train .of symptoms so frequent, so. and- insidious, fruitful with agony of mind and body, that we

Cngs shall mention sthem particularly. They illustrate, at once,
how all-important is close observation, and how significant
to the wise physician are trifles seemingly light as air.

If you notice a girl of fourteen or sixteen, who, ai walk-
devi- ing, alwaye-gives one arm in preference to the -other to her
stan- companion - if, in sleeping, she mostly lies on the same side;
they if, in sitting, shé is apt to prefer~ a chair with a low back,
ency and throws one arm over its back; if you perceive that she

;e, or always sits with one foot a little in advance of the other;
tion, if she, on inquiry, confesses to slight, *andering- pains in
and one side of her chest, do not chide her for awkwardness.
out- These are omnious portents. ,They mean spinal disease, than

unto whicha more fearful malady is hardly known to medicine.
icep- øot less stealthy is the approach of disease of the hip
.s by jïînti of white swelling of the knee, of consumption, all
voi curaible if taken at the very first, all well-nigh hopeless when

;heir they have once unmasked their real features.
rig. Apart from these general dangers, to which thiose of
isti- thoroughly sound constitutiôns are not exposed, there are
rçsh disorders called functional, to which all are subject.
first
>sti- GREEN SICKNESS.
,of

cich When we speak of the " green sickness," we mention per-
nity haps the most common of all, and one of 'which everyr to mother has heard. Doctors cal it chlorosis which, also
fair means greenness; for one of its most common and peealiar-
îds symptoms is a pale complexion with a greenish tinge.
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It never occurs except at or near the age of puberty, and
was long supposed to be merely an impoverishment of the
blood. Now, howe'ver, we have learned that it is a disease
if the nervous system, and one very often confounded by
physicians with other complaints.

Its attack is insidious. A distaste for exertion and soci-
ety, a fitful appetite, low spirits-these are all the symptoms
noticed at first. Then, one by o;e, come palpitation of the
heart, an unhealthy complexion, irregularity, clyspepsia, de-
praved tastes,-such as a desire to eat slate-pencil dust,-chall4
or clay-vague 'pains in body and limbs, a bad temper ; until
the girl, after several months, is a peevish, wretched, trou-
blesome invalid.

Then if a physician is called in, and gives her iron, and
tells her nothing is, the matter, or is himself alarmed, and
imagines she has heart disease or consumption, it -is a
chance if she does not rapidly sink, out of mere fright,
and over-much dosing, into some fatal complaint. Let it
be well understood that chlorosis, though often obstinate
and obscure, is always curable if properly and promptly
treated. The remedies must be addressed to the nervous
system, and can be administered with intelligence only by
a competent medical adviser. It can be prevented by a
hygenic mode of life, and as its most common* causes are
anxiety, home-sickness, want of exercise, or over-work at
school, nothing is so salutary in its early stages as a change
of air and scene, cheerful company;a tour to the mountains
or some watering place, and regular exercise.

Many young women suffer considerable pain during their
monthly illness. This may arise from many different causes,
such as congestion, inflammation, malformation, or a wrong
position of the parts, or over-sensitive nerves. They can
onlybe~ successfully treated when the cause is known ; and
they fust rest assured that this suffering, in nearly every
case, can be removed.

Sometimes a girl grows to the age of eighteen r twenty
without having her periodical changes. We have already
said that this is not unusual in some climates, and in some
families ; so, as long as the general bealth is good, and the
spirits cheerful,-always an important point--it need. cause
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Y, and no anxiety. But if the health grows poor, and, especiaily
f the if there are pains and weakness recurring*monthly without
-isease discharge, then something is wrong, and the doctor should
ed by be consulted.

HYSTERICS. e
oOC There is- a disease of the nerves to- which girls about thel3toms
f the age of puberty are very subject, particularly in the higher

.a, de- circles of society, where their emotions are over-educated
chalk and their organization delicate. It is called hysteria, and.
until more commonly hysterics. Frequently, it deceives both doc-
trou- tor and friends, and is supposed to be some dangerous com-

plaint. Often it puts on the symptoms of epilepsy, or heart
and discase, or consumption. We have witnessed the most
and frightful convulsions in girls of fou-teen or fifteen, which

is a were brought on by this complaint. Sometimes it injures
right, the mind, and it should always receive prompt and efficient
Jet it attention, as it is always curable.
inate This disease is apt to produce a similar affection in other
nptly girls of the same age who .see the attacks. For this reason,

hysterical girls should not be sent to large schools, but curedvrous
ly by at home. Often a strong mental impression restores them.
by a The anecdote is told of a celebrated surgeon (Boerhave),.

who was called to a female seminary where there was a
ka nuniber of hysterical girls. He summoned them together,
ane heated a number of iron instrments before their eyes, and

n told them that the first one who had afit should bá cauter-
ans ized down the spine. They all recovered immediately.

their
uses, WSECRET BAD HABITS.

long We now approach a part of our subject which we would7 can gladly omit, did not constant experienee admonish us of ourand duty to speak of it *in no uncertain tone. We refer to the
~very disastrous consequences on soul and body to which young

girls expose theielves by exciting and indulging morbidenty passions. Years ago, Miss Catharihe E. Beecher sounded asady note of warning to the mothers of America on this secretsome -vice, which leads their daughtcrs to the grave, the mad-
the house, or, worse yet, the brothel.ause D
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Gladly would we believe that her timely admonition had
done away with the necessity for its repetition. But though
we believe such a habit is more rare than many physicians
suppose, it certainly exists to a degree that demands atten-
tion. Surgeons have recently been forced to devise painful
operations to hinder young girls from thus ruining them-
selves ; and we must confess that, in its worst form, it is
absolutely incurable.

The results of the constant nervous excitemént which this
habit produces are bodily weakness, lo'ss of memory, low
spirits, distressing nervousness, a capricious appetite, dislike
of company and of study, and, finally, paralysis, imbecility,
or insanity. Let it not be supposed that there are many
who suffer thus severely ; but, on the other hand, let it be
clearly unrlerstood that any indulgence whatever in these
evil,.courses is attended with bad effects, especially because
they create impure desires and thoughts, which will prepare
the girl to be a willing victim to the arts of profligacy.
There is no more solemn duty resting on those who have the
charge of young females than to protect themagainst thisvice.

But, it is exclaimed, is it not dangerous to 'tell them any
thing about it? Such a course is unnecessary. Teach them
ihat any handlin of the parts, any indecent language, any
impure thought, s degrading and hurtfuL See that the
servants, nurses, a d companions with whom thèy associate
are not debased; a d recommend scrupulous cleanliness.

If the habit is di covered, do not scold nor whip the child.
It is-often a result f disease, and induced by a disagreeable
local itching. So etimes this is connected with a disorder
of the womb, and ery frequently with worms in the bowels.
Let the case be submitted to a judicious, skilful medical
adviser, and the girl will yet be saved. But do not shut
you'r eyes, and refuse to see this fact when it exists. Mothers
are too often unwilling to entertain for a moment the thought
that their daughters are addicted to suhk-a vice, whenit is
only too plain to the physician.

THE HYGIENE OF PUBERTY.

Concerning the maladies of puberty, we may broadly say,
that if we are obliged to have recourse to medicine, it is be-



i had cause we have neglected hygiene. That the period requires
Iough assiduous care, we grant ; but given that care, drugs will be
:rcians needless.
atten- In a general way, we have already emphasized the danger
ainful of indolence and the benefits of exercise or labour; the perils
'hem- of exciting the emotions and the advantages of a placid dis-
, it is position; the impropriety of premature development and

the wisdom of simplicity and moderation. This is an old
i this story-a thrice-told tale. Let us go more into minutie.

low One of the most frequent causes of disease, about-the<age
islike of puberty, is starvation. Many a girl is starved to death."b,niity, Food is given her, but not of the right quality, or in insuffi-
.nany cient quantity, or at improper hours. The system is not
;t be nourished.; and, becoming feeble, it is laid open to the
jhese attacks of disease, and to no form of disease more readily
:ause than to consumption.
,pare To, correct this, let -the food be varied, simply prepared,
gacy. and abûindant. Good fresh milk should be used daily, while
,he tea and coffee should. be withheld. Fat meats andvegetable
vice. oils, generally disliked by girls at this age, are exactly what
any they need; and were they partaken of more freely, there'
hem would be less inquiry at the drug-stores for cod-liver oil.
any A modern writer of eminence lays it down as one of the
the most common causes of consumption in young people that

.ate just at the age when, their physical system is undergoing

.ild. such important changes; that invaluable article of diet, milk,
is generally dropped, and nothing equally rich in nitrogen

able substituted in its place.
der Exercise, whether as games, the ,skipping rope, croquet,

tels- walking, dancing, riding, and callisthenics, or as recular
jcal labour, is highly beneficial, especially when it leads one into
shut the fresh air, the sunshine, and the country. A particular
iers kind of exercise is to be recommended for those whose chests
ght are narrow, whose shoulders stoop, and who have 'a heredi-
t1is tary predisposition to consumption. If it is systematically

practiced along with other means of health, we would guar-
antee any child, no matter how many relatives have died of
this disease, against its invasion. It is voluntary inspira-
tion. Nothing is more simple. Let her stand erect, throw

be- the shoulders well back and the hands behind; then let her

DO NOT STABVE GIRLS. 43
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slowly inhale pure air to the full capacity of the lungs, and
retain it a few seconds by an increased effort; then it may be
slowly exhaled. After one or two natural inspirations, let
her repeat the act, and so on for ten or fifteen minutes, twice
daily. Not only is this simple procedure a safeguard against
consumption, but, in the opinion of some learned physicians,
it can even cure it when it has already commenced.

At first the monthly loss of blood exhausts the 'system.
Therefore, plenty of food, plenty of rest, plenty of sleep are
required. That ancient prejudice in favour of early rising
should be discarded now, and the girl should retire early,
and, if she will, should sleep. late. Hard study, care, or
anxiety should be spared her. This is not the time for rigid
discipline.

Clothing is a matter of importance, and if we were at ail
sure of attention, there is much we would say of-it. The
ihought seriously troubles us, that so long as American
women consent to deform themselves and sacrifice their
health to false ideas of beauty, it is almost hopeless to urge
their fitness for, and their right to, a higher life than they
now enjoy. No educated painter or sculptor is ignorant of
what the model of female beauty is; no fashionable woman
in America is content unless she departs from it as far as
possible.

Now beauty implies health, and ugliness of form is at-
tained not only at the expense of æsthetics, but of comfort.
The custom of fastening growing girls in tight corsets, of
flattening their breasts with pads, of* distorting their feet in
small high-heeled shoes, and of teaching them to stoop and
mince in gait, is calculated to disgust every observer of good
sense and taste, and, what is of more consequence, to render
these girls, when they become women, more liable to every
species of suffering connected with child-bearing.

Some young women suffer more, some less, during their
periodical illnesses. Both classes should be equally cautious
to do less than usual at that time. Over-exertion is a most
fruitful cause of disease. Long walks, shopping, dancing,
riding, labor, should be avoided or diminisled. Iced drinks,
exposure to dampness or to great heat,-are likewise perilons.
If there is much pain or debility, or an abundant discharge,
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y be they should rest on the sofa or bed. If the discharge is
let delayed, soaking the feet in hot water, a tumbler of hot

wice ginger tea, a brisk walk, or a gentle laxative, will often
,inst bring it on. But under no circumstances should more
ans, violent means than these be used. Properly, there is no

great suffering connected with this function, and when
em. such is present, the physician should be consulted.
are

un g THE AGE OF NUBILITY.

xly,
or It does not follow bécause a girl is capable of'marriage

~gid that she is fit for it. Science teaches us many valid ob-
jections to too early unions. It goes farther, and fixes a
certain -age at which it is wisest for woman to marry. This

he age is between twenty and twenty-five years.
Anatomists have learned that after puberty the bones

eir of a woman's body undergo important modifications to fit
her for child-bearing. This requires time, and before twenty,

1ey the process is not completed. Until the woman is perfect
herself, until her full stature and completed form are àt-
tained, she is not qualified to assist in perpetuating the

as species.
We might urge that up to this m6ment neither does her

at- - self-knowledge qualify her to choose a life-companion, nor
can her education be fmnishied, nor is hler experience s'uff-

ot. cient for' her to enter on the duties of a matron. But we
in do not appeal to these arguments. There are others still
id more forcible. If her own health, life, and good looks are

of value to her, if she has any wish for healthy, sound-
er minded children, slie wil refrain from premature nuptials.

A too youthful wife finds marriage not a pleasure bu°t
a pain. Her nervous system is prostrated by it, she is
more liable to weakness and diseases of the womb, and,
if of a consumptive family, she runs -great risk of finding

st that fatal malady manifest itself after a year or two of
wedded life. - It is very commen for those who marry
young to die young.

From statistics which have been carefully compiled, it is
proven that the first labors of very young mothers are
much more painful, tedious, and dangerous to life than
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others. As wives, they are frequently visited either with
absolute sterility, and all their lives must bear the reproach
of barren'women, or, what to many is hardly less distaste-
ful, they have an excessively numerous family.

What adds to their sufferings in the latter event is that
the children of such mafriages are rarely healthy. They
are feeble, sickly, undersized, often with some fault of
mid or body, which is a cross to them and their parents all
their lives. They inherit more readily the defects of their
ancestors, and, as a rule, die at earlier years than the
progeny of better-timed unions.

These considerations are formidable enough, it would
seem, to prevent young girls from marrying, without the
need of a law, as exists in some countries. Moreover,
they are not iràaginary but real, as many.a woman finds out

r to her cost.
The objections to marriage after' the age of 'twenty-five

are less cogent. They extend oniy to thé woman Jierself.
She should know that -the first labors of wives ovei thirty
are nearly twice as fatal as those between twentr and twenty-
five. Ulndoubtedly,'nature points to the period between
the twentieth and twenty-fifth year as'the fittest ,one for
marriage in the woman.

LOVE.

ITS POWER ON HUMANITY.

LOVE, pure love, true love, what can we say of it ?
The dream of youth ; the cherished reminiscence of age;
celebrated in the songs of poets ; that which impels the
warrior. to his most daring deeds; swhich the inspired
prophet chooses to typify the holiest sentiments,-what
new thing is it possible to say about this theme?

Think for a moment 'on the history or the literature of
the world. Ask the naturalist to reveal the mysteries of
life; let the mythologist explain the origin and meaning
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of all unrevealed religions; look within at the promptings
of your own-spirit, and this whole life of ours will appear
to you as one grandepithalamium.

The profoundest of English poets has said-

"All thoughts, all passions, ail delights,
Whatever stirs this mortal frame,

Ail are but ministers of Love,
And feed his'sacrec flame."

That, life which .is devoid of love is incomplete, sterile
unsatisfactory. It fails of its chiefest end. Nature, in
anger, blots it out sooner, and-it passes like the shadow of
a cloud, leaving-no trace behind. Admirable as it may be
in other respects, to the eye of the statesman, the physician,
the lover of his species, it remains but a fragment, a torso.

Love' is one thing to a woman, another to a man. To
him, said Madame de Stael, it is an episode; to her,- it is
the wliole history of life. A thousand distractions diveert
man. Fame, riches, power, pleasure, all struggle in his
bosom to displace the sentiment, of love. They are its
rivals, not rarely its masters. But woman knows no such
distractions. One passion only sits enthroned in her bosom;
one only idol is enshrined in her heart, knowing no rival,
no successor. This passion is love ! -this idol isits object.

This is not fancy, not rhetoric; it is the language ofcold and exact science, pronounced from the chair of history,
from the bureau of the statistician, from the dissecting-
table of the anatomist. We shall gather up their well-
weighed words, and present them, not as fancy sketches,but as facts.

This deep, all-absorbing, single, wondrous love of woman,
is something that man cannot understand. This sea of un-t
fathomed depth is to -him a mystery. The shallow mind
sees of it nothing but the rippling waves, the unstable
foam-crests dashing hither and thither, the playfuF ripples
of the surface, and, blind .to the stil and measureless
waters beneatli, calls woman capricious, uncertain,-varium
et mutabile. But the thinker and seer, undeceived by such
externals, knows that beneath this seeming change is
stability unequalled in. the stronger sex; a power of will
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to which man is a stranger; a devotion and purpose which
strike him with undefined awe.

Therefore, in the myths and 1 gends which the early
races framed to express their notio s of divine things, the
Fates, who spin and snip the thrèad r of life; the Norns
who

Lay down laws,
And select life,
For the children of time-
The destinies of men,

are always females. The seeresses and interpreters of oracles,
those who, like the witch of Endor, could summon from
the grave the shades of the departed, were wonien.

Therefore, also, modern infidelity, going back, as it ever
does, to the ignorance of the past, and holding it -up as
something new, makes woman the only deity. Comte and
his disciples, having reasoned away all gods, angels, and
spirits, and unable to still the craving for something to
adore, agree to mneet once a week- to -worship-woman.
The French revolutionists, having shut up the churches,
and abolished God by a decree of the Convention, set up in
His stead-a woman.

~We could never exhaust this phase of world-history.
Everywhere we see the unexpected hand of Love moulding,
fashioning all things. The fortunes of the individual, the
fate of nations, the -destinies of races, are guided by this
invisible thread. Let us push our inquiries as to the
nature of this all-powerful agent.

WHAT IS LOVE 2

It has a divided nature. As we have an immortal soul,
but a body of clay ; as the plant roots itself in decaying
earth, but spreads its flowers in glorious sunlight; so love
has a physiological and a moral nature. It is- rooted in
that unconscious law of life which bids us perpetuate our
kind ; which guards over the conservation of life ; which'
enforces, with ceaseless admonition, that first precept which
God gave to man before the gates of Eden had been closed
upon him. "Be thou fruitful, and multiply and, replenish



iich the earth." Nothing but a* spurious~~ delicacy, or an ig-
norance of facts, can prevent our full recognition that love

arly looks to marriage, and marriage to offspring, as a natural
the sequence.

>rns Do we ask proofs of this ? We have them in abundance.
Those unfortunate beings who are chosen by Oriental custom
to guard the seraglios, undergo a mutilation which dis-
qualifies them from becoming parents. Soon al traces of
passion, all regard for the other sex, all sehtiments of love,
totally disappear. The records of -medicine contain not a

,les, few cases where disease had rendered it necessary to-remove
Iom the ovaries from women. At once a change took place in

voice, appearance, and mind. They spoke like men, a
ýver slender beard commenced on their faces, a masculine manner

as, was conspicuous in all their motions, and every thought
md of sexual love pass.ed away for ever. These are the results
nd in every case. What dothey signify ? Undoubtedly that
to the passion of love is dependent upon the capacity of -

an. having offspring, and that such was the intention of Nature
1es, in implanting in our bosom this all-powerful sentiment.

in But this is not all. Nature, as beneficent to those who
obey her precepts as she is merciless- to th6se who disregard

ry. them, has added to this sentiment of 'love a physical
-g LY pleasure in its gratification; an, honorable and proper
,he. pleasure, which none but the hypocrite or the ascetic will
his affect to contemn, none but the coarse or the lewd will
jhe regard as the object ,of love. There is, indeed, a passion

which ·is the love of the body. We call it by its proper
name of lusI. There is another emotion, for which the
rich tongue of the ancient Greeks had a word, to which we
have nothing to correspond- Call it, if you will, Platonic

2l, love, and define it to be an exalted friendship. But
'g understand that neither the one nor the other is love, in the
ve true sense of the word, and that both are inferior to it.

Does the father, watching, with moistened eyes, his child
at its mother's breast; does the husband, bending with

,h solicitude. over the sick bed of his wife; does the wife,
h clinging -to her husband through evil report and good
d report- through broken fortunes and failing health, indicate
h no loftier emotion than lust, no warmer sentiment than

LUST vs. LOVE. 49
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friendship? What ignorance, what' perversity, is so gross
as not to perceive something here nobler than either? Do
you«say that such scenes are, alas, rare? We deny it. We
see them daily in the streets ; we meet them daily in our
rou»ls. Admitted, by our calling, to the sacred precincts
of many houses in the trying hours of sickness and death,
we speak advisedly, and know that this is the prevailing
meaning of love in American life.

A warm, rich affection blesses the one who gives and ths
one who receives. Character develops under it as the
plant beneath 'the sunlight.: Happiness is an unknown
word without it. Love and marriage are The only normal
conditions of lif. Without them;both maw and woman for
ever miss the best part of themselves. They süffer more,
they sin more, they perish sooner. These are not hasty
assertions. As a social law, let it be well understood that
science pronounces that

LOVE IS A NECESSITY.

The single life is forced upon many of both sexes, in our
present social condition. Many choose it from motives' of
economy, from timidity, or as a religious step, pleasing to
God. The latter is a notion which probably arose from a
belief that, - sômehow, celibacy, strictly observed, means
chastity. It simply means continence. The chastest
persons have been, and are, not the virgins and celibates,
but the married. When this truth is knownrkbetter, we
shall have fewer sects and more religion.

We know women who refrain from marrying to keep out
of trouble. The old saying is that every sigh drives a nail
in one's coffin, They are not going »o i#orry themselves to
death, bearing children and nursing them, "It is-too great a
risk, too much suffering. How often have we been told
this ? Yet how false the reasoning is! Yery carefully
prepared statistics show that between the ages of twenty
and forty-five years, more unmarried women die than
married, and no instance of remarkable longevity in an old
maid is known. The celebrated Dr. Hufeland, therefore,
in his treatise on the Art of Prolongmg Life, lays it

50



THE FATE OF THE UNMARRIED

-s down as a rule, that to attain a great age one musf£ -

Do married.
)Ue As for happiness, those who think they can best attain

>ur it outside the gentle yoke of matrimony are quite as wide,
cts of the mark. Their selfish and solitary pleasures do not
.th, gratify them. With all the resources of clubs, billiard-

.ng rooms, saloons, narcotics, and stimulants, single men make

but a mock show of satisfaction. At heart pvery one of

,he them envies his married friends. How much more monot-
she onous and more readily exhausted are the resources of

vn woman's single life! No matter what " sphere" she is in,
2ar no matter in what " circle " she moves, no matter what
'or "mission " she invents, it will soon pall on her. Would-
re, .you see the result ? We invoke once more those dry
ty volumes, full of lines and figures, on vital statistics.

Stupid as they look, they are full of the strangest stories,

and, what ise more, the stories are àlI true. Some of them
are sad stories and this is one of the saddest :-Of those
unfortunates who, out of despair and disgust of the world,

ur jump from bridges, or take arsenic, or hang themselves, or

of in other ways rush unbidden and unprepared before the

to gteat Judge of all, nearly two-thirds are u arried, and in
a some years nealy three-fourths. And of ose other sad

as cases-dead, -yet livi.ng-ýwho people 'the ouses and.

s asylums, what.of them < Driven crazy by their brutal

st husbands, do you suggest Not at all. , In France,.Bavaria,
Prussia, and Hanover, four out of every five are unmal-ried,

e and throughout the civilized world there are everywhere

i* three or four siigleto one married woman in the establish-
it ments for the insane, in proportion to the whole number

of the two classes above twenty-one years of age.
Other women decline to marry because they have, forsooth,

A a " life work " to accomplish. Some great project fils their

Y mind. Perchance they emulate Madame De Staêl, and
would electrify the country by their novel views in politics ,

;y or they have a literary vein they fain would explore; or they
d feel called upon to teach the freedmen, or to keep their

position as leaders of fashion. A husband would trammel
them. If they did marry, they would take the very foolish
advice of a cotemporary, and go through life with an indig-
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nant protest at its littleness. Let such Women know'thatthey underrate the narried state, its powers and its oppor-tunities. There are no loftier itssios than can be arriedout, no nobler games than can there be played. Wen wethink of these objections, co ning, as they have to usefrohigh-spirited, earnest girls, the queens of their sex, frmemory runs back to the famous women of histor ys, Ourbrightest jewels in the coronet oftine, and we findas many,ay, more, married women than single wlo p arsued to theirends, -mighty achievinents.
If you speak of Judith and Joan of Arc who deliveredtheir fatherlands from the enemy, by a daring o dnane aequal, we shail reca l the peaceful victories of her, wife ofthe barbarian ChlodN e .ho taught the rude Franks theBnild religion of Nazaretland of her who extended fromByzantium the reoly symbol of the cross over the wilds ofRussia. The really great Women of this age, are theymostly married or single.? They a sre thstly 'arriedyandthey are good wives and tender inotherstWhat we .have just written, we read to an aiiable

woman.

"But," she exclaimed, " what have yon to say to lerwhom high duties or a hard fate coyde uns to a single lifeand'to the naine of the old maidcd os i
Alas what can we saY to such? We feel thàt

Earthtier happy is the rose distilled,Thari that which, withering on the virgm thoraGrows, lives, and dies ihosirgle blesseness"
Yet there is ever a blessing in store for those who sufferhere, asd the hope of the future must teach them to bearthepresent.

LOVE IS ETERNAL.
We have- said loveis a necessity in the life of either manor wornan to complete their nature. Its eifects, therefore.,are eternal. We do not intend this as a figure of speech.It is a sober stateinent of physiology. -Fro theday f miarriage the woman undergoes a changein lerowiole structure. She is similar to her former self,'but fot the saie. It is often noticed that the children of

-5,2
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'that a woman in her second marriage bear a marked resemblance
tpo her first husband. In the inferior races and lower ani-

d mals this obscure metamorphosis is still more apparent. A
Swe \negress who has borne her first child to a white man, will

from ýver after have children of a lighter color than her own.
ou' c\Ount Strzelewski, in his travels in Australia, narrates this

e ous circumstance:-A native woman who has once had
'ny offspring by a white man, can never more have cbildren by
their' a male of her own race. Dr. Darwin relates that a male

zebra was once brought to England, and a hybrid race
ered marked with the zebra's stripes, was produced from certain

mares. Always after, the colts of these mares bore the à
e of marks of the zebra on their skins. In some way the female
the is profoundly altered throughout her whole formation, and

entirely independent of her will, by the act of marriage,
's of and the alteration is never effaced.
*hey If the -body is thus influenced, shall not the far.more sus-
and ceptible mind and spirit be equally impressed ·

Another common observation supports what we say, and
able extends it farther. Not the woman alone ; the man also

undergoes a change, and loses a portion of his personality
her in his mate. They two are one, not merely in a moral
ife sense. We constantly notice a decided resemblance in old

couples who have passed, say, two score years together.
They have grown to look alike in form, feature, and ex-
pression. That for so long a time they have breathed ,the
same air, eaten the same fare, and been subjected to the
same surroundings, explains this to some extent. But the
greater part of the change flows from mental sources. They

Ter have laughed and wept together ; they have shared the
ear same joys and pleasures.; a smile or a tear on the face of

one evoked a correspònding emotion and expression -on the
face of the other. Their co-partnership has become a unity.
Even without speaking, they sympathize. Their souls are

e constantly en rapport.) The man is as different as the
h. woman from his former self.

WHAT OF FLIRTATION 4

ge
Flirtation is an American word. They have neither the

of . word nor the thing in foreign countries. It results from
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the freedom and the daring of our women. They use asplaythings thosehedged tools which in other lands arelocked Up from them. Love, engagemenis, and beaus, aretheir pastimes.
In view of what we have said of the nature of love, itsnecessity and eternity, is this wise o iWe are not moralists and spe'k as physicians merelv.To us the coquette is as bad as the rake. Bothi waste theirnature in dailiance witlipassion. They both sufer in dyand soul, and by every new indulgence unfit thenselves themore for a happy marriage. Look at the woman of thirty,wlo has passed her youth encouraging men.to offer her themost a man can offer-all he has-in order to eajoy thevanity of refusing him.I smodrt no hvait o rfuin hr9 If she is married, you will see adiscontented, nervous invalid if unmarried, a cross, fadedneglected spinster.

OF SECOND MARRIAGES.

Science, therefore, seers to to woman your flrstlusband is your eternal lusband." How then, aboutsecond marriages Are we to say that they are not ad-visable 2
Let us not answer hastily. It iset to be seen whether

il-assorted marriages produce. thios impressions we havementioned. They may, indeed, on the body, while themind is free:#One must remember, also that the exigenciesof social life must be consulted. If a woma- cannot lovetwo men equally,-and she cannot,-oter motives wortliy
of aldrespect, justify her in erterin the moiae lifehysecond time. Then, the higher refinements of the emotionsàre not given to al alike, norddo they come at the same ageto al. True love-may flrst daw-upon a woman after one.or two husbands have left ler a widow. Orphan children,widowh ood, a fproperty, or the care of property,.these ire sad afflictions to the lonely woman. Do not blameher if she accepts a husband as a guardian, a protector,whom she can no longer receive to her arms as a lover.

We cherish the memory of a lady of strong character,
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3e as who died past eighty. She had survived three husbands.
are "The first," she said, "I married for love, the second for

, are position,.the third for friendship. I was happy with them

all." But when in her mortal illness this venerable friend

3, its sank into the delirium which preceded death, she con-

stantly called out the name of her first husband only. More

:ely. than half a century had not effaced the memory of those

heir few years of early love. This is fidelity indeed.
)ody F

the -OF D1VORCE.
.rty

the He of Nazareth laid down the law that whoever puts
the away his wife for any cause except adultery, and marries

se a again, commits adultery, and that whatever woman puts
led, away her husband for anycause save adultery, and marries

again, herself commits adultery.
This has been found a hard saying.
John Milton wrote a book to show that the Lawgiver did

not mean what he said, but something quite different.

irst Modern sects, calling themselves christians, after this Law-

aut giver, dodge the difficulty, and refer it to State legislatures.

ad- State legislatures, not troubling themselves at ail about any

previous law or lawgiver, allow dozens of causes, scores of

,ber them, as perfectly valid to put asunder those whom God has

avé joined together.
the Science, which never finds occasion to disagree with that

:ies Lawgiver of Nazareth, here makes his words her own.

>ve Whether we look at it as a question M social life, in

1hy morals, or in physiology, the American plan of gFanting
a a absolute· divorces is dangerous, and destructive to what is

>ns bestin life. It leads to hasty, ill-assorted matc ,'to an

-ge unwillingness to yield to each other's peculiaritiès, to a

ne. weakening of the family ties, to a lax morality. Carry it a
trifle farther than it now is in some States, and marriage
will lose all its sacredness, and degenerate into a physical

ne union not nobler than the crossing of flies in the air.

Separation of bed and board should always be provided

~r. for by law, and whether single, married, or separated, the
woman should retain entire control of her own property.
But in the eyes of God and Nature, awoman or a man with
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two ,faithful spouses living, to each of whom an eternal
fidelity has been plighted, is a monster.

OF A PLURALITY OF WIVES OR HUSBANDS.

What has been said of divorce applies with tenfold force t
to the custom of a woman living as wife to several men, or he
of a man as husband to several women. We should not
speak of these-customs, but that we know both exist in this
country, not among the notoriously wicked, but among
those who claim to be the peculiarly good-the very elect
of God. They prevail, not as lustful excesses, but as reli-
gious observances. Every reader of the daily press knows
what sects we mean.

It is worth while to say that such practices lead to physi-
cal degradation. The woman who acknowledges more than
one husband is generally sterile; the man who has several
wives has usually a weakly offspring, principally males.
Nature attempts to check polygamy by reducing the number
of females, and failing in this, by enervating the whole
stock. The Mormons of Utah would soon sink into a
state of Asiatic effeminacy were they left to themselves.

COURTSHIP.

A wise provision of nature ordains that woman shall be
sought. She flees, and man pursues. The folly of modern
reformers who would annul this provision is evident. Were
it done away with, man, ever prone to yield to woman's
solicitations, and then most prone when yielding is most
dangerous, would fritter away his powers at an early age,
and those very impulses which nature has given to perpe-
tuate the race would bring about its destruction.

To prevent such a disaster, woman is endowed with a
sense of shame, an invincible modesty, her greatest protec-
tion and her greatest charm. Let her never forget it, never
disregard it, for without it she becomes the scorn of her own
sex and the jest of the other.

The urgency of man and the timidity of woman are tem-
pered by the period of courtship.
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This, as it exists with us, is something almost peculiar to
Americans. On the continent of Europe, girls are shut up
in convents or in seminaries, or are kept strictly under the
eyes of their parents until marriage, or, at any rate, be-
trothal. The liberty usual in this country is something un-
heard-of and inconceivable there. In Spain a dueuna, in
France some aunt or elderly cousin, in Germany some simi-
lar person, makes it her business to be present at every
interview which a young lady liâs with an admirer. He
never dreams of walldng, driving, or going out of an even-
ing with he;r alone. It is taken for granted that should he
invite her for such a purpose, the mother or aunt is included
in the party. They would look on the innocent freedom of
American girls as simply scandalous.

We have had opportunities to see society in these various
lcountries, and have failed to perceive that the morality of

either sex is at all superior to what it is with us, while the
effect of this cloister-like education on young women îs to-
weaken their self-reliance, and often- prepare them for
greater extravagances when marriage gives themliberty.

With us, the young woman is free until her wedding day.
After that epoch, she looks forward to withdrawing more or
less from society, and confining her thoughts to family
matters. In France, Spain, or Italy, in the wealthier
classes, precisely the contrary is the rule. Marriage brings
deliverance from an irksome espionage and numberless fet-
ters ; it is the avenue to a life in public, and independent
action. î How injurious to domestic happiness this is can
readily be imagined.

It istrue that the liberty of American girls occasionally
leads to improprieties. But, except in certain great cities,
suchinstances are rare. The, safeguards of virtue are
knowledge and self-command, not duennas and jalousies.
Let American mothers properly instruct their daughters,

d they need lhave no apprehensions about their' conduct.
The period .of courtship is one full of importance. A

young woman of unripe experience must decide from what
she can see of a man during the intercourse of a few months
whether he will suit her for a life-companion. She has no
knowledge of human nature; and what would it- avail ber

E *
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if she had, when at such -a time a suitor is careful only to
show his eligible traits? "Go a-courting," says old Dr.
Franklin, in his homely language, "in your every.'day
clothes." Not one man out of a thousand is honest enough
to take his advice.

It -is useless for lier to ask aid of another. She must
judge for herself. What, then, is she to do?1

There is a mysterious instinct i a pure-minded woman
which is beyond all analysis-a tact which men do not pos-
sess, and do not readily believe in. At such a crisis this in-
stinct saves her. She feels in a moment the presence of a
base, unworthy nature. An unconscious repulsion is mani-
fest in her eye, her voice. Where a suitor is not a man of
low motive, but merely quite incongruous in temper and
disposition, this same instinct acts, and the. man, without
being able to say just why, feels that he is labouring in
vain. If he blindly insists in his wooing, he has no one to
chide but himself when lhe is finally discarded.

But if the man is worthy, and suitable, does this blessed
instinct whisper the happy news with like promptness to
the maiden's soul? Ah ! that raises another issue. It
brings us face to face with that difficult question of

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT.

Jung Stilling, a Gernman author of note, a religious-en-
thusiast, and full of queer fancies, was, when young,.a tutor
in a private family. On one occasion his employer took
him to a strange house, and introduced him to a roomful of
company. Stilling had not contemplated marriage ; but,
in the company, he saw, for the first time, a young Woman
who he felt was his destined wife. Walking across the,
room, he addressed her with the utmost simplicity, telling
her that an inward monitor advised him that she, of all
womankind, was his predestined helpmeet. She blushed,
was 'confused, but presently confessed that she had ex-
perienced the same conviction on first beholding him. They
married, and the most curious part of the tale remains to
tell. It is, that they proved a .happy, well-matched couple.

We do not advise others to follow their example. Not
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)mly to
d Dr. many souls are capable of such reciprocity. Choosing an
ry.'day associate for life is too serious a business to be made the
Inough affair of a moment. Reason, reflection, thought, prayer,-

these are aids in such a momentous question not to be
must lightly thrown aside. Many a passing fancy, many an

evanescent preference, catches for "a moment the new-
7oman fledged affections. But for the long and tedious journey of
)t pos- life'we want a love rooted in knowledge.
.is in- We are not blind to the fact, that often from the first
e of a interview the maiden feels an undefined spell thrown around
mani- her by hinr who will become her husband. She feels dif-
lan of ferently in his presence ; she watches him with ùther eyes
r and than she has for the rest of men. She renders no account
thouti to herself of this emotion; she attempts no analysis of it;
-P in she does not acknowledge to herselflthat it exists. No
ne to matter. :Sooner orilater, if true to herself, she will learn

what it is, and it will be a guide ii» that moment, looked
essed forward to with mingled hopes and fears, when she is asked

ass to to decide on the destiny, the temporal and eternal destiny
of two human lives.

That she may then decide aright, and live free from the
regrets of a false step at this crisis of life, we shall now re-
hearse what medical science has to say about

HOW TO CHOOSE A. HUSBAND.

;utor "Choose well. Your choice is
took Brief, and yet endless."
u1 of fýWoman holds as an inalienable right, in this country the
but, prlege of choice. It is not left to notaries, or parents, to
man pick for her, as in the societies of Europe.
theu First comes the question of relationship. A schoolgirl is

apt to see ·more of her cousins than of other young men.
îed, Often some of them seek at an early hour to institute a far

closer tie than that of blood. Is she-wise to accept it?ex-
ney HALL COUSINS MARRY?
S to
pie. Hardly any p int has been more warmly debated by

ot ~doctors. It h been said that in such marriages the wo-
man is more ap to be'sterile; that if she has children, they,
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are peculiarly liable to be born with some defect of body or
mind,-deafness, blindness, idiocy, or lameness; that they
die early, and that they are subject, beyond others, to fatal
hereditary diseases, as cancer, consumption, scrofula, etc.

An ardent physician persuaded himself so thoroughly of
these evils, resulting from marriage of relatives, that -he in-
duced the Legislature of Kentucky to pass a law prohibit-
ing it. within certain degrees of consanguinity. Many a
married couple have been rendered miserable by~the infor-
mation that they had unwittingly violated one of nature's
most positive laws. Though their children may be numer-
ous and blooming, they live in constant dread of some
terrible outbreak of disease. Many a young and loving
couple have sadly severed an engagement, which would
have been a prelude to a happy marriage, when they were
informed of these disastrous results.

For all such we have a word of consolation. We speak
it authoritatively, and not without a fu'l knowledge of the
respousibility we assume.

The fear of marrying a. cousin, even a 'first cousin, is en-
tirely groundless, provided there is no decided hereditary
taint in the family. And when such hereditary taint does
exists, the/danger is not greater than in marrying into àny
other family' where it is also found. On the contrary, a
German author has urged the propriety of sudh unions,
where the family has traits of mental or physical excellence,
as a means of preserving and developing them

Sfar as sterility is concerned, aneamainor-
cords shows that whereas in the average of unions one

, woman in eight, is barren, in those between relatives, but
one in ten is so. And as for tle early deaths of children,
while, on an average, fifteen children in a chundred die
n nder seven years, in the families of nearîy-related parents
but twelve in a hundred is the mortality.

The investigations- about idiotic and defective children
are by no means satisfactory, and are considered-by some of
the most careful writers as not at al proving a. greater ten-

' dency to such misfortunes in the offspring of cousins.
Among a thousaûd idiotic children recently examined: in
Paris, not one was descended from a healthy consanguinity.
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body o But as few families are wholly without some lurking
at thor predisposition to disease, it is not well, as a rule, to run the

rsk of developing this by too repeated unions. - Stock-
breeders find that the best specimens of the lower animals

y are produced by crossing nearly-related individuals a cer-

t h tain number of times; but that, carried beyond this, such
rohib unions lead to degeneracy and sterility. Such, also, has
Many a been the experience of many human families.

info- lHow slight a cause even of that most insidious disease,
t consumption, such marriages are, may be judged from the

mimr a fact, that of a thousand cases inquired into by Dr. Edward
n e Sinth, of London, in only six was there consanguinity of

loving parents.
ouldg THE MIXTURE OF RACES.would

,y were Mankind, say the school geographies,. is divided into five
races, each distinguished by its own color. They are the

a speak white, the black, the.red, the yellow, and the brown races.
of the In this country we have to do with but the white and black

races. • Shal we approve of marriages between threm?
is en- Shall a white woman choose a black man to be herhusband?

aditary We are at the more pains to answer this, because recently
it does a writer,-and this writer a woman, and this woman one of
.to àny the most widely known in our land,-has written a novel
ary, a intended to advocate the affirmative of this question.

1nons, Moreover, it is constantly mooted in certain political circies,
llence, and is odne of the social problems of the day.

The very fact that it is so much discussed, shows that
of re- such a union runs counter to a strong prejudice. Such
is one aversions are often voices of nature, warning us against acts
as, but injurious to the species. In this instance it is not of modern
ildren, origin, created by our institutions. _Three centuries ago,
ed die Shakspeare, who had probably never seen a score of negroes
arents u his life, with the divination of geniu, felt the repugnance

which a refined woman would feel to accepting one as her
ildren husband. The plot of one of his plays turns on it. He
>me of makes lago say of Desdemona:
r ten-
r .en "'Not to affect many proposed matches,usina. Of her own clime, complexion, and degree,
d in Wherto we see in all things nature tends

inity.Foh !one may smell, in such, a will most rank,
Foul disproportion, thoughts unnatural."



• It is, indeed, " nature erring from itself" which prompts
to thesemarriages. They are not sterile, but the children
are sickly and short-lived. Very few mulattoes reach an
old age.

Then, it is well known that the black race cannot survive
a northern climate. Dr. Snow, of Providence, R. I., who
has given great attention to the study of statistics, says em-
phatically that, in New England, the colored population
inevitably perish in a few geherations, if left to themselves.
This debility no woman should wish to give to her children.

A mental inferiority is likewise apparent. Friends of the
negro are ready to confess this, but attribute it to his long
and recent period of servitude. We deal with facts only.

-The inferiority is there, whatever be its cause; and she who
would willingly curse her offspring with it, manifests, indeed,
' thoughts unnatural."

The children born of a union of the black and red race,
negroes and Indians, are, on the contrary, remarkable for
their physical vigor and mental acuteness;' though, of
course, the latter is limited to the demands of a semi-bar-
barous life.

SHALL AMERICAN WOMEN MARRY FOREIGNERS ?

When we narrow the question of race to that of nation-
ality, quite new elements come in.

In speaking of thé intermarriage of relatives, we showed
that a certain number of such unions in healthy stocks was
advaûtageous rather than otherwise, but that too many of
them lead to deterioration. This law can be applied to
nations. Historians have often observed that the most
powerful States of the world arose from an amalgamation
of different tribes. Rome, Greece, England, are examples
of this. On the other hand, Russia, China, -Persia, which
have suffered no such crosses of blood, are either stationary
or depend for their progress on foreigners/

Physicians have contributed other curious testimony on
this point, the bearing of which they themselves have not
understood. Marriages between nationalities of the same
race are more fertile, and'the children more vigorous, than

44;
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)rompts those between descendants of the same nation. For in-
-hildren stance, it has been proved that if two descendants of the
,ach an "Pilgrim Fathers" in Massachusetts marry, they will

probably have but three children; while if one of them
survive marries a foreigner, the children will number five or six.
., who So it is well ascertained that in the old and stationary

lys em- communes of France, where the same families have pos-
ulation sessed their small farms for generation after generation, the
iselves. marriages have become gradually less and less produc-
iildren. tive, until it has seriously interfered with the quota those
3 of the districts send to the army.
is long American women have suffered many hard words because
s only. 'they do not have more children. Several New England
lie who writers have accused them of very bad practices, whicI- we
ndeed, shall mention hereafter. But the effect of the lw of pro-

duction just now laid down has been quite overlooked.
i race, As it is best that there should be four or five children in
ble for a family in ordinary circumstances, the union of American
gh, of and foreign blood is very desirable. We need to fuse in
ni-bar- one tlivdivrsereolonies of the white race annually reaching

our shores. A century siowkL efface every trace of the
German, the Irish, thie Frenchman, the English, the Nor-

i wegian, and leave nothing but the American. To bring
about this happy result, free inter-marriage should be

iation-. furthered in every possible way.

howed THE AGE OF THE HUSBAND.
is was
any of The epoch of puberty comes to a boy at about the same
ied to age it does to a girl-fourteen or fifteen years. And an

most even greater period passes between this epoch and the age
nation it is proper for a man to marry-his age of nubility.
..mples Not only has he a more complete education to obtain, not
which only a profession or trade to learn, and some property to
ionary accumulate, some position to acquire, ere he is ready to take

a wife, but his physical powers- ripen more slowly than
ny on those of a woman. He is more 'tardy in completing his

Te not growth, and early indulgence more readily saps hiis consti-
same tution.
,than

i.
1 4 0
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We have placed the best age for woman to marry betweentwenty and twenty-five years; for similar reasons, man isbest qualified to become a husband between twenty-threeand thirty-tliree years.
Previous to the twenty-third year, many a man is in-capable of producing healthy children. If he does notdestroy Lis health by premature indulgenice,, he may destroylis happiness by witnessing his children the prey to debilityand deformity. An old Ge-man proverb says, "Give a boya wife, and a child a bird, and death will soon knock at thedoor. Even an author so old as Aristotle warns youngmen against early marriage, under penalty of disease andpuny offsprmg.
From the age of thirty:three to fifty years, men whocarefully observe the laws of health" do not feel any weigof years. Nevertheless they are past their prime. Then,also, with advancing years the chances of life diminish, andthe probability increases that they will leave a young familywith no natural protector. The half century once turnedtheir vigor rapidly diminishés. The marriages they thencontract are either sterile, or yield but few and sicklychildren. Many an old man has shortened his life by latenuptials, and the records of medicine contain accounts ofseveral who perished on the *very night of marriage.The relative age of man and wife is next to be considered.Nature fits woman earlier for marriage, and hints therebythat she ,should, as a rule, be younger than her husband.So, too, the bard of Nature speaks:

"Let still the woman takeAn elder than herself ; so wears she to himSo swaps the level in her husband's heart."

The wom*n who risks her happiness with a man manyyears younger than herself, violates a precept of life, andwhen her husband grows indifferent, or taunts her withi heryears, or seeks compaions of more suitable age, she isreaping a harvest sown by her own hand.
So commonly do such matches turn out badly, that in1828 the kingdom of Wurtembug-prohibited unions where

Î,
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ween the woman was more than twelve years the senior, except
an 1S by special dispensatioi.
tthree After forty-five years most women cannot hope for

children. -A marriage subsequent to this period can at
.s in- best be regarded as a close friendship. Marriage in its full
3 not meaning has no longer an existence.
Stroy The relative age of ian and wife has 'another influence,
]lity and quite a curious one. It influences the sex of the
boy children. But this point we reserve for discussion on a

i the later page.
Jung The folly of joining a young girl to an old man is happily
and not so common in this country as in Europe. It would be

hard to devise any step more certain to bring the laws of
whio nature and morality into conflict.

en, "What can a young lassie do wi' an auld man?"

and What advice can we give to a woman who barters her
youthful charms for the fortune of an aged husband.

ed Shall we be cynical enough to ag-ee with " auld auntie
hen Katie ?"

"My auld auntie Katie upon me takes pity,late I'll do my endeavour to follow her pian;8 of I'il cross him, and rack him, until I heart-break him ;
And then his auld brass will buy me a new pan."

red. No! she has willingly accepted a responsibility. It is
.eby her duty to bear it loyally, faithfully, uncomplainingly to
-nd. the end.

Let us sum- up with the maxim that the husband should
be the senior, but that the difference of age should not be
more than ten years.

WHAT SHOULD BE RIS TEMPERAMENT ?
a-ny
nd It is often hard to make out what doctors mean by tem-

her peraments. It is supposed that our mental and physical cha-
3 18 racters depend somehow on the predominance of some organ

Sr .system-that it controls the rest. Thus a person who is
inervous, quick, sensitive to impressions, is said to have a

ere nervous temperament ; one who is stout, full-blooded, red-
facéd, has a 'sanguine temperament ; a thin, dark-featured,

jýýe
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reticent person, is of a bilicns temperament. whule a palefat, sluggish nature, is called phlegmatce or;ymphaeapal
In a general way these distinctions are valuable, but theywill not bear very exact applications rTley reveal bout-line the contitutiojn of mp d and body, and, what is to ourpresent purpose, theyare of more than, whal importance ithe question ofselecting a husband. a sa motneiNature, hateinincongruity, yet loves varièty. She pre-serves the limts of species but within those limits she- esoicliessto r one type. Therefore it is that in mrriagea persoInclns tOnl to one of a different ternperaniento a person qnite unlike themselves.

So true is this, that a Frenchman of geniue, Bernardin deSt. Pierrec vis for this anecdote of limself. lie was ina: strange city, visiti-ng a friend wliomhle liad. not seenl foryears. The friend's sister was of tlat age when women areMost susceptible. She was tal, a blonde, deliberate inmotion, with bue eyes and fair hair.In a jesting iay St.Pierre, who had never seen her before, and knew nothingof her personal life, said-...re
seademoiselle you loaveomany admirers. Shall I de-scribe liim on whom Iyou loo wili nostfavre-

The lady challenged hiu to t do so.
le ys short of stature, ofdark complexion,à ark hairand eyes, slîght in figure, active and nrosi i imovements." nervous in all his

The lady blushed to the eyes, and cast a glance of angerat her brother, wholshe thouglt lad betrayed ler secret.But no! St. Pierre's on1y informant was lis deep know-ledge.of the huiman heart.y
Tlipe ainstint is founded upon the truth that the perfecttexnperament is tliat happily balanced one which liolds althe.organs in equilibriu -ln wlichd one ruls allall are developed in proportion one rules, whëre

realize this ideal. She inssio8in.Nature ever strives to
a preference for the1 i hati the nervous temperament

at p r fe e n i o u c o t e l p h ic , . m t h e s a n g u in e a lik in g f o rthe b'lions -constitutions. The offsprinig should combine-tlieexcellencies of both, the defects ofsneitler. We do well toheed her admontions here, and to-bear in .nd tlat tlosematches are, as a rue,' most for ear w mbine tho-site temperaments. o rtunate which combine oppo-

THE dDN



THE MOR ' AND MENTAL CHARACTER.

Very few words ire necessary here. We have already
said, we speak as physicians, not as\noralists. But there
are some false and dangerous ideas abroad which it is our
duty as physicians to combat.

Noneis moire false, none more dangerous, than that em-
bodied' in the proverb, "A reformed rake makes the best
husband." What is a rakeî A - man who has deceived
and' destroyed trusting virtge,-a man who has entered the
service of the devil .to undermine and poison that happi-
ness in marriage which all religion and science are at such
pains to culâyvate We know him well in our capacity as
physicians. He comes to us constantly the prey to loath-
some diseases, the results of his vicious life, which diseases
he will communicate t6 his wife, for they are contagious,
and to his children, for, they are hereditary; wlih 0no re-
form. can purge from his system, for they are ineradicable.
1 Is this the man a pure woman should take to her arms ?
Here repentance avails nothing. We have witnessed the
agony unspeakable which overwhelned a father when he
saw his- children suffering under horrible ande'disgusting'dis-
eases, the penalty of his.early sins.

.Very few men of profligate lives escapé these diseases.
They are alarmingly prevalent among the "fast" youths of
our cities. And some forms of them aré incurable by any
effort of skill. Even the approach of such inen hould be
shunned-their company avoided,

.A physician in central Pennsylvania, lately had this ex-
perience : A young lady of unblemished character asked bis
advice for a troublesome affecti'ot of the skin. He examin-
ed it, and to his horror, recognized a form of one of the
loatlisome diseases which curse only -the vilest or the most
unfortunate of lier sex. Yet he could not suspect this girl.
On inquiry he found that she h'd a small but painful sore
on her lip, whiel she first notic a few days after-being at
a piernic with a young man. Jut as he was bidding her
good night, he had kissed her on the lips.

~AItnce every thing was cle This young man was a
patient of the physician. He w s a victim to this vile dis-
ease, and even his kiss was enough to convey i6.

THE CURSE OF LEWDNESS.
&1
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The history of the sixteenth Cenof an Italian duke who on one occasion, was the bycounruler,, to reconcile ime0 ocaonwsfredbhirouler.to r c ncl im self w ith an enem y. no wing liehcould not escape obedience h. eemy. Knowing he
willingness, and in the , -he protested the Most cheerful,e y an en sed presence of the king embraced lhisenermyand even kissed bun on the lips. It was but an-.other means of satisfyihig lis hatred. For he well knethat his kisý would taint fis enemy's blood with the samePoison that was underrnining his olyn life.heow cautions, therefre, should a wornan.be in grantingthe rnost innocent liberties ! Jow solicitous sh1ould she beto associate with the purest menu

Would that we could say that these dangerous and loath-soine diseases are rare. But,. alas ! dailypoesoa xperience forbids us to offer this consolation Every physi-ciaû in our large cities, and even in sn . Evero phsithat they are fearfully prevalent. aller towns, knowsWe have been consulted bywives, pure innocentfor complaints which they theiselves, and soe tes theirchildren, suffered from, the nature of which e timed tteilthem, but which pointedawith fatal inger to the un-faithfulness of her husband. How utterly washer dornes-tic happiness wrecked when they discovered thei dsofstheir constant ill-health!-
iNor are suchocurrences confined to the hunbler walksof life. There, perhaps less than in any other do theyoccur. It is in the wealthy, the axurionythersdtegent clas that they are found.
Are we asked how such a dreadful fate can be avertedThere are, ned r aecnb vreee revindeed, certain signs and marks which sucjhdae ieaed withevhich physicians are conversant. As if

nature intended theni as xvarnings, thearfnpitdothe most visible and public partsof the body printed on
the hair, the nose, the voice, the lin s on the face often,divulge to the trained operver, more indubitabîy than theconfessional, a lewd and sensual life.Stch igns, however, can only be properly estimated bythemedical counselor and it were useless to rehearse themhr a Those tonIen"Who would have a sure guide in choos-'ing a mnan tobe their husband, have they not Moses and

er
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What is more, have theY not Christ and the
te prophets t sure that the man who scoffs at Christi-

anity, who eglects its precepts and violates s
terbe risk of bringing upon himself, bis wife, and lis chi1ý

terrible rsk ofbnW pn ho knows justice but not
dren, the vengeance f nature, whoow respects the max-
Mercy. Rest assured that the man wh epet hemx
ims of that religion, and abstains from ail uncleanness, is

the only man who is worthy the full and confiding love of

an honourable woman.

. TE SYMBOLISM OF THE HUMAN BODY.

Philosophers say that every idie word whi h is spoken,

continues to vibrate in the air throug a c inpfrntys. it

is ç4th the passions ami the thouglits. Eadh .impresses 'on

the body some indelible mark, and a long continuance of

similar thoughts leaves a visible imprint.

Uunder the names phrenologY physiognoeimsY palistry,

and others, attempts have been made at diers tunes to lay

down fixed principles by which we could judge of men by

their outsides. But only vague-results have been obtained.

A learned German author, of high repute in exact science,

has gone a diffrent way to work. .Ie has studied the

body as a whole, and sought, with the eye of an anatomist

how different avocations, passions, temperaniets, habits,

mould and fashion the externàl parts of mane Ris resuts

are embraced in a curious volume which e entitles " The

Symbolism of the Human Body." We shai borrow some

hints frôm it, germane to our present theme.

As to size, large-toded and large-boned men possess

grekter energy, a more masculine character but ften less

persistence, and are usually devoid 'of the more delicate

emotion. Fat people are good-tempered, but indolent;

thin people, full of life, but irascible.
The neck is a significant part of the body. View it froi

in front, and it discloses the physical constitution. There

are the conduits of the food and thets ar te t e iet

blood-vessels pass to the head, and its base is moaifed by

their form as they pass from the heart. lWhetho oad amn

full, it denotes a vigorous physical 11e-a pletho0 consti-

A
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tion. A distinguishedteacher of midwifery, Professor
Paj ont, f lPais, a that when he sees one of those necksfull in front, like that of Maria Antoinette, as shown ixlieïrportraits, he prepares himsef toiConet as onn -sions. That queen, it is t kio combat child-bed convul-

them. , s we known, nearly perished withThe. cko
ie eback f the neck contains the vertebral column, and

Th-shCortou tliec It reveals the mental constitution.The-sliort, round neck of the prize-fighter betrays his craft.The sender, arched, and graceful neck of the well-propor-,tioned woman is te symbol of health and a well-con-troed mot bueu obin is Essay on the Beautiful, callsit the Most beauteous object in nature. I sacmoobservation that esilcaataue It is a common'aourse devept a senstalclharacter is shown by the thick
The drel of t iis portion of the body.

like that of a child as a significance. Fine whitish hair,i ke lat ofha i d n ses w ith a sim ple, child-like disposid ha iair dnotes a certain hardness of characterredsuairlas long been supposed to be associated with asensual constitution, but it rather indicates a physical weak-ness,-a tendencya liow ca wea.e to serofula. Tliis is, * atdecmerely. Thin liair is often tl suis however, a tendency
labor, though nrany other causes produco otraEvery great man, says Herder, has acan imitate. 91a at s lncee which no onecan mîtte.We maY go fcartlier, and say that every mai,of decided character reveals it ,n is eyes. Tliey anmost difficult organs for th hypocrite to control. ae e
of the man who cannot look you inithe tes andofliware

whos eys terelurk yo m he yes, and of himi inmaoes eyes there lurks an expression which allures yetInksOu sliudder. Tlie one lias sometliing lie daresnotell you, the other something you dare not listen to.Symmetry, strength, grace, lhu thsen to.quaites aman Fo h lt, tese are admnirahlequarities in a man. Fron tle remotest ages they have been
and mental qualiti.e-condary though they are to moralanly meal qaitNa they should ever be highly valued. Aeanly man Nature designs such to be the sires of future
physical beauty anger that e shall fail to worsippingpuyscraty gan. Theony fear is that in this lpnk,
underratesac eat ofurs we shaîl, out of vanity,

eLet it b ever remembered that



this is the ideal, from which any departure is deteriora-
tion.

THE ENGAGEMENT.

In this country a young lady engages herself, and tells
papa or not as she sees fit. Often it is a profound secret
for months between her lover and herself, with perhaps, a
friend or two on either side.

When our grandmothers were engaged, the minister rose
in his pulpit on Sunday morning, before the assembled con-
gregation, and proclaimed the "bans," stating, that if any
one knew just cause or lawful impediment why the lovers
should not be married, he should state it there and then.
Sometimes a great hubbub was created when some discarded
suitor rose and claimed that the capricious ntaiden h'ad pre-
ý1iously promised herself to him. Perhaps it was to avoid
such an uncomfortable check on the freedom of flirtation
that the ancient custom was -dropped.

Certain itjs, that to be "engagedt' sits very lightly on
the minds of both young men and maidens now a-days. ' We
know some of either sex who make it a boast how often
they have made and unmade this slender tie. It is a dan-
gerous pastime. "The hand of little use hath the daintier
touch," and he or she who thus trifler with their affections,-
will end by losing the capacity to feel any real affection
at all.

Undoubtedly there occur instances where a woman has
pledged herself in all seriousness, and' afterwards sees her
affianced in a light which warns her that she cannot be
happy with him: that the vows shé will be called upon to
pronounce at.the altar will be hollow and false. What is
she to do?

We are not inditing the decrees of the Court of Love.
Here is the advice of another to her hand:

"First to thine own self b, true,
And then it follows, as the night the day,
That thou canst ne'er be false to aiy man."

CONCERNING- LONG ENGAßEMENTS.

They are hurtful, and'they are ecessary. Is love so

ENGAGED. ,' 71
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vagrant that it must be tied by sueh a chain? Better let aa
it go. True love asks no oath; it casteth out fear, and en
believes without a promise. er

There are other reasons, sound physiological reasons,89
which we could adduce, if need were, to show that the close at
personal relations which aris'e between persons who are
engaged should not be continued too long a time. They
lead to excitement and debility, sometimes to danger and W
diseâse. Especially is this true of nervous, excitable, sym- h
pathetic dispositions, such as many of us Americans have. h

If we are asked to be definité, and give figures, we should r
say that a period not longer than a year, nor shorter than r

three months, should intervene between the engagement
and the marriage. r

c;
THE RIGHT TIME OF YEAR TO MARRY.

C
Woman, when she marries, enters upon a new life, and a

trying one. Every advantage should be in her favor. The
season is one of those advantages. Extreme heat and ex-
treme cold both wear, severely on the human .frame. Mid-
winter and mid-summer are, therefore, alike objectionable,
especially- the latter.

Spring and fal are usually chosen in this country, as
statistics show, and the preference is just. On the whole,
the spring is rather to be recommended than the autumn.
In case of a birth within the year, the child will have
attained sufficient age to weather its period.of teething more
easily ere the next summer.

THE RIGHT TIME IN THE MONTH TO MARRY.

We mean the woman's own month, that which spans the
time between her periodical sicknesses, be it two of five
weeks. Let her choose a day about equi-distant from two
periods. The reasons for this we shall specify hereafter.

THE WEDDING TOIR.

The custom of our country prescribes a iourney imme-
diately after marriage, of a week or a month or two. It is



THE WEDDING TOUR.

an, unwise provision. The event itself is disturbance
enough for the system ; and to be hurried hither and thith-
er, stowed in berths and sleeping-cars, bothered with bag-
gage, and annoyed with the importunities of cabmen, waiters,
and hangers-on of every description, is enongh, in ordinary
times, to test the temper of a saint.

The foundation of-many an unhappy'future is laid on the
wedding tour. Not only is the young wife tried beyond all
her experience, and her nervous system harrassed, but the
husband, too, partakes of her weakness. Many men, who
really love the women they marry, are subject to a slight
revulsion of feeling for a few days after marriage. "When
the veil falls, and the girdle is loosened," says the German
poet, Schiller, "lthe fair .illusion vanishes." A half regret
crosses their minds for the jolly bachelorhood they have re-
nounded. The mysterious charms which gave their loved
one the air of something inore than human, disappear in the
prosaic sunlight of familiarity.

Let neither be alarmed, or lose their self-control. Each
requires indulgence, management, from the other ; both
should demand from themselves patience and self-command.
A few weeks, and this danger is over ; but a mistake now is
the mistake of a lifetime. More than one woman has con-
fessed to us that ier unhappiness commenced from her wed-
ding-tour; and when we inquired more minutely, we have
found 'that it arose from an ignorance and disregard of just
such little precautions as we bave been referring to.

Yet it is every way advisable that the young pair should
escape the prying eyes of friends and relatives at such a
moment. Let them choose some quiet resort, not too long
a journey from home, -where.they can pass a few weeks. in
acquiring that more intimate knowledge of each other's
character so essential to their future happiness.
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THE WIFE.

THE WEDDING NIGHT.

WE now enter upon the consideration of the second great
period in the life of woman. The Maiden becomes a Wife.
She is born into a new world. She assumes, new relation-
ships, the sweetest, and, at the same time, the most natural
of which she is capable.

The great object of the conjugal union i's the transmis-
sion of life-a duty necessary in order to iepair the con-
stant ravages of death, and thus perpetuate the race. In
the fulfilment of the sublime obligation, woman plays the
more prominent part, as she is the source and depositary. of
the future being. It is of moment, therefore, that' she
should not be altogethér ignorant of the nature and respon-
sibilities af her position. Ignorance here means suffering,
disease, and sometimes death. Let us then intei-rogate
science in regîrd to these matters, among the jnost interest-
ing of all human concerns.

The initiation into niarriage, like its full fruition, matern-
ity 'is attended with more or less suffering. Nuch
however, may be done to avert and to lessenthe pain which
waits upon the first step in this new life. For this purpose
regard must be had to the selection of .the day. ,We have
said. that a time about midway between the monthly recur-
ring periods is best fitted for the consummation of marriage.
As this ,is a season of sterility, it recommends itself on - this
account, in the interest of both the mother and offsprin'g.
The first nuptial relations shotdd be.frui1less, in order that
the indispositions possibly arising from them shall have time

U fi
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to suPside before the appearance of the disturbances incident
to pregiancy:. One profound change should nôt too quickly
succeed the other. - About the tenth day after menstruation
should, theràere, be chosen for the mar-riage ceremony.

It soietinìes happens that marriage is consummated with,
difficulty. Td overcome- this, care, management, and
forbearance should always-be employed, and, anything like
precipitation and violence avoided. Only the consequences
of unrestrained i-mpetuosity are to be feared. In those rare
cases in which greater resistance is experienced than can be
overcorùe by génle ;means, the existence. of a condition
contrary -to naturé ri»y. be suspected. - Violence can then
oply be productive of injury, and is not without danger.,
Medical art should be appealed to, as it alone can afford
assistance in such an emergency.

Although the first conjugal approaches are ordinarily ac-
companied by' sligit flooding, a loss of blood does not al-
wyays.occur. Its ak4ence proves nothing. . The appearance
ofiblood was formerly regarded as a test of virginity. The
Israelites, Arabs, and others carefully preserved and triuma
phantly exhibited the evidence of it as an infallibie sign of
the virtue of the bride. They were in error. Its p'resence
is as destitute of signification as its absence, for 'it is now
well -known that widòws, ànd wives long separated from
their hùsbaids, ofteû have alike experience. The tempera-
ment is, not without 'its influence. -In those of lymphatic
tenperaïnent,-pale blondes, who often suffer from local dis-
charge and weakness,'the arts 'being relaxed, there is less
pain and little or'no hemorrhagé. In brunettes, who have
never had any such trouble, the case is reversed. The use
of baths, unguents, &c., by the young wife, however service-
able it might prove, is'obviously impracticable. This greât

-change sometimes, also, pyoduces swelling and inflamniation .
of the glands of the neck. ' '

Marital relations ordinarily continue during the first few
weeks to be;more or 'less -painful. General constitutional
disturbance and disoglers of the nervous system often re-
sult: These'tr6ubles are all increased by the stupid cus-
top of hurrying the bride from place to place, at a time
when the'bodily quiet and mental calmness and serenity so
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desirable to her should be the only objects in view. Too the
frequent indulgence at this period is a ruitful source of
various inflammatory 3diseases, and often occasions tempor-
ary steility and, ill-health. The old custom requiring a ing
three days' separation after the first nuptial approach was a of
wise one, securing to the young wife the -soothing and re- bre
storing influence'of rest. (Nothing was lost by it, and much tio
gained. are

In a little while, ho:wever, all irritation should subside sm
îCnd no suffering or distress of any kind, whether general or th
local, should attend upon the performance of this important ap
function. The presence of suffering now becomes indica- le,
tive of disease. 0f this we will speak hereafter. ve

ch
B3HALL HUSBAND AND WIFE OCCUPY THÈ SAME ROOM PL

AND BEDA fe
ac

One-third of -life is passed in sleep. This period of un-
consciousness and rest. is necessary for the renewal of vital y
strength, and upon its proper management depends much of ir
the health not merely of the husband and wife, but of their
off9pring. " A great deal has been written upon the effect on
health anc happiness of occupying separate apartments, I
separate beds in the same apartment, or the same bed.
This vexed question it is impossible to settle by. absolute
rules, suitableto ,all cases. In general, it may be asserted
that there are no valid physiological reasons for dêsiring to +
change the custom which now -prevails in this and most +
other countries, When both parties are in good health, and
of nearly the same age, one bed-chamber, if it is sufficiently
roomy, may -be used without any disadvantage to either.
Such an arrangement -is also to be commended because it
secures-closer companionship, and thus developes and sus-
tains mutual affection.

It is said that in Zurich, in the olden'time, when a
quarrelsome couple applied for a divorce, the magistrate re-
fused to listen to them at first. He ordered that they
should be shut up together in one room for three days, with
one bed, one table, one plate, and one cup. Their food was
passed in by attendauts, who neither saw nor spoke to
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them. On the expiration of the three days, it was usual -to I

find that nèether of then wanted a separation.
As before stated, there are conditions under which sleep-

ing together is prejudical to the health. A certain amount

of fresh air during the night is required by every one. Re-

breathed air is poisonous. During sleep constant exhala-

tions take place from the lungs and from the skin, which

are injurious if absorbed. A room twelve feet square is too

smal for two persons, unless it is so thoroughly ventilated

that there is a constant èlyage- r In fact, a sleeping

apartnent for two persons should con i .ir-space of at

least twenty-four hundred cubic feet, and the facilities for

vexptilatiofl should be sucli that the whole amount -%ill be

hanged in an hour; that is, at the rate of forty cubic feet

per minutç,: for it has been ascertained that twenty cubic

feet of fresh air a minute are required for every healthy

adult.
The young and old should never cecupy the -same bed.

When the married couple hold the relation 'to each other,

in regard t;o age, of grandfather and granddaughter, separate

apartiments should be msisted upon.
iCert in diseases can he produced by sleeping togrether.

The be of a consumàpti e, it is well .known, is a powerful

source of contagion. In Italy it is the custom to destroy,

after death, the ned-clothing of consumptive fpatients.

Tubercular disease has, within the past few years, been

> - transferred from men to animals by innoculation. Authen-

tic cases are upon record of young robust girls, of healthy

parentage, marrying men effected with consumption, acqtur-

ing the disease in a short time, and dying in some instances,

before their hûsbands( In these significant cases, the siekly

t emanations have apparently been co .municated during sleep.

When therefore either husband or wife is known to have

consumption, it would be highly imprudent for then o pass

the long hours of the night eithér i the same bed orn the

-ame room.

h - WHAT KIND OF BED IS MOST HEALTHFUL

Feather-beds are not conducive to the health of either sex.
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Mattresses made of wool, or of wool and horsehair, are
much better. The bed should be opened, and its contents of
exposed to the air and sunlight, once every year. Beds T.
long saturated with the night exhalations of their occupants oi
are not wholesome. A number of ancient writers have of
alleged-and it has been re-asserted by modern authorities- w
that sleeping on sponge is of service to those who desire to cc
increase their families. The mattresses of compressed tc
sponge recently introduced, therefore, commend thernselves r
to married people thus situated. Hemlock boughs make a s
bed which has a well-established reputation for- similar s
virtues.

The odor of cone-bearing trees has a well-known influence s
upon the fruitfulness of wedlock. Those who live in pine f
forests have ordinarily large families of children.

Excessive clothing at night is highly injurious. So, also,
is a fire in the bed-room, excepting 'in case of sickness. If
the body be too much heated during sleep, perspiration
occurs, or the action of the heart is increased,-aid,the whole
economy becomes excited. Either condition prevents sound
sleep and re-invigoration of the body. Wives i feeble
health, and thos'e liable to attacks of flooding, shQuld, there-
fore, have a particular regard to the quantity of clothing on
their beds.

THE DIGNITY AND PROPRIETY Q]F 1?IE -SEXUAL INSTINCT.

A distinguished medical writier has dividedIwomen into
*three classes in regard to the intensity of the-exual instinct.
He -asserts that a larger number than i>generally su'pposed
have little or'no se.ual feeling. A second class of-i#omen,
more numerous than these, but àtill small as co'mparéd with
the whole' of their sex, are more or less subject to strong
passion. Those of the first class can no more form an idea
of the strength of the impulse in other women than the blind
can of colors. They, therefore, often err, in their judgments.
The third class comprises the vast majority of women, in
whom the sexual appetite is as moderate as all other
appetites.

It is a false notion, aiid contrary tô nature, that this
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passion in a woman is a derogation to her sex. The science
of physiology indicates most clearly its propriety and dignity.
There are wives who plume themselves on their repugnance
or their distaste for their conjugal obligations. They speak
of their coldness and of the calmness of their senses, as if these-
were not defects. Excepting those afflicted with vices of
confomration.or with disorders of sensibility,-which amount
to the same thing,-all wives are called upon to receive and
pay the imposts of love, gnd those who can withdraw them-
selves from the operation of this mysterious law without
suffering and with satisfaction, show themselves by that fact
to be incomplete in their organization; and deficient in the
special function of their being. There should be no passion
for one which is not shared by both.' Generation is a duty.
The feeling which excites to the preservation of the species
is as proper as that which induces the preservation of the
individual. Passionate, exclusive, and durable love for a
particular individual of the opposite sex is characteristic of
the human race, and is a mark of distinction from other
atimals. The instinct of reproduction in mankind is thus
joined to an affectionate sentiment, which adds to its sweet-
ness and prolongs infinitely its duration.

Many physiologists have assigned to the feelings an
important role in conception, the possibility of which has
even been doubted if there be no passion on the side of the
woman. Although this.extreme view is not fenable in the
light:of modern :réSearch; yet- all recent authorities agree
that conceptioiiis mrf suredU.when the two individuals
who co-operate in it participate at-the same time in the trans-
ports of which it is the fruit. It is, also, without 'doubt
true that the disposition of the woman at that time has m'uch
power in the formation of the fetus, both in modifying its
physical co4titution and in determining the character and
temperament of its mind. The influence long ago attributed
by Shak'speare to "a dull, stale, tired bed " in creating a
"tribe' of fops " is not a mere poet's fancy.

In this manner, also, may be explained the results of
prolonged continence upon the offspring, for desires are
usually vivid in proportion to the previous period of rést.
The father of Montaigne returning after an absence of
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thirty-t'wo years, during which he was engaged in the wars
of Italy, begot his son, so justly celebrated in French liter-
ature. The father of -J. J. Rousseau, after a - consi&erable
absence in Constantinople, brought to his wife the reward
of a long fidelity.

Sexual passion exerts, therefore, a marked influence upon
the future being, before conception, by the impression made
upon the elements which came together to form it. The
question now occurs, what effect do its presence and gratifi-
cation produce upon the parents î We answer, it is a natural
and healthful impulse. Its influence is salutary. 'A marked
impirovement in the physical condition of delicate women
often follows - a happy marriage. This sometimes occurs
even in those cases where, from the nature of the disorder,
the reverse »night be expected. The'utility of the passions
well direSted bas become a-maxim in medicine as in morality.
And what passion is more important and fervent than that
of which we write ? The fathers in medicine, and their
modern followers,:agree in aseribing to the pleasures of love,
indulged in with moderation, activity and lightness 9f the
body, vigor and vivacity of the mind.

Musié, apart from its immense influente on the nervous
system in general, seems sometimes to exercise a special
action on the sèxual instinct. Sciencé possesses 'at the
present day some facts beyond dispute which<prove the
great power of music :in fthis respect.

ON THE INDULGENCE AND;,THE RESTRAINT OP SEXUAL
DESIRE.

The ac'of generation is a voluntaty one. But nature
hassso placed it under the empiré -ôf pleasure, that the voice
of discretian is no longer heard, and the will is often led
captive:, Hence it is well, for hygienic'reasois, to cohsider
its laws.

The too frequent -repetition of the reproductive act is
known to be followed by consequences injurious to the
general health. Too rigid continence is not unattended, in
many constitutiohs, with danger, for the victory 'èver·pas-
sion may be dearly bought. Science recommends the adop-
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tion of a wise mean between two extremes equally destric-
tive. By following her council, women may escape from the
hysterical and other disorders which.oftenwait as"well upon
excess as upon too great denial of that passion, whiçh claims
satisfaction as a natural right.
' As men have made laws upon all subjects, we need not

be surprised to learn that they have, legislated upon this.
History informs us that the legislator§ of ancient times have
not failed to 'occupy themselves with this grave question of
conjugal economy. The ordinances of Solon required that
the married should acquit themselves of their duties at
least three times a month; those of Zoroaster prescribed
once a week. Mahomet ordained that any wife neglectedby-
her husband longer than a week could demand and obtain a
divorce. It is not, however, in' these %and other enactments
which might be quoted that guidance is to be, sought. The
prmiples derived from nature and experience are more
valuable than human laws, Itbwever venerable, for these tco
often serve only to reflect the profound ignorance -of theif-
makers

Moderation should here prevail. Health is thus preserved
and stiengthened, and the gratification doubled. The art
of seasoning pleasures in general consists in being avari-
cious with them. To abstain from enjoyment is the philo-
sophy of-the sage, the epicurism of reason.

Proper self-denial in the gratification of the wants of

physical love is a source of good, not oily to the individual
practicing -it, but to the community, as we shall show
lhereafter. It may be 'practiced for one's -4wn advantage
only, or for the benefit of another. The latter is in the end
moire conducive to self-interest than the former. A double
profit grows therefrom: gratitude gnd sympathy returned,
and·increase 'of appetite and power of future enjoyment.
The love which first united any pair soon becomes extin-
guished through excess of indulgence, and sometimes ter-
minates in the pain of a surfeit. Eàrnest love, satisfying
itself with sxûall gratifications, is a -more copious source of
pleasure than that frequently quenched by full gratification.

What, then, is this moderation which both lygeia and
Venus command ? Hereagiin,°invariable rules are not

1
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possible. Science rarely lays down laws as inflexible as
those of the Medes and Persians.: She designates limits.
The passage between Scylla and Charybdis is often a wide
one. The folly of the ancient statutes which have been re-
ferred to consist' mainly in their failure to recognize the
diverse influence of age, temperament, seasons, etc.

It almost appears as' if there were but one season for
generation, that in which the sun rewarms and' vivifies the
earth, trees dress in verdure, and animals respire the soft
breath of spring. Then every living thing réanimates it-
self. The impulse of reproduction is excited. Now, also,
its gratification is most beneficial to the individual, and to
the species. Children conceived in the spring-time have
greater vitality, are less apt to die during infancy, than
those conceived at any other time of the year. The statis-
tics of many thousand cases recently carefully collated in
England prove this beyond peradventure. It is well known
that a late calf, or one born at the end of the summer, is
not likely to becoiùe a well-developed and healthy aninal.
This has been attributed to the chlling influence of approach-
ing winter; but it is capable of another, and, perhaps, a
triter explanation. Nature's impulses, therefore, in the
spring of the year are for the good of the race, and may
then be more frequently indulged without prejudice to the
individual. Summer is the season which agrees the least
with the exercise of the generative fkunctions. *The autumn
months are the most unfruitful. Then, also, derangements
of the economy are readily excited by marital, intexnper-
anîce.

The temperaments .exert over reproduction; as over all
the other functions of the body, a powerful influence. Love
is said ,to be the ruling passion in the sanguine tempera-
ment, as ambition is in the bilious. There is also in some
cases a peculiar condition of the nervous system which im-
pels to or diverts from sexual indulgence. In some women,
even in moderation, it acts as'a poison, being followed by
headache andprostration, lasting for.days.

With advancing years, the fading of sexual desire calls
attention to the general law, tigt animals and plants when
they become old, are dead to repoduction. What in early
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life is followed by temporary languor, in matured years is

succeeded by a train of symptoms much graver and mC4e
durable.

Those who are in feeble health, and particularly those

who have delicate chests, ought to be sober in the gratifica-
tion of love. Sexual intercourse has- proved •mortal after
severe hemorrhages.

All organized beings are powerfully affected by propaga-
tion. Animals become depressed and dejected after it.

The flower which shinès so brilliantly at the moment of its
amours, after the consummation of that act, withers and
falls. It is wise, therefore, in imparting life, to have a care
not to shorten one's own existence. Nothing is more cer-
tain than that animals and plants lessen the duration of
their lives by multiplied sexual enjoyments. The abuse of

-these pleasures produces lassitude and weakness. Be ty
. of fighre and grace of movement are sacrificed. Whe the

excess is- long-continue', it occasions spasmodic and con-
vulsive affections, enfeeblement of the senses, particularly
that of sight, deprivation of the mental functions, loss, of
memory, pulmohary consumption, and death. One of the
most eminent of living .physioldgists has asserted that
" development of the individual and the- reproduction of
the species stand in a reverse ratio to each other," and
that " the highest d.egree of bodily vigor is inconsistent
with more than a very moderate indulgence in sexual in-
tercourse."

The general principles we have just enunciated are of
great importance in the regulation, of the health. They
are more suggestive and useful than-the precise rules which
have from time been laid down on this subject.

TIMES WHEN MARITAL RELATIONS sHOULD BE SUSPENDED.

There are times at which marital relations are eminently
improper. We are told, 1 Corinth. vii. 3, 4, that the hus-.
band and wife a-e equally bound to fulfil the conjugal obliga-
tion when the debt is demanded. But there are certain
leoitimate causes for denial by the wife.

2É condition of intoxication in the husband is a proper
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eround for refusal.hFecundation tak plae while eitherpaetla been i this state las plciuce idiots and epi}eptics. This has happened again and again. T s n ecord are so numru adwlTtha. e cases on recordares umerous and well authenticated as to admit ofno doubt in regard to the fatal eniecteoa the mod of the
offsPrg of donception under such circu ancesmd t

.hysical degeneracy is also often a cosequence ofprocrea-tion during the alcoho · · · acneucefprra-tAon deuinr tes alof icintoxication of one or both'parents.A. peculiar arrest Of growvtli and develpenofbdad
mind takes place dr an evlpment of body andcidrke plaouh and, in some instances, the unfortunatechildren athougli living to years of manhood, remain per-manent infants just able to stand by the side of a chair, tot iple sounds, and to be amused with childishtoyS.

During convales.ence from a severe sickness, or whenthere is any local or constitutional diseaso whicli.would beaggravated by sexual intercours t sh ould be
There is reason for believ ng that a being procreated afraperiod òf ill-humor, bodily indisposition or nervous debility,may carry witli it, during its 'wholeexistencevousuabl
particles of these evils. When thlereexists any contagousdisease, refusals are of course valid, and often a duty to theunborn.Poet t h , oenadttoheunbn lwoverty, or tle wish to have no more children,cannot lawfuly be urged aga'm st the rendering of conjugal'z rites.

The opiion tlat sexual relations pract ed during the timeof the menses engender children liable to scrofulous disease isa mere popular prejudice. But the ous disetter-
founded reasons for continence during these per ds.i question of intercourse during pregnancy and suckl-
ing will one upfor consideration when speaking of these'Itty'; ,,cOlilditions liereafter.

CONDITIONS WHEN MARITAL RELATIONS ARE PAINFUL. .

Natre lias not designed that a function of great momentto the human raceone involving its very existence-shouldbe attended with pain. Te presence of pleasure is indicative
ofyealtl, its absence, of dsaser wom anye oim odniassYstematicaîîY displaced lier wonb by years of imprudence i
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BARRENNESS. 85

conduct or dress, this act, which should be a physiological
one, and'free from any hurtful tendencies, becomes a source
of distress, and even of" illness. The diseases of the womb
which iometimes' follow' matrimony are not to be traced to
excessive indulgence in many cases, but to indulgence Io any
extent by those wlio have altered the natural relation of the
parts beftre \marriage. A prominent physician, Prof. T.
Gaillard Thomas, of New York, has said that "upôn a
woman who has enfeebled lier system by habits of indulgence
and luxury, pressed her uterus entirely out of its normal
place, and who, perhaps, comes to phe nuptial bed with some
marked uterine disorder, the result, of imprudence at men-
strual epochs, sexual intercourse has a poisonous influence.
The taking of food into-tlie stomach exerts no hurtful influ-
ence on the disgestive system ; but the taking of food by a
dyspeptic, who has abused and injured that-organ, does so."

When excessive pain exists, and every attempt occasions
nervous trepidation and appreliension, it is absolutely
certain that there is some diseasei condition present, ,fgr
which proper advice should·be secured at once. Delay in
doing,so, will not remove the necessity for medical inter-
ference in the end, while it will assuredly aggravate the
trouble.

STERILITY.

Wives who never become mothers are said to be sterile or
barren. This condition is frequently a cause of much
unhappiness. Fortune may favor the married couple in
every other respect, yet if she refuse to accord the boon of
even a single heir to heart and home, her smiles will bear
tlie aspect of frowns. It is, then, of some interest to inquire
into the causes of tliis condition, and how to, prevent or
remedy their operation.

Dr. Duncan, of Edinburgh, has shown by elaborate
research that in those wives who are destined to have chi-
dren, there intervenes, on the average, about seventeen
months between the marriage ceremony and the birth of the
irst child, and that the question whether a woman will be'

sterile is decided in the first three years of married life.' If
she have no children in that time, the chances are thirteen

a ammmad
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to one against her having any. In those cases, therefore, inwhich the first three years of married life are fruitless, it is yethighly desirable for those wishing a family, to ascertain balwhether or not the barrenness is dependent upon ay tadefective condition capable of relief. taThe age of a wife at the time of marriage has'much to do twith the expectation of children. As the age increases over tlitwenty-five years, the,inteñýal between the marriage and vitthe biith of the first child is lengthened. For itras been miascertained that not only are women most fecund fron lotwenty to twenty-four, but that they begin their career of ncchild-bearing sooner after marriage than their younger oreàder sisters. Early marriages (thoseabefore the age oftwenty) are sometimes more fruitful than late ones (tlose inafter twenty four). The interesing resu e onas further been tiarrived at in Ehgland, tliat about one in fourteen f ail Imarriages of wómen between, fifteen and nineteen arewitout offspring; that wives married at ages from twenty dEto twenîy-four inclusive are almost al fertile; and that afterthat age tge chances of laying the children gradually increase tiwith the greater age at the tinte of marriage. tiThere are two kinds of sterility which are physiobgicalnatural to all women, that of young girls before puberit
and that of women who are past the epoch of the cessation tof tle menses. In some very rare cases conception takes fcplace after cessation.an one publisihed case it occurred ninente ontlis afterwards, and in another, eighteen ntonths. In -tsone ver rare cases, also, conception has taken place beforetli first menstruation, ~tTlie older a w-oman is at the tinte of'lier marriage tlie tlonger deferred is tle ge aetbrwhiclsie naturally beconessterile. Slie bears ehildren later, in life, in order to compen:Asate, as it were, for her late commencement. But, althon h Lshe continues to have children until a more-advanced agethan the earlier narriedyetler actual chld-bearncgeriod 
is sliorter. Nature does not entirely make up t the e ndoflife for tlie tinte lost front the duties of maternity in 'earlywomanliood. For, the younger married have really a longerera of fertiity tlia the ider, thougli it ternmates at anearlier age,
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LAWS OF FERTILITY. 87

A wife who, having had children, has ceased for three
-years to conceive, will probably bear no more, and the pro-
bability increases as time elapses. After the first, births
take place with an average interval, in those who continue
to be fertile; of about twenty months.,

Nursing women are generally sterile, above all during
the first months'which follow accouchmient, because the
vital forces are then concentrated on the secretion of the
milk. In a majority of instances, when suckling is pro-
longed to even nineteen or twenty mouths, pregnancy does
not take place at all, until after weaning.

Climate has also an influence upon the fertility of mar-
riages. In southern regions more children are born, tewer
in northern. The number of children is in inverse propor-
tion to the amount of food in a country and ina season.
In Belgium, the higher the price of bread,-the greater the
number of children, and the greater the number of infant
deaths.

The seasons exert a power over the increase of popula-
tion. The spring of the year, as ha already been stated, is.
the most favorable to fecundity. It is not known whether
day and night have any effect upon conception.

The worldly condition- seems to have much to do with
the size of a farnily. Rich and fashionable women have,
fcwer children than their .poor 'and hard-worked neighbors.
Wealth and. pleasure seem tô be often gladly exchanged for
the title of mother.en d x g f

But it is our more particular obj et now to inquire into
the causes of absolute sterility in individual cases, rather
than to discuss the operation of general laws upon the
fertility of thè community at.large, however i'nviting sytch a
discussionmay be. Whenimarriages are f.ruitless, the wife
is almost alway's blamed. It is not to be supposed that she
is always iu fault. Many husbands are absoluely sterile:
for it-is a mistake to consider that every man must be pro-
lific, who is vigorous and enjoys good health. Neither does
it follow because a woman hâs never given birth, to a'living
child, that she has not conceived. A'bout one marriage h
eight is unproductive of living children, and therefore fails
to a'dd to the popultion. The seeds of life have, however,
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been more extensively sown among women than thesefigures would seem to.indicate. If the life of an infant fora long time after -birth is a frail one, before birth its exist-ence is precarious in the extremé. It often perishes soonafter conception. A sickness, unusually long and profuse,occurring in a young inarried wman, a few days beyondthe regular time, is often the only.evidence- she will ever-have that a life she has communicated -has. been endedalnost as soon as begun. A tendency to miscarriage Maytherefore, be all that stands in the way of a family. This 'sgenerally reinediable.
It is a weil-known fact that frigidity is a frequent causeof barrenness, as well as a barrièr tô matrimonial happiness.Its removal, so desirable, is in rnany cases possibleby detec

ing and doing away with the cause. The causes are sovarious that their enumeration here would be tedious andunprofitable, for most of them can only be discovered andrêmedied by a practical physicîlnv ho has studied the par-ticular case under consideration. So, also, in regard to thevarious displacements and diseases of the womb preventing
conception. Proper medical treatment is usually followed
by the best results.

While the fact that pleasure~is found in the marital re-lation;is a favorable augury for impregnati6n, it has been'long noticed that Messalinas are sterile. It was observedin Paris, that out of one thousand, only six .bore children inthe course of a year, whereas the ordinary proportion inthat city, for that timegs three and a half births for everone hundreI of the popu ation.
In some /women nothing seems amiss but too intense pas;Sion. Suoh cases are much more rare than instances of the

opposite 'etreme producing the same'effect.
A condition of debility, or the presencef of certain speciajpoisons in the blood, may prevent conception, or, what is toall intents. the same thing, cause miscarriage. - Many ap-parently feeble women have large families. But in numer-ous instances a tonic and someimes an alterative constitu-tional treatment is -required before pregnancy wil bake place.,On the contrary, there are well-authenticateçl casesof women
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who are stout and barren in opulence becoming thin and
prolific~ïn poverty.

The stipulus of novelty to matrimonial intercourse im-
parted by a short separation of husband and wife is often
salutary in its influence upon fertility.

To show upon what slight constitutional differences in-
fertility often depends, it is meily necessary to- allude to
the-fact, knoW7 to every one, that women who have not had
children with one husband often. have them with another.
This condition of physiological, incompatibility is evidently
not altogether, one of the emotional nature, for it is observed
in animals, among whom it is by no means rare to find cer-
tain males and females who will not breed together,'although
both are known to be- perfectly fruitful with other females
and males. The- ancients, believing that sterility was more
eoninon with couplés of the same temperament and condition,
advised, with HEippocrates, that blond wonmen should unite
with dark men, thin women with stout men, and vice versa.

Barren women should not despair. They sometinies be-
come fecund after a lng laÉ{se of [years. In other words,
they are sterile only during a certain period of -their lives,
and then,'a change occurring in their -temperamentý with age,
ethey become fruitful. History affords a striking example of
this eccentricity of generation in the birth of Louis XIV,
whom -A nne of Austria, Queen of France, brought into the
world after a sterility of twenty-tvo years. Catherie.de
.Medicis, wife of Henry II., became the mother of ten child-
ren after a sterilityof ten years. Dr. Tilt, of London, men-
tions the case of a woman who was married at eighteen, but,
although both herself andiher husband enjoyed habitual- good
health, conception did not take place, until she was forty-
eight, ,when she bore a child. Another case iâ reported
where a well-formed female married at nineteen, and did-fnot
bear'a child until she had reached her fiftieth year.

Families often suffer from the effects of sterility. Civil-
ized nations never do. It has qbeen found lby observation in
coqntries where the loss of life by war is inconsiderable, and
*where thé pressure qf the population, through excess of pro-
pagation, ,against the bounds sf subsistence, is not 'very

severë, that -annual births equal i number to the annual
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deaths of the total population are obtained by means of one-
half only of the women exerting their full procreating power.
Nature, therefore, has made ample provision for preventing
a decrease of population through failure of reproduction.

She has.also instituted laws to prevent its undue increase.
It would seem as if the extension of material, mental and
social comfort and culture has a tendency to render marriage
less prolific, and population stationary, or nearly so. So
evident 'is this tendency, that it has been laid down as a
maxim in sociology, by Sismondi, that "where the number of
marriages is-proportionably the greatest, where the greatest
number of persons participate in the duties and the virtues
and the happiness of marriage, the smaller number of child-
ren does each marriage produce." Thus, to a certain extent,
does nature indorse the 'opinions of those political economists
who assert thet increase of population beyond certain limits
is an evil, happily averted by wars, famines, and pestilences,
which hence become national blessings in disguise. She,
however, points to the extension of mental and moral educa-
tion and refinement as gentler and surer means of reducing
plethorie population than those suggested by Malthus and
Mill.

Many causes of steriIity,. it will, therefore, be seen, are
beyond the power of man to control. Th'ey operate on a large
scale for the good of the whole. . With these we have little
concern. But there are others which may be.influenced -by
intelligent endeavbr. Some have been already alluded to,
and the remedy suggested: but we will proceed to give more
specific,

ADVICE TO WIVES WHO DESIRE TO HAVE CHILDREN.

It has long been known that menstruation presents a group
of phenoinena closely allied to fecundity. The first eruption
of the menses is an unequivocal sign of the awakening of the
faculty of reproduction. The cessation of the menstrual
epochs. is a sig equally certain' of the loss of the faculty of
reproduction. When conception has taken place, the perio-
dical flow' is iterrupted. Labor occurs at about the time
in which the minses would have appeare&. lI short, it is a
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fact, now completely established, that the time immediately
before and particularly that immediately after the monthly
sickness is the period tlie most favorable to fecundation. It
is said that, by following the counsel to this effect given him
by-the celebrated Fernel, Henry IL, the King of France, se-
cured to himself offspring after the long sterility of his wife
referred to. Professor Bedford, of New -York, says that he
can point to more than one instance in which, by this advice,
he has succeeded in adding to the happiness of parties who
for years had been vainly hoping for the accomplishment of
their wishes.

Repose of the woman, and, above al, sojoi1rn on the bed
after the act of generation, also facilitates conceptoin. Hip-
pòcrates, the great father of medicine, was aware of this, and
laid stress upon it in his advice to sterile wives.

The womb and the breasts are bound together by very
strong sympathies; that which excites the one will, stimu-
late, the other. Dr. Charles Loudon mentions that four out
of seven patients by acting on this hint became mothels. A
similar idea occurred to the illustrious Marshall Hall, who
advised the application of a strong infant to the breast.
Fomentations of warm milk, to the'breasts and the corres-
ponding portion of the spinal column, and the use of the
breast:pum _two or three times a day, just before the mens-
trual period, have also been recommended by good medical
authorities. Hòrseback exercise carried to fatigue seems
occasionaly to have conduced to pregnancy.

The greatest hope of success against sterility is to change
the doninant state, of the constitution. But this can only
be effected under suitable medical advice. The treatment of
sterility-L -thanks to the recent researches of Dr. Marion Sims
-is much· more certain than formerly, and the intelligent
plysician is now able to ascertain the cause, and point out
the remedy, where before all was conjecture and experiment.

ON THE LIluITATION OF OFFSPRING.,

No part of our subject is more delicate than this. Very
few people are willing to listen'to a dispassionate discussion
of the propriety or impropriety of limiting within certain
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bounds the number -Of children in a family. On the ne
side are many worthy physicians and pious clergymen who,
with9ut listening-to any arguments, condemn every effort to
avoid large families ;-on the other, are numberless wivés and
husbands who turn a deaf ear to the warnings of doctors
and the thunders of divines, and eager to escape a responsi-
bility thy have assumed, hesitate not to resort to the most
dangerousandimmoralmeans to accomplish this end.

le lý We ask both parties t'O lay aside prejudice and 'preposses-
sion, and examine withus this most important social question
in all itsbearings.

Let us first inquire whether therleïisuch a thing as over-
~ rod*ion-having too many children. estionably there
is. I,ts disastrous effects on both mot and children are
known to every intelligent physician. Two-4hirds of all
cases of wonhb disease, says Dr. Tilt, gre traceable to child-
bearing ip feeble women. Hardly a day passes that a
physician in large practice does not see instances of debility
and diseaseresulting from ever much child-bearing. Even
the lower animais illustrate this. Every farmer is aware of
of the necessity of-imiting the offspring -of his mares and
cows. How much more severe are the injuries inflicted on
the delicate organization ofiman ! A verygreat mortality,
says Dr. Duncan, of Ediiburgh. attends upon confinements
when they become to frequent.

The evils of a too rapid, succession of pregnancies are
likwise conspicuous i the children. There is no more
frequent cause, says Dr. Hillier,-whose authority in such
matters none will dispute,-ef iickets than this. Puny,
sickly, short-lived offspring, follows over-production. Worse
than thi, the carefully-compiled statistics of Scotland show
that such children are peculiarly liable to idiocy. "Adding
to au already excessive number, they come to overburden a
mother already overwhelmed with progeny. They cannot
receive at hr hands the attention they require. Weaklyherself, she brings frth weakly infants. "Thus," concludes
Dr. Duncan, "are the accumflated evils of an excessive
family manitst."

Apart froin th consideifations, there are certain social
relations which have ben thought by some to dvise sima1l
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le families. When either parent suffers from a disease which,
is transmissible,,and wishes to avoid inflicting misery on an
unborn generation, it has been urged that they shouid avoid
children. Such diseases not unfrequently manifest them-

s selves after marriage, which is answer enough to the objection
that if they did not wish children they should not marry.
There are alJso women to whom pregnancy is a nine months'
torture, and others to whom it is nearly certain to prove
fatal. Such a condition cannot be discovered before mar-
nage, an<&therefore cannot be provided against by a single
life. Can-uch women be asked to immolate themselves ?

~ -It is strange, says that distinguished writer, John Stuart
Mill, that intemperance in drink, or in any other appetite,
should be condemned so readily, but that incontinence in
this respect should always meet not enly with indulgence
but praise. "Little improvement," he adds "can be
expected in morality until the producing too large'families

7 is regarded with the same feeling as drunkenness, or any
ther physical excess.. A well-known medical writer of

'Londoi, Dr. Drysdale, in commenting on these words, adds:
"In this error, if error it be, I also humbly share."

",When dangerouspreju-dices," says Sismondi, the learned
historian, of Southern Europe, "have not become accredited,
when our true duties towards those to whom we give life are
not obscured in the name of a sacred authority, no married

oe man will have more children than he can bring up properly."
,e Such is the language of physicians and statesmen. But a
h stronger appeal has been made for the sake of inorality itself.

The detestable crime of abortion is appallingly rife in our day;
e it is abroad in our land te an extent which would have,

W shocked the dissolgte women of pagan Rome. Testi mony
from all quarters, especially from New England, has accumu-

a lated within the past few years to -sap our faith in the mor-t .ality and religion of Aine-ican women. This wholesale,
fashionable miurder, how are we to stop it 1 Hundreds of
vile men and *women in our large cities subsist by this

e slaughter of the innocents, and flaunt their ill-gotten gains'-
the pricè of blod-in our public thoroughfares. Their ad-
vertisements are seen in the newspapers; their soul and body
destroying, means are hawked in every town. With auch
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temptation strewn -in her path, -what-will the woman threat-
ened with an excessive family do I Will she not yield to
evil, and sear her conscience with the repetition of her
wickedness4tAlas! daily experience in the heart of a great
city discloses to us only too frequently the fatal ease of such
a course.

In view of the injuries of excessive child-bearing on the
one hand, and of this prevalent crime on the other, a man of
genius and sympathy, Dr. Raciborski, • of Paris, took the
position that the avoidance of offspring to a certain extent is
not only legitimate, but should be recommended as a mea-
sure of public good. "We know how bitterly we shail be
attacked," he says, "for promulgating this doctrine; but if
our ideas only render to society the services we expect .of
them, we shalliae effaced from the list of crimes the one
most atrocious without exception, that of child-murder, before

or after birth, and we shall have poured a little liappiness
into the bosoms of despairing families, where poverty la
allied to the knowledge that offspring can be born only to
prostitution or mendicity. The realization of suh hopes will
console us under the attacks upon our doctrines."

It has been eagerly repeated by some, that the wish to limit
offspring arises most frequently from an inordinate desire-of
indulgenci.,We reply to su6h that they do not know the
human heart, and that they do it discredit. More frequently
the! wish springs from a love of chilTren. The parents seek
to(ávoid having more than they can properly nourish and
educate. They do not wish to leave their sons and daughters
inwant. "This," says a writer in The Nation (of New
York,) in an article ,on this interesting subject,"-."this is
not the noblest motive of action, of-course, but there isiome-
thing fnely human about it."

"Very mucli, indeed, is it to be wished," sys Dr. Edward
Reich,-after reviewing the multitudinous evils which result
to individuals and society from a foo rapid increase in
fànilies,-" that the function of reproduction be placed under
the dominion of the will."

Men are very ready to find an excuse for self-indulgence,
and if they cannot get one anywhere else,they'seek it in-re-
ligion. They tell the woman it is her duty to bear ail the
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childien she cau. Tliey referher to iflie sturdy, strong-limbed
women of the early colonies, to the peasant women of Europe,

"xr who emigrate to our shores, and ask and expeot the Ainerican
wife to rival them iii fecundity. Tliey do not refleot that
abe lias een brouglitup to liglit indoor employment, that
lier oraiail more zervoixs -and fr-ail, that she absolutely
lias not the staniina required for many confinements.

Moreover, tliey presume too mucli in asking lier to bear
tliem. "If a 'womau lias a riglit to decide on a.ny question."

]z said a genial physician in the Massachusetts Medical Society
-a few years sixice, "lifoéeftainly la as to how many cliildren
eslie sliall bear. "Certainly," say tlio editors of a promnent

if medical journal of our country, Ilwives have % riglit to de-
)fmaaid of tlieir liusbands at least tlie same consideration whicli
lea breeder extenda to bis stock.". Wleee it becomesun-

wise that tlie family sliould. be increased,»" say Sismondi
again, " justice and 1unwnity require that the liusbaaid sliould

la impose on hiniself the same restraint whicli isubmitted to
by the unmarried."

Il An eminent Enlaiwriter on medical statistics, Dr.
Henry MacCormack, -says "Thebrute yields to tlie genera-

it tive impulse wlienî i l experienced. lie la trôubled by no
if compuniction about the matter. Now, a man ouglit not to s

ac -ie -a brute lie lias remson- to guideadcnrli-y
y appetites. Too maaly, liowevers forgetý, and aet like brutes t

instead, of aw'men. It wowld, -i effect prove very grTeatly f
-Zi conducive to 'man' interests, were tlie genlerative impulses

placed absoluteLy under tlie sway of riglit, reason,-cliastity,,
w foreat,- and justice."y
la There la no lack' of-autliotities, medical and non-medical,_

.3- on tlis point.- Few wlio weigli tliem well will deny tliat there
is sucli a thing as too.larg amnily, that iliere'does corne a
time wlien a motlier can riglihtfutlly demand reat fron lier labors

IL in the interest of herself, lier cbildren and society. Wlien la'
n this time' 1liere again the imposiýsibility meets us, of stting

a definite number of cliildren,,.nd sayiug, Thtis uiany and no
more. As in every other department of medicine, avèragea

e, . are of-no avail in gdugindividuals. There aewmn

-- Wlio require no limitation wliatever. They can bear lie&ltliy
lebhlidren itli rapdty sud eufer no ill results; tliere, are
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others--and they are the nijority-who should use tem-
perance in this, as in every other function; and there are a
fe'w who should bear no children at all. It is absurd for
physicians or theologians to insist that it is either the phy-
sical or moral duty of the feimale to have as many children
as she possibly can have. It is time that such an injurious
prejudice was discarded, and the truth recognized, that while
marriage looks to pffspring as its natural, sequence, there
should be inculcated such a thing as marital çontinence, and
that excess here as elsewhere is repugnant to morality, and
is visited by the làws of physiology with certain and severe
punishment»on parent and child.

Continence,, self-control, a willingness to deny himself,-
that is what is required from the husband. But a thousand
voices reagh us front suffering women in alltparts of our land,
that this will not'suffice ; that men refuse thus to restrain
themselves ; that it leads to a loss of domestic happiness and
to illegal amours, or that it is injurious physically and men-
tallyy,-that, in short, sucih advice is useless, because im-
practicable. f p

To such sufferers we reply that nature herself has provid-
ed to some extent against over-production, and that it is well
to avail ourselves of her provisions. It is well known that
women, when nursing rarely become pregnant, and for this
reason, if for no other, women should nurse' their own
children, and continue the period until the child is at least
a- year old. Be it remembered, however, that nursing,
continued too long, weakens beth mother and child, and,
moreover, ceases to accomplish thend for which we now
recommend it.

Another provision of nature is, that for a certain period
between her monthly illnesses every woman is sterile. The
vesicle which matures in her ovaries, and is discharged from
them by menstruation, remains some days in the womb
before it is passed forth and.lost. How long its stay is, we
do not definitely know, and probably it differs in individuals.
From ten to twelve days at most, are supposed to elapse
ater the cessation of the flow before'the final ejection of the
edee. For some days after4this, the female is incapable of

reproduction. But for some days before her m.onthly illness
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un- she is liable to conception, as for that length of time the
le a male element can -survive. This period, therefore, becomes
for a variable and an undetermined'one, and even when known,
y- its observation-demands a large amount of self-control
en iWhat, then, is left to lier whom an inconsiderate hus-

>US band does not sparè, and in whom the condition of nursing
Île does not offer-as sometimes it does not-any immunity
3re from pregnancy
a1d Is it amiss to hope that science will find resources, simple
nd and certain, which will enable a woman to let reason -and
are sound judgment, not blind passion, control the increase of

her family?
- Such resources are not patents, or secrets hawked about

ad by charlatins or, advertised by quacks. Were they familiar
to intelligent physicians, yet with a wise discrimination, and

ïm a conscientous regard for morality, they éould not reveal
nd them except where they were convinced thät they will not

be abused. Therefore, they, as a rule, have refrained from
discussing the subject.

Let women be warned in the most emphatic manner
*d- against the employment of the secret methods which quacks

11 iin the newspapers are constantlÿ offering. Such means are
at the almost certain cause of painful uterine diseases, and of
is shortened life. They are productive of more misery by far,n than over-production itself. "The workings of nature in
st this as in all other physiological processes," says Dr. Gaillard
g, Thomas, "are too perfect, too accurately and delicately-
d, adjusted, to bè interfered with materially by clumsy and
w inappropriate measures adopted to frustrate her laws."

None of these clumsy expedients is more frequent than
>d the use of injections. None is more hurtful. It is almiost
ie çertain to bring on inflamation and ulceration. "We are
n prepared to assert,'' says the editor of an ably-conducted
b medical journal in the west, " that fully three-fourths of the
e cases we have met of the various forms and effects ofinfiam-
s. mation of the uterus and appendages in married women are
se directly traceable to this method of preventing pregnancy."
e Equally injurious to the husband, is the habit of uncom-

>f pleted-intercourse. Nervous prostration, paralysis, pretna-
3Ê ture debility and decay, are its frequent consequences.

tyt
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On the contrary, when that due.moderation which medical o.
skill inculcates is employed to attain the same end, the e
danger seems- less. "Long observation proves to us,' days
the editor of a prominent medical journal of this' country,
"that such women are the healthiest women in the world."* t<

There is one method widely in use in this country for s
the limitation of offspring, which deserves only, the most i
unqualified condemnation, which is certain to bring upon c
the perpetrators swift and terrible retribution, and which
is opposed to every sentimerntof nature and morality. We 1

w•mean c
THE CRIME OF ABORTION.

Prom the moment of-eonception a new life commences; a new
individual exists; another child is added to·the family. The
mother who deliberately sets about to destroy this life, either
by want~ of care, or by taking drugs, or using instruments,
commits as great a crime, is just as guilty, as if she strangled
her new-born infant, or as if she snatched from her own
breast her six-months' darling and dashed out its brains
against the wall. Its blood is upon her head, and as sure
as thére is a God and a judgment, that blood will be requi-
red of her. The crime she commits is murder, child murder,
-the slaughter of a speechless, .helpless being, whom it is

•her duty, beyond all things else, to cherish and preserve.
This. crime is common. It is fearfully prevalent. Hun-

dreds of-persons in every one of our largest cities are devoted
to its perpetration. It is their trade. In nearly every vil-
lage its ministers stretch out their bloody hands to lead the
weak woman to suffering, remorse and death. Those who
submit to their treatment are not general unnarried women
who;have lost their virtue, but the mothers of families, res-
pectable, Christian matronsmembers of churchesand walking
in the better class of society.

We a peal to all such with earnest and with threatening
words. If they have no feeling for the fruit of their womb'
if maternal sentiment is so callous in their breasts, let them
know that such produced abortions are the constant cause

* Dr. N. K. Bowling, Ngahvile Journal of Mediciau.and Surgery.
October, 1868.
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lical of violent and dangerous womb diseases, and frequently of Ï
the early death ; that they bring on mental weakness, and often

ýy5 insanity; that they are the'most certain means to destroy
tr'y, domestic happiness which can be adopted. Better fat better,

to bear a child every year for twenty years than to resort to
for such a wicked and injurioûs step ; better to die, if needs be,

aost in the pang of childbirth, than to live with such a weight
1pon of sin on the conscience.
hich There is nò need of either. By the moderation wé have
We mentioned it is in the power of any woman to avoid the evils

of -an excessive family, without injury and without crumin-
ality.

We feel obliged to speak in plain language of this hidden

The sin, because so many are ignorant that it is a sin. Only
ther within a few years have those.who take in charge the public

morals, spolken of it in such terms that this excuse of igno-
rance is no longer admissible.

gled Bishop Coxe, of New York, in % pastoral letter, Arch
owiv - bishop Spaulding, Catholic Primate of the United States, in

an address at the close of the last Provincial Council at
sr a Baltimore, the. Old and New School Presbyterian Ohurches

at a recent meeting in· Philadelphia, have all pronounced
- the severest judgments against those guilty of ante-natal

infanticide. Appeals through the press have been made by
physicians of high standing, and by eminent divines, which

oted should be in the hands of every one.
e The chiefest difficulty, hitherto, has been, that while wo-

1 the men were-warned against the evils of abortion, they were
e offered no escape from the exhaustion and dangers of exces-

who sive child-bearing. This difficulty we have fullyecognized
>men and fairly -met, and; we believe, in such a manner that

tres- neither the.accuracy of our statements nor the purity of our
C> motives can be doubted. - Should our position be attacked,

.n however, the medical man must know that in opposing our
omg views, he opposes those of the most distinguished physicians
thm in this country and in Europe; and the theologian should.be

~e warned that when a neglect of physical laws leads to moral
evil, the only way to correct this evil is to remedy the'
neglect. In this case the neglect is in over-production,-the
evil is abortion.
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NATURE OF CONCEPTION.

The theories which have been advanced to explain the
manner in which the human species is continued and repro-
duced are very numerous. Including the hypothesis of the
ancient philosophers, some two hundred and fifty have been r
promulgated by the greatest thinkers of all times. The
older ones- do not deserve mention, as they are replete with
absurdities. Such, foir instance, is that of Pythagoras, which
supposed that a vapor descended from the brain and formed
the embryo. The Scythians therefore took blood from the
veins behind the ears to produce impotence and sterility.
Modern science has shown the total error of this and many
other views formerly entertained on this subject. Has gal-
vanism or electricity any share in the mysterious function?
Some among the modern physiologists have supposed that
there is an electrical or magnetic influence whicb effects
generation. Even within a few months, Dr. Harvey L.
Byrd, Professor of- Obstetrics in the Medical Department
of Washington University of Baltimore, Md., has asserted
that he has "every reason for ie5eving that fecundation or
impregnation is always an electrical phenomenon, *** it
results from the completion of an electric circle,-the union
of positive and negative electricities. This, however, is not
accepted by all, as the dictum of modern science. Physiology
has clearly established that the new being is the result of
contact between-the-ma g
animal, on the one part, and the female element, a mstured
egg, on the other, involving the union of the contents of two
peculiar cells. -Without such contact fecundation cannot
take place.

The only matter of practical moment in connection with
this most interesting function which we have to announce,
is the influence of the mind on the offspring, at the time of
generation. This influence has long been remarked in regard
to animals as well as men. Jacob was aware of it when he
made his-shrewd bargain with Laban for "all the speckled
and spotted.cattle " as his hire. For we are told that then
"Jacob took him rods of green poplar, and. of the hazel
and chesnut tree; and pilled white strakes in them, and
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made the white appear which was in the rods. And he set
the rods which he had pilled before the fRocks in the gutters,

the in the watering troughs when the fRocks came to drink, that
they should conceive when they came to drink. Arid the

the flocks conçéived before the rods. and brought forth cattle
>een ringstraked, speckled and spotted. And Jacob did separate
The the lambs and set the faces of the fRocks towards the ring-
:ith straked, and all the brown'in-the flock of Laban; nd he

hich put his owu fRocks by themselves, and put them not unto .
med Laban's cattle. And it came to pass, wherever the stronger
the cattle did conceive, that Jacob laid the rods before the eyes

lity. of the cattle in the gutters, that they might conceive among
the rods. But when the cattle were feeble, he put them not

gai- in: so the feebler were Laban's and the stronger Jacob's."
;.On? The impressions conveyed to the brain through the sense
that of sight are here asserted by the writer of Genesis to have
iects influenced the system of the ewes so that they brought forth

young in the'same manner as the rods placed before their
nent eyes. It is not said that there was any miraculous interpo-

Led sition; but the whole account is given as if it were an every-
n or day, natural and well-known occurrence.

.The Greeks, a people renowned for their physical beauty,
.nion seemed to be aware of the value of mental impressions; for

not in their apartments they were lavish of statues and paintings
1ogy representing the gods and goddesses, delineated in accordance
it of 'with the best models of art.

Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse, caused the portrait of the
ared beautiful Jason to be suspended before~the nuptial bed, in
two order to obtain a handsome child.

nnot The following is related of the celebrated-Galen. A Roman
magistrate, little, ugly and hunchbacked, had by his wife a

with child exactly resembling the statue of Asop. Frightened
ne at the sight of this little monster, and fearful of becoming
le of the father of a posterity so deformed, he went to consult
gard Galen, the most distinguished physician of his time, who
n ie counseled him to place three statues of love around the con-
.kled jugal bed, one at the foot, the others, one on each side, in
then order that the eyes of his young spouse might be constantly
azel feasted on these charming figures. The magistrate followed
and strictly the dvice of the physician, and it is recordád that
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his wife bore him a child surpassing in beauty Ill his caU
hopes. too

The fact that the attributes of the child are determined to ofte
an important extent by-thebodily and mental condition of
the parents at the time of conception, explains the marked ima
difference almost constantly observed between children born dat
to the same parents, however strong the family likeness may
be aiong them. The changes constantly going on in the of
physical, intellectual and emotional states of the parents
produce a corresponding alteration in offspring conceived at oft
successive intervals. Twing generally resemble each other ex
very closely in every respect. va

Inasmuch, therefore, as the moment of generation is of sa
much more importance than is commonly believed, in its P1
effect upon the moral and physical life of the future being, nt
it is to be wished th parents would pay some attention to
this subject. It is the moment of creation,-that in w*hich la
the first vital power is communicated to the new creature. b
%Not withoutreason has nature associated with it the highest ut
sensuatexaltation of our existence. • Dr. Hufeland,-the author P
of the "Art of Prolonging Life," has said, "In my opinion
it is of the-utmost importance that this moment should be
confined to a period when the sensation of collected powers,
ardent passion, and a mind cheerful and free from care invite
to it on both sides."

SIGNS OF FRUITFUL CONCEPTION. k

There are some women in whom the act of conception is
attended with certain sympathetie affections, such as faint-
ness, vertigo, &c., by which they know that it has taken h
place.

Swelling of the neck ws regarded in ancient times--as a
sign of conception. Its thfulness has been reaffirmed by
modern authorities.

It has also been asserted that impregnation'generally
excites a universal tremor in all parts of the body, and that
it is associated with more than an ordinary degree of pleasure.

It must not be supposed, however, that enjoyment and
impregnation bear necessaril: te each other the relation of
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is cause and effect, although this is the popular opinion. From
too implicit a reliance upon this current belief, wives are
often incredulous as to their true condition.

3f It is a fact that in some cases sickness at the stomach
manifests itself almost simultaneously with the act of fecun-
dation. Authentic instances are on record of wives reck-

j oning their confinement nine months from the firat feeling
of nausea, without ever making a mistake.

ts In conclusion, it may be said.that peculiar sensations are
at often experienced, frequently of a character difficult to

explain, and inany modern authors attach to then a marked
value. In this manner .it is possible for a woman to be

of satisfied at the moment as to the change which has taken
-ts place; yet -the evidence is often deceptive, and sometimes
g, nothing-peculiar is noticed.
to From the period of conception the-mother has no direct
,,h knowledge of the process that is going on within, excepting

by the effects of the incrieasing pressure upon other parts,
st until " quickening takés place, which belongs to another

part of our subject.
on
be HOW -TO RETAIN THE AFFECTIONS OF A BUSBAND.
rs,

ite Ah ! this -is a secret indeed !-worth the. waud. of the
magician, the lamp of Aladdin, or the wishing-cap of the
fairy. What could any of these give in exchange for the
love of a husband i Yet this pearl of great price, how often
is it treated as lightly and carelessly as if it was any bauble

.is of Brnxnagem 1
nt- My husbandl we have heard young wives say, why it is
en his duty to love me. Why did he marry me if he is not

going to love me, love me fondly, love me ever 1
r a . Yes, we all know

by Love the gift, is love the debt.

ly But in this world of ours it is oftenlard to get one's own,
1at and when got, our care must never sease lest it be wrested
Te. from us. The plant you bought at the green-house, and
,nd that now blossoms on your window-sill, became yours by
of purchae, but it' has required your daily care to keep it
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alive and persuade it to unfold it's b1ýsÏms. Infinitely more
delicate is this plant of love. It, too<fou puchased. You
gave in exchange for it your oN. -heart. It, too, you must
daily tend with constant sqlieitude, lest it wither and die.

In this country some women think that anything is good
enough to wear at home. They go---about in slatternly
morning dresses, uxikempt hair, and slippers down at heel.
"Nobody will see me," they say, "but my husband." Let
them learn a lesson from the wives of the Orient.

In those couuntries a wife-never goes abroad except in
long sombrer robes and thick veil. An English lady visiting
the wife of one of the wealthy merchants, found her always
M ful dress, with toilet as-.carefully arranged -as if she were
going to a ball.

" Why," exclaimed the visitor at length, "is it possible
that you take all this trouble-to dress for nobody but
liusband ?

"Do, then," asked the lady, in reply, "the wives of Eng-
lishmen dress for the sake of pleasing other men 1

The visitor was mute.
Not that we would wish American. ladies to be forever

in full costume at home. That would be alarming. But
she who neglects neatness in attire, and, above all, cleanli-
ness of person, runs a great danger of creating a sentiment
of dis t in those around her. Nothing is more -epugnaüt
to the nses thàn bad- odors.and, for reasons which every.
woman ows, omen who neglect cleanliness are peculiarly
lia0ble to them. When simple means do not remove them,
recourseàshouldbe promptly had to a physician.

So it iwith had breath. This sometimes arises. from
neglect of the teeth, sometimes from diseaseeof the stomach,
lungs, etc. A man of delicate olfactories is almost forced
to hold at arm's length a wife with a fetid breath.

There are some women-,we have treated several-who
are plagued with a most disagreeable perspiration, especially
about the feet, the arms, etc. Such should not marry until
this is cured. It is a rule among army surgeons to be chary
about giving men their discharge from military service on
surgeon's certificate.- 2But fetid feet are at times so horribly
offensive, that they are considered an allowable cause for
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discharge. No doubt in some of our States they would be
received as a valid ground for divorce !--cetainly with
quite as much reason as, many of the grounds usually
alleged.

In short, the judicious employment of ali the harmless
arts of the toilet, and of those numerous and effective means
which modern science offšrs, tô acquire, to preserve, and to
embellish beauty, isa läty, which women, whether married
or single, should never neglect. With very little trouble,
the good looks and freshness of youth can be guarded
almost to old age, and even when hopelessly gone, simple
and harmless means are at hand to repair the injuries of
years, or at least to conceal them. But this is an art which
would require a -whole volume to treat of, and which we
cannot here touch upon.

INHERITANCE.

We now come to the consideration of a very wonderful
subject, that of inheritance. It is one of absorbing interest,
b h because- of the curious facts it presents and sof the
great practical bearing i&>has upon the welfare of every
inlividual.

order to the better understanding of this matter, it is
neces at the outset to make a distinction between four
kinds r varieties of inheritance. The most generally re-
o d is direct inheritance, that in which the children

p of the qualities of the father and mother. But a
child may not resemble eithér parent, while it bears a
striking likeness to an uncle or aupt. This constitutes in-
direct inheritance. Again, a child may be more like one of
its grand-parents than either its father ot mother. Or, what
is still more astonishing, it may display some of the charac-
teristics possessed only by a remote ancestor. This form oÇ
inheritance is known by the scientific teri atavism, derived
from the Latin word atavus, meaning, an ancestor. It is

-eurious to note in this connection that sometimes a son re-
sembles more closely his maternal, than his paternal grand-
sire in some male attribute, as a peculiarity of beard, or
certain diseases confined to thè male sex. Though -the

e
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mother cannot possesss or exhibit -such male qualities, she
ias transmitted tlem, through her blood, from her father
tolher son.

The fourth variety of inheritance is that in whieh the
child resembles neither parent, but the first husband of its
mother. A woman contracting- a second marriage trans- t
mits to the offspring of that marriage the pecularities she
hs received through. the first union. Breeders of stock
know this tendency, and prevent their brood-mares, cows,
or sheep, from running with nmales of an inferior stock.
Thus the diseases of a man may be transmitted to children
which are not his own. Even though dead, he contimes to
exert an influence over the future offspring of his wife by
means of the ineffaceable impress he had inade in the con-
jugal relation, upon her whole system, as we have previously
mentioned. The mother finds in the children of her second
marriage

* the touch of a vanished hand
And the sound of-a voice that is still."

A child may, therefore, suffer, through the ope-ation of
this mysterious and inexorable law, for sins committed,
not by its own father, but by the first husband of its
mother. What a serious matter, then, is that relation be-
tween the sexes called marriage! How far-reaching are its
respônsibilities !

A distinction inust here be drawn between hereditary
transmission and the possession of qualities at birth which
have not been the result of any impression received from
the system of father or mother, but due to mental influences
or accidents operating through the mother. A child may
be born idiotic.or deformed, not because either parent or
one of its ancestors was thus affected, but from the influence
of some severe mental shock received by the mother during
her pregnancy. This subject of maternal imprèssions
will come up for separate consideration in the discussion of
pregnancy. Again, a child may be epileptic, aithough
there is no epilepsy in the family, simply because of the
intoxication of the father or mother at thp time of the in-
tercourse resulting in conception. Sud cases are not due
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to hereditary transmission, for that cannot be hereditary
which has been possessed by neither the parents nor any
other relatives.

In considering the effects of inheritance, we will first
pass in re-view those connected with the physical constita-
tion. These are exceedingly common and universally
known. Fortunately, not merely are evil qualities in-
hefited, but al4o beauty, health,-vigor, and longevity.

BEATTY.

Good looks are characteristic of certain families. Alci-
biades, the handsomest among the Grecians of his time,
descended from ancestors remarkable for their beauty. So
well and long has. the desirable influence-of inheritance in
this respect been recognised, that- there existed in Crete an
ancient law which ordained that each year the most beau-
tiful. among the young men and women should be chosen
and forced to marry in order to perpetuate the type of their
beauty. Irregularities of feature ,are transmitted 'from
parent to child through many generations. The aquiline
nose has existel some centuries, and is yet hereditary in the
Bofrbon family. Tle hereditary under lip of the house of
Hapsburg is another example. When the poet Savage
speaks of.

"aThe tenth transmitter of a foolish face,' 2

he scarcely exaggerates what is often seen in families where
some strongly-marked feature or expression is long pre-
dominant or reappears in successive generations.

NECK AND LIMBS.

The form and length of the neck and limbs are frequently
hereditary, as is also the height of the body. The union of
two tal persons engenders tall children. The father of
Frederick the Great secured for himself a regiment of men
of gigantic stature by permitting the marriage of his guards
only with,women of similar height. A tendency to obesity
often appears in generation after generation of a family.
Yet such cases are within the reacli of.medical art.
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COMPLEXION.

Even the complexion is not exempt from this influence.
Blondes ordinarily procreate blondes, and dark parents have
dark-skinned children. An union in marriage of fair and
dark complexions resuits in an intermediate shade in the
offspring. INot always, however, for it has been asserted
that the complexion chiefly follows that of the father. The
offspring of a black father and a white mother is much
darker than the progeny of a white father and a dark moth-
er. In explanation of this fact, it has been said that the
mother is not impressed by lier own color, because she does
not look upon herself, while the father's complexion attracts
her attention, and thus gives a darker tinge to the offspring.
Black hens frequently lay dark eggs; but the reverse is
more generally found to be the case.

PHYSICAL QUALITIES TRANSMITTED BY EACH PARENT.

In general, it may be said that there exists a tendency on
the part of the father to transmit the external appearance,
the configuration of the head. and limbs, the peculiarities of
the senses, and of the skin and- the muscular condition ; while,
the size of the body, and the general temperament or consti-
tution of the child, is derived from the -mother. Among
animals, the ihule, which is the produce of the male ass and
the mare, is essentially a modified ass, having the general
configuration of its sire but the roundeid trunk and larger
size of its dam. On the other hand, the hinny, which is the
offspring of the stallion and the she ass, is essentially a
modifled lorse, laving the Zeneral configuration of the
liors, but being a much smaller animal than its sire, ai
therefore approaching the dam in sîzé~as well as in the
comparative narrowness of its trunk. The operation of this
principle, though general, is not universal. Exceptions may
easily be cited. In ahùost ev4 ry large family it will be
observed that the likeness to the father predominates in
some children, while others most resemble the mother. It
is rare to meet with instances in which some distinctive
traits of both parents may not be traced in the offspring.
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Peculiarities in the color and structure of"the hair are
e transmitted. Darwin mentions an English family-in which,
d for many generations, some of the members had a single

lock differently colored from the rest of the hair.

le TEMPERAMENT'
,h
l- The law of inheritance rules in regard to the production
ie of the temperament. The crossi'ng of one temperament with

another in marriage produces a modification in the offspring
ts generally a4 vantageous.
.g.
1s FERTILITY.

A peculiar aptitude for procreation is sometimes heredi-
tary. -The children of, pirolific parents are themselves
prolific. It is related that la French peasant. woman was

mn confined ten times in fifteen years., - Her pregnancies,
,e, always multiple, produced twenty-eight children. At her
of last confinement she had tbree daughters, who al lived,
l1e married, and gave birth to children , the first to twenty-six,
ti- the second to thirty-one, and tge third to twenty-seven. On
ge the contrary, sometimes a tendency to sterility is found flxed

id upon certain families, from which they can only escape by
-ai the most assiduous care.
;er
,he LONGEVITY.

he In the vegetable kingdom, the oak inherits the power to
ad live many years, while the peach-tree must die in a short
he time. In the animal kingdom, the robin becomes gray and
iis toothless at ten years of age ; the rook caws lustily mntil a
.ay hundred. The ass is much longerlived than the horse.
be The mule illustrates in. a striking manner the hereditary
in tendency of longevity. It has the size Ôf the horse, the long
It life of the ass. The weaker the ass, the larger, the stronger,
.e and the shorter-lived and more horse-like, the mule. It is

also a curious and instructive fact, that' this animal is the
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toughest after it has passed the age of the horse; the inher-
ited influence of the horse having been expended, the vitality

. and hardiness of the ass remains.
It is universally concededthat longevity is the privileged

possession of sôme'lineages. That famous instance of old
age, Thomas Parr, the best authenticated on record, may be
mentioned in illustration. It is vouched for by Harvey, the
distinguished discoverer of the circulation of the blood.
Parr died in the reign. of Charles the First, at the·age of 152,
after having lived under nine sovereigns of England. He
left a daughter aged 127. His father had attained to a
great age, and his great-grandson died'at Cork at, the age
Of 103.

DEFORMITIES.

Deformities are undoubtedly sometimes transmitted to
tie progeny. It is by no- means rare to find that the imme-
diate ancestors of those afflicted with superfluous fingers and
toes. club feet, or hare lips, were also the subject- of these-
malformations. There are one or two families in 'Germany
whose members pride themselves upon the possession of an
extra thumb; and there is an Arab chieftain whose ancestors
have from timeimmemorial been distinguished by a double
thumb upon the right hand. Darwin gives many similar
instances. A case of curious displacement of the knee-pans
is recorded,'in which the father, sister, son, and the son of
the half brother by the same father, had al the same
malformation.

PERSONAL PECULIARITIES.

Gait, géstures, voice, general bearing, are al inherited.
Peculiar manners, passing into tricks, are often transmitted,
as in the case, often quoted, of the father who generally
slept on his back with his right leg crossed ove the left, and
whose daughter, whilst an infant in the cradle, followed
exactly the same habit, though an attempt was made to cure
her. ~ Left-handedness is not unfrequently hereditary. It
would be very:easy to go on multiplying instances, but we
forbear.

Al



10W TO BEA UTIFY OFFSPRING.

110W .TO HAVE BEAUTIFUL -CHILDREN.

ty
A practical question now naturally suggests itself. How

can the vices 'f conforniation be avoided and beauty secured i
M The art of having handsome children, known under the
be name of callipSdia, has received much attention, more,
he perhaps, in years gone by, than of late. The noted Abbotý
)d. Quillet wrote a book in Latin on the subject. Many dther
i2, works, in which astrology plays a prominent part, were
le written on this art in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
a turies.

ge We have already stated that- well-fornied parents will
transmit these qualities to their children, with scarcely an
exception. Like begets like. Unfortunately ail parents are
not beautifül. Yet all desire beautiful offspring. The body

to of the child can be influenced by the mind of the parent,
particularly of the mother. A mind habitually filled with

nde- pleasant fancies and charming -image:is not -without its
ese. effect upon the offspring. m a o

The statues of Apollo, Castor and Pollux, Venus, Hebe,
n and the other gods and goddesses which were so numerous
a in the gardens and public places in Greece, reproduced

be themselves in the sons and daughters of the passers-by. We
ilar know also that mamiages contracted at an age too early, or
ans too late are apt to give imperfectly developed children. The
. of crossing of temperaments and of nationalities beautifies the
me offspring. The customï which .has prevailed in many coun-

tries âmong the nobility of purchasing the handsomest girls
they could find for their wives, has laid the foundation of a
higher type of features among the ruling classes. To ob-
tain this desired end, conception should take place only

;ed. when both parents are in the best physical condition, at the
ted, proper season of the year, and with mutual passion. (We
ally have already hintéd how this can be regulated). During
and pregnancy the mother should often have some painting or
wed engraving representing cheerful and beautiful figures before
Mre her eyes, or often contemplate some graceful statue. She

It should avoid looking at or thinking of ugly people, or these
we : marked with disfiguring diseases. She should take everypre-

caution to escape injury, fright, anddisease of anykind, espe-
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cially chicken-pox, erysipelas, or such disorders as leave
marks on the person. She should keep herself well-nourish-
ed, as want of food nearly alwaysinjures thechild. Sheshould
avoid ungracefulpositions and awkward attitudes, as by some
mysterious sympathy these are impressed on the child she
carries. Let her cultivate grace and beauty in herself at
such a time, and she will endow her child with them. As
anger and irritability leave imprints on the features, she
should maintain serenity and calmness.

INHETR1TANCE OF TALENT AND GENIUS.*

The effects of inheritance are perhaps more marked upon
the mind than upon the body. This need not surprise us.
If the pecular form of- the brain can be trasmitted, the
mental attributes, the result of its organization; must neces-
sarily also be transmitted.

Itis a inatter of daily observation that parents gifted
with right minds, cultivated by education, generally engen-
der intelligent children ; while the offspring of those steep-
ed in ignorance are stupid from birth. It may be objected
that menthe most remarkable in ancient or modern times,
as Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Shakespeare, Milton, Buffon,
Cuvier, etc., have not transmitted their vast intellectual
powers to ther progeny. In explanation, it has been stated
that what is known as génius.is not transmissible. The
creation of a man of-genius seems to require a specialeffortof
nature, after which, as if fatigued, she reposes a long time
before again making-a "siniilar effort. But it- may well be
doubted-whether even those4-omplex mental attributes on
which genius and talent depend are not .inheritable, partic-
ularly when both parents are thus endowed. That 'distin-
guished men do not more frequently have distinguished sons,
may readily be accounted for when it is recollectel that the
inherited character is due to the combined influence of both
parents. The desirable qualities of-the father may therefore
be neutralizedin the offspring by the opposite or detive
qualities of the mother. That contrasts in the disp9sition
of parents are rather the rule thanthéexception, we havé al-
ready shown. Every one tendsto unite himself in friend-
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na-ve ship or love with a different character from its own, seeking
ish- thereby to supplement the qualities in which he feels his
>uld own nature to be deficient. The mother, therefore, may
>m_ weaken and perhaps obliterate the qualities transmitted by
she the father. Again, the influence of some'remote ancestors
at May make itself felt upon the offspring, through the opera-

As tion of the law of atavism, before alluded to, and thus
she prevent the children from equalling their parents in their

natural endowments. Notwithstanding the workings of
these opposing forces, and others which might be mention-
ed, we find abundant illustration of the hereditary nature of
talent and character.

Pon Of six hundred and five names occurring in the Biogra-
us. phical Dictionary devoted to men distinguished as great
the founders and originators,.between the years 1453 and 1853,
ces- there were no less than one hundred and two relationships,

or one in six. Walford's "Men of the Time " contains an
:ted account of the distinguisheilýmen in England, the Continent,
;en- and America, then'living. Under the letter A there are
sep- eighty-five names, and no less than twenty-five of these, or 4
ýted one in three and a half, have relatives also inthe list ;twelve
ses, Of them are brothers and eleven fa4hers and sons. In Bry-
:on, an's "Dictionary of Painters;" the letter A contains three
ual hundred and ninty-one names of men, of whom , sixty-five
ted are near relatives, or one in'six ; thirty-three ofthem are fath-
'he ers and sons, and thirty are brothers. In Fetis' "Biographie
tof Universelle. des Musiciens," the letter A contains five hun-
me hundred and fifteen names, of which fifty are near relatives,
be or one in ten. Confining ourselves to literature alone, it has
on been found that- it is one to six and a half that.a very dis-
Âic- tinguished, literary man has a very distinguishe& literary re-

lative. And it-is one in twenty-eight that the relation is
is, father and son or brother and brother respectively. Out of
,he the thirty-nine Chancellors of Enghmd, sixteen had kins-
)th men of eminence; thirteen of them had kinsmen of great
:>re eminence. These thirteen out of thirty-nine, or one in
ve three, are certainly remarkable instances of the influences
3n of inheritance. A similar examination has been instituted in
al- regard to the judges of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts,
id- and other States, with like results. The -r' k poet
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Eschylus counted eight poets and four musicians among bis
ancestors. The greater part of the celebrated sculptors of
ancient Greece descended from a family of sculptors. The
same is true of the great painters. The sister of Mozart
shared the musical talent of her brother. As there are rea-
sons, t be detailed hereafter, for believing that the influ-
ence of the mother, is even greater than that of the father,
how vastly would the offspring be improved if distinguished
men united themselves in marriage to distinguished women
for generation àfter generation!

INFLUENCE OF FATHERS OVER DAUGHTERS; OF MOTHERS
OVER SONS.

We have already called attention to tTpe parts of the phy-
sical organization transmitted eby the fsther and by the
mother. It would seem, moreover, that each- parent exer-
cises a special influence over the -child according to its sex.
The father transmits to the daughters, the form of the head,
the frame work of the chest and of the supérior extremities,
while the conformation ofthe1 porn of the body and
the inferior extremities are transmitted by the mother.
With the sons this is reversed. They derive from the moth-
er the shape of the head and of the superior extremities, and
resemble the father in the trrik and inferior extremities.
From this it therefore results, that boys procreated by in±ek.
ligent women will be intelli'gent, and that. girls procreated
by fathers of talent, will inherit their'merital capacity. - The
mothers ofinatiôi, though unseen and unacknowleged in
the halls of legislation, determine in this subtle manner the
character of the laws.

History informs us that the greater part of the women
who have been celebrated for their intelligence, reflected the
genius of their fathers. Arete, the most celebrated wéeman
of-her-time,-on account of the extent of her knowledgç,
was the daughter of-the distinguished philosopher Aristip-
pus, disciple of Socrates. Cornelia, the-mqther of the
Gracchi, was a daughter of Scipio. The daughter of the
Roman emperor Caligula, was as cruel as her father. Mar-
cus Aurelius inherited the virtues of his mother, and Com-
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modus the vicen>f his. Charlemagne shut his eyes upon
»S of the faults of bis daughters, because they recalled bis own.
The Gengis-Khan, the renowned Asiatic conqueror, had for bis
zart -mother a warlike wçman. Tamerlane, the greatest warrior
rea- of the fourteenth century, was descended from Gengis-Khan
iflu- by the female side. Catherine de Medicis was as crafty and
her, deceitful as her father, and more supersititious and cruel.
ied She had two sons worthy of herself, Charles IX, who shot
nien the Protestants, and Henry III, who assassinated the Guises.

Her daughter, Margaret of Valois, recalled her father by her
gentle manners. Henry VIII, who put two of bis wives to

RS death on the scaffold, had two sons distinguished for the
meekness of their characters, and two daughters as cruel as
himself. Arete, Hypatia, Madame de Stael, and George

>-h • Sand, all four had -philosophe~rs for their fathers. The
the mother of Bernardo Tasso, had the gift of poetry. Buffon
er- often speaks of the rich imagination of his mother. The

sex. poets Burns, "Rare Ben, Jonson," Goethe, Walter Scott,
sad, Byron and Lamartine,-all were born of women remarkable
ies, for their vivacity, and brilliancy of langugge. -Byron, in
-nd his journal, attributes lis hypochondria to an hereditary

1er. taint, derived from bis mother, who was its victim in its
)th- most furious form; and her father " was strongly susp~ected
'nd of suicide." He was said to have resembled more bis mater-
1es. nal grandfather than any of his father's family. The

daùghter of Molière, was like her father in her wit and hu-
ted imor. Beethove had for a maternal grandmother an excel-
le lent musician. e mothérof-Mozart gave the first lessons
in to her son. A crowd of composers have descended from

the John Sebastian Bach, who long stood unrivalled as a perfor-
mer on the organ, and composer for -that instrument. It

ien may be remarked here that it is almost invariably true that
the ability or inability to acquire a knowledge of music is

ian derived from the ancestry. Parents who cannot turn a tune
-n-or teil one note from. another, bring forth childen equally
aip- unmoved "with concord of sweet sounids." Examples could
;he easily be adduced at still greater length, illustrating the di-
;he rect influence of the. father over the daughter, and of the
ar- mother over the son. Those given will suffice.
:n-
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INFLUENCE OF EDUCATION OVER INHERITED QUALITIES.

In correcting the evil effects of inheritance on the mind,
education plays a very important part. A child born with
a tendency to some vice or'intellectual trait, may have this
tendency entirely overdome, or at leasf modified, by train-
ing. So, also, virtues implanted by nature, may be lost
during the plastic days of youth, in consequence of bad
associations and habits.

Education -can therefore do much to alter inherited mental
and moral qualities. Can it be invoked to prevent the trans-
Jnission of undesirable traits, and secure the good 2 Every-
thing that we have at birth, is an heritage from our ances-
tQrs. Can virtuous habits be transmitted I Can we secure
virtues in our children by possessing them ourselves ? Sci-
ence* sadly says, through her latest votaries, that we are
scarcely more than passive transmitters of a nature we have
received, and which we have no power to modify. It is
only after exposure during several generations to changed
conditions or habits that axiy modification in the offspring
ensues. The son of an old soldier learns his drill no more
quickly than the son of an artizan. We must, therefore,
come to the conclusion that, to .a great extent, our own
embryos have sprung immediately from the embryos whence
our parents were developed, and these from the embryos of
their parents, and so on forever. 'Hence, we are still bar-
barians in our nature. We show it' in a thousand ways.
Children, who love to dig and play in the dirt, have inheri-
ted that instinct from untold generations of :ancestors. Our
remote forefathers were barbarians, who dug with their
nails to geat-the roots on which they lived. The delicate-
ly-reared child reverts to primeval habits. In like manner,
the silk-haired, parlor-nurtured spaniel springs from the car-
essing arms of its mistress, to revel in the filth of the roa<f-
side. 'It is the brealng out of inherited instinct.

TRANiSMISSTdN OF DISEASE.

Perhaps the most important part of -the subject of inher-
itance, is that which remains for us to consider, in relation
to the transmission of or the predisposition to, disease.

I
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TIES. Consumption, that dread foc of American life, is the
most frequently encountered of ail'affections as the result

4 mind, of inheritbd predispositiôn. Indeed, some of the most emi-
rn with nent physivians have believed it is never produced in any
.ve this other way. Heart disease, disease of the throat, excessive
y train- obesity, affections of the skin, asthma, disorders of the
be lost brain and nervous system, gougt, rheumatism, and cancer -
of bad are 'all hereditary. , A tendency to bleed frequently, pro-

fusely andf uncontrolably from trifling wounds is often met
mental with as a famify affection.
e trans- The inheritance of diseased conditions, is also influenced
Every- by the sex.. , A parent may -transmit disease exclusivelye to
ances- children of the same sex, or exclusively to those of the op-
secure posite sex. Thus, a horn-like projection on the skin, pecu-

weSci- liar to the Lambert-fatmily, was transmitted from the father
we are to his sons and grandsons alone. So mothers have through
e have several generations, transmitted to their daughters alone,

It is - supernumerary fingers, color-blindness, and other deformi-
hanged ties and diseases. Asa general' rule, any'disease acquired

sprming during the life of either parent strongly tends to be inher-
.o more ited by the offspring of the same sex rather than the~oppo-
3refore, site. We have spoken of the apparently re-vrse tendency
n own in regard to -the transmission of genius and talent.
whence
ryos of ARE MUTILATIONS INHERITÂBLE ?
11 bar-

ways. "How, it may be inquired, is it in regard to the inheritance
inheri- of parts mutulatéd and altered by injuries and disease dur-
. Our ing the ,life of éither parent. In some cases mutilations

.their have >eenF-practiced for many generations without any in-
heate~- herited result. Different races of men have knocked out
anner, their upper teeth, cut off the joints of their fingers, made

,he car- immense holes through their ears and nostrils, and deep
roaCf- - gashes in various parts of their bodies, and yet there is no

reason for supposing that these mutilations have been inher-
ited. The Comprachicos, a hideous and strange association of
men and women, existed in the seventeenth century, whose

inher- business it was to buy children, and make of them monsters.
,lation Victor Hugo, in his last work, has graphically told how they

took a face and made of it a snout, how they bent down
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growth, kneaded the physiognomy, distorted the eyes, and ari;
in other ways disfigured " the human form divine," lin order proc
to make fantastic playthings for the %musément of the noble- fath
born. But history does not · state that these deformities old;
were inherited; certainly no race of monsters has resulte.d yea
The its from small-pqx are not inherited, though many in 1
succesive generations must have been thus pitted by that hai'
disease before the beneficent discovery of the immortal Jen- soei
ner. Children born with the scars left by pustules have had þalc
small-pox in the womb, acquired through the system of the
mother. On the other hand, the lower animals, cats, dogs,
and horses, which have had their tails and legs artificiafly
altered or injured, have produced offspring with the same
condition of parts. A man who had his little flnger on the thos
right hand almost. cut off, and which in consequence grew and
crooked, had sons with the same fmger on the -saie hand alt
similarly crooked. The eminent physiologist, Dr. Brown- vel
Séquard, mentions that many young gunea-pigs inherited itec
an epileptic tendency from-parents which had been subjec- unt
ted to an operation at his hands, resulting in the artificial use
production of.fits; while a large number of guinea-pigs pre,
bred from animals which had not been operated on, were, the
not thus affected. At any epte, it cannot but be admit-
ted that injuries and mutilêtioes .which cause disease, are pr
occasionally inherited. But many cases of deformities ex- the
isting at birth, as hare-lip,, are iot due to inheritance, the
although present in the father. They arise from a change onl.
effected in tife child while, in the womnb through an impres-
sion made4ipon the mind of the mother, as will be shown thc
liereafter. Le

LATE MANIFESTATIONS OF THE EFFECTS OF INERITANCE, S0
tIV

Not only are diseaies inheritéd which make their appear- thc
áree.t birth, but those which defer their exhibition until a. urE
certain period of life corresponding with that at which they oc.
showed themselves in the parents. Thus in the Lambert chi
fanily, before referred to, the porcupine excrescence on the ml
skin began to grow in the father and sons at the same age, sh
namely, about nine weeks after birth. In an extraordin- rec
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arly hairy family, which has been described, children were
produced during three generations with hairy ears ; in the
father, the hair began to grow over his body at six years
old ; in his 'daughter, sopewhat earlier, namely, at one
year ; and in, both generations the milk teeth appeared làte
in life, the permanent teeth being deficient. Grayness of
hair at an unusually early age has been transniitted in
sofefamilies. So, also, has the premature appearance of
þaldness.

HOW TO AVOID THE TENDENCY OF INHERITANCE.

These facts suggest the practical consideration that in
those diseases the predisposition to which alone is inherited,
and which break out only after a lapse of time, it is often
altogether possible to prevent the predisposition being de-
veloped into positive disease. Thus, for instance, the inher-
ited-tendency to consumption remains asleep in the system
until about the age of puberty or later. Therefore, by the
usé of a diet in which animal food forns'a large potion,
properly regulated, and systematic exercise¯ in the open air,
the practice of the' long inhalations before recommended,
wVrm, comfortable clothing, together with a residence, if
practicable, during the changeable and inclement seasons of
the year, in an equable climate, we can often entirely arrest
tie deyelopment of the disease. Prevention here is not
only better than cure, but often al that is possible. Those
in whom the disease has become active, must too often, like
those who entered Dante's infernal regions, " abandon,hope."
Let our words of caution therefore be heeded.

When there is reason to believe that an individual posses-
ses an inherent tendency to any disease, it is the duty of
the medical adviser to study the constitution of tlie patient
thoroughly, and after such study to recommend those meas-
ures of prevention best suited to avert the threatened dis-
order. Above all, let the physician look closely tothe
child at the period of life when any grave constitutional
inheritable disease, attacked the parent. This supervision
should be carried into adult years, for- there are instances on
record of inherited diseases coming on, at an advanced age,
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as in that of a grandfather, father, and son who ail became Ti
insane and committed suicide near their fiftieth year. Gout, tie
apoplexy, insanity, chroni disease of the heart, epilepsy, nu
consumption, asthma, and other diseases, are all more or less for
under the control of preventive measures. Some hereditary in
diseases, such as idiocy and cancer, we are impotent to pre- we
vent, in the present state of our knowledge. th

A singular fact in connection with the transmission of on
disease, is the readiness with which a whole generation is mc
passed over, the affection appearing in the next. A, father
or mother with consuinption may, in some instances, have du
healthy children, but the grand children will die of the dis- als
ease. Nature kindly favors one generation, but only at the
expense of the next. w-C

Some diseases require, in addition to the general means th'
of prevention to be found in a strict- observance of the laws M
of health, some special measures in order to effectually ward liv
off their appearance. But the extent of this work will not of
admit of their discussion. Already, indeed, have we unduly, ye
perhaps, extended our remarks upon inheritance. The in- bc
terest and importance of the facts must be our justification. th

tic
WHY ARE WOMEN REDUNDANT . th

it;
t cannot be without interest, to look into the relative M9

proportion of men and women now iving. It wil interest or
us still more to inquire into the reason why one sex prepon- frc
derates over the other, in numbers. This done, we will an- gr
swer the question, is the production of the sex at al under ni
the influence of the human will? MI

The female sex is the more numerous in all parts of the M
world, where we have reliable, statistics. In Austria, Eng-
land and Wales, there are nearly one hundred and five wo- ai
men for every one hundred men. In. Sweden, they are as m
one hundred and nine to one hundred.. In all cities the St
disproportion is greater than in the country. In London,
there are one hundred and thirteen women, to every one a
hundrecl men, and in'the large towns of Sweden, they stand n
as one hundred and sixteen to one hundred.

This is nòt true, however, of new1y-populated regions. n
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The relative difference is reversed in recent and thinly-set-
it tied localities. In our western States, for instance, the

y, number of the men exceeds that of the women. In Cali-
Wss fornia they are as three to one; in Nevada, as eight to one;

ry in Colorado, twenty to.éne. In the State of Illinois there
:e- were, according to thé last United States census, ninety-

three thousand.. more men than women. In Massachusetts,
of on the contrary, there are between fifty and sixty thousand
is more women than men.
er The disproportiol of men to women in new countriqs is
ve due to the disinclination of.women to emigrate. They aire
is. also unfitted for the hardships of pioneer life.
ïhe How is this general preponderance in the number of

women produced? Is it because there are more girls born
Ms than boys ? Not at all. The statistics of over fifty-eight

,ws millions of persons show that there are one hundred and six
rd living boys born, to every one hundred girls. In the' State
lot of Rhode Island, for instance, the proportion for three
ly, years, from 1853 to 1855, was one thousand and sixty-four
in, boys born to one thousand girls. But now we meet with

the wonderful arrangement of nature that a larger -propor-
tional number of male infants die during the first year of
their lives than of females. In the second year, the mortal-
ity, though less excessive, still remains far greater on the

Ïive male side. It subsequently decreases, and at the age of four
'est or five years is nearly equal for both sexes. In after life,
)n- from the age of fifteen to forty, the mortality is something
an- greater among women, but not sufficiently so to make the
der number of the two sexes equal The greater tendency of

male offspring to die early is seen even before birth, for
the more male children are still-born than female, namely, as

ang- three to two. For this reason, the term " the stronger sex,"
wo- applied to men, has been regarded by some authors as a
a as misnomer. They are physically weaker in ear1y life, a d
the succumb more readily to noxious influences.
Ion, Having thus pointed out that there are more women
one actually living in the world than men, although a larger
and number of boys are born than girls, we will consider for a

moment some of the laws of nature which determine the
number of the sexes. Without giving the figures,-which

II
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would make dry reading,-we will state.in brief the conclu- dc
sions derived from many observations, extending over many se
years and many nationalities. The relative age of the
parents has an especial influence upon the ser ofthe children. e
Seniority on the father's side gives excess of male offspring.
Equality in the parents' age gives a slight preponderance of
female offspring. Seniority on the mother's side gives 0
excess of female offspring. This tallies with the fact that in ti
all civilized countries, as has been stated, the proportion of r
male births is greater than that of females ;for, in accordance
with the customs of society, the husband is generally older
than the wife. A curious instance in confirmation of this
law has recently come under our own observation. A patient,
married for the second time, is ten years older than her
husband. She has two children by him, both girls.

Singular to relate, her former husband was ten years older h
than herself, and by him she had four children, of whom q
three were boys and the fourth, a girl, had a twin brother. a

Still the relative age is not the sole cause which fixes the
sex of the child. Its operation is sometimes overruled by a
conflicting agencies. In some districts of Norway, for
example, there has been a constant deficiency in boys, while a
in others the reverse has been the case. The circumstance
is well known that after great wars, and sometimes epidem-
ics, in which a disproportionate number of men have died,
more boys are born than usual. Men who pass a sedentary
life, and especially scholars who exhaust their nervous force
to a great extent, beget more girls than boys. So also a
very advanced age on the man's side diihes the number
of males among the offspring. The quantity and the quality
of the food : the elevation of the abode ; the conditions of
temperature ; the parents' mode of life, rank, religious
belief, frequency of sexual intercourse, have all been shown
to be causes contributing to the disproportion of the sexes,
besides the relative ages of the parents.

Some writers have stated that a southerly or warm and
humid constitution of the year is most favorable to the birth
of female infants; while in cold and dry years most males
are produced. . This statement has not been supported by
reliable statistics in regard to the human race, but among
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1- ' domestic animais the agriculturists of France have long ob-
y served that the season has much to do with the sex. When
e the weather is dry and c>ld, and the wind northerly, mares,

ewes, and heifers produce more males than when the oppo-
site meterological condition prevails.

:)f The saying among nurses that " This is the year for sons
n or daughters," is based upon the erroneous supposition
.n that mothers bring forth moremale infants in one year than
of in another.
ce That, however, which concerns us the most in this con-
er nection is the question,

it, CAN. THE BEXES BE PRODUCED AT WILL ?
.er
-s. This question was asked many centuries ago. It was a
.er hard one, and remained without a satisfactory answer until

>M quite recently. Science has at last .replied to it with
authority. M. Thury, Professor in the Academy of Geneva,

,he has shown how males and females may be produced in
by accordance with our wishes.
or Some families are most anxious foi male offspring, others
1le ardently desire daughters. And would it not often be a
ice matter of national concern to control the per centage of

sexes in the population ? Is is not a " consummation most
devoutly to be wished " to bring about that Utopian condi-

ary tion wlien there would be no sighing maids at home nor
rce want of warriors in* the field ? The discussion of this sub-
> a ject is therefore important and allowable.
)er It has been.observed that queen bees lay female eggs first
Ity and male eggs afterwards. So with liens : the first laid
of eggs give female, the last, male products. Mares shown the

>us stallion late in their periods, drop horse-colts rather than
wn filies.
-es, Professor, Thury, from the consideration of 'these and

other like facts, formed this law for stock-raisers. " If you
and wish to produie females, give the male at the first signs of
rthi heat; if you wish males, give him at the end of the heat."
.ales But it is ea'sy to form a theory. 'How was this law sus-
by tained in practice ? We have now in our possession the

ong certificate of a Swiss stock-grower, son of the Presidént of
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the Swiss Agricultural Society, Canton de Vaud, under date
of February, 1867, which says:

"In the first place, on twenty-two successive occasions I
desired to have heifers. My cows were of Schurtz breed,
and my bull a -p re Durham. I succeeded in these cases.
H'aving bought a pure Durhamcow,.itwas veryimportant for

.me to have a new bull, to supersede the one I had bought at
great expense, without leaving to chance the production of
a male. So-I followed accordingly the prescription of Pro-
fessor Thury, and the success has proved once more the
truth of the law. I have obtained from my Durham bull
six more bulls (Schurtz-Durham cross) for field work ; and
having chosen cows of the same color and height, I obtained
perfect matches of oxen. My herd amounted to forty cows
of every age.

"In short, I have made in all twenty-nine experiments,
after the new method, and in every one I succeeded in the
production of what I was looking for-male and female. I
had not one single failure. All the experiments have been
made by myself; without any other person's iptervéntion;
consequently, I do declare that I consider as real and cer-
tainly perfect, the method of Professor Thury."

A perfectly trustworthy observer of this city communicates
to the Medical and Surgical Reporter of this city for May 2nd,
1868, the restlts of similar experiments on animals with
like conclusions.

The plan of M Tliury has also been tried on the farms
of the Emperor of the French, with, it is asserted, the most
unvarying success.

What is the result of the application of this law to the
human race ? Dr. F. J. W. Packman, of Wimborne, Eng-
land, has stated in the London Lancet that "lin the human
female, conception in the first half of the time between
menstrual periods produces female offspring, aind male in the
latter. When a female has gone beyond the time she cal-
culated upon, it will generally turn out to.be a boy."

- In the Philadelphia Medical and Surgical Reporter, for
February 8th, 1868, a respectable physician writes that in
numerous instances that have come under his observation,
Professor Thury's theory has proved correct "Whenever
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intercourse has taken place in from two to six days after the
cessation of the menses, girls have been produced ; and
whenever intercourse has taken place infrom nine to twelve
days after the cessation of the menses, boys have been pro-
duced. In every case 1 have ascertained not only the date
at which the mother placed conception, but also the time
when the menses ceased, the date ofthe first and subsequent
intércourse for a month or more after the cessation of the
menses," etc.

Again, a physician writes to the same journal for June
20th, 1868, recording the result of his own experience.

A farmerin Louisiana states, in the "Turf, Field and
Farm," in support of this law, that "I have already been
able in many cases to guess with.certainty the sex of a future
infant. More than thirty times, among my friends, I have
predicted the sex-of a child before its birth, and the event
proved nearly every time that I was right."

The wife, therefore; who would wish, as Macbeth desired
of his, to

"Bring forth men-children* only,"

should avoid exposing herself to conception during the first
half of the time between her menstrual periods.

The prediction of the sex of the child before birth cýan
now be with some accuracy made by the intelligent and
skilful physician. The method of doing so will be mention-
ed in treating of pregnacy.

TWIN-BEARING.

As a rule, a woman has one child at,.time- Twins,-when
they occur, are looked upon with disfavor by most people.
There is a popular notion that they are apt. to be wanting
in physical and mental vigor. This opinion is not without
foundation. A careful scientific examination of the subject
has shown that of imbeciles and idiots a much larger pro-
portion is actually found among the twîiiWborn than in -the
general community. In families where twinning is frequent,
bodily deformities likewise occur with frequency., Among
the relatives of imb ýciles and idiots twin-bearing is common.

n
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In fact, the whole history of twin-births is of an exceptional
character; indicating imperfect development and feeble or-
ganization in the product, and leading us to regard twins in.
the human species as a departure from the physiological rule,
and therefore injurious to >all concerned. Monsters born
without brains have raiely occurred except among twifs.

The birth of twins occurs once in about eighty deliveries.
A woman is more apt to have no children than to have more
than one at a time.. In view of the increased danger to
both mother and child, this rarity of a plural birth is for-
tunate.

WHY ARE TWINS BORN' .

What are the causes or favoring circumstances bringing
about this abnormal child-bearing? For it is brought about
by the operation oflaws. It is not an accident.- There are
no accidents in nature. Biy some it is supposed to be due
to the mother, bysome to the father.. , There are facts in
favor of both opinions. Certain women married successive-
ly to several men, have always had twins, while their hus-
bands with 'other wives have determined single births. Cer-
tain men-hâve prese ted the phenomenon. . We can scarcely
cite au example more astonishing than that of a country-
man who was presented to the Empress of Russia, in 1755.
He had had two wives. The first had fifty-seven children
in twenty-one confinements. The second, thirty-three in
'thirteen. All the confinement,s had been quadruple, triple
or double. A case has come under our own observation
in which the bearing of twins has seemed to be due to
a constitutional cause. The wife has nine children. The
first was a single birth, a girl. The others were all twin
births, and boys.

It has been asserted that compound pregnancies are more
freqüent in certain years than in others. But what seems to
exert the greatest actual 'influence over the production nof
twins is the age of" the mother. Very extensive statistics
have demonstrated that1from the earliest child-bearing period
until the age of forty is reached, the fertility of mothers in
twins gradually increases.

Betweén the ages of twenty and thirty, fewest wives have
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ai twins. The average age of the twin-bearer is older than the
>r- general run of bearers. It is well known that by far the
i . greater number of twins are born of elderly women. While
le, three-fifths of all births occur among women under thirty
rn years of age, three-fifths of all the twins are born to those

over thirty years of age. Newly-married women are more
aS. likely to have twins at the first labor, the older they are.
re The chance that a young î'ife from fifteen to nineteen shall
to bear twins is only as one to one hundred and eighty-nine ;
r- from thirty-five to thirty-nine, the chance is as one to forty-

five ; that is, the wives married youngest have fewest twins,
and there is an increase as age advances, until forty is reach-
ed.

CD Race seems to have some influence over plural births.
nit They occur relatively oftener'among the Irish than the Eng-
re lish.
.ue

INFLUENCE OF TWIN-BEARING ON SIZE OF FAMILIES.

es- Do women bearing twins have in the end larger families
is- than those having but one at .a time? Popular belief
r- would answer this question in the affirmative. Such a re-
Y - ply would also seem to receive support from the fact, well

established, that twins are more frequent additions to an al-
ready considerable family than they are either the fiist of a

in family or additional to a small family. But statistics have
)l not answered this question as yet positively. They seem,
)e however, in. favour of the supposition that twin-bearing
m women have larger fanàiiies than their neighbours.,
to Women are more apt to have twins in their first preg-

nancy than any other, but after the second confinement the
bearing of twins increases in frequency with, the number of
the pregnancy. It becomes, therefore, an indication of an

re excessive family, and is to be deplored.
to
nof MORE THAN TWO CHILDREN AT A BIRTH.
.cs
>d Cases of the birth of more than two children at a time are
in still less frequently. met with than twins. They are scarcely

ever encoiintered, excepting in women who have passed their
fe thirtieth year.
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THREE AT A BIRTH. s

The births of triplets are not ~xclusively confmed to
women above thirty .years, but in those younger they are
so rare as to be great curiosities. Neither are they apt to
oecur in the first pregnancy. In this ~respect they differ
froi twins, who, as has just been said, are peculiarly prone
to make their appearance at the first child-birth. Only four
cases of treble births occurred among the thirty-six thou-
sand accouchements which have taken place in the lospice
de Maternité of Paris, in a determined time. Out of forty-,
eight thousand cases of labour in the -Royal 'Maternity
Charity -of London, only three triplets occurred. Histcry
informs us that the three Roman brothers, the Horatii,
were triplets. They fought and conquered the Curiatii of
Alba (667 B.c.), who were likewise triplets.

As an interesting fact in connection with this subject, we
may mention that in the St. Petersburg Midwives' Institute,
between 1845-59, there were three women admittèd, who,
in their fifteenth' pregnancies, had triplets, and each had
triplets, three timûes in succession. Happily, the fifteenth
pregnancy is not reached by most women.

FOUR AT A BIRTH.

Instances of quadruplets are fewer than triplets. But
four vigorous infants.have been born at one birth.

FIVE AT A BIRTH.

-The birth of five living children at a time is very excep- +
tional, arid is usually fatal to the offspring. _ A remarkable c
case of this kind- is reported in a late English medical jour-
nal. A woman aged thirty, the wife of a labourer, and the
mother of six children, was taken in labour about the +
seventh month of her .pregnancy. Five children, and all
alive, were given birth to-three boys and two girls. Four 1
of the children survived an hour, and died within a few
moments of each other. The fifth, a female, and the last
born, lived six hours, and was so vigorous that, notwith-
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standing its diminutive size, hopes were entertaied of its
survivmg.

Another case is reported in a recent French medical
journal. The woman was forty years old. She. had had

ré twins once, and five times single children. On her seventh
pregnancy, when five months gone, she was as large as
women 'usually are at the end of their full term. At the
close of the month ahe was delivered of five children. They
were all born alive, and lived from four to seven minutes.
All five children were males, well built, and as well develóped
as fotuses of five and one-half months usually are in a single
birth. The woman ,made a good recovery. -Othercases-of
five at a birth might be quoted. They are known to medical
science as very singIaar and noteworthy occ'urrences.

INCREDIBLE NUMBERS.

e Some books speak of séven, eight, nine, ten and more chil-
dren at a birth. But these statements are so marvellous, so
incredible and unsupported by proper testimony; that they

d do not merit axiî~degree of confidence. ' The climax of such
extaordinary assertions is reached, .and a good illustration
of the cre'dulity- of the seventeenth century, furnished by a
writer nafiïid-Goftr. This traveller, in 1630, saw a tabfet
in a church at Leasdown (Lausdunum), about five miles from
the Hague, with air inscription stating that a certain illustrious
countess, whose name and family he records, brought forth,
at one birth, in the fortieth year of her age, in the year 1276,
three hundred and sixty five infants. They were all baptized
by Guido, the Suffragan. The males were called John and
the females Elizabeth. They all, with their mother, died

e on tlie saneday,¯andwere birried- in- the above-mentioned
r- church. This monstrous birth was said to liav~been caused

by the sn of the countess in insulting a poor woman with
twins in her aims, who prayed that her insulter might have

il , at one birth the same number of children as there were days
ir in the year. Of course, notwithstanding-the story is attested
w by a tablet in a church, it must be placed among the many
3t other instances of superstition afforded by an ignorant and

credulous era.
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We may remark, in closing this subject, that fewer plural
births come to maturity than pregnaincies with single children.
Miscarriages are comparatively more frequent in such preg-
nanciesthanin ordinary ones.

PREGNANCY.

We have been considering woman hitherto as maiden and
wife. She now approaches the sacred threshold of maternity.
She is with child. In no period of her life is she the subject
of an interest sO profound and general. The young virgin
and the new wife.have pleased- by their grace, spirit and
beauty. The pregnant wife is an object of active benevo-
lence and religious respect. It is interesting to note how,
in al times and in all countries, she has been treated with
considerate kindness and gi-eat deference. She has been
made the subject of public veneration, and sometimes even of
religious worship. At Athens and at Carthage the murderer
escaped fromlthe sword cf justice, if he sought refuge in the
house of a pregnant woman. The Jews allowed her to eat
forbidden meats. The laws of Moses pronounced the penalty
of death against all thQse who by bad treatment, or any act
of violence caused a woman to abort. Lycurgus compared
women who died in pregnancy, to the brave dead on the field
of honor, and accorded to them sepulchral inscriptions. In
ancient Rome, where all citizetns were obliged to rise and
stand during the passage of a inagistrate, wives were excused
from rendering this mark of respect, for the reason that the
exertion and hurry of the movement might be injurious to
them in the state in which they were supposed to be. 'In
the kingdom of Pannonia all enceinte women were in such
veneration that a man meeting ont on.the road was obliged,
under penalty of a fine, to turn back and accompany and
protec lher to her place of destination. The Catholic Church
has in -all times exempted pregnant wives from fasts. The
Egyptians decreed, and in most christian countries the law,
at the present time obtains, that if a woman shall be con-
victed of .an offence the punishment of which is death, the
sentence shail not be executed if it be proved that she is
pregnant.
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>lural
dren. "HOW CAN I TELL WHETHER I AM PREGNANT "
preg-

The first sign which is calculated to give rise to the sus-
picion is the ceasiing to be unwell. This, taken alone, is not
conclusive. There are many other conditions of the system
which produce it besides ptegnancy. We have already re-

1 and ferred to several.
rnity. It should be borne in mind that young [married women
1bject sometimes have a slight show, for two or three periods after
"irgin their first impregnation. Ignorance of this fact has very
t and frequently led to a miscalculation of the time of confine-
2nevo- ment. On the other hand, the menses will sometimes be-
how, come arrested soon after marriage, and continue so for one
with or two months, without there existing any pregnancy. The
been temporary disappearance of the monthly sickness in such

7en of cases, is due to the profound 'impression made upon the
.derer system by the new relations of the individual.
*n the It not unfrequently happens that menstruation continues
to eat with regularity, during the wholeperiod of pregnancy. Ex-
nalty ceptional cases are given, by distinguished writers on mid-

1y act wifery, of women menstruating during their pregnancy and
pared at no other time.
3 field As a general rule, when a healthy wife missés her monthly
3. In sickness, she is pregnant. But this symptom, though a
e and strong one, must be supported by others, before it can be
:cused regarded as establishing anything.
at the 2. Morning sickness is a very common, a very early, and,
>us to m the opinion of most mothers, a very conclusive symptom

'In of pregnancy. We have already þad occasion to remark
1 such that it sometimes makes its appearance àlmost simultan-
)liged, eously with conception. It usually comes on in -the first
y and' few weeks, and continues until the third o1 fourth month,
hurch or until quickening. This symptom is apt to be a trouble-

The some one. Often the vomiting is slight, and immediately
1e law followed by relief. But it may produce violent and ineffec-
a con- tual straining for some time. It is, however, not to be
ah, the called a disease. Unless. it proceeds to an exhausting de-
she is gree, it must be looked upon as favorable and salutary.

There is an old and true proverb, that "a sick pregnancy is

4.,
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a safe one." The absence of nausea and vomiting is a
source of danger to the mother and child. Women who
habitually fail to experience them, are-exceedingly apt to
miscarry. In such cases, medical skill should be invoked to
bring âbout the return of these symptoms, of such import-
ance to healthful pregnancy.

Morning sickness is therefore a very general, almost con-
stant, accompaniment of the pregnant condition, and great
reliance may be placed upon it as a sign.

3. Changes in the breasts are valuable as symptoms. They
become larger and firmer, and thé seàt of a pricking or
stinging sensation. The nipples are swollen, prominent,
and sometimes sore or painful.· The veins beneath the
skin appear more conspicuous, and of a deeper blue than
ordinariy. The peculiar circles of rose-colored skin which
surround the nipples increase in extent, change to a darker

/color, and become-' covered -with a i number of little eleva-
tions. Subsequently numerous mottled patches or round-
spots of a whitish' hue, scatter .themselves over the outer
part of this circle.'»

The time at which these changes make their appearance
·is variable.-They may begin to develop theniselves in two
or three weeks, oftener not until the second or third month,
and- in women of a delicate build, sometimes not until the
latter end of pregnancy. Occasionally no- alteration what-
ever occurs in the breasts until after confinement, in which
cases the secretion of nilk is delayed for several days after
the birth of the child. In some rare ipstan3, tie breasts
never assume maternal proportions, and the mpther is de-
barred from the pleasure and dtty of nursing hýr own
child.

4. Quickening is the next symnptom we will consider.
By this tèrm is meant the arrival of that time when the
mothefäThecomes conscious by the movements of the
child of its presence. The ancients thought that then life
was imparted to the new being. Moder physiology
emphatically condemns this absurdity. The embryro is. as
much alive in the very earliest moments of pregnancy as at
any future stagé of its existence. Let every woman there-
fore remember that she who produces ABORTION, is EQUALLY
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is a GUILtY in the eyes of science and of Heaven, whether the act
who be committed before or after the period of quickening.

to How is -quickening produced 1 Undoubtedly by. the
d to movements of the. child. So soon as its nervous and
ort- muscular systems become sufficiently developed to enable it

to move its limbs, the mother, if the movements be suffi-
con- ciently active, is rendered sensible of lier situation. But
.reat the muscular contractions imay not be strong enough to

impart any sensation to the mother. In many cases in
7hey which they are too feeble to be noticed by herself, the
g or skilled accoucheur is capable of recognizing theih. And the
ient, movements of the fotus rmay be excited in varions ways,

the known to physicians.
'han Timef-o quickening.-This symptom usually occurs about
hich the middle of pregnancy, near the eigbteenth week. Soine
,rker women feel the movements of the fotus as early as the
-va- third month of pregnancy; others not till thé'sixth month.

)und Cases occur in which no movement whatever is felt until
uter the eighth or ninth month, or even not at all. It has been

suggested that a fotus which does not indicate its presence
ance in this way, is a kind of " Lazy Lawrence," too indolent to
two move. Certainly many of both sexes exhibit, after birth
nth, such indomitable love of repose, that itcan readily be
the supposed they were eqùally passive in fetal life.

hat- The non-occurrence of this sign may, however, be due to
hich debility of the young child, or-to a want of sensibility in the
after walls of 'the womb itself. - I
sasts A woman may be deceived, and suppose she has quicken-

de- ed, when her sensations are to be traced to flatulence of the
own bowels,-or, perhaps, a dropsical effusion. Many ludicrous

instances of self-deception are on record. The historian
ider. Hume, states that Queen Mary of England, in her extreme
the desire to have issue, so confidently asserted that she felt the
the movements of the child, that publiè proclamation was made,
life of-the interesting event. Dispatches were sent to foreign

logy courts; national rejoicings.were had ; the sex of the child
s. as was settled, for every body was certain it was going to be a
as at male, and Bonner, Bishop of London, made, public prayers,
lere- praying that Heaveh would pledge to make him beautiful,

vigorous and witty. But all those high hopes and eager
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expectations were destined never to be realized. The future
disclosed that the sùipposed quickening was merely a
consequence of disordered health and commencing dropsy.

Some women possess the power of imitating the move-
ment of a fotus by a voluntary contractionof the abdominal
muscles. A well-known colored . woman of Charleston,

Aunt Betty," had a great reputation as having "been
pregnant for ftfteen years." She madea good deal of money
by exhibiting to those who were curious, the pretendedmove-
ments of her unborn child. She was repeatedly exhibited
to the medical classes in the city. No pregnancy
existed,,as was revealed by a post-mortem examination. She
imposed upon the credulous by-the habit she had acquired
of jerking her muscles at pleasure, and thus closely-simula-
ting the movements of an embryo.

5. Changes in the abdomen.-In the first two months of
pregnancy the abdoiùen is less prominent than usual: it re-
cedes, and presents la flat appearanée. The navel is also
drawn in and depressed.' About the third month a swel-
lixig frequently shows itself in the lower part of the abde-
men, and then diminishes, thus leading the wife to snppose
that she was mistaken in 'her condition, for she finds her-
self at the fouith month smaller than at the third. After_
this, however, there is a gradual increase in the size and
hardness of the abdomen. What is of more value is the pe-
culiar form of the swelling. It is pear-shaped, and is thus
distinguisbed -from the swelling of dropsy and other affec-
tions. The navel begins to come forward and flnally pro-
trudes. The pouting appearance it then' preseáts is ,very
characteristic.

Inthis connection it may be remarked that towards the.
change of life, childless married women oftenthink they per-
ceive that "hope deferred " is about to be gratified. An
enlargement of the abdomen takes place at this time, froi
a deposit of fatty matter. The nervous perturbations,.
aùid the cessation of menses, which are natural to this period,
are looked upon as confirmations of the. opinion that preg-
nancy exists. But the day of generation with 'them has
passed. These symptoms herald the aÉproach of the winter
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ire of life, which-brings with it death to the reproductive
a system.

6. Changes in the skin.-The alterations occurring in the
ve- skin are worth observing. Those women who have a deli-.
2al cate complexion and are naturally pale, take a high color, and
:n vice versa. In some cases •a considerable quantity of hair

>en appears on those parts of the face occupied by the beard in
îey men; it disappears after labor, and returns on every subse-
ve- quentpregnancy. Oftentinestheskinbecomeslooseandwrink-

led, giving a haggard, agea air to the-face, and spoiling good
îcy looks. Women who ordinarily perspire freely have now a
3he dry, rough skin, whereas those whose skin is not naturally
ed moist have copious perspiration, which may be of a peculiar

i1a- strong odor. Copper-colored or yellow blotches sometimes
appear upon the skin, mole spots become darker and larger,

of -and a dark ring developesitself beneath the eyes. The whole
re- appearance is thus in many cases altered. On the other

Io hand, obstinate, long-existing skin affections sometimestake
rel- their departure during pregnancy, perhaps never to return.

- These alterations do not occur in all women, nor in all preg-
ase nancies of the same woman.
r-7. We may now group together a number of less or-

ter ~ tantand less constant signs, such as -depraved appetite,
-nd ings for unnatural food, excessive formation of salira in the
pe- mouth, heartiburn, loss of appetite inthe firsttwoorthree months,
lus succeeded by a voracious desire for food, which sometimes
îec- compels the woman to rise at night in order to eat, toothache,
)ro- sleepiness, diarrhoa, palpitation of the heari, pain in the right
ery side, etc. These when they~occur singly, are of little value

as evidence.
the Amoig these, that of depraved appetite is by far the
)er- most important, aid may be regarded as quite significant.
An A married woman in her ordinary health, suddenly feeling
omn this -norbid taste for chalk, charcoal, slate pencil, etc., may
ns ~ look upon -it as strong presumptive evidence of impreg-

cd,. natiûn.
eg- .. When any or all of this group of symytoms accompany
has the ceasing to bç "regular," the morning sickness, the
ter changes in ~the breasts and the other signs which have

been enumerated, the wife may be quite sure that she is
pregnant.
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8. Changes in thé mind.-The most wonderful of all the na
changes which attend pregnancy are those, in the nervous
system. The woman is rendered more susceptible, more ei
impressible. Her character is transformed. She is »no ti
longer pleasant, confiding, gentle and gay. She becomes cc
hasty, passionate, jealous and bitter. But in those who
are naturally fretful and bad-tempered a change for the C
better is sometimes observed, so that the members of the e:
household learn from experience to hail with delight the
mother's pregnancy as a period when clouds and storms r
give place to sunshine and quietness. In some rare cases,
also, pregnancy confers increased force and elevation to the
ideas and augmented power to the intellect.

As this book is written for women only, we do not men-
tion any of the signs or symptoms of pregnancy which the
physician alone can recognise. We will merely state that
there are many other signs besides those referred to, of
great value to the doctor. One, the sound of the heart of
the child, which the practiced ear can detect at about the
fifth month, is positive and conclusive.

MISCARRIAGE.

Miscarriage is a fruitful source of disease and often of
danger to wives. It also causes a frightful waste of human
life. Unborn thousands annually die in this manner.

Frequency.-Miscarriage is by no means a rare occurrence.
Statistics show that thirty-seven out of one hundred mothers
miscarry before they attain the age of thirty years. But
this accident is much more apt to occur during the latter
than the first half of the child-bearing period, and there-
fore it is estimated that ninety out of one hundred of all
women who continue in matrimony until the change of life
miscarry.

Influence of age of mother.-A woman who marries at
forty is very much disposed to miscarry, whereas had she
married at thirty, she might have borne children when
older than forty.-As a mother approaches ýhe end of her
child-bearing period, it is likely that she will terminate her
career of fertility with a premature birth. The last preg-
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nancies are not only niost commonly unsuccessful, but there
is also reason to believe that the occurrence of idiocy in a
child may be associated with the circumstance of its being
the last born of its mother. It has been asserted, in this
connection, that men of genius are frequently the first born.
First pregnancies are also fraught with the danger-of mis-
carriage, which occurs more often in them than in others,
excepting the latest. A woman is particularly apt to
miscarry with her 'rst child, if she be either ezceedingly
nervous or full-blooded.

Influece of period of pregnancy. -Miscarriage is most 4
frequent in the earlier months of pregnancy-from the first
to the third. It is also very prone to happen about the
sixth month. Habit makes itsélf felt here: for women
who have many times experienced this sad accident, encoun-
ter it nearly always at the same epoch of their pregnancy.

How early can the child live ?-The infant is incapable, as
a rule, of an independent existence if brought into the
world° before the end of the sixth month. The law of
France regards a child born one hundred and eighty days
after wedlock as not only capable of living, but as legiti-
mate and worthy of all legal and civil rights. There are
many cases mentioned, by the older medical writers, of
children born previous to this period living. One of the
most curious is that recorded by Van Swieten. The boy,
Fortunio Liceti, was brought into the world before the
sixth month, in consequence of a fright his mother had at
sea. When born, it is said, he was the size of a hand, and
his father placed liim in an oven, for the purpose, probably,
it has been suggested, of making him rise. 'Although born
prematurely, lie died late, for we aré told he-attained his

.seventy-ninth year. Professor Gunning S. Bedford, of New
York, records the case of a woman, in lier fourth confine-
ment, who was delivered before she ha4-eempleted her
sixth month, of a female infant weighing two pounds nine
ounces. The surface of the body was of a scarlet hue.
It breathed, and in a short time after birth cried, freely.
After being wrapped in soft cotton, well lubricated with
warm sweet-oil, it was fed with the mother's milk, by hav-
ing a few drops~at a time put into its mouth. At first it.
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had great difficulty in swallowing, but gradually it sue-
ceeded in taking sufficient nourishment, and is now a vigor- 10
ous, healthy young woman.

Dangers to mothers.-Wives are too much in the habit of pr
making light of miscarriages. They are muc morebe
frequently followed by disease of the womb than are fo-
confinements at full terms. There is a greater amount of w.
injury done to the parts than in natural labor. While after ci
confinement ample time is afforded by a long period of
repose for the bruised and lacerated parts to heal, after a
miscarriage no such rest is obtained. Menstruation soon
returns ; conception may quickly follow. Unhappily there it
is no custom requiring husband and wife to sleep apart for ir
a month after a miscarriage, as there is after a confinement. if
Hence, especially if there be any pre-existing uterine disease
or a predisposition thereto, miscarriage is a serious thing.

Causes.-The irritation of hemo-rhoids or straining at
stool will sometimes provoke an early expulsion of a child.
Excessive intercourse by the newly married, is a very
frequent cause. Bathing in the ocean has been known to t
produce it. Nursing is exceedingly apt to do so. . It has
been shown by a distinguished medical write that m a
given number of instances miscarriage occurred ii seyenteen
per cent. of cases in whieh the woman conceived while
nursing, and in only ten per cent. where conception occurred

at some other4ime. A wife, therefore, who sus.pects herself
to be pregnant-should wean her child. The extraction of a
tooth, over-exertion and over-excitement, a fali, a blow, any
violent emotion, such as anger, sudden and excessive joy,
or fright, running, dancing, horseback exercise or riding iÎ
a badly-built carriage over a rough road, great fatigue,
lifting heavy weights, the abuse of purgative medicines
disease or displacement of the womb, small-pox, or a generaP
condition of ill health, are all fruitful and well-known excit-

-ing causes of this unfortunate mishap, in addition to those
which have been before mentioned.

Prevention.-Dr. Tilt, the eminent practitioner of London,
says: "The way to prevent miscarriage is to lead a quiet
life, particularly during those days of each successive month

when, under other circumstances, the woman would mon-

l'
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struate ; and to abstain during those days not only from
- long walks and parties, but also from sexual intercourse."

It is especially desirable to avoid a miscarriage in the first
pregnancy, for fear that the habit of miscarrying shall then
be set up, ,which will be very difficult to eradicate. There-
fore, newly-married women should carefully avoid al causes
which are known to induce the premature expulsion of the
child. If it should take place in spite of all precautions,
extraordinary- care should be exercised in the subsequent

Z pregnancy to prevent its recurrence. Professor Bedford, of-
New York, has said he has found that an excellent expedient

e in such cases is, as soon as pregnancy is known to exist, "to
interdict sexual intercourse until after'the fifth month, for
if the pregnancy pass beyond this period, the chances of
miscarriage will be much diminished."

If the symptoms of miscarriage, which may be expressed in
the two words, pain and fiooding, should make their appear-
ance, the physician ought at once to be sent for, the wife
awaiting his arrival in a recumbent position. He may even
then be able to avert the. impending danger. At any rate,
his services are as necessary, and often even more so, as in

a a labor at full teri.

le MOTHERS' MARKS.

It is a popular belief that the imagination of the mother
a affects the child in the womb. ;It is asserted that infants

are often born with various marks and deformities corres-
ponding in character with objects which hadi made a vivid
impression on the maternal mind during pregnancy. This
is a subject of great practical interest. We shall, therefore,
give it the careful attention which it deserves.

We have already discussed the operation of the laws of
it- inheritance. It was -then stated that the whofe story of
e maternal influence hlad not been told: that the mother could

eommunicate qualities she never possessed. The potency of
imagination at the time of conception over the child has

e been mentioned. It is now our design to consider its effects,
th - during the period of pregnancy, upon the physical structure

and the mental attributes of the offspring. We shall have
occasion hereafter, in speaking of nursing, to illustrate the

139
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manner in which the child may be affected by maternal im-
pressions acting through the inother's milk. What can be
more wonderful than this intimate union between the mother
and her child I - It is only equalled by that mysterious
influence of the husband over the wife, by which he so im-
presses her system that she often comes in time to resemble
him both in mental and physical .characteristics, and even
transmits his peculiarities.to her children by a second mar-
riage, Father, mother and child are one.

We wish lere to premise that our remarks will be based
on the conclusions of skilled and scientific observers only,

whose position and experience no physician will question.
All the instances to be related are given lapon unimpeachable
authority.x They are not the narrations of ignorant, cred'-
lous people ; they are all fully vouched for. We record
here, as elsewhere, only the sober ûtterances of science. The
great importance and utility of an acquaintance with them
will be patent to every intelligent man and woman.

The effect of the -mind upon the body is well known.
Strong, long continued mental emotion may induce or cure
disease. Heart-disease may be produced by a »morbid di-
rection of the thoughts to that organ. Warts disappear
under the operation of a strong belief in the efficaéy of some
nonsensical application. In olden times scrofula, or the
"king's evil," was cured by the touch of the king. The
mind of the patient of course accomplished the cure. Under
the influence of profound mental emotion, the hair of the
beautiful Marie Antoinette became white in a short time-
During the solitary voyage of Madame Condamine down the
wild and lonely Amazon, a similar change took place. Many
other instances might be adduced, but those given are-suffi-
cient to show that strong-and persistent mental impressions
will exert a mysterious. transforming power over the body.
These facts will pave tlie way to the consideration of corres-
ponding effects, through the mother's mind; upon the develop-
ment of the unborn child, forming a part of herself in utero.

Influence of mMd of motuer on form and color of infant.
There are numerous facts on record' which prove that
habitual, long-continued mental conditions of the mother at
an early period of pregnancy induce deformity or other
abnormal developement of the infant.
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lin- Professor William A. Hammond, of New York, relates
i be the following striking case, which occurred in his own
ther - experience, and yhich scarcely admits of a doubt as to the

influence of the'maternal mind over the physical structure
m- /of the fotus.

nble A lady in the third month of her pregnancy was very
aven much horrified by her husband being brought home one
nar- evening with a severe wound of the face, from which the

blocd was streaming. The shock to her was so great that
ased she fainted, and . subsequently had an hysterical attack,
mIily, during which she was under Dr. Hammond's care. Soon

AOf- after her recovery she told him that she was afraid her child
able would be affected in some way, and that even then, she

-ed- could not get rid of the impression the sight of her husband's
cord bloody face had made upon ber. In due time tlie- child,. a
The girl, was born. - She had a dark red mark upon the face,hem corresponding in situation and extent with that which had

been upon her father's face. She also proved to be idiotic.
IVl. Professor Dalton, of New York, states that the wife of
cure the janitor of the College- of Physicians and Surgeons of
1 di- that city, during her pregnancy dreamed that she saw a
pear man who had lost a part of the ear. The dream made a
tne great ipression upon her mind, and she mentioned it to
the her husband. When her child was born, a portion of one

Tie ear was deficient, and the organ was exactly like the defec-
ider tive ear she had seen in her dream. When Professor Dalton
.tie was lecturing upon the development of the fœtus as affected

a"me- by the mind of the mother, the janitor called his attention
thie to the foregoing instance. The ear looks exactly as if a

1any portion had been cut off with a sharp knife.
3.uffi- Professor J. Lewis Smith, of Bellevue IIospital, Medical

nions College, New York, has met with the following cases. An
3dy. Irish woman, of strong emotions and superstitions, was pas-
rres- sing along a. street, in the first months of her pregnancy, when
llop- she was accosted by a beggar, who raised her hand, destitute
,tero. of thumb and fingers, and in "God's name" asked for alms.
4nt. The woman passed on, but, reflecting in whose name mioney
that was asked, felt that she had committed a great sin in refusing
r at assistance. She returned to the place where she had met
ther the beggar, and on different days, but never afterwards saw
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her. Harassed by the thought of her imaginary sin, so that
for weeks, according to her statement, she was distressed hy
it, she approached her confinement. A female infant was
born, otherwise perfect, but lacking the fingers andthumb
of onehand. The deformed 1imb was on the same side, and
it seeïned to the mother to resemble precisely that of the
beggar. In another case which professor Smith met, a very
similar malformation was attributed by the mother of the
child, to an accident occurring, during the time of her preg-
nancy, to a near relative, which necessitated amputation.
He examined both of these children with defective limbs,
and has no doubt of the truthfulness of the parents. In
May, 1868, he removed a supernumery thumb from an-
infant, whose mother, a baker's wife, gave the following
history :-No one of the family, and no ancestor, to her
knowledge, presented this deformity. In the early months
of ler pregnancy, she sold bread from the counter, and
nearly every day a child with a double thumb came in for a
penny roll, presenting the penny between the thumb and
the finger. After the third month she left the bakery, but
the malformation was so impressed upon her mind that she
was not surprised to see it reproduced in her infant.

In all these cases the impression was produced in the
early months of pregnancy ; but many have been recorded
in which malformations in the infant appeared distinctly
traceable to strong mental emotions of the mother only
a few months previous to confinement, these impressions
having been persistent during the remaining period of the
pregnancy, and giving rise to a full expectation on the part
of the mother that the child would be affected in the par-
ticular manner which actually occurred. Professor Carpenter
the distinguished physiologist of London, is personally
cognizant of a very striking case of the kind, which occurred
in the family of a near connection of his own.

Ail the above instances have been those of the effects of
persistent mental emotion. But it is also true that violent
and sudden emotion in the mother leaves sometimes its impress
upon the unborn infant although it may be quickly forgotten.

It is related on good authority that a lady, who during
her pregnancy was struck with the unpleasant view of leeches

74
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that applied to a relative's foot, gave birth to a child with the
%d hy mark of a leech coiled up in the act of suction on the

was intended spot.
umnb Dr. Delacoux, of Paris, says that in the month of Janu-
and ary, 1825, he was called to attend a woman in the village
the of Batignoles, near Paris, who,'the evening before, had been

very delivered of a six months' fotus, horribly deformed. The
f the upper lip was in a confused inass with the jaw and the
preg- gums, and the right leg was ampuated at the middle, the
~tion. .stump having the form of a -one. The mother of thisbeing

imbs, who was a cook, on entering- one mioruing, about the third
In month of her pregnancy, the house where she was employed,

n an- was seized with horror-at theïght of a porter with a hare-
wing lip and an amputated leg.

her At a meeting of the Society of Physicians, at Berlin, in
>nths August, 1868, Herr Dupré stated that a~woman saw, in the

and first weeks of her third pregnancy, a boy with a hare-lip,
for a and not only was the child she then carried, born with

> and a frightful hare-lip, but also three children subsequently.
but Another one, a womAn in the fifth week of pregnancy, saw
she a sheep wounded and with its bowels protruding. She was

greatly shocked, and did not recover her composure for seve-
the ral days. -She was delivered at term of a child in other res-

3rded pects well developed, but lacking the walls of the abdomen.
nctly Many remarkable instances have been collected, of the
only power of imagination over the unborn offspring.

3sions Ambroase-Paré, the illustrious French surgeon of the six-
f the teenth century, in one of his treatises, devotes a chapter to
a part the subject of " monsters which take their cause and shape

par- from imagination," and was evidently a strong-believer in
nter this influence.

)nally A black child-is generally believed to have been born to
urred Marie Thérèse, the wife of Louis XIV., in consequence of a

-little negro page in her service having started from a hiding-
3ts of place and stumbled over her dress .early in her pregnancy.
iolent This child was educated at the convent of Moret, near Fon-
.press tainebleau where she took the veil, and where, till the shock
)tten. of the Revoluti-onerportrait was shown.
uring Examples are given y aut1hors-of-tiedef&rce of desires lu

causing deformities lu infants, and the formation upon theni
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of fruits, such as apples, pears; grapes, and others, which
the mother may have longed for.

The following is related upon excellent medical 'authority:
-A woman gave birth to a child with a large cluster of
globular tumors growing from the tongue, and preventing
the closure of the mouth, in color, shape and size, exactly
resembling our common grapes; andwith a red excres-
éence from the chest, as exactly resembling in figure and
appearance a turkey's wattles. On being questioned before
the child was shown to her, she answered that while preg-
nant she had seen some grapes; longed intensely for them,
and constantly thought of them ; and that she was also
once attacked and much alarmed by a turkey-cock.

Dr. Demangeon, of Paris, quotes, in his work on the
Imagination, the Journal de Verdun, as mentioning the
case of a child, born at Blois, in the eyes of which the face
of a watch was distinctly seen. The image was situated
around the pupil, and the. figures representing the hours
weré plainly percejved. The mother had experienced a
strong desire to see a watch whilst she was pregnant with
this child.

Professor Dalton says, in his Human Physiology, that
"there is now little room for doubt that various defor-
mities and deficiencies of the foetus, conformably to the
popular belief, do really originate in certain cases from
nervous impressions, such as disgust, fear, or auger, ex-
perienced by the mother." We will now consider the

Influence öf the mind of the mother on the mind of the i ant,
which subject we have not yet. touched upon, having -
fined ourselves to the influence of the maternal mind ove
the form and color of the unborn child. It will not be
necessary to illustrate'at length this branch of our topic.
Instances, are sufficiently common and well known. Dr.
Seguin, of New York, in his work on idiocy, gives several
cases in which there was reason to believe that fright,
anxi ty, or other emotions in the mother, had produced
idiocy in the offspring. As he remarks: ' Impressions wil
sdmetimes reach the fotus in its reèess, cut off its legs o
arms, or inflict large flesh wounds before birth,-inexpli-
cable as well as indisputable facts, fron which we surmise
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that idiocy holds unknown, .though certain relations to
maternal impressions."

We have given many strong cases and most excellent
authority for the doctrine that the purely mental influence
of the mother may produce bodily and mental changes in
the unborn infant. But the child is also affected byphysical
impressions made Ûpon the moher.

Dr. Russegger reports that a woman, who had already
borne four healthy children, was, in the seventh month of
her pregnancy, bitten in the right calf by a dog.4'The
author saw the wound made by the animal's teeth, which
wound consisted of three small triangular depressions, by
twô of which the skin 'was only slightly ruffled ; a slight
appearanceS blood was perceptible in the third. The
woman was the moment of the accident somewhat
alarmed, but neither then lior afterwards had any fear that
her fetus would be affected by the. occurrence. Ten weeks
after she was bitten, the woman bore a liealthy child, which,
however, to the surprise of every person, had three maiks
corresponding in size and appearance to those caused by
the dog's teeth in the mother's leg, and consisting, like
those, of one large and two smaller impressions. The two-
latter, whièh were pale, disappeared in five weeks ; the larger
one liad also become,1ess, and was not so deep-colored as it
was.at birth. At the *tiine of writing, the child was four
months Qld.

Dr. S. P. Crawford, of Greenvie, Tennessee, reports, mi a*
recent number of the Nashville Journal of Medicine, the
following sad case :-A lady, in the last stage of pregnancy,
was burned by the explosion of a kerosene-oil can. She
lived twelve hours after the ac,cident. The face, legs, arms
and abdomen were badly burned. The movements of the
child were felt three or four hours after the accident. A
short time before the death of the mother she gave birth to
tSc child at full maturity, but still-bpru. It bore the mark
\f the fire, corresponding to that of the mother. Its legs,
aàns,,and abdoni 'were completely blistered, having all
the appearance of a recent burn.

T ese instances of a decided influence exerted upon the
body 'id mind of the child in the womb, by physical and

t'
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mental impressions made upon the mother, might be doubled
or trebled. They are as numerous as they are wonderful.
Physiologists-of the present day do not hesitate to admit the
existence.of the influence we haveeen-discussing. Reason

-also comes to the support of facts, to demonstrate and
establish its reality. For if a sudden and powerful emotion
of tie mind can so disturb the stomach and heart as to
cause vomiting and fainting, is it not probable that it can
affect the yvomb and the impressible being within it 1
Pregnancy is a function of the woman as much as digestion
or pulsation of the heart, and if the latter are controlled by
moral and mental impressions, why shpuld not the former
be also

In what manner does this influence of the maternal mind act ?
-Though the blood of the mothe. rinly a very delicate
membrane separates the vital fluid of the mother from that
of the infant in her womb. There is a constant interchange
of the blood in its body with that in hers, through this
exceedingly thin membrane, and thus all nervous impressions
which have produced an alteration of either a temporary or
permanent character in the circulating fluid of the mother
are communicated to the child. Since the mother, as has
been shown, can transmit through her blood certain char-
acteristics of mind and body not her own,-for instance, a
disease peculiar to a male from her father to her son, or the
physical and mental traits f her first husband to the
children by her second,-it does not seem at all strangethat
she should through this same medium, her blood, impart >
other peculiarities which have made a strong impression>
upon her mind. Anatomy and physiology therefore fully
explain and account for this seemingly mysterious influence.

The view here stated, and indorsed by modern science, is,
one which ought to have great weight with the mother, ler
relatives and friends. The practical conclusion which it
suggests is, that as during pregnancy there is unusual
susceptibility to mental impressions, and as these impres-
sions may operate on the fragile structure of the unborn
being, this tendency should be well considered and constant-
ly remembered, not only by the woman herself, but by all
those who associate or arethrown in contact with her.
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Upon the care displayed in the management of the corporeal
and mental health of the mother during the whole period of
pregnancy, the ultimate constitution of the offspring greatly
depends. Al the surroundings and employments of the
pregnant woman should be such as conduce to cheerfulness
and equanimity. Above all, she shoiild avoid the presence of
disagreeable and unsightly objects. Vivid and unpleasant
impressions shoùld be removed as soon as possible by quiet
diversion of the mind. Al causes of excitement should be
carefuby guardèd.against.

In leaving the subject of maternal impressions, we wil
call attention to the manifest difference in extent and
degree between the influence of the father and that of the
mother over the offspring. That of the father ceases with
impregnation. ThaVTf the mother continues during the
whole term of pregnancy, and, as we shail shortly see, even
during that of nursing.

EDUCATION OF THE CHTIn IN TEM WOMB.

The outlines drawn by the artist Flaxman are esteemed
the most perfect and graceful in existence. From earliest
childhood he manifested a delight in drawing. - His mother,
a woman of refined and artistic tastes, used to relate that for
months previous to his birth, she spent hours daily in study-
ing engravings, and fixing in her memory the most beauti-
ful proportions of the human figure portrayed by masters.
She was convinced that the genius of her son was the fruit
of her own self culture. What a charming idea is this!
What an incentive to those about to become mothers, to cul-
tivate refinement, high thoughts, pure emotions, elevated
sentiments! Thus they endow their children with what no
after education can give them.

The plastic brain of the fetus is prompt to receive al im-
pressions. It retains them, and they become the character-
istics of the child and the man. Low spirits, violent pas-
sions, irritability, frivolity, in the pregnant woman, leave
indelible marks on the unborn child. So do their contrar-
ies, and thus it becomes of the utmost noment that during
this period all that is cheerful, insprng, and elevating
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should surround the woman. Such emotions educate the the
child, they form its disposition, they shape its faculties ha
they create its mental and intellectual traits. Of ail educa- wa,tion, this is the most momentous. aft

utCE
CAN A WOMAN BECOME AGAIN PREGNANT DURING

PREGNANCY ? Fr
ua:

Can a woman during pregnancy conceive, and add a sec- second and a younger child to that already in* the womb iT
It is not uncommon in the canine race for a mother to thgive birth at the same, tine to dogs 'of different species, Cashowing conclusively the possibility, in these animals, of on

one conception closely following another. So a mare has mE
been known to produce within a quarter of an hour first a
horse and then a mule. And in the human race cases are on birecord in which women have had twins of which the one Mr
was white and the other colored, in consequence of inter- tE
course on the same day with men of those two races. Dr. W'Henry relates that in Brazil a Creole -woman, a native Abrought into the world at one birtl, three children of three sa;
different colors, white, brown and black, eacli child exhibit- it
ing the features peculiar to the respective races. itc

In ail such instances the two conceptions followed each in
other very rapidly, the offspring arriving at maturity bEtogether, and being born at the same accouchment. reBut more curious and wonderful , examples of second

- and concurrent pregnancies have been published than %u
these, as, for instance, those in which a child bearin Wail the attributes of a foetus at full term, is bor two, three, ti
four, and e.ven five months after the first, which appeareda
also to have been born at full term. Marie Anne Bigaud, Paged thirty-seven, gave birth, April 30, 1748, to a living kboy at full term, and on the ensuing September 16, to a at

vimg girl, which was recognized, by the size and well- atdeveloped condition- of its body and limbs,' beend
also carried until full term. This fact was observed byiProfessor.FÀsenan, and by Leriche, surgeon-major of themilitary hospital of Strasbourg. It will be noticed that vthere was an mterval of four and a half months between ti

î »4r
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DOUBLE PREGNANCIES.

he the two accouchments. The first child lived two and a
half months, and the second a year. In this instance there
was not a double womb, as might perhaps be supposed, for
after the mother's death an examination proved that the
uterus was single.

Another case of this kind is the following :-Benoite
Franquet, of Lyons, brought into the world a girl, on Jan-
uary 20, 1780, and five months and six days afterwards a
second girl, also apparently at term and well nourished.
Two years later these two children were presented, with

to their certificates of baptism, to two notaries of Lyons, MM.
as, Caillot-and Desurgey, in order that the fact might be placed
of on record and vouched for,ý because of its value in legal
as medicine.
a The' number of the entirely authenticated cases of the

>n birth- of fully-developed children within from two to five
ie months of each other, now known, can leave no doubt as to
r- the possibility of such an occurrence. The only question
r. which remains is in regard to the periods of conception.
e, Are the two children in such cases twins, conceived at the
se same time, but the growth of the last. born so retarded that
t- it did not arrive ai maturity until a number of months after

its fellow ? or has a second conception taken place at an
h interval of several months after the first ? If this latter view
Y be true, then in the instance of Marie Anne Bigaud, above
t. related, the second must have been conceived after the
d first had quickened.. Then, also, two children of different
n ages, the offspring' of different fathers, may .exist in the

womb at the same time. The weight of scientific observa-
tion andc authority has now established the fact that, in very
rare instances, a second conception may take place during
pregnancy. It must not be understood, as necessarily fol-
lowing from this statement, that when two children are born

a at the same time, one fully developed and the other small
1. and prematurely apparently born, the two were conceived at

different times, The smaller may have been blighted and
y its growth hindered by the same causes which bring about
- such effects in cases of single births of .incompletely de-
t veloped children. A similar supposition may account for

the birth of a second child within a month or two after the
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first, for the first may have been prematurely born, and the
second carried to full term. But no such supposition can
explain the cases referred to, and others which might be
mentioned, in which the interval has been five or six months,
each child presenting every indication of perfect maturity.
The only explanation possible in such instances, which, as
has been said, are well authenticated, although few in
number, is that a second pregnancy has occurred during the
first.1

The above facts would seem sufficiently wonderful.
There are others, however, of the same nature, still more
so. In some instances the product of the second con-
ception, instead of developing independently of the first,
has become attached to it, and the phenomenon has been
presented of the growth of a child within a child-a fotus
within a fotus. Such a singular occurrence has been lately
recorded in a German journal. A correspondent of the
Dantzic Gazette states that on Sunday, February 1, 1869, at
Schliewen, near Dirschau, "a young and blooming shep-
herd's wife was delivered of a girl, otherwise sound, but
having on the lower part of her bck, between the hips, a
swelling as big as two good-sized fists, through the we1s of
which a well-developed fotus may be felt. Its limbs inaicate
a growth of from five to six months, and its movements are
very lively. The father called in the health commissioner,
Dr. Preuss, from Dirschau, and begged him to remove the
swelling, together with the fotus. The doctor however,
after a careful examination, declared that there was a possi-
bility, in this extraordinary case, of the child within the
swelling coming to fruition. Its existence and active mo-
tions were palpable to .al present. No physician could be
justified in destroying this marvellous being. It ought rather
to be protectedand cherished. The new born girl, notwith-
standing her strange burden, is of unusual strength aËd
beauty, and takes the breast very cheerfully."

We find something further in regard to this singular birtli,
in the Weser Zeitung of February 20, 1869. It quotes.from
the Dantzic Gazette some remarks by the health commissioner,
Dr. Preuss, -of Dirschau, in which, the doctor declares th>-
facts contained in the report given above, to be correct. He
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;he was summoned on the -first of February to the child, and
yan saw the vigorous movements, and felt the members of a
be fotus within the swelling as described. It was evidently
ls, a double creation. The case thus far, though rare, is not
ty. unique. " But what is novel, and hitherto perfectly unno-
as ticed in, medical literature, is the fact that not only the girl
in which has been carried its full term is alive to-day, but the
he fotus within the swelling has also, in the eleven days after

birt1ý, further developed and palpably increasedc in size. The
ul. sweing is now four and a half inches long, three and a half
>re inches wide, and high and pear-shaped; the head lies under-
>n neath on the left, the body towards the right."
st, Further particulars and the latest intelligence we have,

%en concerningthe progress of this case are to the effect that
;us the child was brought by special request before the Natural
31y History Society of Dantzic, and thence the mother went to
;he Berlin for medical advice.
at

aIp- MORAL ASPECTS OF TRIS QUESTION.
)ut

au Upon proper judgment and discrimination in the appli-
of eation of the facts we have just been dwelling upon, may

ate depend a wife's honor and the happiness of the dearest social
are relations. We will suppose an example. A husband, im-
.er, mediately after the impregnation of his wife, is obliged to
;he quit her, and remains absent a year. In the meanwhile she

'er, gives birth to two children at an interval of a number of
ssi- weeks. The question will then come up whether, under
he such circumstances, it is possible for her to do so consistently
1o. -with conjugal purity.
be It will be recollected that in speaking of twins we re-
1er marked that it was not very uncommon for an interval of
th- days or weeks to elapse between the births, and it has just
,üd been stated that impregnation during pregnancy is extremely

rare. ,The presumption, therefore, in the case supposed, is
ti, as very many to one, that the two births were the result of
>M a twin pregnancy. In the absence of any other evidence
er, against the wife's chastity, it should not even be called in

question. This decisioji receives the support of the maxim
He in law, that a reasonable doubt is the property of the accused,
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and of the 'Çhristian principle that it is better than ninety-
nine guilty should escape than that one innocent should be
condemned. Hence, the teachings of science and of human
and divine lair, all coincide to protect the sacred rights and
the precious interests at stake against an~unjust suspicion,
which even the doctrine of chances would render untenable.

CAN A CHILD CRY IN THE WOMB ?

There are some cases, recorded on undoubted authorityin
which the child has been heard to cry while in the womb.
These are very exceptional. Under ordinary circumstances
it is impossible for the child either to breathe or cry,
because of the absence of air. It is only 'when the bag of
membranes has been torn and the mouth 'of the child is
applied at or near the neck-of the uterus that this can take
place. The infant is not unfrequently heard to cry just
before birth, after labor has commenced, but before the
extrusion of the head from the womb, in consequence of the
penetration of air into the uterine cavity.

IS IT A SON OR DAUGITER ?

It is a common saying among nurses that there is a differ-
ence in the size and form of the pregnant woman according
to the sex she carries. This may well be doubted. Neithet
is it true that one sex is more active in its "Govements "
than the other. It is quite possible, however, for a wife to
know the sex of the fotus, if she can tell about what time in
her month coneeption took place. If it occurred directly
after a monthly sickness, the child is a girl, if directly
before, it is a boy. When a woman is "out' in her reckon-
ing, and goes beyond the period of her expected confinement,
it will ordinarily turn out to be a boy. The skilful physician
can, in the latter months of pregnancy, settle the question
of sex in some cases. The beats of the fotal heart are more
frequent in females than in males. The average frequency
of pulsations of twenty-eight female fætuses has been found
to be one hundred and forty-four in the minute, the lowest
figure being one hundred and thirty-eight, of twenty-two
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inety- male fotuses, one hundred and twenty, the lowest figure
Id be being one hundred and twelve. Therefore, when the
unan pulsations of the heart of the child in the womb are counted,
;S and -as can easily be done by a practised medical ear, during
icion, the last months of pregnancy,-and are found to be over
lable. one hundred and thirty in a minute, it is a daughir; if

under one hundred and thirty, a son. In this manner the
sex of an unborn child can be predicted with tolerable
accuracy, excepting only when illness of the fotus has

ity in1 deranged the action of its heart.
o.0

ïances ARE THERE TWINS PRESENT-?
: cry,
>ag of Certain signs lead to the suspicion of twins, such as being
ild is unusually large, and the fact that the increase in size has
take been more than ordinarily rapid. Sometimes also the
just abdomen is divided into two distinct portions by a perpen-

a the dicular fissure. In other casès, the movements of a child
>f the can be felt on each side at the same time. And in twin

ýregnancies the morning sickness is apt to be more distress-
ing, and all the other discomforts incident to this condition
increased. But these signs and symptoms, when present in
any given case, are not conclusive, for they may be -noticed

liffer- when there is only one child. The doctor has one charac-
rdng teristic and infallible sign by which he can ascertain whether
either the woman be pregnant with twins. It is furnished to him,
ents again, by the art of listening, or ausculation, as it is
ife to technically called, the same that, as we have already seen,
me in enables him to determine the sex of the child. When the
rectly beatings of two fotal hearts are heard on opposite portions
.rectly of the abdomen;the nature of the pregnancy is apparent.
ckon-
ment, . LENGTH OF PREGNANCY.
sician
estion What is the ordinary duration of pregnancy ? Almost
, more every woman'considers herself competent to make the an-
uency swer-nine months. She may be surprised to learn; how-
found ever, that such an answer is wanting in scientific precision.
.owest It is too indefinite, and is erroneous. There is a great differ-
-y-two énce bétwen the calendar and lunar months. Eaclr lunar
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month having twenty-eight days, the period of nine lunar
-months is two hundred and fifty-two days. Nine calendar'

months, including February, represent, on the contrary, two
hundred and seventy-three days. Now the average duration
of þregnancy is-two hundred and eighty days, that is, forty
weeks, or ten lunar months.

While most extended observations have shown that, as a
generai rle, forty weeks, or two hundred and eighty-days,
is the true period of pregnancy, are we justified in the con-
clusion ýthat this is its' invariable cluration? This impor-
tant question, upon the answer to which so often depends
the honor of families, the rights of individuals, and some-
times the interest of nationalities, has been in all times the
subject of careful research by physicians, philosophers, and
legislators. On the one side have been those who contend,
that the laws of nature are invariable, and that the term of
pregnancy is fixed 'and ipmmutable. <On the other side have
been those who assert that the epoch of accouchment can be
greatly advanced or retarded by various causes, some of
which are known' and others not yet appreciated. Abund-
ant and satisfactory testimony has proved , that the pro-
longation of pregnancy. beyond the ordinary period of two
hundred and eighty days, or forty weeks; is possible. Nor
is this contrary to what is observed in regard to other func-
tions of the human body. There is'no process depending up-
on the laws of life which is absolutely invariable either as to
the period of its appearance or its duration. It is known.
as we have already pointed out, that puberty may be ad-
vanced or retarded; flCe time at which the change of life
occurs in women, as we shall have, occasion hereafter to
show, is also subject to variation ; and it is a matter of com-
mon 6bservation with mothers that 'the period of teething is
sometimes strangely hurried or delayed. A certain degree
of variability, therefore, being frequently observed, and en-
tirely compatible with health, in the various other natural
processes, why should that of pregnancy form an exception,
and be invariably . fixed in its duration? And observation
upon the lower animals affords most convincing evidence
that nature is not controlled by any uuiform law in refer-
ence to the length of pregnancy. In the.- cow, the usual

Tý
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nar period of whose pregnancy is the same as in the human
dar female, instances of calving six weeks beyond the ordinary
two term are not at all.uncommon.
tion As an illustration of the great interest sometimes at-
)rty taching to the iíquiry under discussion, we may cite the

celebrated Gardner peerage case, tried by the Huse off
as a Lords in 1825. Allen Legge Gardner petitioned to
.ays, have his name inscribed as a peer -on the Parliament
3on- iRoll. He was thé son of Lord Gardner, by his second wife.
)or- There was another claimant for the peerage, however,-

,nds Henry Fenton Iadis,-on the ground, as alleged, that he
me- was the son of Lord Gardner by his first and subsequently
the divorced wife. Medical and moral evidence was adduced
and to establish that the latter was illegitimate. Lady Gardner,
end the mother of the alleged illegitimate child, parted from.
i of her husband on the 30th of January, 1802, he going to the
lave West Indies, and not again seeing his wife until the Ilth
i be of July following. The child wliose legitimacy was called

of in question was born on the 8th of December of that year.
ind- The plain medical query therefore arose whether this child
pro- born either three hundred and eleven days after intercourse
two (from January 30th to December 8th) or one hundred and
Nor fifty days (from-July 11th to December 8th) could he the
me- son of Lord Gardner. As there was nop>retence that there
Up was a premature birth, the child having been well developed
s to. when born, the conception must have dated froln January
wn, 30th. The medical question was therefore narrowed down
ad- to this: Was the alleged protracted pregnancy (three hun-
life dred and eleven days) consistent with experience ? Sixteen

- to of the principal obstetrie practitioners of Great Britain
om- were examined on this point. Eleven concurred in the
g9 is opinion that natural pregnancy might be protracted to a

:ree period which would cover the birth of the alleged illegiti-
en- mate child. Because, however, of the moral evidence alone,

ural which proved the adulterous intercourse of Lady Gardner
ion, with a Mr. Iadis, the House decided that the title should
tion descend to the son of the second Lady Gardner.
nce There is on record one fact well observed, which estab-

,fer- lishes beyond cavil the possibility of the protraetion of
sual pregnancy beyond two hundred and eiglty days, or forty

W,
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weeks. The case is reported by the learned Dr. Desor-
meaux, of Paris, and occurred under his own noticein the
Hôpital de Maternité of that city. A woman, the mother
of three children, became insane. Her physician thought
that a new pregnancy might re-establish her intellectual
faculties. Her husband consented to enter on the register
of the hospital, each visit he was allowed to make her,
which took place only every three months. So soon as
evidence of pregnancy showed itself, the visits were dis-
continued. The woman was confined two hundred and
ninety days after conception.

The late distinguished Professor Charles D. Meigs, of
Philadelphia, published a case, which he deems entirely
trustworthy, of the prolongation of pregnancy to four
hundred and twenty days, or sixty weeks. Dr. Atlee
reports two cases, which nearly equalled thuee hundred and
lifty-six days each. Professor Simpson, of Edinbùrgh7
records, as having occurred in his own practice, cases i
which the period reached three hund d and thirty-six,
three hundred and thirty-two, three hiunded and twenty-
four, and three hundred and nineteen days. In the Dubhn
Quarterly Journal of Medical Science a case of protracted
pregnancy is related by Dr. Joynt. The evidence is positive
that the minimum duration must have been three hundred
and seventeen days, or about six weeks more than the
average. Dr. Elsä-sser found in one hundred and sixty
cases. of pregnancy eleven protracted to periods varying
from three hundred to three hundred and eighteen days.

In treatingof the subject of miscarriage, we mentioned
instances, recorded by physicians of skill and probity,
proving beyond' a shade of doubt that a woman may give
birth to a living clild long before the expiration of the
forty weeks. The Presbytery of Edinburgh, Scotland, some
time since decided in favor of the legitimacy of an infant
born alive within twenty-five weeks after marriage, to the
Rev. Fergus Jardine.

One of the most enlightened countries in Europe has, in
view of the facts in reference to the extreme limits-ofpreg
nancy, enacted, in the Code Napoleon, that a child born
within three hundred days after the departure or death of
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the husband, or one hundred and eighty days after marriage,
shall be considered legitimate. The law further states that
a child born aftermorethan three hundred days shall not
be necessarily declared a bastard, but its legitimacy may be
contested. The Scotch legislation on this subject is very
similar to the French.

CAUSES OF PROTRACTED PREGNANCY.

It has been asserted by some that an infant is born at
ten or eleven months because that at nine months it has not
acquired the growth wbich lis necessary in order to induce
the womb to dislodge it. The popular notion is that a
child carried beyond _the-usual term must necessarily be a
large one. Rabelais has reflected this comihon opinion in
his celebrated romance entitled "Gargantua," in which he
represents the royal giant of that name as having been
carried by his mother, Gargamelle, eleven months. When
born, thé child was so vigorpus that he sucked the milk
fromten nurses. He lived for several centuries, and at last

begot-a---s antagruel, as wonderful as himself. Such
reasonmg scannot, owev , seriously maintained, as
many children carried longer than nine months have not
been more fully developed than some born a few w.eeks pre-
niaturely, and the size of the child has nothing to do with
the bringing on of la-bor, as we shall show hereafter. Pro-:
tracted pregnancies are caused by a defect in the energy of

-ythe womb, induced by moral as well as physical influences.
As a rule, a woman who leads a regular life and observes
the physiological laws of her being, which laws it has been
our aim to point out, will be confined at the term that
natuie usually marks out, that is, at the expiration of two
hundred and~eighty days, or forty weeks, from conception.

This brings us to' the consideration of the question,

HOW TO CALCULATE THE TIME OF EXPECTED LABOR.

Many rules for this purpose have been laid down. We
shall merely give one, the most satisfactory and the most
easily applied. It was suggested by the celebrated Pro-
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fessor INaëgelè of Heidelberg, and is now generally recom-
mended and enmployed by physicians. -The point of
departure in making the calculation is the day of the dis-
appearance of the last monthly sickness ;'three months are
substracted and seven days added. The result corresponds
to the day on which labor will commence, and will be found
to be two hundred and eighty days from the time of con-
ception, if that event has occurred, as ordinarily, imme-
diately after the last menstrual period. Suppose, for in-
stance, the cessation of the last monthly sickness happened
on the 14th day of January. Subtract three months, and
we have October 14th; then add seven days and we obtain
the 21st day of the ensuing October (two hundred and
eighty days from January 14th>, as the time of the ègpected
confinement. This method of making the "count" mays be
relied upon with confidence, and only fails, by a few days,
in those exceptional cases in which conception takes place
just before the monthly period, or during the menstrual
flow.

CARE OFIEALTH DURING PREGNANCY.

This subject, the proper management of the health from
conception to childbirth, is worthy of careful consideration.
The condition of ,pregnancy, though not one of disease, calis
for peculiar solicitude, lest it should lead to some affection
in the mother or in the child. For it ought to be remem-
bered that the welfare of a new being is now in the balance.
The woman has no longer an independent existence. She
has entered upon the circle of her mateinal duties. She
became a mother when she conceived. The child, though
unborn lives within 1her ; its life is a part of her own, and so
frail that any indiscretion on her part may destroy it. The
danger to the child is not imaginary, as the la-rge number
of miscarriages and still-births proves.

Ail mothers deire to have healthy, well-formed, intelli-
gent children. How few conduct themselves in such a
manner as to secure a happy developement oftheir offspring!
Puny, deformed, and feeble-minded infants are daily ushered
into the worl because of a want of.knowledge, or a sinful

neglect of those special mrasures imperatively demanded in
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>M- the ordering of the daily life, by the changed state of the
of system conisequent upon pregnancy. We shall therefore

dis- point out those laws. which cannot be infringed with
are \impunity, and, indicate thes diet, exerci e, dress, and, in
ids è«eneral, the conduct most favorable to the others and child
md 'lnng this criticd period, in which the wife occupies, as it
:on- i an intermediate state between health and sickness.
me-
in- FOOD.

ned
and The n'&rishnment takeishould be abundant, but not, in
;amn the early ths, larger in quantity than usual. ExcesA in
and eating or dvi,'ing ought fo he most carefully avoided. The
ted food is to be n at 'shorter itervals than is common, arid
be it should be plain, simple an<\ nutritious. , Fatty articles

the coarser veg tab1es, highly 'alted and sweet food, if
lace found to disagree,Ms'is often the c>ee should be abstained
rual from. .The flesh oflyoung animals, as lamb, veal, chicken,

and fresh fish, are whqleome, and geierally agree with the
stomach. Ripe fruits ares beneficial. \The diet should be
varied às much as possibI fron day to 4 ey The craving

rom which some wome 1have , the night or eay imorning' may
,ion. be relieved by a biscuit, a 'little milk, or a p of coffee.
.alls When taken a few hours befbre 'rising, this 11 generally
'tion be retained, and prove verygreful, even fhough the
lem- morning sickness be troublesoni. 4ny food or medicine
uce. that will confine .or derange the b lelsis to be fobidden.
She The taste is, as a rule,'a safe guide, dn may be rasonably
She indulged. But inordinate, capricious es1 es for improper,
ugh rnoxious articles should, of course, e opposed. Such

id so - longings, however, are not often exp *e ed by those
The properly brought up. It is a curious fact tat. he modifica-
nber tion in the digestive system during pregnanc issometimes

so great that substances ordinarily the most ind4 ible
teli- eaten without any inconvenience, and even wîth enefit,
ch a while the most healthful articles become hurtfu \and act
ing ! like poison.
1ered As pregnapcy advancés, particularly after the si4h
4nful month, a larger amount of food, and that of a more subs an
.d in tial %3aracter, will be required. The number of meals i a
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day should then be, increased, rather than the quantity
taken at each meal.

CLOTHING.

The, dress should be loose and comfortable, nowhere
pressing tightly or unequally. The word enceinte, by which,
a pregnant woman is designated&, meant originally without a
cincture,-that is, unbound. The Romai matrons so soon
as they conceived were obliged to remove their girdles.
Lycurgus caused the enactmexit of the Spartan law' that
pregqaht women should wear large dresses, soas not to
prejudice the free developement of the' precions charges of
which nature had rendered them the inomentary depositaries. c
Stays or corsets may be used, in a proper manner, during
the first five or six months of pregnancy, but àfter that they
ahould either be laid aside or worn very loosely, Any
attempt at concealing pregnancy, by tight lacing and tule
application 'of a stronger busk, cannot be too severely c
condemned. By this false delicacy the mother is subjected
to great suffering and the child placed in jeopardy. The t
shape of the stays should be mouldedtto-that of the chang-
ing figure, and great care should be taken that they do not
depress the nipple or irritate the enlarging breasts.

The amount of clothing should be suited to the season, . c
but rather increased than diminished, owing to the great sus-
ceptibility of the system to the vicissitudes of the weather.
It is especially important that flannel drawers should be worn s
during advanced pregnancy, as the loose dress favors the ad-
mission of cold air to the unprotected parts of the body. A
neglect of this precaution sometimes leads to the establish- c
ment of the painful disease known as rheumatism of the M
womb.

Pressure upon the lower limbs, in the neighborhood of the +

knee or the ankle-joint, should be avoided, more particular- c
ly towards the last months. It is apt to produce enlarge- C c
ment and knotting of the veins, swelling and ulcers of the a
kgs;,by.which many women are crippled during their preg- e

t 1nancies'and sometimes through life. • Therefore, the garters d
should not be tightly drawn and the gaiters should
not be too closely fitted, while yet they should firmly sup-
port the ankle.

,
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EXERCISE.

Moderate exeris4in the open air is proper and conducive
Cre to health during the; whole period of pregnancy. It should

never be so -acti-e.- or so prolonged as to induce fatigue,
t a Walking is the best form of exercise. . Riding in a badly

constructed carriage, or over a rough road, or upon horse-
s.- - back, as well as running, dancing, and the carrying of heavy

iat weights, should be scrupulously avoided, as liable to cause
to rupture, severe flooding and miscarriage. During the early
of months, in particular, extraordinary long walks and dancing

as. ought not to be indulged in. Journeys are not to be taken
ng while in the pregnant state. Railway travelling is decided-
3y ly objectionable. The vibratory motion of the cars is apt
ny to produce headache, sickness at the stomach, faintness, and
lie premature labor. All these precautions are especially to be
31y observed in the first pregnancy.
ed We must not be understood as condemning exercise and
ne fresh air. They are.,of the greatest inportance to mother

and child. But the amount of exercise should be regulated
3t by the dictates of common sense and the woman's own sen-

sations. If she can onlywalk a short distance each day with
n .comfort, let that suffice. She should not force herself to go
is- to a certain place or to'promenade during a certain time in

the twenty-four hours. So soon as fatigue is felt, the walk
rn should cease. Let the walks be frequent and short rath-

er than few and long. They should also be made as pleas-
A ant as possible by companionship and surroundings that will

sh- oëupy the feelings and imagination in an agreeable manner
ihe with new and cheerful impressions. A tendency to indo-

lence is to be combated. ~~A gently active life is best calcula-
he te4 to preserve the health of the· mother and her unborn

child. But with even the most robust a moderation of the
ordinary pursuits and avocations is called for. The nervous

,he and delicate cannot make with safety their customary daily
exertions in the'performance of their household or social

ýrs duties and pleasures.
Id Towards the end of pregnancy the wife should economise

lier forces. She should not remain long standing or kneel-
ing, nor sing in either of these postures.
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BATHING.

Those who have not been accustomed to bathing should
not begin the pxactice during pregnancy, and in any case
great care should be exercised during the latter months of
pregnany. It is better to preserve cleanliness by sponging
with tepid water than by entire baths. Foot-baths are al-
ways dangerous. Sea-bathing sometimes causes miscarriage,
but sea air and the sponging of the body with salt water are
beneficial. The shower-bath is, of course, too great a shock
to the system, and a very warm bath is too relaxing. 'In
some women of a nervous temperament, a lukewarm bath
taken occasionally at night during pregnancy has a calming
influence. This is especially the case in the first and last
month. But women of a lymphatic temperament and of a
relaxed habit of body are always injured by the bath.

VENTILATION.

We have spoken of the benefits of out-door air. Atten-
tion should also be directed to keéping the atmosphere in
the sitting and sleeping rooms of the house fresh. This can
only be accomplisbed by constantly changing it. The doors
and windows of every room, while unoccupied, should be
kept thrown open in the summer time, and opened sufficient-
ly often in the winter to wash out the apartments, several
times à day with fresh air. The extremes of heat and cold
are to be, with.equal care, avoided. The house should be
kept light. Y*pung plants will not grow well in the dlark.
Neither will the young child nor its mother flourish without
sunlight. The anbients were so well aware of this that they
.onstructed on the top of each house a solarium, or solar air-
bath, where they basked daily, in thin attire, in the sunlight.

SLEEP.

During pregnancy a large amount of sleep is required. It
has a sedative influenice upon the disturbed nervous system
of the mother. It favors, by the calmness of all the func-
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RULES FOR HIEALTH.

tions which attends it, the growth of the foetus. Neither
the pursuit of pleasure in the evening, nor the observance of
any trite maxims- in regard to early rising in the morning
should be allowed to curtail the hours devoted to slumber.
Pregnant women have an instinctive desire to lie abed late,
which, like the other promptings of nature during this period,
should not be disregarded. At least eight hours out of the
twenty-four can be profitably spent in bed. No night-watch-
ing ought'ever to be undertaken during pregnancy.

Feather beds should be avoided. The. heat which they
maintain about the body is inconvenient and dangerous,
predisposing to flooding and exhausting perspirations. The
lair or sponge mattress is to be preferred. The bed-cloth-
ing should not be too heavy. Blankets are. to be employed
rather than coverlids, as they are lighter and more permeable
to perspiration. The mattress and cover should be well
aired during the day. The sleeping roorn should be tapa-
cious and well ventilated, and no curtains permitted about
the bed.

Occasional rest is also necessary in the daytime. Aý
nap of an hour or two upon a sofaor lounge will then prove
veryrefreshing. In the earlier months of pregnancy it will
tend to prevent miscarriage, and in the latter months to
relieve the distress consequent upon the increased size of
the woinb.a Tt is not unusual, as the close of pregnancy
approaches, for a feeling of. suffocation to ensue when the
woman attempts to lie down. This may be overcome by
su porting the back and shoulders with cushions and, pil-
1 s. Or, a bed chair may be employed. This, if well
construçted Jnd covered, will often be found very grateful
at night, in the last few weeks of pregnancy.

THE MIND.

A tranquil mind is of the first importance. Gloomy fore-
bodings should not be .encouraged. Pregnancy and labor
are not, we repeat, diseased conditions. They are healthful
processes, and should be lookéd upon as such by every
woman. Bad labors are very unfrequent. It is as foolish to
dread them. as it is for the railhay traveller to give way to

r
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misgivings in regard to his safety. Instead of desponding,
scie»ce bids the women to look forward with cheerfulness
and hope to the joys of maternity.

The bad effects of fear upon the mother's mind are illus-
trated by Plutarch, who, in his life of Publicola, mentions
that "at a time when a superstitious fear overran the city
of Rome, all the women then pregnant brought forth imper-
fect children, and were prematurely delivere4." But we
have already spoken, in treating of mothers' marks, of the
influences of mental emotions over the unborn child, and
the necessity òf avoiding their exciting causes.

Because of their deleterious tendency, severe study as well
as arduous and protracted manual labor ought to be avoided.
The nervous systems of many women are also injurious1d
affected during pregnanoy by perfumes, which at other times
are agreeable and innocuous. It is, therefore, prudent not
only to exclude a offensive scents, but also to abstain from
the strong odors of various colognes and of flowers. Large

,bouquets oftenaiise feelings of faintness and sometimes tem-
porary loss of consciousness. The extreme liability of the
nervous -system of the preg ant woman to be affected injuri-
onsly to herselfW nd child by scenes of suffering or distress,
and by disgusting or frightful objects, cannot be too strongly
impressed upon every one. She should be protected from
all that will disturb her, ànd should be constantly treated
with soothing and encouraging kindness. Her manifestations
pf irratability, her caprices, her nielancholy anticipations,
are not to be scoffed at, but combated with a mixture of
reasoning and patient forbearance. On her part she should
endeavor te co-operate with those around her in seduilously
shunning ail injurious influences and in banishing as quickly
as ossible all improper longings. She should remember
that, although she herself may escape mischief from them,
her child may suffer. Sheis the custodian of interests
dearer to her than her own.

RELATION OF RUSBAND AND WIFE.

During that time when the wife, if she were not pregnant,
would have been "unwell," marital intercourse should be
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abstained "from. It is then injurious to the mother and
dangerous to the life of the child, as it is liable to excite
miscarriage. But if' this habitual epoch of the monthly'
sickness be avoided, there is no reason why passion should
not be gratified in moderation and with caution during the
whole period of pregnancy. There is one exception to be
made to this general course of .conduct. In those cases in
which a miscarriage has occurred in the first pregnancy,
every precaution should be employed-for reasons which
have been dwelt upon in a previous article-to prevent-its---
happening again after the second conception. 'Under such
exceptional circumstances, therefore, the husband and wife
should sleep apart during the first five months of pregnancy.
After that period their ordinary relations may be resumed.
When a miscarriage has taken place, intercpurse should not
be permitted within a month of;the accident. The obser-'
vance of this direction is -of the utmost importance. 'Its
neglect ,is the frequent cause of severe and intractable
diseases of the womb.

EFFECT OF PREGNANCY ON-, HEALTH.

• We have had occasion to remark that pregnancy is not a
condition of disease. It is not only an evidence of health,
but during its continuance it confers increased physical vigor.
As a rule, . woman enjoys better-health during her pregnancy
than at any other tiie ; she is less liable to contagious and
other maladies ; she is less apt to die than at any other
period of her life ; and her general constitution seems also
then to receive a favorable impres, for wives and mothers
li4e longer than' celebates. It is wisely decreed that when
woman is engaged in this, to her, anxious stage of reproduc-
tion, she shall not be exposed to the pains and dangers of
disease, and that those great covenants of nature, marriage
and child-bearing, shall be rewarded by added strength and
length of days.

There are certain disorders incident, in exceptional cases,
to pregnancy, of which we shall shortly speak, In general,
however, we repeat that this condition is one of etraordinary
health. More than this, in numerous instances it exerts an

165HUSBAND AND WIFE.
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166 TIE WIFE DURING PREGNANC'Y.

ameliorating influence upon pre-existing di'eases, suspending
their march, or bringing about a decidedly curative effect. c
Thus, various obstinate chronic affections of the skin, of the
womb and ovaries, and of the brain and nervous system, c
frequently get well during pregnancy; and it is well known c
to every physician that by the judicious management of this
state, and of the lying-in period, troublesome displacements w
of the womb im be arrested. t

It should nevertheless ever be recollected that the .con-
dition of pregnancy is one of excitement and enhanced
susceptibility to impressions of all kinds. For this reason d
a change in the habits of life is necessary, and the impor- a
tance of the directions just laid down for the care of the
health during this period cannot be too strongly insisted
upon.

DISEASES OF PREGNANCY.

Notwithstanding the general immunity from disease and
the improvement in the health upon which we have been r
dwelling, as ordinary attendants upon pregnancy, there are
certain inconveniences or discomforts incident to this state
which demand a little attention.

Morning sickness.-This affection, when confined, as is
usually the case, to-the morning and early part of the day,
rarely requires much medical care. Its absence, which, as af
we have said, is a frequent cause of miscarriage, is more to
be regretted than its presence, especially as it is apt to be cf
replaced by more serious troubles. ti

Relief will be afforded~by washing the face and hands in
cold water, and taking a cup of milk or a little coffee. and a ex
biscuit oi sandwich, before raising the head from the pillow in su
the morning, remaining in bed about a quarter of an hour et
after this early meal ; then dressing quickly, and immedi- ed
ately going out for a half hour's walk Rest in a' half
recumbent posture during the day, particularly after meals,
is beneficial. The affection is mostly a nervous one, and is
best combated by eating. The food should be plain and
unirritating, but nutritious, and should be taken frequently,
in small quantities at a time.

When the nausea and vomiting are excessive, and co n-tk.I
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mng tinue during tho day, there is generally some disordered
'set. condition of the digestive apparatus.
the This may be corrected by taking at night, a teaspoonfnl
lm, of the confection of senna, a pleasant preparation of this
>wn ordinarily disagreéable medicine, and by drinking three
this times a day, before each meal, a wineglassful of a tea made,
nts with columbo. Half an ounce of powered columbo should

be added, for this purpose, to a pint of boiling water.
ïon. . Dr. John H. Griscom, of New York, recommends the
.ced bromide of potassium, which is a harinless medicine for
.son domestic practiçe, as affording the most'useful means of
>or- arresting the nausea attendant on pregnancy.
the The following prescription may be compounded by any
sted druggist, and will often be foûnd very effective:

Take of Bromide of Potassium, two dachms.
Cinnamon water, three ounces.

0f this a dessertspóonful may,é b taken two or three
times a day. It may be used with confidence as an entirely

are .safe and harmless remedy in this troublesome affrbtion.
tate A prescription frequently ordered for the nausea of preg-

nançy by the late distinguished Dr. Meigs, of this city, con-
sisted of equal parts of sweet tincture of rhubard and com-

lay, pound tincture of gentiai : a dessert spoonful to be taken
after meals.

to Often, when the bowels require to be regulated, the use,
be of bran bread, wheaten grits, oatmeal gruel, and other laxa-

tive articles of food, will be found very beneficial.
Constipation should be attended to, if it exist to such an

d a extent as to cause inconvenience. Often when the môther
suffers from headache, perversion of sight, dimness of vision,
etc., they maZ all be happily relieved by small doses of

edi- citrate of magnesia, a Seidletz powder taken before break-
fast, or the use of the Saratoga and Bedford waters.

Pain in the abdomen, caused by the distension of its walls,
a may be relieved by the application of equal parts of sweet'
and oil and laudanum.

PREPARATIONS FOR CONFINEMENT.

Wone Certain foolish preparations are sometimes made by
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wives with the best intentions. Perhaps one of the most
common and absurd of these is the local use of sweet-oil, in
order to facilitate the dilitation of the parts, for which pur-
pose it is perfectly inert. There are, however, some wise
and even necessary precautions which every wife should
know and employ, to guard against unpleasant and dagger-
ous complications in childbirth.*

In particular, the condition of the breasts towards the close
of pregnancy demands attention. Scarcely any pain in the
lying-in chamber is greater and more difficultý to bear than
that which the young mother suifers from excoriated-
nipples. This troublesome and often very intractable
affection is nearly always the consequence of the want of
care previous to confinement. During the latter part of
pregnancy the nipples sometimes become sunken or flat,
being retracted as the breasts increase in size, because of
the want of elasticity on the part of the milk-tubes. In
order to remedy this fault, we have known a breast-pump
or puppy to be applied. Such treatment is dangerous, as
it may excite permature contraction of the womb and mis-
carnage.· Nipple-shields, with broad bases and openings,
should always be obtained. They are safe, and effectually
secure the prominence of the nipples, when worn constantly,
day and night, during the last month or so of pregnancy.
Wives, who have never had children, ought to take special
care to ascertain before labor whether this depressed con-
dition of the nipple exists, and to correct it in the manner
indicated.

In the first pregnancy it is also important to lharden the
nippes. This may be done by occasionally gently rubbing
them between the thumb and finger, and by bathing them
twice a day during the last six weeks with tincture of
myrrh, or with a niixture of equal parts of brandy and
water, to which a little alum hias been added. This pro-
cedure will render the surfaces less sensitive to the friction
of the child's mouth, and thus avert the distress so often
occasioned in the first confinement by tenderness of the
nipples.

If the nipples be rough or nodulated. in appearance, like
a strawberry or raspberry,' they are more apt to become
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most excgriated or fissured, than if they present a smooth surface.
1, in Under such circumstance, make a solution of the sulphate
pur- of zinc, of the strength of one grain to the ounce of rose
wise water, in a wide-mouthed bottle, then tilt the bottle upon
3uld the nipple and allow it to remain ther for a few minutes
ger- several -times a day. Simple tenderness of the nipples and

slight fissures.--tay be averted by the applieation either of a
close . lotion of boraL,(two scruples of borax in three ounces of
1 the water, and an ounce of glycerine), of the honey of barax, or
than of the tincture of catechu, and by protecting the parts from
'iate& the pressure of the stays and the friction of the flannel
table vest.
nt of It is of the greatest moment to the comfort of the mother
"t of that all affections of the nipples shopld be prevented or
flat, remedied before labor, for the treatment of sore nipples,
-se of when the child is at the breast,, is often unsatisfactory,

In while the suffering they occasion is very great, even some-
ump tunes giving rise to mammary abscess

is, as There are certain articles of clothing and dressings for the
. mis- bed which should be cared for in advance, in order that theyiings, .may be ready when required.
ually The mother should be p4ovided with short gowns, to be
antly, worn over the chemise instead of the ordinary nightgowns.
.ancy. it is of onsequence to procure a proper bandage. It should
jecial be made of heavy muslin, nQither too coarse nor too fine;

con- an ordinarily good quality of unbleached muslin is the best.
anner The material is to be cut bias, about ·one and a quarter

yards in length, and- from' twelve to eighteen inch'es in
n the breadth, varying, of course, with the size of the person. It

bbing should be just large enough to encircle the body after con-
them finement with a margin of a couple of inches, and to extend
ire of down below the fulness of the hips. The measurement
y and should be taken and the bandage made to fit when four and
3 pro- a half months advanced. It should be narrow abôve,
iction wider below, and gored in such a manner that it will be a
often little narrower at the lower extremity than, a few iiches

>f the above, so as to prevent it, when adjusted, from sliding up-
wards. A bandage constructed in this manner will be very

, like comfortable, and is not apt to become displaced after appli-
2come cation, as is invariably the case when a towel or a piece of
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straight muslin is used. The way in which it is to be
applied will be detailed hereafter.

The child's clothing should consist first of a piece of flannel-
or some woollen material for a binder. This should be from
four to six inches in width, and from twelve to sixteen
inches in length; that is to say, wide enough to extend from
the arm-pits to the lower part of'the abdomen, and long
enough to go once and -half times around the, child, having
the double fold to conte over the abdomen. There should
be no embroidiery about this. A shirt, which it is desirable
should be woollen, is to be provided to place over the binder.
It should be made to come up tolerably high in the neck
and to extend down the arm. Neither it nor any- other
portion of the child's clothing should be starched. The
petticoat, which may be open its whole length behind, is to
be put over the shirt ; two may be used, a short and. a long
one. Next comes the child's ordinary frock or slip, and
above this, an apron to protect the dress from the frequent
discharges from the stomach. -Then a shawl, of flannel or
any other warm material, is to be provided to throw over
the shoulders if the weather be cold. Socks and pieces of
old soft muslin free from stiffeniig, for napkins or diapers,
complete the child's ouVfit.

For the permanent gnd temporary dressing of the bed there
should be provided a piece of impervîous cloth (oiled silk is
the neatest) about a yard square ; a piece of ordinary table
oil-cloth or rubber-cloth- a number of old sheets and com-
fortables, and a piece of thick carpet. The manner h which
these are to be used wil be explained shortly.

A pair of small rounded scissors ; a package of large pins,
oneand a half inches in length, for the andage of the
mother, and smaller ones fordhat of-th-chld_ some good
linen bobbin for the. doctor tVtiette navel-string; good
toilet soap and fine surgical sponge for washing the child;
a piece of soft linen or muslin for dressing the navel ;abox
of unirritating powder,; and a pile of towels, should all be
had and laid aside many weeks before they are wanted.
These, together wth7biematerial for dressing the bed, the

d's clothing, and the fiother's baridage, ought to be r
placed together h a basket got for the purpose, in order
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that they may all be easily and certainly found at a time
when perhaps the hurry and excitement of the moment
would render it difficult otherwise to collect them all
immediately.

SIGNS OF PROACHING LABOR.

One of the earliest of the preliminary signs of the coming
on of confinement occurs about two weeks before that event.
It is a dropping or subsidence of the womb. The summit

'f that organ then descends, in most cases, from above to
below the umbilicus, and the abdomen becomes smaller.
The stomach and, lungs are relieved from pressure, the
woman breathes more freely, the sense of oppression which
troubled her previously is lost, and she says she feels "very
comfortable." This sensation of lightness and buoyancy
increases, and a few days before the setting in of labor she
feels so much better that she thinks she will take an extra
amount of eierciâe. The mother of a number of children is

eacquainted *ith this sign, but the wife with her first child
may exert herself unduly -in the house or out-doors, and
induce labor when in the street or away from home. Hence
the importance of a knowledge of this premonitory symptom.

A second precursory sign oflabor is found in the increased
fulness of the external parts and an augmented mucous
secertion, which may amount even to a discharge resembling
whites, and requiring the wearing of a napkin. This
symptom is a good one, indicating a disposition to relaxation,
and promising an easy time.

The third preliminary sign which we shall mention is the
change in the mental state-of the pregnant womgn. She has
a feeling of'anxiety and of fidgetiness, sometiies accompan-
ied with depression of spirits. This condition of emotional
distress, m'odified in particular cases by reason, self-control,
and religion, may continue for several days, perhaps when

THE SYMPToMS. OF ACTUAL LABOR

make their appearance. The first of these is generally the
"show." It is the discharge of the plug of mucous which has

ii
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occupied the neck of the womb up to this time, and is ordin-
arily accompanied by a little blood. Perhaps before this,
or perhaps not for some hours after, the "pains" will de-
velop themselves. These recur periodically at intervals of-
an hour or half an hour at the outset, and are "grinding"
in character, True labor pains are distinguised from false
by the fact that they are felt in the back, passing on to the
thighs, while false pains are referred to the abdomen ; by
their intermittent character,-the spurious pains being rmore
or less continuous,-and by the steady increase in their fre-
quency and severity. In case of doubt as to their exact
natur, the physician should be summoned, who will be able
to çlétermine positrively whether labor has begun.

The other symptoms which point to the actual commence-
ment of labor are a frequent desire to empty the bowels and
bladder, nausea and vomiting, which, in the early part of
confinement, is a good sign ; shiverings, unattended with any
sensation of cold; and finally the rupture and discharge of
the contents of the "bag of water."

Before passing on to the consideration of the manage-
ment of the confinement into which the wife has now enter-
ed, a few words may be appropriately said upon the

CAUSE OF LABOR.

Neither the size nôr the vigor·of the child has any influ-
ence in bringing about delivery at full term. The ancient
theory,-which received the support of the distinguished
naturalist Buffon,-that the infant was the active agent in
causing its own expulsion, is an exploded one. It was as-
serted by some that hunger excited the foetus to struggle to
free itself from the womb; others were disposed to attribute
its efforts to accomplish its entrance into the world to the
need of respiration which it experienced. But al these in-
genious theories, which presupposed the embryo to be actu-
ated by the same feelings which would influence a grown
person if shùt up in such a confined abode, are unsatisfaca
tory and not tenable. It is well known that the ehild may
die in the womb without retarding or interfering in any
way with the coming on of the process of labor. Thi1 fact
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rdin- alone shows that the foetus is, or at any rate may be, abso-
ths, lutely passive either in regard to the induction or advance-
1 de- ment of delivery. The determining cause of labor is seated
ils of in the womb itself. The contractions of this organ occasionI
ng" ,the " pains" and expel the child, assisted by the muscles of
false the abdomen ýand the diaphragm. That the assistance of
the the latter forces is not necessary is conclusively proved by
by the occurrence of childbirth after the desease of the mother.

more For instance, a case is on record in which labor commenced
fre- and twins were born after the mother had beer. dead for

ixact three days. àW
able .HE'CONFINEMENT.

ance- We will suppose labor to have coimenced. The prepara-
Sand lion of, the bed for the occupancy of the mother is now to beil
-t of attended to. As she is to lie on the- left side of the bed, this
any is the side, and the only one, which is to be dressed for e

ge of occasion. In order to do so, remove the outer bed-c s
one at a time, folding them neatly on the right si -of the

lage- bed so that-they can easily be drawn over w n desired.
,nter- The pernanent- dressing is to be placed bene t the lower

sheet and upon the mattress. A soft impervio a th---
which in speakiûg of the preparation for confinement, we '-
rected to be proçured--is placed next to the surface -of the
bed. The upper dge should be niearly as high as the mar-

nflu- gin of the bolstér, and it should extend ,down' to a distance
-ient at least a foot bel6w the level of the hips, so as to certainly
shed protect the bed from the discharges. Upon the top of this a
nt in blanket or sheet is laid, and the whole fastened by pins.
..s as- Thel4wer sheet of.the bed, which had been turned over to
:le to the right side, to permit the application of the dressing, is

ribute now to be replaced, Over the position of this permanent
> the dressing, on the lop of the bed sheet, a neatly folded sheet,
se in- with the folded edge down' is adjusted and pinned in its
actu- place. It is upon this sheet that the patient is to be drawn
rown up after her confinement, which will take place upon the
isfac-. temporary dressing of the bed, now to be arranged. It con-
may sists of an oit-oloth, which should extend up beyond the low-
any er edge of the permanent dressing, overlapping the folded
fact sheet which has been placed above it, and should fall over
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the side and bottom of the bed. A comfortable, or any soft
absorbent material is placed over this impervious cloth and
covered with a folded sheet, completing the temporary dress-
ing. The bed-clothes may now be adjusted, concealing the
dressings from view until they are wanted. The valances at
the foot of the bed shouldbe raised and a piece of carpet
* placed on the floor. The bed should have no foot-board, or
'a very low one.

The dress of the mother--Either a folded sheet should be
adjusted aiund the waist as the only skirt, so as not to in-
terfere with w'alking, or a second chemise should be put on,
with the arms outside the àleeves, to extend from the waist
to the feet. Then the chemise next the body should be
drawn up and folded high up around the breast. . It should
be plaited neatly along the back, and brought forward and
fastened by pins. This should be thoroughly done, so that
the linen may not be fourid wet nor- soiled when it is drawn
down. after confinement. A wrapper or dressing gown may

'be worn during the flrst stage of labor, before it is necessary
îWtogotobed. .When, however, that time comes, the wife

will take her place on her left side on tire temporary dress
ing, with a sheet trown over her, lier head on a pillow s& f
situated that her body will be bent well forward, and her î
feet against the bed-post. -A sheet should be twisted into a
cord and fastened to the. foot of the bed, for her to seize"with C
her hands during the accession of the "bearing downpains."
Care should be taken to have a number of napkins, a pot of
fresh lard, and the basket containing the scissors, lhgature,
bandages, etc.,-which have been previously enumerate&m
the article on preparations-for confinement-at hand, for the
use öf the doctor.

We have now noted all that it is useful for the wife to L
know in regard to the preparation for the -manage.mentof
confiement, when a physician is in attendance, as for C

> 'bvious reasons, lie should always be. In some instances, t
however, the absence of the doctor is unavoidable, or the a
labor is completed before his arivILJAs a guide to the per- s
formance of the necessaryuties of the lying-in room, under
a-iluch circumstances we giveasome,

'È-

il
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soft
and HINTS TO ATTENDANTS.

ess-
the The room should be kept quiet. Too many persons must
is at not be allowed in it, as they contaminate the air, and are
-et apt by, their conversation to disturb the patient, either ex-

or citing or depressing ber. So soon as the head is born, it
should be immediately ascertained whether the neck is en-

be circled by-the cord; if so, it should be removed or loosened.
in- j-The neglect of this precaution may result fatally to the
on, infant, as happened a short time since in our own practice,
aist the infant, born a few ininutes before our arrival, being

be found stranglqd with the cord about its .neck. It is also of
Uld . imporiaice at once to allow of the entrance of air to the
and face, to put the fingein the mouth to remove any obstruc-
'hat tion which may interfere with respiration, ând to lay the
~.wn C babe on its right side, with the head rejnoved from the dis-
nay charges. The cord should not be tied until th'e infant is
3ary heard to cry. the ligature is to be applied in the following
wife manner. A piece of bobbin is thrown around the' navel-
*ess- string, and tied witI a double knot, at the distance of three

T so fingers' breadth from the umbilicus; a second piece is tied an
her inch beyond the first, and the cord divided, with the scissors,
to a between the two,-care being taken not to clip off a finger
,-ith or otherwise. injure the unsuspecting little infant, as has oc-
ns." curred'in careless hands, more than one. When tie child

of is separated from the mother, a warm blanket or a piece of
,ire, .flannel should be ready to receive it. In taking hold -of the.

T little stranger it may slip out ot the bands and be injured.
the To guar- against this accident, which is very apt to occur~

wi.th awkward or inexperienced persons, always seize the
e to back portion- of the neck in the space bounded by the thumb

of and first finger of one hand and"grasp the thighs with the
for other. Inthis way it may be safely carrièd. It should be
-ces, transferred,'wrapped up in its blanket, to some secure place,
tire and nevér put in an arm-chair, where it may be crushed by
per- some one who does not .observe that the chair is already
ider - oc!upied. Tfre head of the child should not be so covered

y to incur any danger of suffocation.

Y *, . j k
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ATTENTION TO THE MOTHER.

When the after-birtfi has come away, the mother should
be drawn up a short distance-six .or eight inches-in be4,
and the sheet which has been pinned around her, togeth r
with the temporary dressing, removed, a clean folded sheet
introduced under the hips. The parts should be gently
washed with warm water and á. soft sponge or cloth, after
which an application of equal parts of claret wine and water
will prove pleasant and beneficial. We have also found the
anointing of the external and internal parts with goose
grease, which has been thoroughly washed in several hot
waters, to be very soothing and efficient in speedily allaying
all irritation. This ought all to be done under cover, to
guard against the taking of cold. The chemise pinned up
around the breast, should now be loosened, and the woman
is ready for the application of the bandage, which is tb be
put on next the. skin. If properly and nicely adjusted, it
wiIl prove very grateful. The directions for making it have
already been given. In order to apply it, one-half of its
length should be- folded up into plaits, and the mother
should lie on lier left side. Lay th plaited end of the
bandage underneath the left side'of the patient, carrying it
as far under -as possible, and draw the loose end over the
abdomen. Then let the mother roll over on her back and
draw out the plaited end. If the abdominal muscles are
much relaxed and the hip-bones prominent, a compress of
two or three towels will be wanted. The bandage should be
first tightened in the middle, by a pin applied laterally, foi-
strings should never be employed. The pins should be-
placed at intervals of about an inch. The lower portion of
the bandage should be made quite tight, to prevent it slip-
ping up. The mother is now ready to be drawn up in bed
upon the permanent dressing; this should be done without
any exertion on her parft - napkin sliould be laid smoothly
under the hips (never folded up), to receive the discharges.

"w 1 If she prefer to lie on her left side, place a pillow behind
lier back.
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ATTENTION TO THE CHILD.

1ould The baby may now be washed and dressed. Before
be, beginning, everything ·that is wanted should be close at
,th r hand, namely, a basin of -warm water, a large quantity of
sheet lard or some other- unctious material, soap, fine sponge, and
untly a basket containing the binder, shirt, and other articles of
after clothing. First rub the child's body thoroughly with lard.
rater The covering can only be removed in this way; the use of
i the soap alone will have~no effect unless the friction be so great
,oose as to take off also the skin: The nurse\should take a hand-

hot ful of lard and rub it in with the palm of the hand particu-
ying larly in the flexures of the joints, In anointing one part,
r, to the others, should be covered, to prevent the child from
d Up taking cold. If the child is thus made perfectly clean, do
man not use any soap and water, because the skin is left in a

ýb be more heaithful condition by the lard, and there is risk of
d, it the child's taking cold from th'e evaporatidn of the water.
have But the face may be washed with soap and water, great
f its care being taken not to let the sóap get into the child's eyes,
%ther which is one of the most frequent causes of sore eyes in

tie infants. The navel-string is now to be dressed. This is
g it done by wrappidg it up in a circular piece of muslin, well
the oiled, with a hole in its centre. The bandage is next to be
and applied. The objectof its use is to protect the child's abdo-
are men against cold and to keep the dressing of the cord in its

s cf position. The nature, shape and size of the binder have
-1 be. been described. It should be pined in front; three pins

foi being generally sufficient. The rest of the clothing before
be. enumerated is then put on.

1 of The child is now to be applied to the breast at once. This
slip- is to be done for three reasons. First, it very often prevents
bed flooding, which is apt otherwise to occur. Secondly, it tends
lout to prevent milk fever, by averting the violent rush of the
thly mnilk on the third day, and the consequent engorgement
ges. of' the breast and constitutional disturbance. The third
ind 'reason is that there is always a secretion in the breast fromï

the first, which it is desirable for the child -t have, for it P
acts as a cathartic, stimulating the liver and clleansing the

jî
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bowels from thle -secretions which fill them, at the timie of
birth. - Ther.e is generally sufficient nourishment-in the
breasts, for the cild- for the first few days. The mother
may lie on the one side or the other; and receive the child
upon the arm of that upon whiéh she is lying. If the
nipple be.not perfectly drawn out, so that the child can grasp
it in its mouth, the difficulty may be overcome by filling a
porter bottle with hot water, emptying it and then placing
the mouth of the bottle immediately over the nipple. This
will cause, as the bottle cools, a sufficient amount of suction
to elevate the sunken nipple. The* bottle should then be'
removed and the child substituted, a'little sugar and water'
or sweetened milk being applied, if necessary, to tempt the
child to take the breast.

The patient should be cleansed every four or five hours.
A, soft napkin, wet with warià soap-and-water, should for
this purpose be passed underneath the bed-clothing, without
exposing the surface to a draft'of air. After using the soap
and.water, apply again the dilute claret wine and the-goose
grease. - Much of the safety.oLthe mother depends upon
tlie observation of cleanines.~ The napkin should not be
allowed to-remain so lopg as to become9 saturated with. the
discharges.

The patient should maintain rigidly the recumbent posi-
tion for the first few days, not raising her shoulders from
the-pillow for any purpose, and should at'tain from receiv-
ing visitors and from any social cônversation for the-first
twenty-four hours.'

For the first three or four days, until the milk has come
and the milk fever passed, the mother should live upon liglit
food,-oatmeal gruel, tea and toast, panada, or anything else
of little bulk and unstimulating .haracter., Aftèrwards the
diet may be increased by the addition of chickey, lamb,
mutton or oyster broth, buttered toast and eggs. -The
object of light nourishment at first is to prevent the too
rapid secretion of milk, which might be attended with evil
local and constitutional effects. If, however, the mother be
in feeble health, it will be necessaryfrom the outset thagt
she shall be supported with nourisliig concentrated food.
Beef-tea will then be found very serviceable,'particularly ifIl -11I I
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made according to theollowing recipe : Take' a pound of
fresh' beef from the loins or neck. . Free it carefullyt.from
all fat. Cut it up int:o'fine.pièces, and add a-very little. salt
and five grains, of unbroken black peppêr. 'Pour Cn it a
piut of& cold water, and simmer for f6rty minutes.. Thén
pour off the liquor, place the meat in a cloth, and after
squeezing ·the juice. from it into the -tea, throw it aside.
Returu to the fire and boil for ten minutes.

After the first week, the diet of the lying-in woman
should always be nutiitious, though plain and simple. The
developmeht of the mammary glands, the production of the
mammary secretion, and the reduction which takes placè in
the size of the womb, al require increased notirishment that
they may be properly performed.

After the third or fourth day the dress should be changed.
The dress worn during labor, if our directions have' bèen
carried out- will not have been soiled. The clothing sfiould
be changed without uncovering the person, and without
raising the head from the pillow. Pull the bed-gown from
over each arm and draw it out from under the body. Then
unfasten the chemise in front and dra'w it down -underneath
her so that it can be removed from below, as it should not
be carried over the head. Place her arms in the sleeves of
the clean chemise, throw its body over 'ler head, and, with-
out lifting her shoulders fr.om the bed, draw it down. Then
change the bed-gown in the samé manner.

In changing the upper sheet, it should be pulled off from
below, and the clean one carried down in its place from
above, underneath the other clothing, which can ber readily
accomplished by plaiting the lower half. In introducing a
clean under-sheet, one'side of it should be plaited and placed
under the patient, lying on her left side; when she turns on
her back the plaits can then be readily drawn out. These
dire tions, though apparently trivial, are important. The
ob7t is to guard against the great danger to which the
Inother is exposed by sitting up in bed for even a few
minutes during the first week.

Cathartic medicine should not be-administered the first, the
third or any thér day after confinement, unless it is needed.
If the patient is perfectly comfortable, has;no pain in the
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abdomen, no headache, and is well in every respect, she
should be let alone, even if her bowels have not been moved.
If a laxative be called for, citrate of magnesia is much plea-
santer nd equally as efficacious as the castor-oil so frequently
administered on this occasion.

TO HAVE LABOR, WITHOUT PAIN.

Is-it possible to avoid the throes of labor and have children
without suffering? This is a question which science answers
in the affirmative. Medical art brings the water of Lethe
to the bedside of woman in her hour of trial. Of late years
chloroform and ether have been employed to lessen or annul
the pains of childbirth, with the same success, that has
attended their use in surgery. Their administration is
never pushed so as to produce complete unconsciousness,
unless some .operation is necessary, but merely so as to
diminish sensibility and render the pains endurable. These
agents are thus given without injury to the child, and.
without retarding the labor or exposing the mother to any
danger. When properly employed, they induce refreshing
sleep, revive the drooping nervous system and expedite the
delivery.

They should never be used in the absence of the physi-
cian. He alone is competent to givethem with safety. In
natural, easy and short labor, where the pains are readily
borne, they are' not required. But in those lingering cases
in which the suffering is extreme, and, above all, n those
instances where -instruments have to be employed, ether

' and chloroform have a valuebeyond all price.

MORTALITY OF CHILDBED.

The nunber of the pregnancy affects the danger to be ex:
pected from lying-in. It has been declared by excellent
authority that the mortality of first labors, and of childbed

.fever, following first labors, is about twice the mortality
attending all subseàuetý labors collectively. After the ninth.
labor the mortalitý 'inereases with the number. A woman
having a large familyÏ therefore,' comes into greater and
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increasing risk as she bears her ninth and successive chil-
dren.

T/e age of the woman also affects the mortality accom-
panying confinement. The age of least mortality is near
twenty-five years. On either side of this, mortality increases
with the diminution or increase of age. The age of the
greatest safety in confinement, therefore, corresponds to the
age of greatest fecundity. And during the whole of child-
bearing life, safety in labor is directly as fecundity, and vice
versa. Hence modern statistics prove the correctness of
the saying of Aristotle, that il'to the female sex, premature
wedlock is peculiarly dangerous, since, in consequence of
anticipating i the demands of nature, many of them suffer
greatly in childbirth, and many of them die." As the
period from twenty to twenty-five is the least dangerous for
childbirth, and as first labors are more hazardous than all
others before the ninth, it is important that this terzm of least
mortality be chosen for entering upon the'duties of matri-
mony. This -we have already pointed out in speaking of
the age of nubility.

Tte sex of the child is another circumstance affecting the
mortality of labor. Professor Simpson, of Edinburgh, has
sliown that a greater proportion of deaths occur in women
who have brought forth male children.

The duration of labor also influences the mortality of Iying-
in. The fatality increases with the length of the labor. It
must be recollected, however, that the duration of -labor is

.only an inconsiderable part of the many causes of mortality
in childbirth.

. WEIGHT AND LENGTH OF NEW-BORN CHILDREN.

The average weight of infants of both sexes at the time
of birth is about seven pounds. The average of male chil-
dren, is seven and one-third pounds; of female, six and
two-thirds pounds. , Children which at full-term weigh less
than five pounds'are not apt to thrivé, and usually die in~ a
short time.

The average length at birth, without regard to -sex, is

181SIZE OF CHILDREN AT BIRTH.
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about twenty inches, the male being about half an inch
longer than the female.

In regard to the relation between the size of. the child
and the age of the mother, the interesting conclusion has
been arrived at, that the'average weight and length of the
maturechild gradually increases with the age of the mother
up to the twenty-fifth year. Mothers between the ages of
twenty-five and twenty-nine have the largest children. From
the thirtieth year they gradually diminish. The first child
of a woman is of comparatively -light weight. The first egg
of a fowl is smaller than those which follow.

The new-born children in our western States seem to be
larger than the statistics show them to be .in the various
states of Europe, and apparently even than ini our eastern
States. In the Report on Obstetrics of the Illinois State
Medical Society for 1868, it is stated that Quincy, Ill., pro.
duced during the year six male children whose average weight
at birth was thirteèn and a quarter pounds, the smallest
weighing twelve pounds and the largest seventeen and a
half, which was born at the end of four'hours labor, without'
instrumental or other interference. A recent nuniber of a
western medical journal reports the birth at Detroit in Feb-
ruary last of a well-formed male infant twenty-four and one-
half inches long, weighing sixteen pounds. The woman's
weight, after labor, is stated as only ninety-two pounds. An
English physician delivered a child by the forceps, which
weighed seventeen pounds twelve ounces, and measured
twenty-four inches.\ These are the largest well-authenti-
cated new-born infants on record.

DUGRATION OF LABOR.

The length of a natural labor may be said to vary between
two aüd eighteen hours. The interyals between the pains
are sûch, however, that the actual duration of suffering, even
in the -longest-labor,.is cQmparatively very short. The firstI
confinement is much longer than subsequent.ones.

The'sex of the child has some influence on the duration of
labor: According to Dr. Collins, df the Lying-in Ilospital
,bf Dublin, the average with male births is one hour and four
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CARES APTER CHILDBIRTH.

minutes longer than with female. The weight of the'
also affects the time of labor. Children weighing over
pounds average four hours and eight minutes longer in
than those of less than eight pounds weight.

STILL-BIRTHIS.

The statistics of nearly fifty thousand deliveries w
occurred at tie- Royal Maternity Charity, London, sh
percentage of nearly five still-born, or one in twenty-s

There are more boys still-born than girls. We
already spoken of the fact that male births are more ted
and that a latger number of males die in the first few
pf life than femâles. , This series of misfortunes has
attributed to the larger size which the male foetus at
possessses over the female.

IMPRUINNCE FTTER CHILDBIRTH.

ut' After the birth of the child at full term or at any other
a peridd of pregnancy, the womb, which had'attained such

eb- wonderful proportions in a few nionths, begins to resume its
ne- fdrmer size. - This process requires at least six weeks after
ns laborfor its full accomplishment. Rest is essential during
An this period. A to'o early return to the ordinary active du-
ch ties of life retards or checks this restoration to normal size,

red and, the worrb being heavier, exposes the woman to great
nti- danger of uterine displacements. Nor are these the only

risks incurred by a too hasty renewal of active movements.
The surface, the substance, and the 'lining membrane of the
womb are all very liable, while this change from its increased,
to'its ordinary bulk is occurring, to take on inflammatioh

een after slight exposure. The worst cases of uterine inflamma-
ns tion and ulceration are thus taused. A-," bad getting up,"

ven prolonged debility, pain and excessive discharge, are among
irst* the ieast penalties consequent upon imprudence after cônfine-

ment. It-is a mistake to suppose.that women in the lower
of walks of life and the wives of Indians attend with impunity

ita-l to their ordinary duties a few days after confinement. Those
our whO suffer most from falling of the womb and other dis.
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placements, are the poor, who are obliged to get ip on the
nigth -day and remain upright, standipg or walking tor
many hours with an over-weighted womb. Every physician
who has seen much of Indian women has remarked upon the
great'frequency of womb disease in the squaws, which is to
be attributed to the neglect of rest, so common among them,
after childbirth. If this be true, of vigorous women accus-
tomed to hardy life, how much more apt to suffer from this
cause are the -delicately nurtured, whose systems are already,
perhaps, deteriorated, and little able to resist any deleteri-
ous influences.

A mother should remain in bed for at least twio weeks
after the birth of the child, and should not return to her
household duties under a month; she should also take
great pains to protect heiself from cold, so as to escape the
rheumatic affectiQns to which at the ti'me she is particularly
subjeét. If these directions were generally observed, there
would be less employment for physicians with diseases pecu-
liar to women, and fewer invalids in American homes.

TO PRESERVE THE FORM AFTER CHILDBIRTH.

This is a matter of great anxiety with many women; aid
it is- proper that it should be, -for a flabby, pendulous abdo-
men is not only destructive to grace of movement and har-
mony of outline, but is a positive inconvenience.

To avoid it, be careful not to leave the bed too early. If
the .walls of the abdomen are much relaxed, the bed should
be kept from two to three weeks. Gentle frictions daily-
with spirits and water will give tone to the muscles. But
the most important point is to wear for several months a
ivell-fitting bandage-not a towel pinned around the person, r
but a body-case of strong linen, cut bias, setting snugly to
the form, but not exerting unpleasant pressure. The pat-
tern for this has already been given.
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i her IT has been well said by Madame Sirey, that the women
take who comprehend well their rights and duties as mothers of

the families certainly cannot complain of their destiny. If there
11arly exists any inequality in the means of pleasure accorded to
tiere the two sexes, it is in favor of the , an. The ,mother
pecu- who lives in her children and her grandchMdren has the pe-

culiar privilege of not knowing the grief of becoming old.
"So low down in the scale of òreation as we càn go,"

says Professor Laycock, of Edinburgh, "wherever there is a
discoverable distinction of sex, we find that maternity is the

and first and inost fundamental duty of the female. The male
abdo- never in a sin-gle instance in any organism, whether plant or

liar- animal, coûtributes nutrient material."
Among the Romans it was enacted that married women

y. If who had borne three children, or if freed women, four, had
sou1d special privileges of their own in cases of inheritance, and
daily, were ýxempted from tutelage. Juvenal las recorded the

But reverence paid in Rome to the newly made mother, and the
tls a sign by which her house was designated and protected frôm
rson, rude intruders, namely, by the suspension of wreaths over

to the door.
pat- At various times and in various countries, legislators have

made laws discriminating in favor of matrons, justly regard-
ing the family as the source of th¯e wealth and prosperity
of the State. 4

Louis XIV., granted, by thie edict of 1666, certain paw-
sions to parents of ten children, with an increase for ishos,
who had twelve or more.
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M
NURSING.

So soon as the infant is born it ought to be placed at the
breast. From this source it should receive its only nourish-ti
ment during the first four or six inonths, and in many cases fr
the first year, of its life. The child which the mother has a
carried for nine months and brought with suffering into the
world still depends-upon her for itr existence. At the mo- m
ment of its birth her duties to her-iiifant, instead of ceasing el
augment in importance. The obligation is imposed upon
her of nourishing it with her own milk, unless there are o
present physical conditions rendering nursing improper, of'
which we are about to speak. 'It is well known that the
artificial feeding of infants is a prominent cause of mortàlity '
in early life. The foundlings of large cities furnish the
most striking and convincing proof of the great advantages
of nursing over the use of artificially-prepared food. On the r
continent of Europe, in Lyons and Parthenay, where found-
lings are wet nursed from the time they are received, the
deaths are 33.7 and 35 -per cent. Ir Paris, Rheims, and
Ai, where they are wholly dry-nursed, their deaths are
50.3, 63.9, and 80 per cent. In New Ydrk city, the found- -n
S ings, numbering several hundred a year, were, until recent- a
ly, dry-nursed, with the fearful and almost incredible mor- a
tality of nearly one hundred per cent. -The employment of b
wet-nurses has produced -amuch more favorable result. a
Therefore, if for any reason the mother cannot nurse her own C

child, a hired wet-nurse should be procured. This bringsus r
to the considerâtion of .

HNDRANCES TO NURSING, AND WHEN IT IS IMPROPER. t'

"Women wholiive never suckled, often experience difficulty e
in nursing, 'ou account of the sunken and fiat condition w
of the nipple. WelLaye ppinted out the causes of tis
depression, and-how by early attention, before the birth of U
the infant, it miay be prevented. - If, however, these pre ti
cautions have beerrnéglected, and it is found that the nipple tc
is not sufficiently prominent to be grasped by the child's I
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mouth, it may be drawn out by a common breasp pump, by
suction with a tobacco pipe, by the use of the hot-water
bottle, in the manner described, or by the application of a

;he puppy, or of an infant a little older. Neither the child nor
;h- the mother should be constantly fretted in such cases by
3es frequent ineffectual attempts at nursing. Such unremitting
ias attention and continual efforts produce nervousness and loss
;he of sleep, and result in a diminution of the quantity of the
10- milk The:child should not be put to the breast oftener

than once in an hour and a half or two hours. By the use
>on of the expedients mentioned the whole difficulty will be
are overcome in a few days.

of Delay in applying the child to the breast is a common
the cause of trouble. After it has been fed for several days
ity with the spoon or bottle, it will often refuse to nurse.
the When nursing is deferred, the nipple also becomes tender.
ges For these reasons, as well as the others detailed in our
the directions for the care of the new-born infant, the child
a- should always, in say from two to three hours after labor,
the te placed at the breast.
and Ulcerated-and fissured nipples should bé treated by the
are physician in attendance. As it is higy desirable and
nd- - nearly always possible*to avoid them, we would again call
ant- attention to the manner of oing so, indica in a previous
nor- article. Fissured nipples metimes do harm to the infant
t Of by causing it to swall lood, disturbing in this way the
mit. digestion. But all ese local i'nterferences with nursing
)wn can generaly be obviated in the course of a few weeks, and
,aus rarely entirely prevent the exercise of this maternal pleasure

and duty,
But there are certain physicalconditions which necessitate

the employment of a hired wet-nurse or weaning. If the
mother belongs to a consumptive family, and is herself pale,

alty emaciated, harassed by a cough, and exhausted by suckling,
tion wet-nursing is .eminently improper. A temporary loss of
this strength under other circumstances should not induce a
h Of mother as once to wean her child, for it is often possible, by
pre-' the judicious use of tonics, nourishing food, and stimulants,
pple to entirely restore the health with the child at the breast.
ild's It should always be recollected, however, that the milk of

s'
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those in decidedly infirm health is incapable of properly
nourishing the child, Professor J. Lewis Smith, of New
York, quotes, lu -his recent work on Diseases of Children,
several instructive cases which show the danger sometimes
attending suckling, and which may imperatively demand its
discontinuance. "A very light-complexioned young mother,
in very good health, and of a good constitution, though
somewhat delicate, was nursing for the third time, and, as
Iregaided the child, successfully. All at once this young
woman experienced a feeling of exhaustion. Her skin
became constantly hot ; there were cough, oppression, night-
sweats ; her strength visibly declined, and in less than a
fortnight she presented the ordinary symptoms of consump-
tion. The nursing was immediately abandoned, and from
the moment the secretion of milk had ceased, all the
troubles disappeared." Again, "A woman of forty years of
age having lost one after another, 'several children,-all of
which she had put out to nurse, determined to nurse the
last one herself. This woman being vigorous and well
built, was eager for the work, and, filled with devotion and
spirit, she gave herself up io the nursing of hler- child with
a sort offunry. At nine mionths she still nursed him from
fifteen to twenty times a; day. Having become extremely
emaciated, she fell all at once into astate ofweakness, from

lhich nothing could raise~her, and two days after the poor
woman died of exhaustion. c

It does not always follow that*because the mother is sick
the child shoukd be taken from the breast. It is only e
necessary iu those affections in whichthere is great' depres- e
sion of th& vital powers, or in whikhhere is danger of
communicating the disease to the child. Iý1%Becity, where
artifcially fed infants run great danger, extreme caution f
should be exercised in early weaning. c

Inflammation of either ofthe breasts necessitatés the V
removal of the infant from the affected side and its restric-
tion to-the other. As the inflammation gets well and the
nilk reappears, the first of it should always be rejected,.as
it is apt to be thick and stringy, after which nursing may
be8eumed.
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RULES FOR NURSING.

The new-born child should nurse about every second
hour during the day, and not more than once or twice at
night. Too much ardor may be displayed by the young
mother in the performance of her duties -Not knowing
the fact that an infant quite as frequently cries from being
overfed as from want of noùîishment, she is apt to give it
the breast at every cry, day and night. - In this manner
her health is broken down and she is compelled, perhaps, to
wean the child, which, with more prudence and knowledge,
she might have continued to nurse without detriment to
herself.- It is particularly important that the child shall
acquire the habit of not nursing more than once or twice at
night. This, with a little perseverance, can readily be
accomplished, so that the hours for rest at night, so much
needed by the mother, may not be -interfered with. Indeed,
if the-mother doés not enjoy good health, it is better for her
not to~nurse at all at night, but to have the child fed once,
or twice with a little cow's milk. For this purpose, take
the upper third of the nilk which has stood for several
hours, and dilute it with water, in thé proportion f obne
part of miilk to two of water.

In those cases in weich the milk of the mother habitually
disagrees with the i4Ant, the attention<of the doctor should
at once be cailed to the circumstance. A. microscopie
examination will reveal tq the intélligent practitioner the
cause of the diffiqulty, and suggest.the remedy.

It may be weil here to mention-as, judging from. the
practice<ef many nurses and mothers, it seems to be a
fact not generally known-or attended to-that human milk
contains all that is requirea for the growth and repair of the
various parts of the chMid's body. It. should therefore be
the sole food of early infancy.

INFLUENCE OF DIET ON THE MOTHER'S MILK.

Certain articles of food,.render the milk acfd, and thus
induce colicky pains and bowe1 complaint in the child?
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Such, therefore, as' are found, in each individual case, to
produce indigestion and an acid stomach in.the mother,
should be carefully avoided by her.

Retention of the milk in the breasts alters its character.
The longer it is retained, the weaker and more watery it
becomes. An acquaintance with this fact is of practical
importance to every' mother ; for it follows from it that~the
milk is richer the oftener it is removed fromi the breast.
Therefore, if the digestion of the child is disordered by the
milk being-oo rich, as sometimes happens, the remedy is to
give it tlie breast less frequently, by which not only is less
taken, but the quality is also rendered poorer.. On the
contrary,n those instances in which the child - is badly
nourishedand the milk is insufficient in quantity, it should
be applied 'oftener, and the milk thus rendered richer.

The milk which last flows is. always the richest. .Hence,
when two children are nursed, the first is the worse served.

INFLUENCE OF PREGNANCY'ON THE MILK.

Menstruation is ordinarily absent, and pregnancy there-
fore impossible, during the whole course of nursing, at least
during the first nine months. Sometimes, however, mothers
become unwell at the expiration of the sixth or seventh
month ; in rare instances, within the first five or six weeks-

-after confinément.' When the monthly sickness makes its
appearance, without any constitutional or local disturbance,
it is not apt to interfere with the welfare of the infant.
When, on the contrary, the discharge is profuse and attended
with much pain, it may produce colic, vomiting, and diar-
rhoa in the nursling. The disturbance in the system of the
child ordinarily resulting from pregnancy in the mother is
such that, as a rle, it should be at once weaned so soon as
it is certain that pregnancy exists. The ,only exceptions to
-this rule are those cases in the city during the hot months in,
which it is impossible either to procure a wet-nurse or to
take then-b-éhild to the country to be weaned. In cold

eather, an infant should certainly be weaned, if it has at-
tained its fth or sixth month aníd the moth& has become
>regnant.

190 THE MOTHER.
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INFLUENCE OE THE MOTHER'S ])IND OVER THE NURS-
ING CHILD.

We have spoken, in treating of mothers' marks, of the in-
fluence of the mother's mind upon her unborn offspring-
The influence of the maternal mind does not ceasé with the
birth of the child. The mothercontinues during the whole
period of nursing powerfully to impress, through her milk,
the babe at her breat. It -i well-established that mental
emotions are capable of changing the quantity and quality
of the milk; and of thus rendering it hurtful and even dan-
gerous to the infant.

The secretion of milk may be- entirely stopped by the ac-
tion of the nervous system. Fear, excited on account of
the child which is sick or exposed to accidentî will check the
low of milk, which will not return until the little ome is re-

stored in safety to the mother's arms. Apprêhension felt in
regard to a drunken husband, has been known to arrest the
supply of this iluid. On the other hand,- the secretion, is
often augmented, as every mother knows, by the sight of the
child, nay, even by the thought of him, causing a sudden rush
of blood to the breast, known to nurses as the daught. In-
deed, a strong-desire to furnish milk, together with the appli-
cation of the child to the breast, has been effectual in bring-
ing about its seeretion in young girls, old women, and even
men.

Sir Astley Cooper statesthat "tthose passions which are
generally sources of pleaare, and -which, when moderately
indulged, are conducive te health, will, when carried to ex-
cess, alter and even enti-ely check the secretion of milk."

But the fact which it Ja most important to know is that
nervous agitation may so alter the quality of the milk as to
make it poisonous. A fretful temper,'fits -of anger, grief,
anxiety of mind, fear and, sudden terror, not only lessen the
quality of the milk but render it thin and unhealthful, in-
ducing disturbances of the child's bowels, diarrh ea, griping,
and fever. Intense mental emotion may even so alter thé
milk,'as to cause the death of the cliild. A physician states
in the London Lancet, that having removed a small tumour

QUALITY OF MILK.
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from behind the ear of a mother, all went on well until she
fell into a violent passion. The child being suckled soon
afterwards, died in convulsions. Professor Carpenter re-
cords in his Physiology two other fatal instances ; in on,
the infant put to the breast iinmediately after the receipt of
distressing news by the mother, died in her armis in the pre-
sence of.the messenger of the ill-tidings; in the other, tie
infant was seized with convulsions on the right side aad
paralysis on the left, on sucking directly after the motier
had met witli an agitating occurrence. Another case of
similar character may be mentioned. A woman while nurs-
ing became violently excited on account of a loss she hud
just-met with from a theft. She gave her child the breast
while iu an intense psssion. The child first refused it, but
subsequently nursed, when severe vomiting occurred. U
the course ôf some hours the child took the other breast,
was attacked at once with violent convulsions and died, in
spite of al that could be done for it.

The foilowing cases are related by Professor Carpenter as
occurring within his own knowledge. They are valuable as
a warning to nursing mothers to avoid all exciting or de-
pressing passions. A mother of several healthy children, of
whom the youngest was a vigorous infant a few months old,
heard ofthe death from convulsions, ofthe infant child of an
intimate friend, at a distance, whose family had increased in
the same manner as her own. Thefnfortunate circumstanèe
made a strong impression on her mind, and, being alone
with her babe, separated .from the rest of her familynsue
dwelt upon it more than she otherwise wouldliave~done.
With her mind thus occupied, one morning, slortly after
nursing lier infant, she laid it in its cradle, asleep and ap-
parently in perfect health. Her attention was soon attracted
to it by a noise. On going to the cradle she'found it.in a
convulsion, which last.ed only a few moments, and left it
dead. In the other case, the mother had lost several chil-
dren in early infancy, from fits. One infant alone survived
the usaally fatal period. While nursinghim, one morning,
she dwelt strongly upon the fear of losing him also, although
he appeared to be a very healthy child. The infant was
transferred to the arms of the nurse. While the nurse was

-THE MOTHER.
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endeavouring to cheer the mother by calling herattention to
the thriving appearance of her child, he was seized with a
eonvulsion, and died almost instantly in h er arms. Under
sinilar circumstances, a child should not be nursed by its
mother, but by one who has rearekliealthy clildren of her
own and has a tranquil mind.

An interesting illustration of the powerful sedative action
of the mother's milk-changed ln consequence -of great
mental distress-upon the impressible nervous -system of the
infant, is furnished by a' German physician. -"A óarpenter
fell intq a quarrel with a soldier billeted in his house· and
was set upon by the latter with his drawn sword. The wife
of the carpenter at first trembled from fear and terror, and
then suddenly threw herself furiously between the comba-
tents, wrested the tword from the soldier's hand, broke it in
pieces, and threw it away. During the tumult, some
neighbours came in and separated the men. While in this
state 'f strong excitement, the mother took up her child
from the cradle, where it lay playing and in the most per-
fect health, never having had a moment's illness. She gave
it the breast, and _in so doing sealed its fate. In a few
minutes the infant left off sucking, became restless, panted,
and sank dead upon its mother's bosom. The physician,
who was instantly called in, found the child lying in the
cradle as if asleep, and with its features undisturbed, but all
his resources were fruitless. It was irrevocably gone."

ProfessorWiliam A. Hammondof New York, mentions,
n a recent number of the Journal of Psychological Medicine,
several instances, from his own practice, of affections in the
child caused by tlie mother's milkI "A soldier's wife,
whilst nursing her child, was very much terrified by a sud-
den thunderstorm, during which the house where she was
then quartered -was struck by lighting. The infant, which
had always been in excellent health, was immediately attack-
ed -with vomiting and convulsions, from which it rec3vered
with difficulty." "A lady, three weeks after delivery, was
attacked with puerperal insanity, She nursed her child but
once after the accession of the disease, and in two hours sub-
sequently it was affected with general convulsions, fron
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which it died dring the night. Previous to this event it
had been in robust health."

Again Dr. Seguin, of New York, relates, in his work on
Idiocy, a number of cases of loss of mind produced ly the
altered state ofthe mother's milk. "Mrs. B. came out from
a ball-roòm, gave the breast to her baby, three months old;
he was taken with spasms two hours after, and since is a-
confirmed idiot and epileptic."

" In a moment of great anxiety Mrs. C. jumped into a
carrage with her suckling, a girl of fifteen months, so fat
very intelligent and attractive. The child took the breast
only once in a journey of twenty miles, but before arriving
at destination she vomited~severYtlines, with no interrup-
tion but that of stupor, and after au acute fever the little
girl settled down into the condition of a cripple and idiot."

The celebrated physician Boerhave mentions the milk oL
an angry-ngrse as among the causes of epilepsy.

These facts show the -importance of a placid mind and
cheerful temper ingthe mother while,nursing.

POSITION- OF THE MOTHER DURING NURSING.

The habit of nursing a child, sitting up in bed or half re-
clining upon a lounge iA a wrong- one. Such a position is
injurious to the breasts, hurtful to the woman's figure, and
apt to cause backache. When in bed, the- mother 9ught
always to be recumbent while the child, is at the breast, held
upon the, arm of the side upon which she lies. When out
of bed, she siould-sit-upright while nursing.

QUANTITY OF MILK REQUIRED BY THE INFANT.

The amount of milk furnished every day by a xealChy
woman has been estimated at from a qua ta andy
half. An infant one or two montlhs of age takes about týwo
wine-glassfulsor three ounces, every meal; that is,-as.it
nurses every two hours, excepting -when asl'ep,-in the
neighborhood of a quart and a quarter during the twenty-
four hours. When it attains the age of three months,.it
thrives well on five meals a-day, the quanity taken at each

s-'.
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wvent it , meal then-the stomach being more capacious-amounting
to ab6ut half a pint. A child above three months of ageork on ordinarily requires a quart and a half daily.hy the A healthy mother Is fully capable of furnishing this quan-It from tity of miilk per day, and of affording the child all the,s old; nourishment it needs until four or six months after birth.nce is a-- The quantity of the mother's milk varies according tomany circumstances. It is most abundant and also most

1 into a nutritious in nursi5 g women between the ages of fifteen and3, so far thirty ; least so, in tirose from thirty-five to forty. There is- breast likewise. a great difference in different women in this re-
arrivmg spect.
IterrUp- THE QUALITIES OF A GOOD NURSING-MOTHER
ie littie
idiot.! are well described by Professor J. Lewis Smith. " The best

milk oL wet-nurses are usually robust, without being corpulent.
Their appetite is good, and their breasts are distended, from

ind and the number and large size of the blood-vesselà and milk ducts.
There is but a mnoderate amount of fat around the gland, and
tortuous veins are observed passing over it. Such nurses
do not experience a feeling of exhaustion, and do not suffer
fri lactation. The nutriment which they consume is equ-

halfr. ally expended on their own sustenance and the supply of
sition is milk. There are other good wet-nurses who have the phy-
iure, and sical condition described, but *hose breasts are smal. Stiller çught the infant continues to nurse till it is satisfied, and it thrives.
ast, held The milk is of good quality, and it appears to be secreted
"hen out mainly during the.time of suckling. Other mothers eident-

ly decline in health during the time of nursing. They
frmnsh milk of good' quality and in abundance, and their

T. infants thrive, but it is at theï own expense. ThefÅ m-
selves say, and with truthh what they eat goes to milk.

ý1ealthy They become thinner an paler, are perhaps troubled with
t andj, palpitatioñ and are easily exhausted- They often find it>out two necessary to wean before the end of the usual peried of lac-

's,-asit tation' There is another class whose health is habitually
-in the poor, but who furnish the usual quantity of milk without the

twenty- exhaustion experienced by the class just described. The
anths,,it milk of these1women is of poor quality. It is abundant but
1 at, ec watery. Their infants are ,pallid, having soft and flabby

fibre."
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An excessive amount of milk often distends the breasts
of those women who are prone to have long and profuse
monthly sickness. It is also apt to occur in those subject
to bleeding piles. It may be produced by any excite-
ment of the womb or ovaries, and by overnursing. In these
cases there is usually a constant oozing away and conse-
quent loss of milk The mother is troubled by this over-
flow, because it keeps her clothing wet, and the child suffere,
because of the unnutritious, watery character of the milk
under such circumstances.

This over-abundant supply may be moderated and the
quality improved by diminishing the quantity of drinl4 and
by the- use of preparations of iron. Fifteen drops of the
muriatic tincture of iron, taken three times a day in a little
sweetened water, through a glass tube, will be useful It
will lessen the amount of the milk, and make it richer. So
soon as these objects are accomplished, the medicine should

be discontinued, as if taken too long it may so much diminish
the milk as to necessitate weaning. The application of a
cloth, wrung out in cold water, around the nipples is also
often of value. It is to be removed as soon as it becomes
warm, and reapplied. .In those cases in which the trouble
seems to be not so myeh an over-supply às an inability to
retain . the milk, the administration of tonics addressed to
the nervous system, and the local use of astringents and of
collodion around the nipples, will overcome the difficulty;
but these remedies can only be employed successfully by the
physician. And to him alone -should be instrusted the use
of those medicines which directly diminish the amount
of milk secreted within the breast. The expedients we have
mentioned are the only ones which can be safely employed
by the mother herself in this annoying affection.

SCANTINESS OF MILK.

Some mothers have habitually an insufficlency- of milk.
They are most numerous in large cities, and aýmong working
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womeu, whose daily occupations require a separation from' >
the infants Indigestion. and the want of a proper amount of
nourishing food cause a diminution in the quantity of milk.

he breasts So also do overfeeding and gormandizing. Age lessens the
d profuse secretion ofnilk, as has beeni already mentioned. Those
se subject who first bear children .late in life have less milk for them
.y excite- than those who begin earlier. In some cases want of milk

In these in the breasts 'seems to be due to its reabsorption. -In such
nd conse- instances it may make its appearance at distant parts. Thus,
this over- a casehas béen recorded of the coughing up of milk following
ild suffer sudden arrest of the secretion, and others in which it pre-
-the milk sented itself as an exudation in the groins.

In the treatment of a scanty formation of milk, one of the
and the best measures which can be resorted to, is the fréquent ap-

rink, and plication of the child to the breast.. In addition, the flow
ps of the may be increased by milking the, breasts by means of the
in a little thumb and finger, suction through a tobacco pipe,- or the
seful. It breast-pump, or by the use of the puppy, or of another infant.
lier. So Friction of the breasts and forcible drawing upon the

1e should nipples will make them sore, and so irritate them as to defeat
diminish the object in view. A change of scene, fresh air, and out-

ion of a door exercise, attention to personal cleanliness, and the im-
as is aiso provement of the general health, all increase the quantity
becomes and produce a favorable effect upon the quality of the milk,

a trouble A sojourn at the sea side often promotes an abundant secre-
ability to tion of milk. The diet should be regulated by the condition
ressed to of the constitution. By th'ose who are. weak and pale, a
ts and of large proportion of meat is required. On-the contrary, those
ifficulty; who are full-blooded and Corulentshould restrict the amount
ly by the of their animal food, andUk eiore exercisen the open air.
1 the use Oatmeal gruel enjoys a reputation for increasing the flow of

amount milk. A bowl of it sometimes*produces an immediate effect.
we have The same is true of cow's milk. Porter or ale once or twice
mployed a day, in those with ieduced systems and i ipaddigestion

and appetite, will be found useful Anise, fennel, and car-
away-seeds, given in soup, act sometimes as stimulants upqn
the secretion of milk. -The application of a poultice made
from the pulverized leaves of the castor-oil plant is a most

of milk. efficient remedy when milk fails to make its appearance in
working the breast in sufficient quantity after confinement.
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WET-NURSING BY VIRGINS, AGED WOMEN, AND MEN.

As a rule, the secretion of milk is limited to one sex, and
in that is confiined to a short period after childbirth. But
there are many cases on record of the flowing of milk in
women not recently mothers, in girls before the age cf
puberit, in aged women, and even in individuals of the
male sex. In such instances, the secretion is induced by the
cômbineàl influence, acting through the nervous system, of a
'rong desire for its occurrence, of a fixed attention towards
the mammnary glands and of suction froi,the nipples.

Trarellèrs among savage nations report many examples of t
such ùnnatural nursing. Dr. Livingstonè says he has fre- e
quently see4 in Africa a grandchild suckled by a grandmother.
Dr. Wm. A. Gillespie, of Virginia, records, in the Boston I
Medical and\ Segical Journal, the of a widow, aged g
about siity, *whose daughter liaving aving a child two
months old, took the child and triesl to raise it by feeding.
iThè child's bowels became deranged, and being unable to e

procure a nurse, and her breasts being, large and full, he r
advised her to apply the child, in hopes miI4 would come.
She followed his advi*e perseveringly, and to her astonish- o
ment, a plentiful secretion of milk was thé result, with which I
she nourished the child, which afterwards became strong:and 1
healthy. A similar instancè, stili-more remarkable, ikre y
corded of a woman at seventy years,lwho wet-nursed a grand- d
child twenty years after her -last confinement. ft

Cases of nursing in the opposite extreme of life'are lso p
well authenticated. The distinguis11edl French phsician m
Baudelocque has related-that of a deaf and dumb girl, eight
years old, who, by the repeated. application to her breast of
a young infant, which her motherwas suckling, had sufficient
milk te nourish the child for a inonth, while the mother was
unable to nurse it on account of sore nipples. The little girl t'
was shown to the Royal Academy of Surgery on thi6tlI l
of February, 1783. The quantity of milk was such, thafby ti
simply pressing ihe breast it was made to flow out the ie
presence of the Academy, and, on the same day, at the huse - 4
of Baudelocque, before a large class of pupils. Again, an cc
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CARE OF HEALTH WHILE NURSING. 199

interesting case is knownof a young woman who, in conse-
quence of the habit of applying the infant of her mistress to
her breast in order to quiet it, caused a free secretion of milk.
In the Cape de Verde Islands, itis stated that virgins, old
women, and even men, are frequently employed as wet-nurses.
Humboldt speaks of a man, thiy-two-years old, who gave
the breast to his child for five monthi. Sir John Franklin
saw a similar case in the arctic regions. Professor Hall pre-
sented to his class in Baltimore a negro, fifty-five years old,
who had been the wet-nurse of all the children of his mistress.

Instances of p9wers of prolonged nursing in mothers are
not uncommon. ikdeed, it is the habit among some nations
to suckle children until they are three or four years of age,-
even though another pregtancy may intervene,. so that im-
mediately one child is i succeeded at the Xreast -by another.
In those who have thus unaturally excited the mammary
glands, an irrepressible flow sometimes continues after the
demand for it has ceased. Dr. Green published, some years
ago, in the New York Journal of Medicine and Surgery, the
ease of a woman, aged forty-seven, the mother of five child-
ren, who had id an 4bundant supply of milk for twenty-seven
years previously. A period of exactly four years and a half
occuPred between each birth; and the children were per-

*siitted to take the breast until they were rmniilg about at
play. At the time when Dr. G. wrote, she had been nine
years a widow, and was obliged to have her breasts drawn
daily, the secretion of milk being so copious. When, there-
fore, it is desirable,;on account of the feebleness of the child, to
protract the period of nursing, a wet-nurse- should relieve the'
mother at the end of twelve or fifteen months.

RULES FOR GARÉ OF HEALTII WHILE NURSING.

Froi what w'e have previously said of the influence of
the nervous system over the quantity and quality of the
milk, and the instances we have adduced of the- danger to
the infant of all violent passions--such as anger, terror, anx-
lety,id grief-on the part of the mother, it will be appar-

- «gtb.at it is of- thé eatest moment, during the whole
ceifrse of muxsing, to Ma n a tranquil state of mind. Pleas-
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ing and peaceful emotions favor the normal secretion of milk,
and go far towards securing the health of the child. When
strongly affected by any powerful feelings, mothers should
not give the breast, but should wait until they have calmed
down to their usual tenor of t'emper. A case is related of
a woman who was always excited by a highly electrical state
of the atmosphere, and particularly during stormy weather.
If when thus influenced she nursed her child, he was sure
to fall into convulsions, while if she delayed doing so until
this nervous excitement had passed, no unpleasant symptoms
occurred. But we have already dwelt at length upon this
subject in speaking of the influence of the mind of the
mother over the child at her breast, and need not, therefore,
recur to it. The food, while nursing, must be nutritious and
varied, though simple and unstimulating, and should consist
both of meat and vegetables, soups, fish, flesh, and fowl,
either in combination or succession. . When the digestion
requires aid, a glass ofmild ale twice a day will be useful
Wines, brandy and whisky, should not be taken without the
advice of-a physician. Moderate exercise in the open air

-a reular habits are necessary.
A defective or excessive diet, fatigue, loss of rest at night,

and irregularities and excesses of al kinds, are unfavorableto
mother and child. The proper methods of combating a ten-
dency to over abundance or to scantiness -of milk hav.e been
alluded to. Medicines, unless prescribed by the medical
attendant; should rarely or never be taken during this per.
iod, as'many of them enter the milk and may thus affect the
child.

. RELATIONS OF IUSBAND AND WIFE DURING NURSING.

After natural -and healthful confinement, the nurse
usually remains with the mother for a period of four weeks.
During the whole of this time the husband should occupy a
separate apartment, and, according to some physicians, this
separation should be protracted during thte entire period of
nursing. But this is unusual, and in most cases unneces-
sary. Only those women who are warned by the recurrence
.of their monthly illness that they are liable to another preg-
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milk, nancy immediately, should insist on such an ascetic rule as
When this.
ahould Unquestionably the quality of the milk is much deterior-
talmed ated by a conception, and, therefore, both in the interest of
,ted"of the mother and child, the husband should renounce his

state usual privileges at such times.
3ather. Most womentdo not have their periodical illness, and con-
.s sure sequently are not liable to a second pregnancy, before seven

until months have elapsed after childbirth. There are, however,
ptoms numerous exceptions to this rule, and it is impossible to
n this foretell who will and who will not be the exception.
of the Morover, as aniy excitement of the passions, alters, to some
efore, extent, the secretion of the breasts, often to the injury of

us and the child, it is every way desirable that great temperance be
lsa exercised in all cases in the marital relations at these epochs.
1 fowl,

estion , SIGNS OF OVER-NURSING.
useful.
)ut the The symptoms of over-nursing may be enumerated as
en air follows: Aching pain in the back; often pain across the

shoulders, and on the top of the head or forehead ; mnarked
night, paleness of the face ; inability to t.eleep ; frightful dreams
.ableto when sleep does come ; great debility ; extreme depression

a ten., of spirits; disorders of the sight, and mental disturbances,
ýe been which take on the form of melancholy, the delusiDns rela-

edical ting mostly to subjects of a religious character, to the effect
is per- that the unpardonable sin has beeu committed, and the like.
ect the The headache is situated.on the top of the head, and this

spot may be noticed to be perceptibly hotter to the touch
than other parts of the head. These symptoms indicate that

SING. the process of nursing is making too great a~drain upon the
system.

nurse A woman in ordinary health will generally be able to
weeks. suckle her child for twelve months without experiencing any
eupy a bad effects. When the child is kept at the breast much
m, this beyond this time, most mothers render themselves liable to
lod of the injurious consequences we have mentioned. Some, in-
neces deed, cannot furnish-the child all the nourishment it needs
irrence longer than three or four months without detriment to them-
3r preg- selves. In such cases, by feeding the child two or three g
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times a day, the mother may be relieved of the-burden of
its entire support, and may thus be enabled to continue nurs
ing. The proper food for infants, under these circumstan-
ces, will be shortly mentioned. The prostrating effects of
nursing upon the bdy and mind of the mother are in
some, though comparatively rare instances, so marked as to
render it altogether improper from the commencement.

The treatment of the condition of the system described
as resulting from over-nursing is, if it cannot be remedied
by partially feeding the infant and the use of tonics, to re-
move the child from the breast altogether, and either pro-
cure a wet nurse for it or wean it. The wet-nurse is greatly
to be preferred, and the preference is the stronger the young-
er the child. We have already alluded to thegreat difficul-
ty of rearing children from birth by the hand. But after
the infait has attained the age of several months, the dan-
ger of artificial feeding is much lessened, provided that the
weaning does not take place during hot weather. This brings
us to the consideration of the regimen of the mother who
cannot nurse her own child, of the rules for the selection of
a wet-nurse, of the directions for bringing up by hand, and
of the proper method of weaning. . These subjects we will
now take up in the order mentioned.

DIRECTIONS FOR MOTHERS WHO CANNOT NURSE THEIR
OWN CHILDREN.

There are many reasons why a mother should, if pçssible,
nurse her own child. "One of the principal is," sys the
distinguished Dr. Tilt, of London, "that as nursing, gener-
ally speaking, prevents conception up to the tenth month,
so its prevent the ruin of jthe mother's co6istitution by the
too rapid bringing forth of children, and, we might even add,
prévents a deterioration of the race, by the imperfect bring-
ing up of this too-fast-got fatily.

The same author appropriately adds: "But while advo-
cating maternal nursing, we must not forget that woman is
now the Eve of a primeval world; that human nature,
wherever itisnow met, in barbarous tribes orin civilized com-
munities, is frequently so deteriorated, so diseased or prone

2.02
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urden of to disease, that, by nursing, a mother may sometimes under-
iue nurs- mine her own frail constitution for the sake of giving an
aumstan- imperfect sustenance, and perhaps a poisonous heritage, to
Bffects of her·babe."n

are in Some mothers cannot nurse, however anxiously they may
.ed as to wish to do so. They are shut out from this charming and
,nt. tender experience in the life of a woman. The milk that
.escribed comes is not sufficient, and quickly disappears. ' Because of
emedied the influence of the mind of the mother over the child at
as, to re- her breast, to which we have before called attention, -women
1er pro- who are very hysterical and nervois, subject to violent
greatly perturbations of the mind, should not, particularly if there

B young- be any family tendency to insanity, expose the child to the
difficul- mischevious effects latent in their milk. So, also, the pres-

ut after ence of certain diseases forbids wet-nursing. Thus, it is
lhe dan- ordinarily prohibited. by consnmption, scrofula, skin affec-
that the tions of long standing, and cancer. In. consumption, all
is brings efforts to suckle ere frequently equally-fatal to the mother
1er who and child. Even a strong hereditary predisposition to this
action of diseasemay render it advisable, in the opinion of the medical
..nd, and attendant, who should arýrays be copsulted in such a case,
we will -to counteract the family'taint by giving the milk of the

healthiest nurse-that can be procured. The condition of
the nipples and of the breast may not permit of nursing.

THEIR We have pointed out -how best to guard against such an
occurrence, in treating, of the care of the nipples during
pregnancy.

p ssible, She who is to be debarred from nursing her own child
asys the should take care that it is not àÈ6wed to approach her
, gener- breasts, as sometimes the mental and physical excitement
month, caused by such an approach-is of an injurious and lasting

i by the character.
yen add, Ordinarily,.if this direction be followed out, the mother
zt bring- will have little trouble in regard to herself. Undersûch

circumstances the chief danger is to the child. Henice the
ile advo- importance of knowing
oman is

i nature, HOW TO SELECT A WET-NURSE.
zed com-
3r proue The choosing of a wet:nui ris a matter of great moment
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and responsibility. She should not be over thirty years of
age, and should, if .possible, be one who .has previously
sudled and had charge of children. Her own infant should
be under thé age of six months, for when above that age
the milk sometimes disagrees with her new-born charge.
One who has hadi several children should be preferred,
because her milk is richer than after the first confinement.

The doctor should always examine carefully into the con-
dition of the nurse's health and into the quality gad
quantity of her milk. Various diseases and taints of the sys-
tem are so hidden, while yet communicafle to the child, that
the knowledge and skill of a professional expert are required
for their detection and the protection of the nursling. In
testing the quality of the milk, the experienced physician
allows a little to rest on his finger nail, and by its examina-
tion readily decides as to its richness and fitness to nourish
the little applicant for food. It is ndt necessary that the
breasts should be large, as those of moderate size often
furnish a sufficient amount of milk. But it is important
that the nipples should be well devéloped. Those wet-
nurses-should be preferred :in whom large blood-vessels are
seen prominently passing, in blue Unes, over the surface of
breasts. The possession of a vigorous, healthful infant is a
good recommendation for a nurse, but care should be taken
to ascertain that it is her own, as nurses have been known
to borrow for such an occasion, and- so obtain credit not
justly their due.

The moral and mental as well as physical characteristics
should be .considered. Temperance and cleanliness are in-
dispensible in a wet-nurse, and the -want of either should be
an inperative reason for rejection. Equanimity of temper,
cheerfulness, and an open, frank, affectionate disposition are,
of course, greatly to be desired.

If the nurse becomes "unwell," shall the clild be taken
from her i Should, the monthly sickness reappear early,
and both nurse and child be in good health, sucking may be
continued. But when the return happens about the ninth
or tenth monththe child should >g weaned or the nurse
changed. There is no physiological reason for preventing
the nurse from living matrtmonially, but if pregnancy oc-
curs, the child should be taken from her.

THE MOTHER.204
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The same rules that we have laid down for the mother
for tk care of her health while nursing, are of course appli-
cabl to the hired wet-nurse, and should be insisted upon and
enforced.

Changing -a nurse.-When it becomes necessary to change
a nurse, for any of the reasons above mentioned, it may be.
done'without injury to the child. For fear of thé %ffect of
the unwelcome tidings upoil the mind of the nurse, and the
possible influence upon the milk, she should not be informed -
of the projected change until a successor has been secured to
take her place at once. In choosing tfie second nurse, the
same precautions should be had as in the selection of the
first.

BRINGIlG UP BY HAND.

We have already alluded fothe great danger to, the child,
particlarly in a city, that is rtificially fed from birth. But
as there are many mothers who are unable, on account of
the expense, to have a wet-nurse for the child they cannot
suckle themselves, we will give such directions in regard to
the diet as are best calculated to lessen the risk invariably
incurred under such circumstances.

The child's food should be of-the best quality, and prepar-
ed with the most scrupulous attention to cleanliness. The
milk of the cow is.preferable to that of the ass or of the goat,
the former of which it is difficult to procure, and the latter
having a disagreeable odor. For a child under three months
of age, cow's milk should be used as the only food. It
should be fresh, and if possible from one cow. When of the
ordinary richness, it is to be diluted with an equal quantity
of water or thin barley-water. If, however, the first milk-
ing can be obtained, which is more watery, andbears a closer.
resemblance in its chemical composition to human milk,
but little dilution will be required. If green and acrid stools
make their appearance, accompanied by emaciation andvom-
iting, the milk must be more diluted and given less fre-
quently. If the symptoms-of indigestion do not yield, milk
containing an excess of cream should be used. To procure
it, allow fresh milk to stand for two or three hours, and re-
move the upper third, to which add two or three parts of

205INFANTS' FOOD.
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warm water or barley-water, after having dissolved in it a
little sugar of milk. Should this food also disagree, aây of
the preparations we are about to mention may be prered
and tried.

Professor Falkland recoinmends the following method of
preparing milk for infants, as affording a product more near-
ly-like the natural secretion :-" One-third of a pint of pure
milk is allowed to stand until the cream has risen. The
latter is removed, and to the blue mllP thus obtained,
about a square inch of rennet is to be added, and the milk-
vessel placed in warm water. In about five minutes the
curd will have seperated, and the rennet, which may again
be repeatedly used, being removed, the whey is carefully
poured -off, and immediately heated to boiling, to prevent it
becoming sour. A further quantity of curd separates, and
must be r.emoved by straining through calico. In one quar-
'ter of a'pint of this hot whey three-eighths of an ounce of
milk sugar are to be dissolved, and this solution, along
with the cream removed from the one-third of a pint of
milk, must be added to half a pint of new milk. This will
constitute the food for an infant from five to eight months
old for tiwelve hours ; or more correctly speaking, it will be
one half of the quantity eguired-for twenty-four hours. It
is absolutely necessary that a fresh-quaniity should be pre-
pared every twel.ve hours ; and it is- scarcely necessary to
add that the strictest cleanliness in all the vessels is indis-
pensable"

Dr. J. Forsyth Meigs direëis the following article of diet
as one which he has found to agrée better with the digestive
system of the infant than any, oth~er kind of food :-" A
scruple of~gelatine (or a piece two inches square .of the fiat
cake in which it is sold) is soaked f0r a short time in cold
water, and then boiled in half a pint of water, until it dis-
solves-about ten or-fifteen minutes-. To this is added, with
constant stirring, and jùst at the ternination of the boilig,
the milk' and arrowroot, the latter being previously mixed
into a paste witkr a little cold water. -After the addition pf
the milk-and arrowroot, anc just before the removal rop
the fire, the cream is. pOured in,-and"a moderate quantity of!
loaf sugar added. The proportions of niilk, cream, and
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I INFANTS' FOOD.

arrowroot must depend on the age and digestive powers.ofthe child. For a healthy infant, within the month, I usuall
directs from three to four ounces of milk, half an ounce to
an ounce of cream, and a tea-spoonflil of arrowroot to half a
pint of water. For older children the quantity of milk
and cream should be gradually increased to a half or two-thirds milk and from one to two, ounces of cream. Iseldom increase the quantity of gelatine or arrowroot."

The egg is a valuable article of food for infants and
young children, especially in conditions of' debility. Itshould be given nearly raw, and is best prepared by placingit i boiling water for two minutes. It is then easilydigested.

Beef-tea, prepared in the manner descr1bed already;is highly nutritious and useful as a food for infants; if itproduces a laxative effect, it should be discontinued. Whenthe child shows signs of weakness or of a scrofulous con-dition, its nutrition will be l improved by mingling with itsfood a small piece of butter or mutton suet.During the first four or five months, the food should bethin, anct taken through a teat, thus preventing the stnffihgof the infant.'1
On attaining the age of twelve or fifteen months, infantsare usually able 'to digest ordinary wholesome solid foodneatly and well cooked, when mashed or cut into fine pieces.An article of food employed for the diarrhoa of infants,is prepared as follows':-"A pound of dry wheat flour, ofthe best quality, is packed snugly in a bag and boiled threeor four hours. When it is taken from the bag it is hardresembling a piece of chalk, with the exception of theexterior, which is wet, and should, be removed. The flourgted from the mass shoulds be used the same as arrowrootor rice. " 1-
Infants nourished by prepared food thrive well enoughduring cool weather; but during the warm months of theyear they are exceedingly liable to bowel complaint, ofwhich it is said one-half of the spoon-fed infants of NewYork city die each summer season. Hence the importanceof taking them into the country, and keeping them thereUtil the return of cool weather lessens the danger ofCitylife.
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WEANING.

This should take place wuWe
months of age,.sometimes a few months earlier, oftener a
few later. If the mother's health be good and her mnilk
abundant, it may be deferred until the canine teeth appear
-between the fifteenth and twentieth month The child
will then have sixteen teeth with which it can- properly
masticate soft solid food.

Time of the year for.-The infant should-no
from the breast during or immiediately preceding warm
weather. If the mother, either on account of sickness or
failure in her breast-milk, is obliged during the summer to
give up -nursing, she should at once pr'ocure a wet-nurse.
If she cannot, the child must be sent into the country.
To wean an infant in the cify in hot weather is to expose it
to almost certain death.

Proper method. -The process of weaning-shdndu avery
slow one. No de nite day should be fixed forxit. Little
by little, from weék to week, the amount of spoon-food is
to be increased and the nursing 1essened,.being first given
up at night. The breast should never be suddenly denied
to a child unaccustomed to artificial fdod, but be displaced
by degrees, by the bottle and the spoon. This graduai
change will neither fret the child nor annoy-the-mother,as
sudden weaning always does.

The infant may begin to be acc. med to artificial food
at the age of four months. At first, on 'w's
should be given it occasionally belween the times of nurs-
ing. In a tumbler one-third full of waterdisso a -
spoonful of sugar of milk; add to the sweetened water an
equal quantity of fresh cow's milk; then, if the child's
stools are at all green, mi- with this two tea-spoonfuls of
lime-water. Instead of pure water, barley-water, made in

e usual way, and boiled to, the consistency of milk, inay
be employed in his preparation, being added, while still
warm, to an equal amount of milk. Or, toast-water may
be substituted as a diluter of the milk Cow's milk should
not be boiled if it can be preserved i' any other way. As
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the infant advances in months, some solid food may be
allowed. After six months, pap, made with stale bread and
crackers, is proper, once or twice a day. Beef-tea, made
accorng to the recipe we have given, and chicken, lamb,

^tener a or mutton broth, may now also be occasionally taken. As
3r milk the quantity of milk diminishes towards the close of the

appear first year, the spoon-food should be resorted to more fre-
2e child quently to supply the want. Solid food ought not to be
)roperly given before the child is a year'old.

The breasts usually cause little trouble.when the weaning
is performed in the gradual manner which has been recom-

warm mended. The mother should during this time drink as
mess or little as possible, refrain from simulating food, and take
amer to occasionally a little cream of tartar, citrate of magnesia, or
et-nurse. a seidlez powder. If the breasts continue to fil with milk,
country. they should not be drawn. The " drying up of the milk"
ýxpose it may be facilitated by gently rubbing the breasts several

times a day with camphorated oil, made by dissolving over
e-avery the fire, in a saucer of sweet oil, as much camphor as it'-wil

Little take .up. Tea made from the marshmallow has also- been
-food is recommended for this purpose.
st given

y denied THE CARE OF INFANCY
lisplaced

graduai By infancy we mean that portion of the lifè of the child
atherat between birth and the completion of teething, about two and

a h years. The care of this period of~human life is en-
.!al food ted to -the mother. It forms an important· era in the
w's physical life of yoman. Its discussion is therefore germain
of nurs- to our subject, In order that the young mother may fully

appreciate-th--responsibilities of her position, she should
-ater an know something of the liability of infants to. sickness and
a child's death.
)nfuls of Out of one thousand children born, one hundred and fifty
made in die within the first year, and one hundred and thirteen during
ilk;inay the next four years. Thus, two hundred and sixty-three, or
hile still more tharn one-fourth, die within fie years after birth. -Between

r may the ages of five and ten, thirty-five die. During the next
k should five years, eighteen more are recorded on the- death list.
ay. As ilence, at fifteen years of age only six hundred and eighty-
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five remain out of the one thousand born. When these
figures are considered, and the additional fact that out of
those who survive, very many bearpermanent marks of im-
perfect nourishment, or of actual jisease, the consequence of
maladies contracted in early life,-the importance of our pre-
sent inquiry, the care of infancy, will be apparent to all
mothers.

The younger the infant the greater the danger of death.
One-tenth of all children born, die within the first month affe
1birth, and four times as many as during the second month.

The mortality is much larger in cities than in the country.
In Dublin, during 1867, very, nearly one-third of all the
persons who died were under five years of age. In the same
year, forty-hree per cent. of those who died in the eight
principal towns of Scotland were children below the age of
five. In Philadelphia, during the same year, forty-five per
cent. of- all the deaths were of children under five years of
age. In New York city fifty-three per cent. of the total
number of deaths- occur under the age of five years, and
twenty-six per cent. under the age of one year.

The danger of deAth lessens as the period of puberty ap-
proaches. Yet, even in the last years of childhood, there is
greater liability to disease and a larger proportionate loss of
life than during youth or middle age.

What are the causes of this startling nïortality of infant
life ? Why does one child out of ten die in the first month,
and only three out of four live to be five years old? And
what areý the means of prevention ?

Some of the causes which are active in producing this
mortality among the little ones cannot be successfully op-
posed after birth. Such, for, instance, -are imperfect and
vicious developments of internal organs, existing wheri born.
These malformations often result from inflammation while
in thie'womb, excited by fome taint of the mothers blobd, or
by some agitation of her nervous system. Means of pre-
vention in those cases aie therefore to -be directed to the
mother, in the manner indicated in treating of pregnancy.
But other causes of death begin to act only after birth, and
are to a greater or less extent avoidable. These arKlargely
traceable to ignorance, negligence, and vice.

f
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m these One cause of death to which infants are peculiarly liable,
t out of and which alone is said to have destroyed forty thousands of ui- children in England between the years 1686 and 1799, isuience of being overlain by the parents. For this reason, some phy-Our pre- sicians caution the mother against having the infant in bed
it to all with her while she sleeps.

The frightful waste. of life caused by bringing children updeath- by hand has been mèntiónedy hd the importance of avoidingwIth aftr it when possible.
ionth. The natural feeblenes of the system of infants is the
country. reason why they succamb so- èasily to any malady. Deaths

all the from any given disease are more- numerous among infantshe same than childrLen, and,,among childreu'than aduiltt. Hence theie eight importanceof timely corrective measures in infantile affee-
e age of tions; hence, also, the need that mothers should know and
-five per practice the means best adapted to reserve the health ofyears of their frail charges.
;he total These means we shall proceed to give in detail, commenc-
ars, and ing with

erty ap" THE CLOfHING OF INFANTS AND YOUNG CHILDREN.
there is
a loss of A fertile cause of disease and death-is to be found in the

negligence or ignorance displayed in regard to the dress off infant children. And it is not the poorly attired, but in many
month, cases the fashionably robed child which suffers the most.

And To parental vanity can be traced the 'catarrh on the chest
or the inflammation of-the bowels which has resulted in death.ing this Most mothers appear to be ignorant of the fact that children

Uly oP- are exceedingly susceptible- to the in4uence of cold. Theect and returns òf the Registrar General of England show that a very
ii bon. cold week always greatly increases the mortalitpoflhe verywhile young. While adults carefully protect themsel 'gstlobd, or every change of the weather, and against eurrent of air,
of pre- chilen, who mdsLueed such protection, are too'often negto the lected.

âgnancy. The warmth of the infant's body is best secured by that'
'th, and of the -urse and by -warm clothing. It is more effectually
\largely and healthfuly provided for in this manner than by confin-

img the child to a warm atmosphere.' Young children should
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never be dressed décolleté-ln lowanecks and short sleeves. P
j- A -*_«I--d eaves- 'rThtfah~nl adngruc .reàhhievatexeck, 01

shoulders, and arms uncovered. To this irrational custom
may be-traced a vast amount of the suffering, and many of
the deaths' of early life ; doubtless, also, in rany cases it
lays the foundation of consumption, which manifests itself a
little later. • But, it is said, the child will be "hardened" by
having its chest and limbs thus exposed. The surest and
safest way to harden the child is to so care for it that it shall
pass through itSfirst months -and ytars of life without any ho
ailment. Every m9ther should seeto it that her charge is S

so clothed tha4 every part of the body is effectually protected
from dampness and cold. She can then best secure for it a "
hardened constitution by carrying it daily into the sunlight slw
of te open air.

The maleiñial of the clothling should be such as will unite qu
lightness with warmth. Flannel and calico are therefore to be
be preferred. At first, as the skin of the child is very
delicate, a shirt of fine linen may be interposed between it
and the flannel. But,-after the first few months, the gentle
friction Of fiùe soft flannel next the skin is desirable, as it
stimulates the circulation of the blood on the surface of the SYS
oody, and promotes health. Flannel under-clothing should
be continued all the year; and during tJie summer months cf
a very, liglit texture being used. When the dress~öf the e
child ls shortened care must be taken that the feet are wel
covered with soft stockings of cotton or woollen, (which in all
winter should 'extend up above the knees,) and with light. ma
leather'shoes. -1- -m. cok

•The nightdress, at least during cold weather, la bet-made '
of flannel, thin or thick -according to the cliiate.' It has li
beer recommended that after the child is somewhat ad- inn
vanced the night-clothes be constructed in the form of fact
night-pants,-sothat it may not be -exposed if the bedcloth-
ing be thrown off. Every article of dress worn during the the
day ought to be removed at night.

The rule in regard to the quantity of clothing, is that it Bes
should be in sufficient-amount to preserve due;warmth. It put
must therefore be regulated by the season of the year and ing.
the state of the weather. ,We have mentioned the fatal The
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practice of leaving bare at all seamons of the year the upper
p h0 e chest and arms of the little one, while the rest
of the body is warmly clad.- We eau scarcely speak too
emphatically nor too often of the danger to which the
mother thus exposes that life whiçh it is her duty to wisely
and safely conduct through the period of dependant infancy
and childhood. It is of course possible, for the child to be
too closely enveloped, and -the- skin thus rendered highly
susceptible to the impressions of cold. The prevalent error,
however, at the presexit time, is in the direction of too
scanty clothing.

The make of the d%«s should be loose and easy, se as to
permit of the free movement of all portions of the body; it
should be cut high in the neck, and with sleeves to the
wrists ; its construction should be simplç, so th.at it may be
quickly put off and on ; and the fastenings employed should
be tapes, iot pis.

BATHXING.

Many advantages attach to the daily use of the bath for
infants. It secures cleanliness. It strengthens the nervous
system. It preserves from colds and coughs.

We have already endeavoured to impress upon the mind
of the reader the great susceptibility to cold which exists in
early life. On this account the water for the bath should be
warm (96° or 98°) for the first few weeks-of infancy, especi-
ally during the winter season. Gradually the temperature
may be reduced to that of the apartment, never. to actual
coldness. t is as foolish and hazardous to attempt to
"harden " infants by phìnging them info cold water. as it
is by carrying them with uncovered necks, chests, and
limnbs, into the- keen and 'damp air. Kinowledge of these
facts would bring safety to\imany children, who now suffer
because of the dangerous ignorance of mothers in regard to
the susceptibility of the infant organization.

An infant should be immersed in its tub every morning.
Besides the regular morning bath, it is often advisable to
put the child for a few minutes in tepid water in the even-
ing. This will quiet the nervous system and induce.sleep.
The bath should not be too long a one, for fear of exciting
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perspiration; nor, for the same reason, should the water be
too watm. If the child be of a delicate constitution, the
evéng bath will be especially useful, and can be made
more so by the addition of two tablespoonfuls of salt to the
water necessary for the bath.

The time immediately after nursing or feeding is not pro-
per for bathing. An hour or two after a meal should be
allowed to elapse.. Neither should a bath ever be given in
a cold room. Even in a warm atmosphjere, care should be
taken, both after and during the ablution, that the wet skin
of the infant be not exposed to the air. Its body should be
completely immersed; it should not be held up out of the
water, nor, if it be old enough, allowed teatand or sit in
the tub. It.is well also to have a warm blanket in wbich to
receive the child as it comes dripping from the bath. It
should be wrapped up in this for a few minutes to absorb a
part of the moisture. Then a portion of the body should be
uncovered at a time, and dried before exposing the rest.

ze Drying the Skin.-For this purpose a piece of soft flannel
will be found serviceable. By gently rubbing the surface of
the body with it the skin will be warmed and stimulated,
and the resulting glow wil be as agreeable to the child as
is that in the acult which follows the Turkish bath. The
actual grooming of the hunan body is very useful to 'u-
prove the health of scrofulous children. c

At first from three to five minutes will be a sufficiently
long immersion. In a little while, however, this period e
may be -lengthened, all the precautions mentioned against
injurious exposure 'being observed.

The lukewarm-daily bath, taken either ir the morning
or evening, ought to be continuùed until at least the age of
four years. If, after the fourth or fifth year, ablutions of k
the entire body be resorted to only every second or third n
day, the practice should be commenced of sponging the a:
chest every morning with cold, or alternately with cold and
hot water, followed by brisk frictions. h

Soap is to be used but sparingly in the bath of young ti
children. It must be of the blandest and purest quality.
Various eruptions are caused by the employment of impure c
soaps, and even by the excessive application of the best 1;
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CULTURE OF THE SKIN. 215,

kind. In illustration of the importance of our present sub-
ject, we may state that Dr. Hufeland, to whose admirable
work on the art of prolonging life we.have before alluded,
lays down,- as one of thexneans which lengthen life, the care
of the skin. 1e dwells upon'the benefit of paying such at-
tention to it from infancy that it may be kept in a lively,
active, and useful condition.

The power of the bhth to ward off disease in childhood i'
not- appreciated by parents. Properly managed, it soothes
but never increases any internal irritation which may exist,
and often does away with the necessity of resorting to the
administration of drugs. If due attention were paid to the
condition of the skin in early life, many of the most
common ailments of childhood would be averted.- The
daily employment of the bath, and scrupulous attention to
cleanliness of the person and clothing, would materially
lessen the demand both for purgative medicines and for
soothing syrups.

One word more in regard to the washing of the infant.
The mother herself, if she be in health, should always per-
form this office, and not entrust it to the child's nurse.
Plutarch awards high praise to Cato, the censor, for his in-
variable custom of being present when his child was washed.
Every mother, at least, woùld do well to follow the exanple
of this old Roman. It will give her the opportunity to de-
tect many incipient affections which would for a long while
escape her attention if she saw the child only when dressed.
The mother will also take pains to engage the mind of the
little one and render the bath a source of amusement to it.

After the fourth or fifth year two or three baths a week
during the colder seasons of the year, will be sufficient to
keep the skin clean and properly active. During the sum-
mer, however, a daily bath is of great advantage to children,
and ought not to be neglected.

Swimmmg is very useful and very invigorating to the
health of both sexes. It is desirable that children be taught
this art.

The importance of the culture of the skin to the well-being
of infancy and childhood, cannot be brought too prominent-
ly to the notice of all mothers. We have, therefore, endeav-
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216 ITHE MOTHER.

ored to give sôme useful hints i regard both to the preser-
vation of its cleanliness and to the prevention byaneans of
garments and warming, of its exposure to too great changes
of temperature.

By proper attention to the skin, in the manner pointed
out, many of the eruptions with which children are afflicted e
might be prevented. The appearance of these the mother
ought to regard as' a great calamity, for they are often difli-
cult of cure and-render the child an object of disgust. ,She
ought also to look upon'them as the mischievous consequen-
ces of the neglect of those laws of health which it is her
duty to learn and observe.

THE FOOD OF INFANTS AND CHILDREN.

The diet of children is frequently improper either in re-
gard to quantity, quality, or variety. In 1867, a committee,
of which Professor Austin Flint, Jr., was chairman, was ap-
pointed in New York city to revise the "Dietary Table
of the Children's Nurseries on -Randall's Island." In the
report rendered, attention was forcibly called to the fact that
in childhood "the demands of the system for nourishment r

are in excess of the waste, the extra quantity being required-
foregrowth and development. If the proper quantity and var- a
iety of food b5e not provided, full development cannot take
place, and the children grow up, if they survive, into young
men and women, ireaable of the ordinary amount of labor,and liable to diseases of various kinds. This is frequently
illustrated in the higher walks of life, particularly in females, gfor many suffer through life from improper diet 'i boarding f<schools, due to false and artificial notions of delicacy or re-
finement. After a certain period of.improper and deficient
diet in children, the appetite becomes permanently impaired, fiand the system is rendered incapable of appropriatingthe Samount of matter necessary to proper development nd agrowth."

Charlotte Bronte has drawn, in Jane Eyre, a graphie eand physiologically true.picture of the effects upon young segirls of long-continued insufficiency of food. ,Let mothers tibear in mind that proper. food cannot be too abundantly w
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preser- eaten by children, and that the greatest danger to which
.eans Of they are exposed arises from defective nutrition. We would
Jhanges again urge the value of a large amount of milk in the ýdiet

ary of young people. The disorders of the bowels, which
ointedare not uncommon in infancy and childhood, are due to

fflicted errors in diet by which improper food is supplied, and
mother not to an excess of simple and proper nourishment.
,n difli- We have already given some directions for the prepara-
;. S tion of infant's food in treating of "bringing up by hand."
equen- In addition to thevarious substitutes for the mother's milk
is her there mentioned, we wish to note that known as Liebig's

soup. This great chemist thus describes the method of mak-
ing it.

"Half an ounce of wheat flour, half an ounce of malt
meal, and seven and a half grains of bicarbonate of potassa,

n re- are weighed off. They are lirst mixed by themselves, then
Mittee, with the addition of one ounce of water, and lastly of five
Tas ap- ounces of milk. This mixture is then hêated upon a slow
Table fire, being constantly stirred until it begins to get thick.
In the At this period, the vessel is reinoved from the fire, and the
,t that mixture is stirred for five minutes, is again heated and again

shment removed when it gets thick, and lastly, it is heated til it
,quired boils. The soup is purified from bran by passing it'through
-ad var- a fine sieve, (a piece of fine ilinen), and now it is ready for
ot take use."

young Barley-malt can be obtained at any brewery. First, it is
f labor, separated from the impurities, arid then grounàd in an ordin-
1uently ary coffee-mill to a coarse meal. Care should be taken to
emales, getthe common fresh wheat-flour, not thefest, because the
arding former is richest in starch.

v or re- In practice, the troublesome weighing of the materials
eficient may be dispensed with, as a heaped tablespoonful of wheat
paired, flour weighs pretty nearly half an ounce, and a like table-
aingge spoonful of malt-meal, not quite as heaped, weighs also half
-it and an ounce. The bicarbonate of potassa can be obtained from

the druggist put up in powders of seven and a half grains
graphie each ready for use. The amount of water and of milk pre-

young scribed can be attained with sufficient accuracy by means of
nothers the tablespoon ; two tablespoonfuls will give the quan'tity ofdanly - water (one ounce), and ten tablespoonfuls, the quantity of

'g
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milk (five oùnces). These directions will enable any sensi-
ble mother to make the preparation without difliculty. The
soup tastes tolerably sweet, and, when diluted with water,
may be given to very young infants.

,Although the method of preparing Liebig's soup is a some-
what tedious one, yet as it is a combination so highly recom-
mended by physicians of the largest experience for having
visibly- saved the life of many wasting children, it deserves
a trial in all cases in'which the ordinary kinds of food disa-
gree.

Elsewhere are recorded the directions given by Dr. J.
Forsyth Meigs, for an article of diet, consisting of gelatine
and arrowroot, which he prefers to all other kinds of artifi-
cial infant food. Another method of preparing ausefil arrow-
root mixture is as follows :-

Place a teaspoonful of arrowroot into a porcelain vessel
with as much cold water as will make it into a fine dough.
Then add a cupful of boiling milk or of beef-tea, stir the
mixtu-e a little and allow it to boil · for a few minutes until
the whole acquires the consistency of a fine light jelly.

The manner in which nutriment, is administred to infants
is not immaterial. The custoa. of feeding them from a
smal] spoon or from a cup with a snout is objectionable.
The use of a sucking-bottle most nearly imitates the way in
which nature designed the nursling to obtain its nouris-
ment. By the act of sucking -the muscles of the face are ex-
ercised in an equal manner, and the saliva is mixed with the
food to an extent which is not possible if any other mode of
feeding be resorted to. The bottle may be provided with
mouth pieces'of gold, silver, tin, ivory, bone, a prepared
cow's teat, a piece of washed chamois leather, or a few folds
of fine soft linen. Children drink very readily out of the
perforated rubber nipples, which are now so popular for this
purpose. They are made to'fit over the mouth of any bottle,
and are especialy to be recommended on- account of their
cleanliness. The bottle should never be refilled until both
it and the rubber cap have.been thoroughly cleansed in hot
water. A white glass bottle only should be employed, in e
orde'r that any want of cleanliness may readily be detected. c
It should be recollected that milk very quickly sours when

i -
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y sensi kept in this way in a warm room; it is therefore better always
y. The to empty the bottle and fill it afresh each time it is given to
water, the child, rather than wait until its contents are exhausted

before replenishing it.
a some- We have hitherto been treating mainly of. the diet
recom- proper for the first year of life. In the second year
having children may be permitted to have soft finely-cut meat.

leserves Fresh ripe fruit in season ordinarily agrees excellently well.
I disa- But boiled green vegetables and husk fruits are very apt to

cause indigestion and diarrhoa. Fruit for children should
IDr. J. be freed from the seeds and skins, which are indigestible

,elatmne and often do harm,
>f artifi- As an example of a diet suitable for a child two years of
1 arrow- age, we append the following : In the mornings, between

six and seven o'clock in.summer, or between seven and eight
1 vessel in winter, milk gruel; between nine and ten o'clock, a piece
dough. of wheat bread with a little butter on it. .At twelve o'clock,

stir the well-prepared beef-tea, or chicken, lamb, mutton, or oyster
until broth, or meat with a little gravy, or in place of the meat a

Y. meal-broth prepared with eggs, but with very little fat;
infants green vegetables to be allowed very rarely, and in very
from a small quantities. At this noon meal, a mealy, well-mashedonable. ~potato is unobjectionable ;so, also, is rice pudding, for a
way 1in change. In the.afternoon, between three and four, bread

iourish- - and milk, with the addition in summer of fresh ripe fruit.
are ex- In the evening at seven, bread and milk.

vith the It will be observed that this dietetic table calls for five
mode of .meals a day. Should the child eat so frequently? We
Cd with answer, yes. But the -meals should be at regular intervals.
repared A child, in order to replace the waste of the system and to
aw folds furnish over and above sufficient material to build up the
t of the growing body, requires a much larger proportionate amount
fortis Of food than an adult. It also requires its food at shorter
r bottle, intervals. By observing the hours for meals stated ·above,
of ther regularity, which is of so mauch importance to' the health of

. both. of the digestive organs, will be secured. If a young child
:1 l hot be allowed only the three ordinary meals of the family, it wili
yed, in crave for something between times, and too often have its

etected. craving' met with a piece of cake or other improper food.
rs when
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Its appetite for dinner or supper will in this manner be
destroyed, and the stomach and the general health suffer.

After the third or fourth year children are able to eat all
kinds of vegetables. They may then very appropriately be
allowed to eat at the table with the family. It is only
necessary to refuse them very salt, sour, and highly spiced
·victuals. Of all others they may partake in moderation.
Neither wine no-'any malt liquor should be given them.
Tea and coffee are also unnecessary. They shiild have a
regular luncheon between the meals which are farthest apart.
This must be at a regular hour, and consist of bread and
butter with milk or water.

Pains should be taken to seé that children do not ,fa1l,
into the habit of eating rapidly. Too often this peinicious
habit, so destructive to healthy digestion,. is forméd inearly
life and becomes the source of that dyspepsia which is the
bane of so many lives. Food that is gulped _down enters
the stomach unmasticated and unmixed with the secretions
of the mouth. A dog may bolt his food without injury, but
a human being cannot.

A child should be taught to eat -everything that is whole-
some, and not permitted to become finical or fastidious in,
its appetite. It ought not, however, to be forced to eat any
particular article for which it is found that there is an
invincible dislike. Variety of diet is good for a child, after
the second or third year.

The Position of the Child when Fed.-An infant, no
matter how young, should not receive its meals when ]ying.
Its head should always be raised in the nurse's arm, if it be
too young to support it itself. The practice of jolting and
dandling the infant after eating is a. wrong. one. Rest of
the body should be securedby placing the child on a bed or a
holding it on the mother's knee for a half hour or so. r
Observe the inclination which all animals show for repose
and sleep after a full repast, and respect the same inclination r
in the infanLt. a

In our remarks upon bathing we 'ointed out the import-
ance of the mother herself performing 'for her child this
office. So, again, in donnection with -children's food, we c
must notice the necessity of the mother being always
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present at their meals, in order that they may be taught to
take them quietly, with cleanliness and without hurry.

r. Such advice is not needed by the poor nor by women of
moderate fortune, who, ordinarily, constantly have their

y be children under their eyes. But±6 affluence brings with it
only many occupations which are ýfrequently deemed of more
nced moment than presiding over a child's dinner.
tion.

CONCERNING SLEEP IN EARLY LIFE.
ve a
part. There is a natural desire for much sleep during infancy,
an childhood, and youth, and there is'reason for its free indul-

gence. Infants pass the greater portion of both day and
night in sleep. Children up to the age of six years require,

Mous as a ru!e, twelve hours of repose at-night, besides an hour
?arly or more in the middle of the day. About the sixth year

the the nodù nap may be discontinued, but the nightÏ sleepiters ought not to be abridged before the tenth year, and thentions
only to a moderate extent until the age of puberty.. From
this time the period of slumber may be gradually reduced
to nine or ten hours. No further diminution should be

h attempted until the completion of growth, when another
hour or two-may be taken away, leaving about eight hours

ay of daily sleep as'the proper amount during middlelife.s an It is wrong, therefore, to wake a child in the morning.
after It should be allowed to sleep as long as it will, which will

be until the wants of the system are satisfied, if it be nof
aroused by noise or light.

ng. 'When after a few months the infant is awake a consider-
it be able portion of the day, it should be brought into the habit

of taking its second sleep near the middle of the. day, say
from eleven to one o'clock, and again, from half an hour to

ador an hour, about three o'clock. It should not be permitted a
r 80. nap later than this in the afternoon, as it would be very apt

Ipose to cause a disturbed night. Although some physicians
ation recommend that the sleep during the day be discontinued

after the infant has attained the age of fifteen nionths, the
wisdom of such advice may weIl be doubted. As soon as

this the child begins to walk, net only are its movements very
, w constant and active, but its mind is busily employed and itsways
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nervous system excited. It therefore thrives better if its
day be divided into two by sleep for an hour or two.

$hould the infant sleep alone? We have mentioned the
danger'of being overlain to which it is exposed when in bed
with its mother or nurse. On the other hand, it must-be
remembered that an infant keeps warm with difficulty even
when well covered, and that contact with the mother's body-
is the best way of securing its own warmth. Hence, during
the first months the child had better be allowed to sIeep with
its mother. How then can the risk of beiag suffocated,
which is no imaginary one, be lessened i The following rules
are those given by an English physician of reputation to pre-
vent an infant from being accidentally overlain.

"Let the baby while asleep have plenty of room in the
bed. Do not allow him too be two near, or, if this be unavoid-
able from the small size of the bed, let his face be turned to
the opposite side. Let him lie fairly, either on his side or
on his back. Be careful to ascertain that his mouth be
not covered witlh the -bedclothes. Do not smother his face
with the clothes, as a-plentiful supply of pure air is as neces-
sary as when he is awake. Never let him lie low in the bed.
Let there be no pillow near the one his head is resting on,
lest he roll to it and bury his head in it. Remember a young
child has neither the strength nor the sense to get out of
danger; and, if he unfortunately either turn on-his face or
bury~his liead in a pillow that is near, the chances are that
lhe will be suffocated, more especially as these accidents
usually occur at night, when the mother or.the nu'rse is fast
asleep. Never intrust him at night to a young, giddy, and
thoughtless servant. A foolish mother sometimes goesto sleep
while allowing her child to continue sucklng. The uncon-
scious babe, after a time, loses the nipple and buries his
head in the bedclothes. She awakes in the morning, ftuding
to ler horror a corpse by ber side ! A mother ought, there-
fore, never to go to sleep until her child lias ceased sucking."

When a couple of months have elapsed, the child, if a
healthy one, may sleep. alone. What the[Lchild sleeps in is
not a matter of great moment, provided it has a' sufficiency
of clothing, and be not exposed to currents of air. ' A large
clothes basket will serve- all the purposes of a crib, The

11U
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mistake is often made of burying the child under too heavy
a mass of bedete-in rom when asleep. And this
inconsistency is committed by the very mothers who-scantily
clad the child durig the day in order to inure it to the cold.

,-'fe-greattransition from its wrappings by night to those by
day is ijurious to the health and comfort'of the infant.

" In arranging night coverings, the soft feather-bed is very
often estimated as nothing ; or, in other words, the same
provision of blankets is considered indispensable, whether
we lie upon a hard mattress or immersed in down. The
mother, looking only to the covering laid over the child, for-
gets those on wbich it lies; althongli, in reality, the latter
inay-be-tlie warnier-of-the two. An infant deposited in a
downy bed has at least two-thirds of its body in contact with
the feathers, and may thus be perspirig at•very pore, when
from its having only asingle covering thrown over it the
mother may imagine it to be enjoying, the restorative influ-
enceof-agreeable slumber. In hot weather, much mischief
might be done -by an oversight of this kind."

Rt is of course espential to the health and comfort of the
infant, that its bed and bedclothing be kept perfectly dry
and sweet -They should frequently be taken out and ex-
pgedto the air.

A child should be accustomed early to sleep in a darkened
room. Plutarchpraises the women of Sparta, for, among
other things, teaching their children not to be afraid in the
dark. 2E-e says they "were\so careful and expert, that with-
out swaddling-bands, their children were all straight and
well-proportioned ; and they brought them up not to be
afraid in the dark, orfbeQing aw ,d dinever-indulged
themin crying, fretfulness, and ili-humor; upon which ac-
count Spartan nurses were often bought by people of other
countries."

Position in Sleeping.-It has long been a popular opinon
that the position of our bodies abanight, with reference to
t1ie cardinal points of the compass; lias some influence on the
health. This belief has.recently been corroborated by some
observations made by a prominent pliysician, Henry Ken-
nedy, A.,B., M. B. In an essay on the "Acute Affections
of Children," published in the Dublin Quarterly Journal of
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Medical Science, he states that for several years he has put
in force in his practice a plan of treatment by means of the
position of the patient, and often with very marked results.
He asserts that in order to finsure the soundest sleep the
head should lie to thé north. Strange as this idea may 4t
first sight appear, it has more in it than might be supposed.
There are known to be great electrical currents always cours-
ing in one direction around the globe. In the mind of Dr.
K. thei-e is no doubt that our nervous systems are in some
mysterious> way connected with this universal agent, as it
niay be called, electricity. He relates several cases of acute
diseases in children in which by altering the position of the
body so that the patient should lie from north to south, in-
stead of from east to west, quiet sleep was induced. This
plan of invoking sleep is often successful, but not always so,
for all, are not equally susceptible. It applies likewise to
adults. -t is not so striking in its effects on the poorer'as
on the richer classes of society. This is what might be ex-
pected, for it cannot be doubted that the nervous system in
the middle and upper 1-anks is always in a much more sensi-
tive state than with their poorer brethren. It is worth not-
ing tliat even in healfhy persons sleep will often be absent
or of a broken kind from the cause of which we are now
speaking. It is very common to hear people saying they
can never sleep in a strange bed. Although many causes
may conspire to this, Dr. Kennedy cannot doubt that amongst
these ought to be placed the one to which we are now;draw-
ing attention.

VACCINATION.

This operation, to which every infant should be subjected,
is one of the great practical importance. The attempt has
been made of late to shake the public faith in its efficacy,
and to revive the old fabulous stories and foolish notions as
to the production of serious affections of the blood and skin
in this mann'er,. At the same time, the increasing frequency
and virulence of smallpox in this country are becomiig only
too evident. We therefore consider it our duty, in treating
of the maternai management of infancy, to lay some stress
upou the necessity for vaccination as a preservative of life
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IMPORTANCE OF VACCINATION.

and health. ~ If observation and experience ever taught any-
thing, they have taught the protective power of this' opera-
tion against, the most loathsome and one of the most fatal
diseases that ever afflicted the human race. And that mnother
who is careless and indifferent in this matter neglects for her
children a means of preventirig diffigurement and saving life,
compared with which all other means are scarcely worthy of
mention.

In order to appreciate the value of vaccination it is only
necessary to consider what smallpox was before its discovery
-to look at that disease through the eyes of our fathers
and grandfathers. U'ntil the close of the last century it
was the most terrible of all the ministers of death. It
filled the churchyards with corpses. When Jenner pub-
lished his great discovery,' about seventy years ago, the
annual death-rate from small pox in England was estimated
at three thousand in the mil4ion of populati6n. In other
countries of FEurope the raté reached as.high as four thou-
sand in the million. . And these fatal cases must be multi-
plyed by five or six to give the entire number of persons
annually attacked by the disease. It spired neither high nor
low. Macaulay infoifms us that Mary, the wife of William
III., fell a victimn tow it. Those, *in whom %the disease did
not prove fatal, carried about with them the hideous
traces of its malignity, for it "turned the babe into a
changling at which the mother shuddered, and made the
eyes and cheeks of the betrothed maiden objects -of horror
to the lover." Few escaped being attacked by this fell
disease. Nearly one-tenth of all the persons who died in
London during the last century, died of this one cause.
Children were peculiarly its victimns. In some of the great,
cities of England more than one-third of al the deaths
among children under ten years of age arose from smallpox.
Two-thirds of al the applicants for relief at the Hospital
for the Indigent Blind had lost their sight by smallpox.
The number of hopetessly4eafened ears, crippled joints and
broken-down constitutions-from the same cause cannot be
accurately computed, but was certainly very large. Vaccin-
ation is. all that now stands between us and all these honors of
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the last century. To the mothers in the land is entrusted h
the care of this only barrier against their return.

Is the strength of this barrier doubted? Its efficacy is
readily proved. -In England, during the twelve years (1854 th
-1865) in which vaccination has been, to a certain extent, V
compulsory, the average annual rate of deathà by smallpox di
has been two hundred and two in the million of population.
Contrast this with the annual death-rate of three thousand he
to the million, which was the average of thirty years previous ve:
to the introduction of vaccination. John Simon, medical yCofficer of "Her Majesty's Privy Council, one of the-best di
statisticians in England, has collected a formidable añay of In

es, "to doubt which would be to fly in the face' of he -mi
muiiplication table." From this mountain height of statis- a
tics r. Simon says: "Wleresoever vaccination falls into an
neglec\smallpox tends to become again the same frightful in
pestilenc t was in the days before, Jenner's discovery, and va
wberever 's universally and.pro.perly performed, smallpox va
tends to be as little effect as any extinct epidemic of the ne
Middle Ages.'\Th

Are other diséaes ever produced by vaccination? The cir
popular belief wou answer this question in the affirmative. bi
All affections of the s * and swellings of the glands noticed
in children soon after va ination, are attributed by parents in
in many cases to this op aVion. They forget that such ope
diseases are met with constan in infancy and childhfod, It.
as often among the unvaccinated the vaccinated. Obser- vac
vation does not show that they occur th greater frequency sm,
among the vaccinated. An English ip cian has been ha
at the trouble .to examine and- record a tliôiiand cases of any
skin ,disease in children; he found no evidencewhatever is C
that vaccination disposes the constitution to such affetins. eve
It has been stated with apparent justness, that paren sot
complaints of this kind frequeitly. arise from their unwil- el
lingness to believe there is anything wrong in their offspring. for
Hence, when other diseases follow, vaccination gets blamed fied
for what is really and truly due to other causes. So far affe
from doing any harm to the system, it has been observed i sue
those countries where vaccination has been most thoroughly is r'
practised, that leaving smallpox out of the question, there
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227IS VACCINATION SAFE? 2

have been fewer deaths from other maladies. This is
_especially true of two of the most important classes of
ýieeases; namely, scrofulous affections and low fever. For
this reason some medical statisticians have attributed to
vaccination an indirect protective influence against these
disorders.

At what age should the child be vaccinated?, If the
health permit, the operation should always be performed in
very early infancy. The chief sufferers from.smallpox are
young children. One-fourth of all who die from this fatal
disease in England are children 1inder the age of one year.
In. Scotland, where, until recently, vaccination, has been
auch more neglected than in England,,the proportion even
amounted to nearly one-third; and of thesé one-fourth were
under the age of three nponths. The great risk, particularly
in large towns where smallpox is seldom absent, of delaying
vaccination is obvious. City children, if hearty, should be
vaccinated when a -month or six weeks old. Rarely or
never ought it to be delayed beyond two or three months.
This early period of life is also particilarly suitable to vac-
cination, because the accompanying fèver will then be over
before the disturbing influence of teething begins.

Revaccination.-If the first vaccination be founfd imperfect
in character, that is, if it has not properly "taken," the
operation should be repeated at the earliest opportunity.
It has been recommended in all cases, to perfori a second
vaccination, not later than the .sixth or eighth year. If
smallpox be prevailing, it is proper to vaccinate al who
have not been vaccinated within three or four years. In
any event, revaccination at or after the pèriod of puberity
is of extreme importance. It will give additional security
even to those whose original vaccination was perfect. In
sorne cases, the susceptibility to smallpox is not wholly
exhausted by one vaccination. Inasmuch as it is desirable
for every one toescape this disease even in its most modi-
fied forrn, revaccination should always be performed as it
affords a very sure and reliable means of such escape. After
successful revaccination, smallpox even in its mildest shape
is rarely met with. In girls especially, in whom the changes
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which occur at puberity are most marked, re-vaccination
ation should be performed about the age of fourteen.

AIR AND VENTILATION.

Fresh air is necessary for the robust developem t
infancy and childho dd'4Bfants lrn mthe summer season
should be carried out daily when the wêather is pleasant,
from the second or third day after birth. Those bornin j
the winter should be kept in the house for two or three
months before being introduced to the outer world on some
sunny noonday. Older children can scarcely pass too muchl
time in the open air.

A change in the dress'?must, -'f course, be made before
exposing the child to the out-door air. The head should be
covered, and the chest and limbs well protected from the
cold.

As a rule, a child ought to be carried out, or permitted,
when old enough, to walk out at least once ·every pleasant
day during the year. The time of the day is to be varied
with the season. In the winter the middle of the day is to
be chosen ; in summer, the early portion of the forenoon, a
few hours after sunrise.

Children show very quickly, even when in ill-health, the
beneficial results of a ride or walk. It quiets the irritability,
to which they are liable,. more effectually than any other
procedure. Fr a delicate child, or one recovering from
sickness, fresh air and sunshine are the best tonics which
can be administered. A. fretful, peevish. child will soon
learn to look forward to its daily jaunt on the street or
road, and will be quieted by it for the rest of the day.

At all times of the year regard must be had to the state
of the weather. The infant ought never to be taken out on
a wet day. Exposure to a damp atmosphere is one of the
most powerful causes of càtarrh on the chest and -inflamma-
tion of the lungs, to which young children are so subject.
A very high wind, even though the day be bright and dry,
is injurious to a young infant, as it has been known to sus-
-pend his breathing for a time, which accident might, if not
at ouce observed, bring about a fatal result,
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EXERCISE. 229

ination Besides fresh air, light is an indispensable requisite to the
health of children. Ndthing can conpensate for the absence
of its beneficial effects. It is to beýremembered, however,
that during the first week or two the eyes of the new-born

ned p habeare ntîstýúgiíËoüigh tô ear the full glare of light.
season >ih firs eight days of its existence sbould be spent in a half-

leasant, darkened rpom. Gradually the apartment-may be bright-
born i ened, until finally, after about two weeks, the young eyes
- three become entireiy accustomed to the light, and may be
n some exposed to it without injury. A neglect of this piecaution
o mnuchi is one of the most common causes of the bad inflammation

of the eyes so frequently met with among young infants.
before After the sight has become quite strong, a bright room will

àould be strengthen the eyes, not weaken them, for light is the
om the natural stimulant of the eye, as exercise is of the muscles,

or'food of the stomach.
rmitted Scrofulous diseases are the heritage of those children
pleasan who are deprived of a.plentiful supply of pure air and lighit.

varied A distinguished English writer upon the laws of health
ascribes to the careful avoidance of the salutary influence of

enoon, a air and light by so many young girls, who are fearful of
walking out while the sun is powerful, much of their sickly

alth, the appearance, the loss of consistency of their bones, and their
itability, being able to afford but a deformed temple to the immortal
1y other soul.

ng fr Humboldt states that during a five years' residence in
which South Amýrica, he neversaw any national deformity amongst

soon the men or komen belonging to, the Carif, Muyscas, Indian,
street or Mexican or Peruvian races. If parents in our own country

were to accustom their daughters from an early age to daily
ee stat exercise in the open air and sunlignt, there would be fewer

n out on weak backs requiring the support of apparatus, from the
of the surgical instrument maker, and leàs pallor in lips and cheeks,
lma. to be remedied by iron, from the shop of the apothecary.

subject
and d EXERCISE.

1 to sus
if no The first exercise which a chlid obtains is had, of course,

in its nurse's armé. Are there any directions then to be
noticed -in regard to the manner of carryinq an infant ? Dr.
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Eberle gives the following useful advice upon this subject:"The spine and its muscles seldom acquire sufficient strength
and firmness before the end of the third month, to enable
the child.to support its body in an ùpright position, without
inconvenience or risk of injury. Until this power is mani-
festly acquired, the infant should not be carried or suffered
to sit with its body erect, without supporting it in such a
manner as to liglhten the pressure made on the spine, and
aid it lu maintaining the upright posture of its head and
trunk ; therfore at first (a few days after birth), the infant
should be taken from its cradle or bed two or three times
daily and laid on its back upon a pillow, and carried gently
about the chamber. After the third or fourth week, the
child may be carried in a reclining posture on the arms of a î
careful nurse, iu such a manner as- to afford entire support
both to body and head. This may be done by reclining the
irfant upon the forearm, the hand embracing the upper and Iposterior part of the thighs, whilst its body and head are I
supported by resting against the breast and arm of the nurse. t
When held in this way, it may be gently moved from side
to side, or up and down, while it is carefully carried through e
a well-ventilated room."
- After the child is three months old, it will probably have C
become strong enough to maintain itself in a 'sitting posi- C
tion. It may then be carried about in this upright posture, S
with the spine and head carefully supported by the nurse, t
which aid ought not to be withdrawn until the age of six or r
seven months. , h

lIn-lifting young children," as has been well observed by hDr. Barlow, "the nurse should be very careful never to lay s
hold of them by the arms, as is sometimes thoughtlessly g
done ; but always to place the hands, one on each side of T
the chest, immediately below the arm pits. In infancy, the d
sockets of the joints are so shallow and the bones so feebly et
bound down and connected with each other, that dislocation q
and ev'en fracture of the collar bone may easily be produced e:
by neglecting this rule. For the same reason, it is a bad d
custom to support a child by one or even by both arms, W
when he makes his first attempt to walk. The grand aim k
which the child has in view, is to preserve his equilibrium. 8
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If he is partially supported by one arm, the body inclines to
one side, and the attitude is rendered most unfavorable to
the preservation of his natural balance ; and consequently,
the moment the support is in the least relaxed, the child
falls over and is caught up with a jerk. Even when held
by both arms the attitude is unnatural and unfavorable to
the speedy attainment of the object. 'Io assist the' child,
we ought to place one hand on each side of the chest, in
such a way as to give the slightest possible support, and to
be ready instantly to give more if he lose his balance. When
this plan is followed all the attitudes and efforts of the child
are in a natural direction ; and success is attained not only
sooner but more gracefully than by any ill-judged support
given to one side.

"There is one very colninon mode of exercising infants,
which, we think, deserves particular notice-we mean the
practice of hoisting oa raising them aloft in the air. T7his
practice is of such venerable antiquity, and so universal,
that it would be vain to impugn it. The pleasure, too,
which most children evince under it, seems to show that it
cannot be so objectionable as a cursory observer would be
disposed to consider it. Still, there are hazzards which
ought not to be overlooked. The risk of accident is one
of some amount ; children have slipped from the hands and
sustained serious injury. Some people are so energetic as
to throw up children and catch them in deséending. This
rashness there can be no hesitation in reprobating; for,
however confident the person may be of not missing his
hold, there must ever be risks of injury from the concussion
suffered in the descent, and even from ithe firmness of the
grasp necessary for recovering and maintaining the hold.
The motion of the body, too, fias a direct tendency to in-
duce vertigo ; and when the liability of the infant brain to
congestion and its consequences is considered, when the fre-
quency of hydrocephalus in infants is borne in mind, an
exercise which impels blood to'the brain, will not be régar-

'deT as wholy insignificant. There is one more objection
which seems not to haveattracted -attention.. The hold ta-
ken of a child in the act of hoisting him, is by the hand
grasping the chest. The fingers and thumb placed on each
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side of the breast bone, compress the ribs, and any one with re
the hand so placed, will at once perceive that if the pressure in
were strong and the resistance froni the elasticity of the foi
ribs weak, the impression on the chest resulting, would cor- tin
respond exactly with the deformity named chicken-breast. tec
That any force is ever used, capable of inducing speedily ber
such a change, is in the highest degree improbable ; but brc
that reiterated pressure of this kind, however slight, would, 'thi
in a weakly child, have power to impress and distort the r

chest, few, we imagine will doubt." sel
When two or three months old, the infant may be placed fer

on a soft mattress upon the floor or on the carpet. He can der
then toss his limbs about without danger, and develop the r
powers of his muscular system. for

" The best mode of teaching a child how to walk," says mu
Dr. Bull, "is to let it teach itself, and this it will do readily not
enough. It wil first learn to crawl; this exercises every atic
muscle in the body, does not fatigue the child, throws no tal,
weight upon the bones, but imparts vigor'and strength, and
is thus highly useful. After a while, having the power, it
will wish to do more ; it will endeavour to lift itself upon
its feet by the aid of a chair, and though it fail again and
again in its attempts, it will still persevere until it accom- is r
plish it. By this it learns, first, to raise itself from the lim
floor; and secondly, to stand;ybut not without keeping hold bat
of the object on which it has seized. Next it will balance Qui
itself without holding, and will .proudly and laughingly the
show that it can stand alone. Fearful, however, as yet of inst
moving its limbs without support, it will seize a chair or reac
anything else near it, when it will dare to advance as far as XIT
the limits of its support will permit. This little adventure anc,
will be repeated day after day with increased exultation; fer
when, after numerous trials, he will feel confident of bis
power to balance himself, and he will run alone. Now,
time is required for this gradual self-teaching, during which
the muscles and bones become strengthened ; and when at
last called upon to sustain the weight of the body, are fully I
capable of doing so." selv

It is not merely want of strength which prevents an in- mer
~fant from walking at first. The liatural shape of the legs the
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ith renders it impossible. The feet are turned in so that the
ire inner sides look upwards. When placed upon its feet,-there-
]he fore, the soles will not rest upon the ground. In - a \short
sor- time, the position of the feet changes, and they become fit-
.t. ted for the purpbses of support and locomotion. When he
ily begins to walk, the child should have shoes with tolerably
)ut broad soles, which ought to be at least half an inch longer
id, than the foot.
the The first efforts of the little'one to support* and propel it-

self are to be carefully watched, but not unnecessarily inter-
?ed fered with, neither frightened by expressions of fear nor ren-
:an dered timid by too frequent warnings.
the The first seven years of life should be one grand holiday

for all sports and amusements which will bring into play the
TYs muscles and divert, at the same time, the mind. Time can-
lily not be more usefully employed than in thus laying the found-
ery ation of health, upon which alone can rest the physical, men-
no tal, and moral well-being of after life.

it TEETHING.

The period at which the teeth first make their appearance
is not a fixed one. It varies considerably even within ,the

the limits of perfect health. It may be said, as a rule, that the
.ld babe begins to cut his teeth at the age of six or seven months.
Ice Quite frequently, however, the [first teeth appear as early as
gly the fourth month, or are delayed until the èighth. In some
t of instances children come into the world with their teeth al-

or ready cut. This is said to have been the case with Louis
a XIV., and with Mirabeau. King Richard the Third is

ire another example. Shakepeare makes the Duke of York fe-
on fer to this circumstance in these words
his

"Marry, they say my ucle grew so fast,
ich That he could gnaw a crust at two hours old;

Twas full two years ere I could get a tooth."

ul It does not follow that children, whose teeth show them-
selves early, will have therefore a quicker general develop-
ment. Such cases are merely,instances of irregularity in

legs the time of dentition, and carry with them no particular -
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significance. Irregularities in regard to the order in which
the teeth are òut, are also of frequent occurrence.

1 While therefore it cannot be maintained that all healthy
children cut their teeth in a certain regular order and time,
yet it is certain that those children who follow the general
rule, which prevails in this respect, suffer least from the diffi-
culties and effects of dentition. As all mothers desire to
know at what time they may expect the teeth, we will state
the rule of their developmént in the great majority of cases.

The lower teèth generally precede those of the upper jaw
by two or three months.

The twenty milk teeth usually appear, in the five fol-
lowing groups

First. Between the fourth and eighth inonths of life the
two lower middle front teeth appeap almost simultaneously.
Then a pause of from.three to nine weeks ensues.

Second. Between thepighth and tenth months of life the
five upper frofit teeth appear, following shortly upon each
other, the .two central preceding the two on each side of
them. Another pause of from six to twelve weeks suc-
ceeds.

Third. Between the twelfEh and sixteenth months of life,
six teeth appear nearly at once. They are first the two front
grinding teeth in the upper jaw, leaving a space between
them and the front teeth which before appeared ; next, the
two lower front teeth situated one on each, side of the cen-
tral ones, which were the first to appear ; and, lastly, the
two front grinders of ·the lower jav. A pause until the
eighteenth month now ensues.

Fourth.¯ Between the eighteenth and twenty-fourth months
of life the canine teeth cut tbrough (the upper ones are
called eye teeth). Again a pause until the thirtieth month

Fifth. Between the thirtieth and thirty-sixth tmonths,
the second four grinders finally make their appearance.

This concludes the first teething. The. child has now
twenty milk teeth.

We have mentioned that children are sometimes born With
teeth. It is also true that sometiines they never acquire
any. Instances are on record of adults who have never cut
a-ny teeth. Dentition has been known to take place very
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THE LAW OF GROWTH.

late in life. A case is related, on excellent authority, of an
old lady aged eighty-five, who cut several teeth after attain-
ing that age.

APPEARANCE OF THE PERMANENT TEETH.

Between the fifth and sixth years of life the second denti-
tion begins.' The front grinders are the ones first cut
through. Between the sixth and tenth years all the front
teeth. appear, followed by the canines before the twelfth
year. At this time the second grinders show themselves,
and finally, between the sixteenth and twenty-fourth year,
the wisdom teeth complete 'the dental furniture of the
mouth.

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMEMT.

During infancy thé body grows with great rapidity.
About tke end of the third year, one-half of the adult height
of the body is attained. After this period growth is more
gradual, for in order to reach the remaining half, about
eighteen years more are required. At twenty years of age,
the height is somewhat more than three and a half times
that at birth, and the weight about twenty times. Dévelop-
ment does not go on at an equal rate in all parts oëf the
body. The lower limbs, small at birth, increase proportion-
ally more rapidly, while the head, relatively large at birth,
tdevelopes more slowly. The muscular system is gradually
strengthened. At the end of the third month, the infant
is able, if in good health, readily to support its head;, at the
fourth month it can be held upright ; at the ninth month
month it crawls about the floor ; before tbe end of the year
it is able with assistance to step ; and between one and two
ypars, at different times, according to its vigor and activity,
it acquires the power of standing and walking alone. The
periods of greatest and least growth of the child are, on the
one hand, spring and /summer, on the other, autumn and
winter. It has long been known that animals grow more
rapidly in the spring than at any other season of the year.
This has been attributed to the abundance of herbage they
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are then able to obtain. It has been ascertained by actual
measurement that children grow chiefly in the spring.

At six months of age the child begins to lisp, and at
twelve months it is usually able to utter distinct and intelli-
gible sounds of one or two syllables. The development of
the senses and of the mind proceeds gradually. The sense
of hearing is more active and further àdvanced than that of
sight. Sounds are appreciated sooner than light or bright
colored objects. The next sense which is developed is, per-
haps, that of taste, then follow smell and touch.

IS THE RACE DEGENERATING?

This is a question which perplexes some minds in our
times. A German author of note has recently written a
volume to prove that each generation is feebler than the
preceding. Old physicians say that in their youth diseases
of exhaustion were rarer than nowadays. For this our hab-
its of life, the pressure on our nervous systems, the preva-
lence of hereditary diseases, and the excessive use of nar-
cotics and stimulants, are held responsible. "The fathers,"
say these croakers, "have eaten sour grapes, and the chil-
dren's teeth are set on edge."

We attach little weight to these gloomy views. There
are plenty of facts on the other side. The suits of old armor
still preserved in Europe prove that, as a rule, we have
slightly gained in weight and size. Tables of life insurance

companies and reports of statistics show that the average
length of human life is greater than it ever was. Dr.
Charles D. Meigs used to state in his lectures that the·size
of the head of our American infants at birth is somewhat.
greater than in ihe Old World.

That there are more numerous diseases than formerly is
not true; but it is true that we know more, for we have
learned to detect them more readily and to examine them
more minutely. This is espeoially true of such as are pecu-
liar to -women. Within the last ten or twenty years so
much that is of sovereign importance has been contributed
to this department of medical science that it is hardly possi-
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Ctual ble for one to become an expert in it unless he gives it his
whole attention,

id at To avoid the tendency to debilitated frames and chronic
telli- diseases, woman should, therefore, learn not only the laws
it of of her own physical life, but the relations in which she
'ense stands to the other sex, Thus she can guard her own
at of health, and preserve from degeneracy her offspring. It is
right only by enlightenment and the extension of knowledge on
per- the topics relating to soundness.of body and mind, that we

can found rational hopes of a permanent and wide-spread
improvement of the race.

Some have maintained, not understanding the bearing of
the facts, that such- degeneracy is more conspicuous in the

i our frame of woman than anywhere else. They quote the
en a narratives of travellers who describe with what fortitude,

i the we might almost say, with what indifference, the Indian
;eases women, and those of other savage races, bear the pangs of
hab- childbirth, and how little the ,ordeal weakens them. A
reva- squaw will turn aside for an hour or two when on the
nar- march, bear a child, wash it in some stream, 'bind it on the

iers," top of her load, and shouldering both, quietly rejoin the
chil-' vagrant troop. Our artificial life seems, indeed, in this

respect, to be to blame; but if we look closer, we can learn
r'here that these wild women often perish alone, that they are
xmor rarely fertile, that unnatural labours are not unknown, and
have that the average duration of their life is decidedly less than

xance among the females in civilized States.
erpage

Dr. THE PERILS OF MATERNITY.
e·size
,what In the~af i art ftis work we quoted some authorities

to show that those women who choose single life as their
rly is portion, do not 'escape the ills of existence, nor do they
have protract their days, but, on the contrary, as. shown by
themn extensive statistics, are more prone to affections of the
pecu- , mind, and die earlier. While therefore, Nature thus
es so rewards those who fulfil the functions of their being, by
.buted taking part in thé mysterious processeg of reproduction, and,
possi- perpetuating the drama of existence, it is true, also, that

she associates these privileges with certain deprivations and
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suffering. We -do not wish to throw around the married
state any charms which- are not its own. Ratlier is it our
aim to portray with absolute, and therefore, instructive,
fidelity, all that this condition offers of unfavorable as well
as favorable aspects.

Let us say at once, maternity has its perils apart from
those of pregnancy and child-birth, perils as peculiar and
as ine-itable as those which pertain to single life. -Our
-present purpose is to- mention these, and by stating their
nature and what are their causes, so far as known, to put
married women on their gnard against them. Some are
almost trifling, at least not involving 'danger to life, others
most harassing to the sufferer and to her friends.

Of the latter character is that deplorable condition called
by physicians puerperal mania. This is a variety of insanity
which attacks some women shortly after child-birth, or at the
period of weaning a child. The period of attack is uncertain,
as it may manifest itself first in a very few days, or not for
some months after the confinement.. Its duration is like
wise very variable. In most instances· a few weeks restore
the patient to herself, .but there are many cases where
judicious treatment for months is required, and there are à
few.whère the mental alienation is permanent, and the wife
and mother is never restored to her sanity.

The question has been much discussed whether such a con-
dition is to be imputed to a hereditary tendency to insanity
in the family, and also whether a.mother who hashadsuchan
attack is liable to transmit to her children, male or female,
any greater liability to mental disease. We are well aware
what deep importance the answ'ers to these inquiries have to
many a parent, and in forming -our replies we are guided
not only by our own experience, but by the recorded opin-
ion of those members -of our profession who have given the
subject close and earnest attention. To the first query, thei
reply must be made that in one-half or nearly one-half of the
cases of this variety of insanity there is traceable a heredi-
tary tendency to aberration of mind. Tsually one or more
of the direct progenitors, or of the near relatives of the pa-
tient, will be found to have manifested unmistakable marks
of unsoundness of mind. In the remaining one-half cases no
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rried such tendency can be traced, and in these it must be pre-our sumed that thè mania is a purely local and temporary dis-

order of thé brain. The incurable cases are usually found
i the first/class of patients, as we might naturally expect.

The likelihood of the children in turn inheriting any suchfrom predisp.osition~depends onfthe answer to the inquiry we first-Ourd put.lf the mania itself is the appearance of a family mala-
th · dy, then the chances are that it will pass downward withtheir other transmissible qiialities. But if the mania arises fromput causes which are transitory, then there is no ground forare alarm,

thers An inquiry still more frequently put to the physician bythe husband and by the patient herself after recovery is,alled' whether an attack at one confinement predisposes her to aanity sinilafttack at a subsequent similar period. There is con-,t the sidera ivergence of opinion on this point. Dr. Gooch,tain an Eng ish physician- of wide experience, is very strenuoust for in deying any such increased likelibood,while an American
le obste 4rician of note, is quite as positive in taking the oppo-,store site vrw. The truth of the matter undoubtedly is, thatahere where \the mania is the exhibition of a hereditary tendency,

are a it is ap to recur, Out where it arisés from transient causes,wife then it will only occur again if such causes exists.
Here, thereforè, we perceive the importance of every wo-Con- man, who has had or whq fears to have one of these dis-aity tressing experiences, being put on her guard against disre-chan garding those rules of health ethe neglect of which may re-nale, suit so disastrously. One of the most powerful of these-ware causes is exhaustion. We mean this in its widest senseve to mental or physical. In those'instances where mania appearsiided at weaniug, it is invariably where the child has been nursedopin- too long, or where the mother has not had sufficient strengthi the to nourish it without prostrating herself. It should be ob-

f theý served as a hygienic law that no mothier should nurse herfthe childrenL after she has had one attack of mania. The merere -nervous excitement is altogether too much for her. Shemore must once and forever renounce this tender pleasure. Wee pa- even go so far as to recommend that no woman in whoseîarks family a mental taint is hereditary, shall nurse her children.''s no Anxiety, low spirits, unusual weakness from any cause,
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are powerful predisposing causes, and therefore' in all cases
especially in. those where the family or personal history leads
one to fear such - an attack, they should be avoided. The
diet should be nourishing and abundant, but not stimula-
ting. Cheerful society and surroundings should be courted,
and indulgences in any single train of ideas avoided. -As
for directions during the attack, they are unnecessary, as to
combat it successfully, often tasks the utmost skill of the
physician; and, it w-ill be for himi to give thlese directions. t

Many, we may say most, married women whose health-iîs
broken down by some disease peculiar to their sex, refer the
commencement of their suffering to some confinement or pre-
mature birth. This, therefore, we must also take into ac-
cpunt, in estimating the perils of maternity. Perhaps,i in
four cases out of five, this breaking-down 's one of the symp-
toms of a displacement of the internal.prgans,-a ialposition, p

t'i I .- in other words, of the uterus. This is familiarly.known as
an "inward weakness," and many a women drags througli
years of misery caùsed by a trouble of this sort.

It is true that these malpositions occur in unmarried fé
women, and occasionally in young girls. But it is also true -

that their most frequent causes are associated with the con-
dition of maternity. The relaxation of the ligaments or bands tE
whichhotd theuterus in its place, which Lakes place during S
pregnancy and parturition, predisposes to such troubles. It
requires time and care for these ligaments to resume their r.
natural strength and elasticity after childbirth. Then, too, m
the walls of the abdomen are one of the supports provided C-
by nature to keep all the organs they contain in proper place sb
by a constant elastic pressure. When, as in pregnancy,
these walls-are distended and put on the strain, suddenly to sy
be relaxed after confinement, the organs miss their support, en
and are liable to take positions which interfere with the per- sc
formance of their natural functions. 'Therefore we may en
rightly class the greater tendency of married women to this
class of.diseafes among the perils of maternity.
- bWithin the last fifteen years, probably no one branch of on
medical science has received greater attention at the hands de
of physicians than this of diseases of. women. Many hither- dit
to inexplicable cases of disease, much suffering referred to

.J. ;-
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cases, other parts of the system, have been traced to local misfor-
leads tunes of the character we have just desciribed. Medical
The works are replete with cases of the hig.est interest illustra-

rnula- tive of this. We are afraid to state some of the estimates
zted, which have been given -of the number of women in this

-As country who suffer from these maladies. Not- do we intend
as to to give in detail the long train of syiptoms which character-
f the ize thei. Such a sad rehearsal would avail little or nôthing
ls. to the. non-medical reader. It is enough to say that the
this woman who finds herself afflicted by manifold aches and
r the pains without obvious cause ; who suffers with her head, and

pre- her stomach, and her nerves ; who discovers that, in spite of
o ac- the precçpts of religion and the efforts of will, she is becom-
s, in ing irritable, impatient, dissatisfied with her friends,. her
ymp- family, and herself ; who is, in short, unable any longer to
tion, perceive anything of beauty and of pleasure in this world,
m as and hardly anything to hope for in the next ; this woman,
ough in all probability, is suffering from a displacement or - tn

ulceration of the uterus. Let this be relieved, and her suf-
'ried ferings are ended. Often a very simple proceclure can do
true this. We -recall to mind a case described in touching langw-
con- age by a distinguished teacher of medicine. It is of an in-

ands teresting young married lady who came from the- Southern
iring States to consult him on her condition. She could not walk

It across the room without support, and was forced to wear, at
their great inconvenience to herself, an abdominal supporter. Her

too, mind was confused, and she was the victim of apparently-
rided causeless unpleasant sensations. - She was convmced that
)lace she had been and still was deranged.
'ney, The physïian could discover nothing wrong about her
y to system othr than a slight falling of the womb. This was
port, easily relîieved. She at once improved ir body and mind,
per- soon was able to walk with ease and freedom, and oncé more
may enjoyed the pleasure of life. In a letter written soon after
this er return home, she said, "This beautiful world, which at

o time I could not look upon without disgust, has become
h of once more a source of delight." How strongly do these
inds deeply felt words reveal the difference between her two con-
,her- ditions.
: to There is one source of great comfort in considering these
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afflictions. It is, that they are in the great majority of cases for
traceable to causes which are avoidable. Most of them shc
are the penalties inflicted by stern nature on infractions of
her laws: Hence the great, the unspeakable importance-of als<
women being made aware of the dangers to which they are ar
exposed, and being fully informed how to avoid them. This kid
task we now assume. ar'

There is, we concede, a tendency in the changes which in
take place during pregnancy and parturition to expose the per
system to such accidents. But this tendency can be coun- ec
teracted by care, and by the avoidance of certain notorious bor
and familiar infractions of the laws of health. It is usually
not until she gets up and commences to go about the house quc
that the woman feels any pain referable to a displaced womb. she
Very frequently the origin of it is leaving the bed too soon, anc
or attempting to do some work, too much for her strength, mar
shortly after a premature birth or a confinement. Not only any
should a woman keep her bed as a rule for nineteen days mc
aftei every abortion and every confinement, but for weeks
after she commences to move about she should avoid any frec
severe muscular exertion, especially lifting, long walks, The
straining or working on the sewing machine. Straining at mis
stool is one of the commonest causes. Many women have thu;
a tendency to constipation for weeks or months after child- are
birth. They are aware that it is unfavorable to health, and any
they seek to aid nature by violent muscular effort. They give
cannot possibly do a more unwise act. Necessarily the ef- wb,
forts they make press the womb forcibly down, and its ligaL ver
ments being relaxed, it assumes either suddenly on some one listl
well-remembered occasion, or gradually after a succession-of of 'E
efforts, some unnatural position. The 'same reasoning ap- wor
plies to relieving the bladder, which is connected in some has
persons with undue effort. yeai

Conàtipation, if present, must, and almost àlways can, be deli
relieved by a judicious diet and the moderate use of injec- tion
tions. These simple methods are much to be preferred to mus
purgative medicines, which are rarely.satisfactory if they are air,
continued for much time. When anything more is needed, inst
we recominend a glass of some laative inineral water, that, well

whc
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cases for instance, from the Bedford or Congress Springs. This
them shoufd be taken before breakfast.
is of For the difficulty with the bladder we inentioned,. diet is
ce-of also efficacious. It is familiarly known that several popular

r are articles of food have a decided action in stimulating the
This kidneys: for instance, asparagus and watermelon. Sûch.

articles should be freely partaken, and their effect can be
rhich increased by some vegetable infusion, taken warm, as juni-

the per tea, or broom tea. The application to the parts of a
:oun- cloth' wrung out in water as hot as it can conveniently be
rious borne is also a most excellent assistant to nature.
ually Similar strains on the muscles of the abdomen are conse-
iouse quent on violent coughing and vomiting. Therefore these
-omb. should be alleviated, as they always can be, by some
soon, anodyne taken internally. Any physician is familiar with
1gth, many such preparations, so that it seems unnecessary to give
only any formula, particularly as it would have to be altered
days more or less to suit any given case.

reeks Women of a languid disposition and relaxed muscles are
any frequently urged to " take' exercise" and to " go to work."

-alks, Their condition sometimes excites censure rather than com-
ag at miseration, because it is thought that they do not exert and
have thus strengthen themselves as much as they should. We
shild- are quite as much in favor of work and vigorous muscles as

and any one. But often it were the foolishest advice possible to
They give a woman t' tell her to seek active exercise. It is just
e ef- what she should avoid, as it may ultimately give rise to that
ligac very trouble which, not only threatening, is the cause of her

e one listlessness. Many instances are familiar to every physician
>n -of of extensive experience where a long walk, a hard lay's
Y ap- work, a vigorous dance in the evening, or a horseback ride,
some has left behind it a uterine weakness which has caused

years of misery. Especially after confßnement or premature
1, be delivery is it prudent for a woman to avoid any such exer-
njec- tion for months and months. Moderate employment of her
,; to muscles in any light avocation, short walks and drives, freh
y are air, with judicious' exercise, these are well enough in every
aded, instance, but beyond them there is danger. We know too
that, well that advice like this will sound like mockery to some

who read these lines. They have to work, and work hard;
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they have no opportunity to spare themselves; the iron
hand of necessity is upon them, and they must obey. We
can but sympathize with them, and cheer them with the
consolation that many a woman has borne all this and lived
to a healthy and a happy old age. Nature has surrounded
the infinitely delicate machinery of woman's organization
with a thousand safeguards, but for all that, the delicacy
remains, and it is because so níany women are forced to
neglect their duties to their -ownselves that so'many thou-
sands walk the streets of our great cities, living martyrs.

But no. We must modify what we have just written. lu
justice.to our own sex, and in al truthfulness, we cannot
allow the blame to be removed altogether from women
themselves. They alone are responsible for one of the most
fruitful causes of their wretcbedness. The theme is a
threadbare one. We approach it with hardly any hope
that we shall do good by repeating warnings utterly mono
tonous and tiresome. But still less can we feel comfortable
in mind to pass it over in silence. We refer to the foolish C
and injurious pressure which is exerted on the lower part of
the chest and the abdomen by tight corsets, belts, and bands
to support the under clothing:_in other words, tight lacusg. 1

Why it is, by what strangefieak of fashion and blindness +
to artistic rules, women of the present day think that a
deformed and ill-proportioned waist is a requisite of beauty,
wé do not know. Certainly they never derived such an idea s
from a contemplation of those monuments of perfect beauty 1
bequeathed to posterity by the chisels of Attic artists, nor
from those exquisite figures which lend to the canvas of
Titian and Raphael such immortal fame. Iook, for instance, e
at that work of the former artist, now rendered so familiar t
by the chromo-lithographic process, called "Titian's daugh-'
ter." it is the portrait of a blonde-haired maiden holding e
aloft a trencber heaped with fruits. She turns her face to
the beholder, leaning slightly backward to keep her equili- tI
brium. Her waist is encircled by a zone of pearls, and it is h
this waist we would have our readers observe with some- c
thing more than an osthetic eye. It is the, waist of health r
as well as beauty. Narrower than either the shoulders or ti
the hips, it is yet anything but that "wasp-like waist"
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the iron which is so fashionable a deformity. With such a waist, a
3y. We woman is fitted to pass through her married state with
with the health and pleasure. There is little fear that she will be
,nd lived the tenant of doctors' chairs, and. the victim of drugs and
rounded instruments. Let women aim at beauty, let them regard it
-.nization as a matter of very high importance, worth money, and
delicacy time, and trouble, and we will applaud them to the echo.
orced to But let them not mistake deformity, vicious shape, unnatural
îy thou- and injurious attitudes, anc hurtful distortions for beauty.
rtyrs. That not only degrades their physical nature, but it lowers
ten. ln their tastes, and places them in osthetics on a level- with the
n caniot Indian squaw who flattens her head, and bores her nose, and

women with the Chinese woman who gilds her teeth, and com--
lie most presses her foot into a sliapeless mass. True beautyis ever

ne is a synonymous with health, and the woman who, out of sub-
iy hope servience to the demands of fashion, for years squeezes her
y mono- waist and flattens her breast, will live to rue it when she
fortable becomes a mother. Away, then with tight corsets and all

foolish similar contrivances.
part of 0f a similar objectional character are many of the devices
d bands which ignorant men connected with the medical profession
- lacng. urge upon the public for the sake of remedying curvature of
indness the spine, restoring the figure, or supporting the abdomen.
that a Notra few of such %>races and supporters are seriously dan-

beauty, gerious. A good brace, well-fitting, carefully adjusted,
an idea suited to the particular case, is often of excellent service,
beauty but the majority of them do not answer this description.

.sts, nor Qur advice is that no girl, and still more no mother, should
nvas of wear one of these without it is fitted upon her by an experi-
istance, enced hand. We have known more than one instance where
amiliar the binder put on after childbirth has been wrongly placed,
daugh- and pinLed so firmly that it lias resulted in producing falling

1oldiug of the womb. This, too, should be sedulously looked after.
face to All these are causes which are strictly under the contror of
equili- the woman herself. They are therefore such as sh'e should

id it is ha've in mind and be on her guard against. There are
1 some- others, but they are less. frequent, which are beyond her
health power, and it would be labor lost, therefore,'for us to 'men-
lers or tion them.
waist" Equally vain would it be for us to speak of the various
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means by wliich difficulties of this nature are removed. Pro- S

bably no one branch of medical surgery has been More r
assiduously cultivated than this, and the number of sup-
porters, pessaries, braces, and levers which have been re-
cently brought before the medical profession for this purpose
is simply appalling. There are women and men who make
it their business to carry them through the country and sell
them on commission. We distinctly warn our readers
against this class. They are almost invariably ignorant and
unscrupulous, rich ia promises and regardiess of perfor
mances. She who patronizes them will be sure to lose lier
money and will be lucky if she does not forfeit her health.

The most we shall do is to give some advice how to treat
such complaints on principles of hygiene. And indeed this
means nearly one-half the battle. For without these simple
cases, treatment of any kind is useless and sure to fail, and
with them, many complaints are remedied as well as avoided. r

The first point we would urge is, that the woman who fe
finds herself thus afflicted should seek to have such a position
that she can rest. If she is burdened with family cares, let rr
her if possible diminish or escape'-them for a time. A rest

- of a month or two, not at a fashionable watering-place nor a
Z at a first-class hotel in some noisy city, but in quiet lodgings, m

or with some sympathizing friend, will be of great advantage.
This she should obtain without travelling too far. Prolong
motion in railway cars or carriages is in every, instance in- -
jurious. If it must be undertaken, for instance, i order to bc
consult a qualified physician, or to reach some friends, the W.
modern appliances of comfort, such as air cushions, foot-rests, fc
and head-supports should be provided. They cost but little, fr.
and to the invalid their value is great. No, sucli journey R
should be undertaken at or near the time when the monthly de
illness might come on, as the suffering is lways greater at
these periods. th

The pleasant. associations which group themselves around
a happy home are an important element in the treatment of "

diseases which, like these, are so intimately connected with m
the mind and nervous system. It will not do heedlessly to CU

throw-such advantages away. When the home is pleasant, an
and rest can there be had, the patient, in the majority of in-
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Pro- stances, will do well, to abide there' But when, for any
more reason, be it domestic infelicities in which the husband has

)f sup- a share, be it disagreeable relatives, or importunate and
%en re- tedious visitors, then the sooner such a mental weight is re-
urpose moved or avoided the better.
> make The diet is a very common subject of error. It is popu-
id sell larly supposed that everybody who is weak should eat a
-eaders "strengthening" diet, meat three ti'es a day, eggs, 'de, and
nt and beef-tea to any extent. This is a great error. Frequently
perfor such a diet has just the contrary effect from what is expected.

>se lier The patient becomes dyspeptic, nervous, and more debilitated
iealth. than ever. The rule is -that only that diet is strengthening
D treat which is thoroughly digested and taken up in the system.
>d this Frequently, we may say in the majority of cases, a small
simple amount of anmal food, especially game, fowls, fish, and

and soups, with fresh vegitables, and ripe fruits, will be far more
-oided. mvigorating than heavier foods. Pastry, cakes, and con-
,n who fectionery should be discarded, and great regularity in theasition hours of meals observed. Stimulants of all kinds are, as a
-es, let rule, unnecessary, and highly-spiced food is to be avoided.
A rest There is an old German proverb which says, "Pepper helps
::e nor a man on his horse, and a woman to her grave." This is
lgings, much too strong, but we may avail ourselves in this connec-
,ntage. tion of the grain of truth that it contains.
longç Cleanliness in its widest sense is an important element in
ice in. the-treatment. Not only should the whole surface of the.der to body be thoroughly washed several times ' week, but the
s, the whole person should be soaked by remaining in the water
-rests, for an hour or more. This has an excellent effect, and is far
little, from upleasant. I was regarded in the days of ancient

>urney Rome as sucli a delightful luxury and suçh a necessity, in-
>nthly deed, that every municipality erreted public bathing establish-
ter at ments, with furnaces to heat the water to such a, temperature

that persons could remain in it for several hours without
,round inconvenience. The use, of public baths ià almost unknown
.ent of in this country, but in place of them, every house of even
i with moderate dimensions has its own bath-rooni, so that the
ssly to custom of cleanliness might appear to be hardly less general
easant, among the 4etter classes than in old Rome.
of in- The difficulty is that so few people apprecjate that to
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thoroughly cleanse the skin, still more for the bath to have
a medicinal effect, it must be prolonged far beyond the usual
timè we allow it., The European physicians, who as a rule
àttach much greater importance to this than ourselves, re-
quire their patients to remain immersed two, three, four,
and even ten and twelve hours daily! This is said to have
most beneficial results; but who would attempt to introduce
it in this country

Local cleanliness is of equal importance. This is obtained
by means of injections or irrigations of simple water, or of
some infusion Or solution. The use of the syringe, as an
article of essential service in preserving the health of married
women, should never be overlooked. Even when they are
aware of no tendency to weakness or unusual discharge, it
should be employed once or twice a week, and when there is
debility or disease of the parts actually present, it is often of
the greatest service.

There are many 'varieties of female syringes now manu-
factured and sold, some of which are quite worthless. Much
the most convenient, cleanly, and efficient is the self-inject-
ing rubber syringe, which is worked by means of a ball held
in the hand, and which throws a constant and powerful
stream. They come neatly packed in boxes, occupying small
space, and readily transported from place to place. Much
depends on knowing how to apply them. The patient should
bè seated on the edge of a low chair or stool with-a hard
seat; immediately over a'basin. The tube should then be
introduced as far as possible without causing- pain, and the
liquid should be thrown up for five or ten minutes. About
one or two quarts may be used, of a temperature, in ordinary
cases, a little lower than that of the apartment. Water
actually cold is by no means- to be recommended, in spite of
what some physicians say to the contrary. It unquestion-
ably occasionally leads to those very evils which the judic-
ious use of the syringe is intended to avoid.

No fluid but water should be used in ordinary cases.
When, however, there is much discharge, a pinch of powder-
ed alum can be dissolved in the water ; and when there is
an unpleasant odor present, a sufficient amount of a solution
of p'ermanganate of potash may be added to the water to

2A8
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change it to a light pink color. This latter substance is mostadmirable ini remnoving ail unpleaat odors; but it will ktainthe clothing, and must, on that account, be employed withcaûtiQil.
We will add a few warnings te what we have just saidabout injections. There are tintes 'wlen they should beomitted, ms far instance during the periodical illness', whenthe body is either chilled or heated, and generally whentheir administration gives pain. There are also some womentn whom the mouth of the wokib remains open, especiallythose who have lorne many children. In sucli cases thelíquid used is liable tç be thrown into the wonb itself, andmay give rise to serious troubles. These should either omitth- use of the syringe altogether, or obtain onte of thosewhich throw the water backward and not forward. Thisvariety is manufactured and sold by various dealers.jIrrigations are more convenient in soie respects than in-jections. They are administered in the following manner:A jar holding about a gallon of water, simple or medicated,as may be advisable, is placed upon a table or high stand.long rubber tube is attached to the bottem of ýle jar end-mg in a metallic tube, and furnished with a stepcock. Thepatient seats herself on the edge of a chair over a basin,introduces the tube, and turns the stopcock. The liquid ethus thrown up in a gentle,- equable stream, without anyexrtion on lier part. No assistant is required, and theforce and amount of the liquid cau be exactly graduated

by elevating or lowering the jar, or by turning the stopcock.When there is much debility, or Mien it is desirable te applythe liquid for a long time, this method is much preferable tosyringing. The necessary apparatus can readily be obtainedm any large city. It has, however, the drawback that thejar is large, and not convenient to carry on journeys.

Q
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THE SINGLE LIFE.

A FEW words, ere we pass to another branch of> our sub-
ject, on the physical relations of her who by choice or other
reasons never marries. It is a common observation among e
physicians who have devoted themselves to the study of wo i a
man's physical nature that in spite of those "perils -of ma- s
ternity," which we have taken no. pains to conceal, the r
health of single women during the child-bearing period, is i
as a general rule not better, not even so good, as that of E
their married sisters. Those ihsurance companies who take a
female risks, do not ask any higher premium for the mar- c
ried than the unmarried. n

Various suggestions have been made to account for this st
unexpected fact. Some writers have pointed out that in te
many diseases marriage exerts a decidedly curative influence, at
especially.in chronic nervous ailments. Chorea, for instance,
or St. Vitus' dance, as it is popularly termed, has been re- gi
peatedly cured by marriage. As a rule painful menstrua- w
tion, which always arises from some defect or disease of the li
ovaries or adjacent organs, is improved. and often completely , th
remo\ved by the same act. There are, as is well known, a b1
whole series of emotional disorders, hysteria, and various. sw
kinds of mania and hallucination, which are almost exclu- ye
sively confined to single persons, and only oceur in the mar- nc
ried under exceptional circumstances. An instance has late- ha
ly been detailed in the medical journals by a Prussian physi- ye
cian of a case of undoubted hereditary insanity which was sp.
greatly benefited, indeed temporarily cured, by a fortunate to
nuptial relation. Few who have watched a large circle of pr(
lady 'acqaintances, but will have observed that many of them
increased in flesh and improved in health when they had

3:
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been married some months. An English writer of distinc-
tion, accounts for these favorable results in a peculiar man-
ner. Success, he says, is always a tonic, and the best 'of
tonics. Now to women, marriage is success. It is their aim
in social life, and this accomplished, health and strength fol-
low. We are not quite realy to subscribe to such a sweep-
ing assertion, but no doubt it is applicable in a limited num-
ber of cases, Our ownopinion is that nature gave to each
sex certain functions, and that the whole system is in better
health when all parts and powers fulfil their destiny.

Common proveibs portray the character of the spinster
as peevish, selfish, given to queer fancies, and unpleasant
eccentricities. In many a case We are glad to say this is
antrtue. Instances of noble devotion, broad and generous
sympathy, and distinguished self-sacrifice,/ are by no means
rare in single women. But take the whle class, the popu-
lar opinion, as it often is, must be grapited 'to be correct.
Deprived of the natural objects of intérest, the sentiments
are apt to fix themselves on parrots and poodles, or to be
confined within the breast and wither for want of nourish-
ment. Too often the 'history of those sisterhoods who as-
sume vows of singleness in the interest of religion presents
to the physician the sad spectacle of prolonged nervous mal-
adies, and to the christian that of a sickly sensibility. .

In this connection, we may answer a question not unfre-
quently put to the medical attendant. Are those women
who marry laté in their sexual life, more or less apt to bear
living children than the married of the same age, and are
they more or less likely.to prolong their child-bearing period
by their deferred nuptials? 'To both these inquiries, we an-
swer no. On the contrary, the woman who marries a few
years only before her change-of life, is almost sure to have
no children who will survive. She is decidedly less apt to
have any than the woman of the same age who married
young.- If, therefore, love of children and a desire for off-
spring form, as they rightly should, one of the inducements
to marry, let not the aet be postponed too long, or' it will
probably failof any such result.

251TiHE SINGLE LIFE.
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THE CHANGE OF LIFE.

AFTER a certain number of years, woman lays aside those
functions with which she had been endowed for the perpetu'
ation of tbe species, and resumes once more that exclusively
individual life ' which had been hers wihen a child. The
evening of her days aþproaches, and if she has observed the
precepts of wisdom, she may look forward to a long and
placid period of rest, blessed with health, honored, yes, loved
with a purer flame thnn any which she inspired in the bloom
of youthand beauty. Those who are familiar with the de-
lightful memoirs of Madame Swetchine or Madame Recam-
ier will not dispute even so bold an assertion as this.

But ere this haven of rest is reached, there is a crisis to
pass which is ever the subject of anxious solicitude. Un-
scientifrc people, in their vivid language, cal it the change of
life ; physicians know it as the menovpause-the period of the
cessation of the monthly flow. It is the epoch when the
ovaries cease producing afly more ova, and the woman be-
comes, therefore, incapable of bearing any more children.

The age at which it occurs is very variable. In this coun-
try, from forty to forty-six is tihe most common. Instances
are not at all unusual when it does not appear until the half
century- has been turned, and we have known instances
where women past sixty still continued to lave tleir period-
ical illuess

Examples of very early cessation are more rare. We do
not remember to have met any, in our experience, earlier
than thirty years, but others have observed healthy woimen
as young as twenty-eight in whom the flow had ceased.

The physical change which is most apparent at this time
is the tendency to grow -stout.- The fat increases as ihe
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power of reproduction decreases. And here a curious ob-
servation comes in. We have said that when the girl
changes to a woman, a similar deposit of fat takes place
(though less in amount), which commences at the loins.
This is the first sign of puberty. In the change of life the
first sign is visible at the lower part of the back of the neck,
on a level with the'bones known as the two lowest cervical
vertébr. Here commences anaccumulation of fat Which
often grows to form two distinct sprominences, and is an
infallible index of the period of a woman's life.

The breastg do not partake of this increase, but become
flat and hard,j the substauce of the gland losing its spongy
structure. The legs and arms loose their roundness of 1out-
line, and whe1 e they do not grow fat, dry up, and resemble
those of the other sex. The abdomen enlarges, even to the
extent occasionally of leading the wife to believe that she
is to be a rnther-a delusion sometimes strengthened by
the absence >f the monthly sickness. Finally, a perceptible
tendency to beard often manifests itself, the voice grows
harder, and the characteristics of the female sex become
leås and less distinct.

Some who are more fortunate than their neighbours do
not experien e the least discomfort at the change of life,
They siruply ote that'at the expected time the illness does
not appear,ýaxd forever after they are free from it. . These
are the exceptions. More commonly marked- alterations in
the health accompany this important crisis, and call for
sedulous hygenic care. It is gratifying to know that nearly
al thesé threatening~affections can be avoided by such care,
as they depend upon causes under the control of the indi-
vidual. Another fact, to which we have already referred,
is full of consolation. It is an unexpected fact, one that we
should hardfy credit, did it not rest on statistical evidence
of the most indisputable cliaracter. The popular opinion,
every one knows, is that the period of the change of life is
one peculiarly dangerous to women. If this is so, we
might expect that if the number of deaths between the ages
of forty and fifty years in the two sexes be compared, we
should find that those of females far exceed those of
males. This is, however, not the cse. On the-contrary,
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the deaths of the males exceed in number those of the
females. r

liasty readers may draw a false conclusion from this r
statement. They may at once infer that the change of life
ierits little or no attention, if it thus in nowise increases C
the bills of mortality. This- was a srlious error. All
intelligent physicians know that there are in very many

ïcases a ymst upleasant trajn of symp.toms which charac- h
terize this'epoch in the physical life of woian, .They are
alarming, painful, often entailing sad consequences, though
rarely fatal. All physicians ara,'however not intelligent, cc
and there are too many who are inclined o ridicule such tb
complaints, to impute them to fancy, and to Think that they as
have done their full duty when they tell the sufferer that ne
such sensations are merely indicative of her age, and that It
in a year ci two they will all pass away. ,Such medical
attendants do not appreciate the gravity of the sufferings' H
they have been called to relieve. Says a distinguished o1
writer on the subject, after entering into some details in the of
matter; "I would not dwell on things apparently so trivial p
as thse, had I not seen some of the worst nQisery this se
world witnesses induced thereby." Such a conviction should at
be in the mind of the physician, and lead him to attach er
their full weight to the vague, transitory, unstable, but most wi
distressing symptoms described by him.

We shall speak of the various signs and symptoms which to
óccur at and mark the change, and in commencing so to do, cb
we call attention to an interesting illgstration of the rhythm th
which controls the laws of life. As in old age, when we ar
draw pear the.last scene of all, we re-enter childhood, and tic
grow into second infancy, so the woman, finishing her pil- of
grimage of -sexual life, encounters the same landmarks and mE
stations which greeted lier when ,she' first set out. She fas
obeys at eve the voice of her own nature which she obeyed al at
her prime. The same diseases and disorders, the same ner- th
vous and mental sensations,'the same pains and weaknesses fui
which preceded the first appearance of her jnonthly illness soi
will, in all probability, precede its cessation. Even.those s
affections of the skin or of the brain, as epilepsy, which mi
were suffered in childhood, and which disappear as soon as
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the the periodical function was established, may be expected to
re-appear when the funiction has reached its natural termi-

this nation. Therefore If a woman, past the change, notices
life that she suffers from bleeding at the nose, headache, boils,

3ases or some skin disease, let her bethink· herself whether it is
Ail not a repetition of some similar trouble with which she was

nany plagued before the eventful period which metamorphosed
.arac- her from a girl into'a woman.
j are So true is what we have just said, that in detailing the
ough symptoms which frequently occur at the change oflife, we
gent, could turn back to the previous pages where we discussed
such the dangers of puberty, and repeat much that we there said
they as of equal application. here. For instance, the green-sick-
that ness, chloroisis, is by no means e5clusively a disease of girls.
that It may occur at any period of childbearing life, but is much

,dical more frequent at the beginning and the end of this term.
rings Hardly any one has watched women closely without having
.shed observed the peculiar tint of skin, the debility, the dislike
i the of society, the change of temper, the. fitful'appetite, the
ivial paleness of the ey,--anithe otheraits-that-showt-he-pre--
this sence of such a condition of the nervous system in those

lould about renouncing their powers of reproduction.' The pre-
ttach cautions and rules.which we before laid down can be read
most with equal profit in this 'connection.

In addition to these symptoms which in a measure belong
'hich to the individual's own history, tiere are others of a general

do, character which betoken the approaching change., One of
ythm them is an increasing irregularity in. the monthly appear-
n we ance. • This is frequently accompanied with a singing sensa-

and tion, a "feeling of goneness" as the sufferer says, at the pit
pil- of the stomach, often accompanied by flushes of heat, com-

3 and mencing at the stomach and extending over the whole sur-
She face of the body. The face, neck, and hands are suffused

Ped al at inopportune moments,. and greatly to the annoyance -of
ner- the sufferer. This is sometimes accompanied by a sense of

csses 1flness in the head, a giddiness, and a dulness of the brain,
Iness sometimes going so far as to cause an uncertainty in the
1 ose step, a slowness of comprehension, and a feeling as if one
*rhich inight fal at any moment in-some sort of a fit.
)n as This is not the worst of it. These physîcal troubles re-
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act upon the mind. An inward nervousness, intensely tepainful to bear, is very sure to be developed. She fears she iswill be thought to have taken liquor, and to be overcone trwith wine; she grows more confused, and imagines that orshe is,ýwatched with suspicious and unkind eyes, and often ta.she worrys herself by such unfounded fancies into a most
harassing state of mental distress. Society loses its attrac- thtions, and solitude does but allow her opportunity to indulge 1yto a still more injurious extent such brooding phantasms. mEvery ache and pain is magnified. Does her heart palpitate, deas it is very apt to do? Straightway she is certain that she lifhas some terrible disease of that organ, and that she will laidrop down dead some day in the street. Is one of her rabreasts somewhat sore, which, too, is not unusual ? She pe'knows at once it isa cancer, and suffers an agoniy of terror livfrom a cause wholly imaginary.1wl

Vibrating between a distressing excitement and a gloomy uledepression, her temper gives way, and even the words of mathe Divine Master lose their influence over her. She be- decomes fretful, and yet full of remorse for yielding to her apeevishness ; she seeks for sympathy without being able togive reasôns for needing it ; she annoys those around her by ofgroundless fears,.and 'is angered -when they show their an- flonoyance. In fine, she is utterly wretched, without any sufobvious cau'se of wretchedness. wl
This is a dark picture, but it is a true one, inexorably efCtrue. , Let us hasten to add that such a mental condition is, syThowever, neither a necessary nor a frequent concomitant of wcthe change. We depict it, so that friends and relatives Wmay better appreciate the sufferings of a class so little ye,understood, and so that women themselves, by -knowing blethe cause of such complaints and the sad results which lonflow from them, may take the more earnest efforts to av6id bethem. ten
Other symptoms are a sense of choking, a feeling of actfaintness, shooting pains in the back and loins, creepings as iand chilliness, a feeling as if a hand were applied to the Wlback or the cheek, 'a fidgety restlessness, inability to fix the con,mind on reading or in following a discourse, and a loss of or icontrol over the emotions, so that she is easily affected to I
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sely tears or to laughter. All these merely indicate that Nature
she is employing all her powers, to bring about thatmysterious
)Me transformation in the economy by which shre deprives the
hat one sex forever of partaking in the creativ(yact after a cer-
ten tain age, while she only diminishes the power of the other.
1ost Those women especially may anticipate serions trouble at
~ae- this epoch in whom the change at puberty was accompanied

alge by distressful and obstinate disorders, those in whom the
Ms. menstrual periods have usually been attended with consi-
ate, derable pain and prostration, and those in whose married
she life several abortions or several tedious and unnatural
.rill labours have occurred. Also those who from some tempo-
hler rary cause are reduced in health and strength, as from re-
She peated attacks of intermittent fever or disorders of the
vor liver and digestive organs. Still more predisposed are they

who are subject to some of those displacements or local
my ulcerations which we have mentioned among -the " perils of
3 of maternity." It becomes of great èonsequence that any such
be- deviation from the healthy standard shall be corrected before
her a woman reaches this trying passage in her career.

to In rather more than one out of every four cases the change
by of life is either ushered in or accompanied by considerable
an- flooding. When this occurs at the regular period, is not in
nY sufficient quantity to cause debiliiy, and is not associated

with much pain, it nieed not gi ve rise to any alarm. It is an
)ly effort of nature to relieve. the impending plethora of the
is, system, to drain away the excessive amount of blood which
of would; otherwise accumulate by the cessation of the flow.

res When it is femembered that every month for some thirty
;tle years of life the woman of forty-flve has been moderately
.ng bled, we need not wonder, that suddedly to break off this

h long habit would bripg about plethora, which would in turn
id be the source of manifold inconveniences to the whole sys-

tem. Therefore, this flooding may be regarded as a wise
of act of nature, and as such, allowed to take its course so long

"gs as it is not attended with the symptoms mentioned above.
he When this is the case, however, the, physician shonld be
he consulted, as then the bleeding 1pay, be fiom inflammation,
of or ulceration; or even from that dreaded foe to life, cancer.
to Instead of finding this exit, the blood occasionally is
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theown off by bleeding at the nose, or is spit up from the
lungs, or'is passed from bleeding piles. Due' caution must
be used about stopping such discharges too promptly.
Rest, cool drinks, and the application of cold to the parts,
are generally all that is needed.

We have just spoken.of cancer. This is a subject of terror
to many women, and their fears are -ofteû increased and'
deliberately played upon by base knaves who journey about-
the country calling themselves ' cancer doctors." and pro-
fessing to'have some secret remedy with which they work
infallible cures. It should be generally known that all such
pretensions are false. tis often a matter of no little diffi-

- culty, requiring an experienced eye, to pronounce positively
whether a tumour or iicer is cancerous. These. charlatins
have no such abielity, but they pronounce every sore they see
a cancer, and all their pretended cures are of innocent, non-,
malignant disorders.. Cancers are, more apt to -develop-
themselves at this period. Their seat is most frequently in

thewomb or the breast, and they -are said to be especially
liable to arise in those women who have suffered several
abortions or unnatural labors. Unndoubtedly theyare more
frequent in the married life than the unmarried, and they
evidently bear some relation to the amount of disturbance
which the system has suffered during chitdbirth, and the
grief and mental pain experienced. For this reason ,a
celebrated teacher of obstetrics insists upon classing them,
among nervous diseases. The surgeon alone can cure them,
and he hut rarely. Medicine is of no avail, however long
and painstaking have been its researches in this direction.
A touching story is related in this connection of Raymond
Sully, tteelebrated philosopher. When a young man he
was deeply. impressed with the beauty of a lady, and repeat-
edly urged his suit, which she as persistently repelled,
though jt was evident she loved him. One day, when he
insisted with more than usuaflervor that she should explain
her mysterious hesitation, she drew àside the folds of lier
dress and exposed her breast partly destroyed by a cancer.
Shocked and horrified, but unmoved in his affection, he
rushed to the physicians and demanded their aid. They
replied they could give none. He, determined to find a
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THE CHANGE O LIFE. 259
the cure, if he had to seek in all parts Of the earth. He visited
USt the learned doctors of Africa and Asia, and learned manyty- wonderful things, even, it was saidý the composition of therts, philosopher's stone itself, but what he'did not find, and what

has never yet been found, was what he went forth to seek-Tor a cure for cancer.
md At this time, too, tumors or swellings of the ovaries are
ut apt to commencA They are nearly always preceded byro- scanty or painful menstruation, and this, therefôre, it is therk duty of every woman, as she values the preservation of her-Ici future health, to remedy by every ieans in her power.Generally, from the comm'encement of the change of lifeel commences also a steady diminution of the, sexual passions,uIs and soon after this period they- quite , disappear. Some

times, however, the reverse takes place, and the sensations in-
crease in intensity, occasionally exceeding what they evenwere

R before. This should be regarded with alarm. It is contrary
nI to the design of nature, and can but mean that something iswrong. Deep-seated disease of the uterus or ovaries is,ra likely to be present, or an unnatural nervous excitability isre there, which, if indulged, will bring about dangerous conse-

quences. Gratification, therefore, should be temperate, and
ice at rare intervals, or wholly denied.,he To guard against the dangers of this epoch those generAla rules of health which we have throughout insisted upon -should be rigidly observed. If during the whole of her

sexual life the wonn has been diligent in observing theng laws of health, she-has little/to fe-r at' this period. Some
. simple remedies rill suffice to aliay the disagreeable symp-he toms and the knewledgé that most of them are temporary,lie common to her sex, and not significant of any peculiar

malady, will aid her in opposing their attacks on her peace- of mid. When plethora, flooding or congestion is apparent
. the food sliöiid be light, chiefly vegetable, and moderaie inan quantity. Liquors, wines, strong tea, coffee, and chocolateer should be avoided; an occasional Purgative or a glass of

some laxative mineral water should be taken, aiùd cool bath-1e ing regularly observed. Exercise should be indulged in withcaution, and care-taken to avoid excitement, severe mentala or bodily effort, and exhaustion. If the system is debilitated,
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and the-daiger is rather from a want of blood than too much
blood, nourishing food, tonic medicines, and perhaps some
stimulant are called for. When the perspiration is excessive,
flannel should be worn next the skin in the daytime, and a
flannel night-dress at night. A epid bath before retiring is
also usêful. The '" goneness " and other unpleasant sensa-
tions referred to the- pit of the stomach may be much
relieved by wearing a well-made spice-plaster over the
stomach, or binding there a bag of gum camphor, oi if these
fail, an opium plaster will hardly fail to be of service.
Internally, we think nothing at ail is needed ; but as some-
thing must be taken, let it not be spirits or wine, but half a
teaspoonful of aromatic spirits of ammonia in a few table-
spoonfuls of water. There is too much of a texidency among
some women to seek alleviation in intoxicating compounds,
"bitters," "tonics," and so forth, at such times. They -can
only result in injury, and should be shunned. The pains in
the back and loins often experienced can often be removed
by rubbing the parts with hot mustard-water, and taking a
gentle purgative, or by placing against the ldwer part of the
spne a hot brick wrapped in a flannel cloth wrung out in

warm water or laudanum and waier.
Once safely through this critical period, the woman has a

better chance for long life and a green old age thar the man
Qf equal years. Tables of human life show this conclusively.
With the sweet consciousness of duty performed, she is now
prepared to assist others by intelligent advice, cheerful
counsel, and tender offices; she can now surround herself
with that saintly halo of kind words and good works which
wins a worthier love than passion offers; and, passing onward
to the silence of eternal rest, she will leave in the memory
of ail who knew her pleasant impr-essions and affectionate
reminiscences.
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me- P. 27. HERMAPHROpITEs AND AsExUALis.-Rokitansky de-
alf a cides HUohnann to be a case of hergnaphrodita vera lateralis, and
-ble- all who examine her say the same. See Wiener Medicin. Woch-

enschrift,- October, 1868, and the Medical-and Burgical Reporter,
.nds, vol. xix., p. 487. A marked case of' asexualism, proven so by
can

a post-rnortem examinntion, is reported in the Buffalo Medical

ved and Surgical Journal for April, 1869, p. 938; and another in the
ig a London Medical Times and Gazette of about the same date. We
the might refer to many less recent but less authentie cases.
t in

P. 31. AGE OF PUBERTY.-See case by Dr. T. H. Twiner, in
.s a the Richmond and Louisville Medical Journal. March, 1869, Ra-

ian ciborski, De la Menstruation et De l'Age Critique Chez la Femme,

p. 130. The-quotation is from Dr. Edward Smith, Cyclical.OW-e
Mu hanges in Hecalth and Disease-a profound work. ]Raciborski

self is the principal authority for this and the following section. Our
ich own inquiries fully confirm his statements.
-.rd S
)ry P. 37. INFLUENCE OF THE MooN ONMENSTRUATION.-On
ite this question, see the researches of M. Parchappe, Comptes Ren-

dus de l'Académie des Sciences, tom. xvi., p. 550. See also Dr.
Shrye, Tractatus de Fluxu Menstro in the Acta Lipsiensia for
1686, p. 111, Dr. W. Charleton, Inquisitio Physica de Causis
Catameniorum p. 78, and Galen, De Diebus Decretoriis, lib. iii.
for other curious particulars.

P. 39. CHmorosis.-For the pathology of thisdisease, see Dr.
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Gaillard Thomas, Diseases of. Women, p. 625, and Dr. C. i.
Baner, in the Wiener Medicin. Zeitung, No. 33, 1868. Occa-
sionally the change at puberty leads to an effection very clepely
resembling typhoid fever, but which is strictly due to the sexual
crisis, and often goitre commences at this period. See a review
of Raciborski in the Bulletin de Therapeutique, June, 1869.

P. 41. MASTURBATION IN GIRLS.-See Miss Catherine E.
Beecher, Letters to the People on Health and Happiness, p. 159.
The late medical literature on the subject iâ abundant. See
Ueber die Behandlung der Masîurbation bei kleinei Mädchen,
Journal f4r Kinderkrankheiten, Bd. 1. p. 360, H. R. Sterer,
Western Journal of Medicine, July, 1868, and Journal of the
«iyecological Society, vol. I. No. 1.

Pp.' 45, 46. PREMATURE MARRIAGES.-See Dr. Duncan, Ae-
cundity, Fertility, etc., p. 241, Reich, Natur und Gesundheitsle-
hre des Ehelichen Lebens p. 518.

P.- 48. HOLY LovE.-The distinction between ayanr and Epwo
is too familiar too all scholars to need extended mention. See
Trench, Synonyms of the New Testament, sub voce.

Pp. 40, 41. SINGLE LIFE IN ITS RELATION TO SANITY AND MOR-
TALITY.-The extraordinary statements in the text are vouched
for by Dr. Casper, Medicinische (Statistik, vol. ii. p. 164, and Dr.
Reich, Geschichte Natur, und Gesundheilslehre des Ehelichen Le-
bens, pp. 510, 511. We have compared the reports of a number
of Amèricaiî asyluma for the insane, and find the proportions
very nearly as great as stated by these authorities.

Pp. 50, 51. INTERMARRIAGE oF RELATIVES.-The view we ad-
vocate on this point, we know, is neither the received nor the
popular one. In the middle ages it was forbidden to intermarry
within the seventh degree of consanguinity. But this and al
other regulations were based on theological and politieal, not

I
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physiological, grounds. Quite recently, Dr. Nathan Allen, of
Massachusetts, has insisted on the danger, of consanguineous
marriages (Journal of Psychological Medicine, April, 1869.) But
other very careful and recent studènts adopt the view of our
text ; for instance, Dr. F. J. Behrend, Journaifur Kinderkran-
kheiten, December,-1868, p. 316 ; Dr. A. Voisin, in the reports
of the Paris Académie de Médecine, 1864, 1865, and 1868 ; and
Dr. H. Gaillard, in the last edition (1868) of -the Dictionaire de
Médecine et de Chirurgie Pratique.' Al the statements in the
text are supported with incontrovertible- evidence by these wri-
ters. If we are asked how we meet the seemingly alarming
array of allegations by Dr. Bemiss, the Kentucky physician re-
ferred to, in the Transactions of the American Medical Associa-
tion, for 1859, we beg to refer to Dr. Behrend's articles, where
the researches of Bemiss are severely, and to our mind, justly
criticised. For Dr. Edward Smith's assertion, see ,his Essay on
Comunption, p. 244. (Philadelphia, 1865).

Pp. 67, 68. COMMUNICATION OF VENEEEAL DISEASES.-Many
instances are recorded where adrinking-glass, a spoon, a fork, or
a handkerchief has infected innocent persons.with these terrible
diseases; see dullerier, Atlas of Veneral Diseases, p. 43. They
are communicated from the male to the female, or from the fe-
male to the male with equal facility, and either.parent can trans-
mit them to the children.« The Physician in Pennsylvania refer-
red to, is Dr. Sigmund, in the Humboldt Medical A rchives,
1868.

P. 69. SYMEoLism.-See Dr. Carus, Symbolik der Menschlichen
Gestalt, the most scientific work ever written on physiognomy,
phrenology, and allied subjects.

Pp. 74, 75. Vide Raciborski, Dela Puberté et de l'Age Critique
chez la Femme, p. 133 ; Tilt, Uterine Therapeutics, p. 315. (Am%
ed., 1869.)
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P. 77. See Dr. William A. Hammond's Treati8e on Hygiene
p. 438, for air-space required by a healthy person. The conta.
gion of phthisis is maintained by many authorities, among othersDr. W. W. Gerhard of this city, 'vide Pennsylvania HospitalReports for 1868, p. 266. Professor Castan has recently collec-ted, inthe Montpelier Medicale a variety of facts which seem toshow that tuberculosis may be communicated from a diseased to ahealthy person by transpiratioh, breathed air,,and living together(London Press and Circular March 10, 1869.) In regard to theinoculation of tubercle, we have reference to the well-known-experiments of M. Villemin, of the Hôpital Val-de-Grâce,
Paris. In this connection we may record an instance of recentmedical h4eroism.: M. Lespiaud, attached'to the surgical depart-ment of the Val-de-Grâce, in presence of several of his col-leagues, extracted granular matter from the body of a phthisical
subject. and introduced it under his own integument. Thiszealous investigator into the etiology "of tuberculosis, has thusexposed hinself, in a courageous way, for the benefit of science,to the effects of a most dangerous and merciless disease. See'New Orleans Journal of Medicine for January. 1869, quoted
from the'London Lancet.

P. 78. TiE DiiGNiTy AND PRO>RIETY OF THE SEXUALINSTINCT.
-Dr. Edward John Tilt, of Londonei the medical wter refer-
red to, vide Uterine Therepeutics, pp. 95, 313. See aiso Bosquet
Nouveau Tableau de l'Amour Conjugal, vol. ii. p. 2, etc.; Rousel
Système Physiqueet Moral de la Femme, p. 21 ; MenvWe, -
toire Médicalë et Philosophique de la Femme, vol. i, p. 36, et seq.;Raciborski, De la Puberté, etc., p. 45.

P. 80. ON THE INDULGENCE AND RESTRAINT OF SExUrAL DE-'SIRE.-Menvlle, vol: gi. p. 91; Bosquet, vol. il. p. 280; Econ-
omy of Life ; or Food, Repose and Love, by George Miles, (Lon-don, 1868.) Dr. Edward Smith, in his valuable work on Cyclical
(Janges in Health and Disease, has collected extensive statistics
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giene, showing the effect of the time of conception on the viability of
conta- the foetus. The quotation. is from Carpenter's Human Physio-
>thers logy, p. 753. (Am. ed.)
>spital P. 83. See London Lancet for March 6, 1869, p. 337, for re-

port of discussion in the Pathological Society of London upon
emdto a the physiéal degeneracy resulting from procreation during intox-
>Walto a-

ication. Authorities could be cited at length upon this subject,fi
but it is not necessary. See Hufeland's Art of Prolonging Life,to theq
p. 207. (Am. ed. 1867.)

P. 83. Quotation rfrom Dr. T. Gaillard Thomas's excellent
-ecent work on Diseases of Women, p. 55.
spart-

col- P. 85-91. STERILITY. For statistics referredâto, see Dr. Mat-

isical thews\)uncan, Fee'undity Fertility, àîid Steritity (Edinburgh,
This 1866), p. 181, et seq. ; Dr. Tilt, Uterine Therapeutics, p. 291 ;
thus Dr. Edward Reich, Gesundheitslehre des Ehelichen Lebens, Ti. ii.

ence, Dr. J. Marion Sims, on the Microscope as an aid in the Diag-
See nosis and Treatment of Sterility, New York Medical 'Journal,

Uoted January 1869, p. 406; Charles Darwin, lhe Variation of
Animals and Plants under Domestication, vol. i., p. 198 (Am.

ed.) Philadelphia Medical and Burgical Reporter, November 2,
'INCT.

1867, p. 384; A. Debay Hygiêne et Physiologie dul:Mariage,
p. 288 (Parla, Quarante-quetriemae edition); Raciborsici De la

duet Puberte, etc., p. 451; Virey, De la Femme sovs ses Rapports
4y~s., etc., p. 332; Dr. Gunning S. Bedford, The Principles

and Prçtctice of Obstetrics, p. 107.

P. 9L THE LIMITATION OF OFFSPRING.-We have taken

great pains to avoid giving false or dangerous impressions in
this section. The references in the order of quotation are

lon- Dr. Tilt, Hand-Book of Uterine Therapeutics, p. 317 (Am. ed.)
Dr. Duncan, Fecundity, Fertility, Sterility, and allied topics, pp.
289, 290; Dr. Hillier, Diseases of Children, p. 114; John Stuart
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Mll, Principles of Political Economy, p. 591, (Eng. ed., 1866);
Dr. Drysdale, London Medical Press and Circular, December,
1868, p. 478 ; Raciborski, De l' Age Critique chez la Femme, p.

484; The Ndtion, June, 1869; Dr. Éd. -Reich, Natur und
Gesundheitslehre des Ehelichen Lebens, p. 491 ; Boston Medical
and Surgical Journal ; February, 1867 ; Philadelphia Medical
and Surgical Reporter, Vol. xix. p. 305 ; Sismondi, Principles of
Political Economy, book vif., chap. v. ; Dr. MácCormac, in
London Medical Press and Circular, March, 186, p. 244 ; Dr.
Gaillard Thomas, Diseases of Women, p. 58 ; Leavenworth Med-
ical Herald, April, 1867 ; Dr. N. K. Bowling, in the Nashville
Jo~urnal of Medicine and. Surgery, October, 1868. We have
rather let others speak than spoken ourselves, and have collected
the opinions of many most distinguished physicians and states-
men, who thus pronounce against excessive child-bearing. Any
intelligent physician will acknowledge the weight to be assigned
to such names.

P. 102. Quotation from Philadelphia Medical and Surgical
Reporter, August 8, 1868, p. 106.

P. 102. SIGNS oF FRUITFUL CONJUNCTION. - Carpenter,
HBuman Lhysiology, p. 772 ; Dr. Gunning S. Bedford, Rrinciples
and Practice of Obstetrics, p. 304; Menville, vol. i. p. 295;
Montgomery, Signs and Syptoms of >regnancy, p. 90.

P. 105. INHBRITANCÊ.-Darwin, Animals and Plants under
Domestication, pp. 42, 473 (Am. ed.); Sir Henry lolland's
Medical Notes and Reflections, p. 30 ; Pritchard, Researcnes into
the Physical History of Mankind, vol. ii., p. 551; Carpenter,
Human Physiolojy, p. 779 ; A. Debay, Hyiène et Physiologie du
Mariage, p. 173 ; Flourens, De la Longevité Humaine et de la
Quantité de Vie sur le Globe, p. 256 (Paris 1860) ; Bufeland, Art
of Prolonging Life, pp. 91, 206; Hammond's Bfygiene, p. 116
American Journal of Medical Sciences, July, 1865, p. 82; Fran-
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1866).;embr tis Galton on Bereditary Talent and Character, in Macfillan's
er, pMagazime, vol. xii. pp. 157 and 318 ; Madden, The lnfirmities ofre d Genius, vol. n. p. 107 ; London Lancet, December 22, 1868, P.a 825; The British Medical Journal, January 11, 1868, p. 25;dr. Prosper Lucas, Traité de l' Hleredite Naturelle : Victor -HugoIfedical L'Homme Qui RitlseleofoPrmctie p Rile seconde chapitre preliminaire ; Watson'spac n Practice, p. 1153 ; Dr. Daniel G. Brinton, Guide Book to Florida4ac and the ,Squth, Pt. iii.

4,Med Dr. J. V. d. Smith, Physical Indications of Longevity in Man.
,ie P. 120. Boston Medical and Sur-fjical Journal, April 2, 1868.have

llected P. 126. Dr. Arthur Mitchell, London Medical Times andstates. Gazette, November 15, 1862.

signed P. 128. Duncan, Fecundity, Fertility, and Sterility, p. 69;
Ramsbotham, System of Obstetrics, p. 461 (Am. ed.); Philadelplia Medical and Surgical Reporter, vol. xix., p. 508: xx. p. 98.

4rgical
P. 129. London Medical Press and Circular, August 28, 1867;Journal de Bruxelles, July, 1867, p. 48.

anter,
uciples P. 130., Menville, i. p. 299: Dr. Gunning S. Bedford, Syst295; of Obstetrics, p. 144, et se. ; Montgomery, Signs and ymptoof Pregnancy; Dr. Edward Rigby, System of Midwifery, p. 47
under P. 139. MOTHERs' MARKs.-See a very interesting article byProfessor Wi. A. Iammond in The Quarterly Journal of Psycho-

logical Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence, January, 1868 1
inter, in which he says, in regard to the influence of the maternal nmnýd

i over the fœtus in utero, "The chances of these instances, andea otherswhich I havementioned, being due to coincidence, are,r infinitesinally small and though I am careful not to reason116 , upon.the principle of post hpc ergo propter hoc, I cannot, nor do
think any other person can, no matter how logical may be hismind, reason fairly against the connection between cause and
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effect in such cases. The correctness of the facts only can be
questioned; if these be accepted, the probabilities are thousands
of millions to one that the relation between the phenomena is
direct.". See also Dr. J. Lewis Smith, Diseases of Infancy and

Childhood, 1869, p. 21 ; Philadelphia Medical and Surgical Be-
porter, vol. xix. p. 359.

P. 148-151. Raciborski,' De la Puberté, etc., p. 491 ; Dr.
Gunning S. Bedford System- of Obstetries, p. 442; Dict. des

Sciences Médicales, t. L. iii ; London Lancet, August, 18ý6, p.
131; Carpenter, Human Physiology, p. 779; Beck's Elements of
Medical Jurisprudence, Art. Superfoetation,; Rokitansky, Patho-

logical Anatomy; Philadelphia Medical and Surgical Reporter,

May 1, 1859, p. 335 ;'Professor Pancoast, 'removed some years
since'fromthe cheek of a child some months old, a rudimentary
second child.,

P. 152. Dr. Bedfprd, Obstetrios, p. 264, London Lancet, Jan-
ifary 23, 1869.

P. 152. Is i-A SON, OR A DAUGHTER ?-Philadelphia Medicalt

and Surgical Reporter, vol. xvii. 495 ; Dr. Frankenhauser hi the-

Monatschrift für Geburtskunde; Dr. Packman on Impregnation,

Lôndon Lancet, July 1891863.

P. 156. Dr. Bedford, System of ,Obstetrics, p. 299.

P. 156. Taylor, Medical Jurisprudence, p. 586 ; Report of Pro-
ceedings a'gainst the Rev.- Fergus Jardine, Edinburgh, 1839'.

P. 159. Churchill, On Jwomen, p. 451 (Am ed.); Menville il.
114 ; Tilt'g Elements of Health, p. 271.'

P. 180. To HAVE LABoR WITHOUT PAINs.-PIrofessor-T. Gail
lard Thomas says, .''The rule should be to egp1y an anæsth'etic
in every case of labor, during the second stage ess some contra
indication exists. .After a delivery, undeits influence, patients
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e recover more rapidly, are freer from complications, and show
d fewver signs of prostration." Vide Lecture on the Management

1 of ,Women after Parturition, in the Richmond and Louisville
ind Medical "Journal, February, 1869, p. 145.
Re-

P. 181.' Philadelphia Medical and Surgical Reporter, vol. xix,
p. 388 ; Carpenter, Ifuman Physiology, p. 810 ; Ramsbotham,

Drr. Obstetrics, p. 111 ; Detroit Review of Medicine and Bharmay,

des March; 1869, p. 150.
p.
of P. 185. THE MoEr..-Dr. J. Lewis Smitli, « Treatise on

of2

ho- the Diseases of Infancy and Childhood, 1869, p. 28 e't seq. ; Dr.

ter, Thomas Hillier, Clinical Treatise on th4 Diseasés of Children, p.
ars 17 (Arn. ed., 1868); Dr. Edward Smith, Cyclical Changes in -

ary Iealth and Disease; Dr. John Marshall, Outlines of ,Physiology,

Human and Comparative, pp. 761, 765, 998 (Am. ed., 1868);
Dr. Charles A. Cameron, Lectures >n the Preservation of Health,

an~, London, 1868, p. 174; Dr. Charles J. B. Williams, Principles
of Medicine, p. 480 (Am. ed., 1866); Dr. J. Forsyth Meigs,

icaL Diseases ofChildren; Dr. E. J. Tilt, -Rlements of Health and

the- Brinciplus of Hygiene, p. 50, et seq. (Am. ed., 1853); Dr. Andrew
Combe, The Management of Infancy, p. 73, et seq. (Ninth ed.,
Edinburgh, 1860); Report of Board of Health of Philadelphia,

for 1868, p. 43; British and Èoreign Medico-Chirurgical Review,
April, 1868, pp. 382, 454 Southern Journal of the' Medical
Sciences, November, 1867, p. 555; Dr. Thomas Hawkes Tanner,
Bractice of Medicine, p. 108 (Am: ed., -1866); Dr. Wm. A.
Hamnond, Treatise on Hygiene, p. 95, et seq. ; Philade1p a
Vedical and Surgical Reporter, vol. xvi. p. 530, xix. pp. 37, 59
119, 134, 382.-
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iLEALTIL BY GOOD LIING.

CHAPTER I.

THE OBJECT OF EATING.

We eat to live; and.-if we eat wisely of what He has
provided who giveth us all things .ichly to enjoy, we shall
live well, healthiflly and long.

To eat wisely, we must adapt our food to our age,'to thé
varions occupations and callings of life, and to the tempera-
ments of the system. This may appear to be a very dis-
couraging complexity in the very outset, but it is only
seeming; for Infinite Wisdom and- Fatherly Beneficience
has implanted within us a kind of self-acting guide, has
made it a part of our being, and, if .it is wisely deferred to,
and considerately followed, half the ordinary diseases of
humanity would be blotted out, and a score of years added
to the average duration of civilized life.

As soon as the little duck breaks its Thell, it waddles
towards the water, and sails away over the bosom of the
tiny pond right gracefully.

The humble -climbing vine will direct its course straight
to the nearest bean-pole_; and the roots of flower, and shrub,
and tree, as they delve down into the hard earth, will ferret
out the richness and the moisture of the soil, taking the
very shortest course to the more favored spots ; and so the
infant, in the first hours of its existence, greedily partakes
of its mother's milk, which contains in large proportions
the elements, which supply the first necessities of infantile
existence, This wise and friendly guide to animal, and
plant, and man, is called "Instinct," and is our kindly men-

s
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tor and preserver from the first cry-of infancy, until the fiat
t of the Maker calls the patriarch home to His bosom in

heaven! This instinct is chiefly our guide during the.un-
developed mental condition of infaney and childhood ; at
those-accidental seasons of later life, when reason maybe
in abeyance froni disease or other causes; and when action
is necessary to the preservation of the body in the various

emergencies to which humanity is subject, and which action
must be taken before reason has had time to assert bersel£..
Thià is familiarly illustrated in every-day life when the
child, or even the man, stumbles and falls forward, throwing
his hands before him,-to preserve the more important part,
the face, from disfigurement. The writer has seen men fall
from the topsof houses and from a mile in height, and the

'body was always noticed to assume the shape of a bal, as if
to present thie smallest possible surface for thé terrible'con-
tact. The cattle in the field in cold, windy, rainy weather, 1
and in the sleets of winter, draw up the body or contract
the back to a circular form, thus presenting less surface to
the chilling blast. Men, in, very cold winds, thus contract
themselves in Walking -or iu- sitting down, iin the/out-doors,
by which means less of the surface of the body is exposed
to the wind, and, as a consequence, less heat is catried.from I
the system. This is the work of instinct; but few, com-
paratively, knew the philosophy of it until explalned to
them as now.

It is this same Instinctiexhiited in another direction, r
which .caIls for food to sustain nature. The animal creation a
is probably«ggidedlby it altogether in eating, as to time, t

quality.and quantity, and, as we see, is u-a measure exempt w
friom disease, dying ñitre by age and AiolencE than by t
sickness.

The-animal, the infarit, and je demented seem to be t
guided in their eating, n ainly at-1iist, by the instinct of a c.
natural appetite; and-if men were more under the same tj
influence3>gndwere less the slaves. -of app.etites which are a
artificial and acquired, it will-scarcely be 'deniecd that they e
would be largely exempt from many of the maladies which rE
now amfict civilized society.' We eat to· live, and lïfe-is a
warmth growth, repair, and power of labour. The first a

la-
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fiat necessity of human existence is warmth, alike indispensable
n in to infancy, manhood and old age. At every period of life,
3-un- at all'seasons of the year, in the tropics and at the poles,

at the human bod-y inhealth maintains thesame temperature,
-ybe which is about ninety-eight degrees, Fahrenheit. This
?ation warmth is derivd ý from the -food we eat,- and that which
rious yields heat in large=proportions is called " carbonaceous,"
"ction answering to one of the simple, original. elements, "carbon,"
rself.. the more familiar representative of which is charcoal. Car-

the bon or charcoal burnt before our eyes gives out heat ; when
wing taken into the systein- in the form of food, it undergoes a
part, process of burning there also, and throws out a warmth
n fall which, diffused over the body, is called vital heat. Thé;
d the amount of such heat necessary to the health of a good sized
as if man, and which is developed from the food eaten ini twenty-
' con- four hours, would heat twenty gallons- of ice-coi water to a
ther, boil, or from thirty-two degrees to two hundred and twelve.

1tract Sugars, starches, and oils are the more concentrated forms
%ce to of carbonaceous food, some of them having scarcely any-
.tract thing left after all the carbon has been withdrawn. And,
doors, as if to cpmpel helpless infancy and feeble -ge to use the
Pose means necessary to keep the body warm enough to live,
from Providence has given to childhood an almost insatia'l
com- desire for' sweets ; and without the element of sweetness in

sd to itâ food, the healthiest born infant would die in less than a
month. In vain -would it nestie in its mother's bosom, in

ction, -vain its, exposuré ,to the warming sunshine, and in vin the
eation softest blankét#;nd the fnest fars to encase its body; for
time, the warmth which sustains humaa life must come fron

xempt within,-must be generated by the internal combustion of
an by the carbonaceous elemíensi>f eatei food.

As--we'turn the downhill of life, we begin to grow chilly;
to be the aged court the sunshine ; they covet the chininey corner;
t of a or, sitting beforg the fire on the hearth, they stretch out

a same their feeble, treibling arms, and spread abroad their thin
.ch are and bony fmgers,. and, with open mouth, bent towards- the
± they cheerful blaze,. as if drinking lu the delicious heat; and, on
which refiection, it will be found that for long years there had been
life is a growing love for meats, and fats, and butter, and oils; it
3 first was instinct Ieading the way for the generation of that
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warmth which-would be increasingly needed as years passed
on, and which was to be more suitably derived from the
carbonaceous elements of fat and oils than from sweets of
sugars, sQ coveted and so rioted in by childien ; and it is
just as unpliysiological, and just as unwise, to deprive the
old man of the fat meats on which he luxuriates,: as todny
to childhood the sweets which constitute its heaven; hence
the prejudice which deprives the young of sweets is fouÈded
in ignorance, w Childhood must have warmth, and wisena-
ture has implanted withiin it an overpowering appetite for
the sweet foods from which that warmth is to be generated.
Reason must be the guide, as will be seen hereafter, as to
th -times, and quantities, and qualities of the sweets to be
t4ken.

It has now -been shewn that wé eat to keep ourselves
warm. In Table I., at the end of'this book, some of the
more familiar and common articles of food are named with
tktamount of the carbonaceous principle in each. Not that
we are to eat mathematically, by square or compass, by
weight or measure, nor by any inflexible rule; those who do
so will die early. There is not a straight line in-all nature
A loving Providence has created us with wonderful adapta-
bilities; has allowed us a liberal margin of action; that by
the aid of reason we may ac mmodate ourselves to the
various exigencies of human 1e. He has not placed us in
this beautiful world to be put a strait-jacket. He has not
made it death to us if we eat a minute before we arê hungry,
or drink a drop beyond' the' wants of the system, but haW
given our constitutions acertain pliability by which they
are able to adapt themseles to the emergencies incident to
our earthly condition.

We must not only eat to keep warm, we must

EAT TO GROW.

The blade of grass of to-day is,.taller than it was yester-
day ;, the sapling, larger than a year ago ; and the huge oak
stretches its giant arms higher in the air, and wider, than a
century since. All these grow in part- by feeding on the air,
by drawing its cgnponent elements to themselves, then con-

28 A4
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)assed densing them into m6re solid substances, which are incoi-m the porated with themselves, and thus become part and parcelsets of of the living body; but, at the same time, the little roots.d it is below stretch out-their tiny tendrils deep and broad, aid byre the a mysterious agency dissolve the solid eartk and its more4deny solid metals into fluids and thinner glass, and then drawinghence them up into the growing bQdy, they becoine solidified, and,ided make a part of.the living whole. In ways like these, atomse na- by atom is added to the blade, and, stalk, and towering tree,te for and thus do they grow-day by day. Hence vegetation eats'rated. to grow, by appropriatmg exterior unliving things fo its ownas to living uses; it takes the inanimate earth and air, and makesto b them a living part of its living self, andin turn is appro-

priated, to the sustentation of a form of life, as much higher-selves than itself as it was above the baser dust on which it fed;:f the for upon this lower life of grass, and herb and tree, theI with cattle on a thoûsand hills are fed, an&they at last ,are given)t that to man to eat, and thus become micorporated in turn into ass, by still higher existence, are made a_ part and parcel of thedho do living embodiment of man ; a candidate- for an immortal.a-ture__ state beyond, at so infinite a remove above the beasts whichlapta- perish, that he is even now but a little lower than theiat by angels, and is ordained to have a nobler name, a higherao the place, and a grander destiny thaithy!us m In a deep, damp, dark dungeon, writes a lady of world-.as not wide renown, I saw him ,chained to the, cold, slimy stonenmgry,, floor ; lis largest liberty was three steps back and forth,it hat that ugly clanking chain never by any possibility allowedthey hini to go further; and all day lcng, and sometimes allent to night, for so any mournful years, the weary, naked foothad fallen on the same hard spot on that pitiless stdne, andhad worn into it a deep hollow; yes, the solid stone hadvorn away, but not the soft skin of that unhappy prisoner'sfoot; it gave no Bgn of wearing out. The stone was deadmatter, and when a portion of it, ever so infinitesimallyrester- small, was worn away, there'was no power to replace it.;e oak The sole of the foot was a living thing. - It wore away faster,han a much faster than the more solid stone; but as soon as oneie air, particle was displaced, another was deposited in its stead;1 con- as when a soldier falls in the frontrank of battle, his.brave
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comrade from the rear takes his position, and the line re-
mains always full. This particle supplied to the worn foot,
is brought to it in the blood which circulates to every pin-
point of the body, but that particle is supplied from the
food eaten. Hence, we not only eat for purposes of warmth
and growth, but

WE E4T FOR REPAIR.

41.1Al machinery, the most perfect piece of mechanism which
ever came from human hands, will wear out, because there
is friction. Its cogs, its wheels, its bearings, its axles, and
its~cyhnders all move upon one another, more or less direct-
ly. Such motion implies friction,' and friction causes loss of
substance necessarily. Millions of money are expended
every year for the purchase of oils and other lubricants to
lessen the tremendous wear and waste in the running of our
locomotives, the trains on our railroads and the machinery
of our numberless -mills and manufactories. But the living
human body, came from the hands of tle Infinite One. [t is

I the perfection of mechanism, and has within itself the power
of growth and developinent ; and more, it makes itown re-
pairs and provides its own'lubricants ; it works incessantly
day and night, summer and winter, seed-time and harvest,
for a hundred years. It never stops, it never wears out,
until the work is completed for which it was made, and the
Master-builder bids it run no more! It is made of its hun-
dreds of muscles, and bands, and sockets, and hinges, and
pulleys, all playing upon or dragging across each other.
The very smallest of these motions involves waste; indeed,
not a single crook of the finger, not a bend ofé thearm, not
a twinkle of the eye, not a thougit-of -tlie brain, but is at
the expense of some solid portion of the human machine;
and yet, at the end of a century, it remains a whole in all its
parts; while the most perfect constructioné of man come to.a
dead stop in a very few months, and would stand stiil forever
unless some ew cog, orpin, or pulely was supplied. . But

-q the tongue which speaks to-day, spoke a hundred years ago
just as well, and the eyelid winksas easily at four score as in
infancy; it does not even wink tiredly. And all this, not
because there is no wastes of substance in ihis wonderful
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ne re- frame of ours, but because they are as "promptly repaired as
l foot, made.
-y pin. We not only eat for warmth, and gr9wth, and repair, but
n the for the generation of those internal for'ées of brain and body,
armth of thought ançI action, of voluntàry and involuntary motion,

which together constitute man's efficiency as an immortal
being. All now understand that food gives nourishment,
and nourishment includes warmth, growtli, repair, and
strength or power to work as to body and brain. The ordin-

there ary articles of food have one or more of these elements in
are varied proportions. • Some have al, as milk and eggs,- and

'.rean bread ; and the instincts of the race have led to the adoption
lost of tIirese as articles of food the world- over. But whatever
lossdof we eat, three things must be supplied to us daily, carbon to

keep us warm, nitrogen to give us flesh and strength, and
salts, which, in conibination with carbon and nitrogen

fier makes them nutritious ; these " salts" are represented by the
lng ashes which are left if we or the food we eat were burned

Sg up. And any article of food which combines in it the three
is elements named, carbon, nitrogen, and salts, gives the idea

of perfect food, of which bread, and meat, and milk are the

santly most famihar samples.
"vest, POWER TO WORK.out,
id the 7

i ht- The power for bodily labor and mentaleffort must be sup-
, aund plied from food which contains nitrogen, expressed hereaf-
3,land. ter by the single word albuminae, from its resemblance to
>ter., albumen, the most familiar representation of which is the

white of an egg. If the blood is cold, and is tlièn heated, a
'.nportion of it melts, and becomes fluid ; this is called "l albu-

men." All understand that the blood is our life. It is the
blood-which builds us up, swhich gives animation to theail its whole human system. The element which does all this, is.e to.a the albuminate portion; and this principle is found in all
the food eaten by animals and men; it is found alike in plant,
and bush, and tree ; in the sap, and seed, and fruit; and
more espeéially, and in largest quantity, in all the-grains

s from which we make bread;which, from this fact, is emphat-
terful ically the staff of life.
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Foods which are rich in carbon, which give only warmth,
such as starch, sugar, fats, and oils, give no strength, nor caSn
they sustain life long, if not combined with albuminate and
salts ; hence,-if a man wants' the power~to work day after
day, he must renew that power by eating food which gives
it, which contains albuminate. And thisis not by any means
a mere theory or conjecture. It is the observation.of men
wlio, without science, have noticed, in the employment of
large numbers of laborérs'on railroads, that those who had
the best appetites did the best day's work ; mere size/ was a
secondary consideration, except the size of the appetite, be-
cause the more food of a'mixed kind, such'as comes upon our
table ordinarily, a man consumes, the larger, the quantity of
albuminate taken into the system. A good feeder makes a
good worker, hence the poorest of all economies is the stint-
ing of those who are employed to do work ; and not only
does a man become unabie to do a good day's work on a

rN -scanty allowance of food, but he requires time for recupera-
tion; for after you begin to feed him well, several days are
ýneeded to enable him to come up to his proper work. And
what has beensaid of power of body, is equally true as to the
brain, for the man who studies hard, must eat abundantly,

else not only debility of body follows, but the brain beginà
to consume itself, to feed on its own substance,-many a
man has thought himself to deatli. The intense thinking
made the brain feed upor itself, because nutriment was not
supplied to it fast enough by generous food and a healthful
aùdvigorous digestionfor, as digestion fails, the brain
ceases to work clearly, legitimately, logically, and to advan-
tage. There is a consumption of :the brain as wéll as of
the lungs, and both mean death, unless wise remedies are
applied andin a timely manner.

The amount of power supplied to the human body in the
course of a life-timë from the food eaten will strike the
unreflecting with arazement. Leave out of the account
all the, ps a man takes during his threescore years and

ten ; leav .out, too, all the. work he does with his hands,
and all the turnings of his body; and take into calculation
the force which only one little organ expends during a life-
time, the busy, busy beating heart. It beats three thousand

tt',ý 0
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POWER TO WORK.

million times without a stop, and, in doing so, propels fronitself to the farthest extremities of the body which it serveshalf a million tons of blood-! and ini every such piopulsioexists a force represented by thirteen pounds. We eat fopowero-<work.
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CHAPTER Il.

WHEN TO EAT.

THE. instinct, observation, and experience of civilized
society have led to the piactice of eating three times a day,
-morning, noon and night. Circumstances, habit, neces.
sity, have caused the appointment of different hours for
eating, in some cases without demonstrably hurtful results;
but the great general rule, as to those who work;is as above
stated, and for them the best.time for

-is the early part of the morning, before they go out to their
daily labour. . A habitual compliance with this single, sim-
ple rule would almost exterminate the greatest scourge of
the Western Hemisphere, fever and ague ; and this would of
itself be a blessing of inconceivable value. Any reader
who was in the habit of spending a night now and then
with the hospjtable old Dutch farmers around New York
forty years'ag, will remember that it was a custom among
many -of them to breakfast by daylight,--especially in the
winter-time, and very early in the morning in summer, who
were healthier, and lived Ionger, than the old Knicker-
lbockers

In the earliest years of the writer, in the great Mississippi
Valley, the word-

ANTIFOGMATIC

was an expression of every-day life, which carried with it a
practice of great value. It then meant an "early dram," a
good drink of honest whiskey, for it was in the'very heart
of "Old Bourbon " where these things transpired ; but the
appellation originated in the custom of taking something
into the stomach'very early in the morning, when the damp

fie
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and pestiferous fogs and bad airs hung low over the country
and the town ; for it came by degrees to be observed, that
those who ate something very early in' the day, wre exempt
from fever and ague. . When it was not convenient to pre-
pare a regular breakfast, it was thought something in its
place might answer the same purpose ; and the most con-

.enîent substitute was a drink of whiskey, which then and
there was very cheap, about two dimes a gallon. The

mvlized "tavern " was the "grog-shop " in those days; but even at
3 a day, that early time there was something in a name, and some
, neces- respect for appearances ; and the sturdy old fellows, not
Nurs for willing to acknowledge they were going to get a drink of

esults; grog, would speak of it as an "antifogmatic," a ru'de com-
s above bination of words intended to mean something which nuili-

fied the effects of the early morning fog upon the general
system ; and -a good many of those inen who took their
antifogmatics every morning, lived to the age of sixty, and
seventy, and eighty years.

then In one of the hottest of all hot summers; in the sickliest
le, sim locality of all sickly places in the Unifed States, so sickly
urge of that it was called "the naturQ burying ground"; on the
-ould of low-banked, stagnant, and slimy bayous of the South,-then

reader and there, where death was so common, and sudden, and
id then frequent, that men thought human life a mere bauble, and,

York not satisfied with the fearful fatalities of sickness, riote*d in
among their desperate recklessness, and were hewing each other to
in the pieces with their bowie-knives, for it was then and there

.'. who that ".Jim Bowie " lived,-in such a summer, in such a

.nicker- place, the author, fresh with, his diploma, first began the
practice of medicine. Riding day and night, early and late,

aiss'PP' through broiling sùns and drenching rains; prompt at every
call from one plantation to another4from country to town,
from swamps to pine hills ; sleepipg night by night on the
very bank of the most sullen and stagnant and slimy of all

ith it a the bayous of that region,-he never was sick for one single
nam," a remembered half second. He neverleft--the house under

r heart any cicumstances, never went outside the door after daylight,
)ut the until he had taken his breakfast. While one class of persons
1ething\ died off like sheep," it was noticed that anotier class did

damp not die at al; they lived and lived on inde nite1y long,
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and finally dried up. Some ofthem the author knew; theywere old thirty years ago, are apparently no older now.-the French Creole planters; they would have a cup of stronghot coffee brought to their bedsides every morning before
they rose to dress.

.The principle under discussion is one of incalculable prae-tical importance, especially in new countries, in all flat-lyinglands, on all river bottonis, and wherever vegetation is rank,
luxuriant, and of rapid growth ; hence painshave been takento p-esent facts which cannot be disputed, and if they butmake a just impression on the mind of the reader, the prac-ticalcarrylg them out will bring its own reward. Hlere,in a Northern State, in a Western State, in a SouthernState, one practice, adopted by different nationalities indifferent latitudes, was followed by, the uniform result of aremarkable exemption from diseases which prevailed inevery direction among those w-ho neglected that practice
to wit, of taking something into the stomach very early inthe morning after a night's sleep.

WHY AN EARLY BREAKFAST?

l The longer the interval between eating, the weaker does
the body, as a whole, become ; and so with each individual
member and organ. Five or six hours À@ the usual average
between breakfast -and dinner, and between dinner andsupper ; and the reader is ccnscious of a weakness or faint-
ness commonly preceding the eating hour, especially if workof body or brain has been done.

Another observation has been made, that àfter a meal, ihealth, we feel better, stronger,. more vigorous. Bùt from
supper Lo breakfast theré is an interval 'of ten or twelvehours, about double. that between the other mheals; and
although there may not have been' as much thought or work
as between the othe's, still there has been enough, to leave
the body more or less faint or languid, as witness our own
sensations. when we are about getting up in the morning;
witness, tôo, our indisposition to activity or labor some
time after rising.

JIn proprtion as the body is debilitated, every i dividual
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,w; they part, member, or organ share's its proper portion of that
r now-~ debility. The whole body being more or less debilitated in
i strong the morning soon aftr we get up, the stomach and the
g before heart are proportionally weak.

In proportion as the body is debilitated, it is susceptible
)le prac- to the influences of disease this is true the world over, and
at lying is admitted alikeby ail classes of practising. physicians and
.is rank, all schools of physiologists. Not only is the body more
In taken Hable to disease in the morning from the long fast qf the
1ey but night and the consequent debility attending' it, but it is
,he prac- more liable from the want of vigor of the - circulation of the

Here, blood; it lacks power to repel disease and ail destructive
outhern agencies. The man who-starts out in the morning withoùt
lities in his breakfast to cross the Pontine marshes near Rome, will
uit of a die of disease in a few days,-of some form of malignant
ïiled in fever. He who takes a hearty breakfast, and rides through

>ractice, without a hat, 'will Auffer noharm. Very ignorant people
early in in Romeknow this, although they may not be able to

account for it philosophically.
When food is-taken into an empty stomach, it is said to

"stimulate," it; that is, the very contact of what was swallow-
ed, wjith the coats of the stomach, excites a greater, a more

3r does active: circulation of the blood, and in a very few minutes the
ividual body feels more or less of the strengthening influence of the
'verage :nutriment derived from the food; hence there is in.reased
ar and action and strength ail through the system, whieh ,has the
r -faint- effect to prevent the mischievous ingredient of the air from
if work entering the circulation of the blood, for by entering, it

becomes a cause of impurity, of stagnation, of poison, and of
1eal, lu death.
.t from M'en have been able to discover the laws of action of the
twelve poisonous ingredient of the early morning air upon the

1q; and debilitated body and the unresisting stqmach ; but every
>r work effort has hitherto failed to discover any of the physical
> leave properties of that ingredient. It has been so subtle that a
lr own bottle of the air has been taken and analyzed by the best
rning; chemical tests known, and the air 'so taken has not been

some found to contain any' other ingredient than portions of air
of the healthiest regions. This proved, not that there was

ividual not an additiona element in this disease-producing morning
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air, but that human skill and ingenuity could not detect it ;
at the same time; the laws of its action were determined,
and also the agencies by which that action could be antag-
onized with uniformity and certainty, as will be more
specially detailed in treating the subject of "Miasm," in
subsequent pages. Here it only concerns us to know that
in temperate and tropical latitudes the ill effects of early
morning air on the human sytem are measurably avoided
by taking an early breakfast, warm and nourishing ; the
theory being that food, or whatever drink causes a healthful
stimulus orstimulating-action in the stomach, does, -at the
same time, give the system power to resist the ill effects of
the agencies in question. Thus faras to the healthful effects
of taking an early breakfast in warm weather; for it will be
seen hereafter that the malignant ingredieni which. is
present in the, morning air in warm weather, is wholly
absent in cold weather, unless in circumscribed localities, as
within houses where a 'warmth is' kept up sufficient fo
generate the specificpoison alluded to.

BREAKFAST IN WINTER.

It promotes health to take a good warm, nutritious break-
fast eârly on a winter's morning, because the heating mater-
iai taken at supper has been used up during the night ; and
if not early supplied in the morning by more foQd, the whole
body is liable to cool down to .a chill, which may produce
inflammation of the lungs, and death within five days. Lit-
tle children and old persons, and the feeble of-every age,
having but a small surplus of heat in winter, are especially
liable to inflammatary diseases by being kept too long, in
cold weather, without food. From supper to daylight is a
long enough interval without food, except to the robust, ac-
tive, and vigorous ; and even these latter are the safer for
the shorter interval which the early winter-breakfast gives.

Not only is health endangered by a late winter morning's
breakfast allowing the-system to cool down to a point too
low for safety, but it occasions a oss of time in getting the
internal heat raised to the safe and healthful standard; for
as long as a person feels-cold all ovçr, no work either of brain

I294
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perförmed to advantage. But the shorterperson of intelligence and observation to'test
ownperson ; and then, having. seen the de-

the truth, he can never be in doubt again, and1 fortified and strengthened, in after life, in
t plan carried out as to all those who may
s control:
economy of time also, to take an early break-
ns ; for then-the first strokes of work are not>rous and telling, but the strength of the sys-red to go so low, to become so usèd up, that
s lost in bringing it to its natural and health-
all of which can be put to the test of practical
ny two mornings,- by- such readers as want tor themselves ; for few indeed are the learners
ience of others, and in a sense it may be said,ke these, that we know only what we have
thm ourselves.

THE BEST SUPPER TIME

, especially in warm weather, half an hour orndown ; not as a nere convenience, nor is it
ory ; it is a necessity in the very nature of
sh to avoid a¶reat variety of diseases.
ver elements of disease are found in the
warm weather, are present also in the air
more particularly explained under the arti-

pper is always delayed too long, the work of
as so exhausted the strength, the power to
od eaten at dinner, that the. system is left
r, and cold, while the circulation is languid-
Lre depressed, as any one mayperceive in the
.pression which pervades the countenance of
n they reach home at night, and before sup-
en. Every observant reader has repeatedly
gs : first, taking a meal inéreases the warmth
ven before it is finished; second, it is attend-
ening influence on the mind, and heart, and
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spirits ; while a third fact has forced itself upon the most
unobservant, that, during a great part of the year, there is
more or less of an ugly chilliness or heavy dampness pervad-
ing the air about sundown. These three facts, therefore,
compel us-to the conclusion, were there not more imperative
reason, that the better time for supper is a while before sun-
down,+better for the head, the heart, and the body.

ÀDINNER TIM!

should be at noon, as to the great masses of society. Au
unfortunate necessity may impel some business men in the
large cities to take dinners late in the afternoop, and some
may follow the practice with apparent impty-; but the
risk and responsibility are their own, andt e it is left, at
least for the present. As a common thing, persons cannot
take into the stomach more food than wiIllast six or seven
hours ; if more is taken, it cannot be acted upon to advan-
tage by the stomach, nor can the person work well. Ordin-
ary labor exhausts the strength contained- in a common
meal in the time specified. Persons may habituate them-
selvss to eat more and to work more ; but taking everything
into account, families, consisting of old and young, of strong
and weak, of the robust and the sickly, will find it most con-
venient, as an average, to eat at about six hour's interval ;
and this, with an early breakfast, brings thedinner at noon.
The work since breakfast whets up the appetite for dinner;
the work after dinner grinds up the food, manipulates it in
such a manner as to enable the body not only to obtain
from it the power to work in the afternoon, but to give
something of a surplus, to answer the wants of the system
during the night, in connection with a light supper. Hence
the world over, the noon dnner is the great meailof the day;
it supplies thé wastes of the forenoon's work, and, as just
said, gives power to labor through the afternoon.

LUNCHEON.

has had no
in cities an

place in these pages ; it is the common enemy
d large towns, for it entenders afflictive diseases
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the most in many, and to not a few it is the fruitful cause of moral
there is and soial ruin and a disgraceful and premature death, as we

3 pervad- shall see. The word means a lump of food eaten at not -

herefore, regular meal. It is a2i eating " between times ;" and as
iperative this is the main and .most frequent cause of our national
fore sun- disease, "Dyspepsia," called at other- times "Indigestion,"

the latter being from 'a Latin word, the former Greek, it is
well to give the whole subject a critical investigation. In a
chapter answering the question " When shall we eat " it is
pertinent to consider the kindred inquiry, when not to eat.

_ty. An Ail know that the body as- a whole cannot work always,
m in the must have rest ; so every portion of it must have rest. It
nd some does not require much effort to wink the eye, and yet it
. but the becomes tired if winked in quick succession for a minute
s left, at or two.
s cannot The stomach is a combination of muscles, hence it is
or seven called an organ; it is in the nature of a machine, and all
e advan- machines wear out very soon if rest is not allowed. The

Ordii- work which the stonaÔh performs is to prepare the food for
common yielding its warmt i, growth, strength, and repair to the

them- whole body. A part of thee are almost instantaneously
erything withdrawn from the food while it is in the stoxach; other
>f strong parts, in its progress 'through other portions of the body
1ost con- downwards. It has been ascertained that an, rdinary meal
iterval is digested, as far as the'stomach-is concerned, in about five
at noon. hours; at the end of that time all the food has been passed
dinner; out of it ; it is empty, an.d in a sense goes to sleep, but not
tes it in for long, for in an hour -or two ' certain ressels connected
9 obtain with it become filled with a fluid, and their distention causes
to give the sensation of hunger, and we want to eat again ; noa system sooner is this done,. than these vessels which caused the

Hence sensation of hunger, empty their contents in among the
the day; 4food, dissolving it and preparing it for yielding its gtri-

1, as just ment to the system, as before described.
But if more food is eaten before -the stomacl has been

emptied, the process of digestion is arested as to the food
which was first taken, and does not go onwuntil the food
taken later has been brought to- the oIdition in which the

n enemny first was, and then all goes on togethir.
diseases It is, however, a law of our Liature, that if the food

R
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taken into the stomach remains there too long, being kept
as it is at a temperature of about a hundred degrees, it
begins to sour, just as any moist food would begin to sour
if kept warm, neither hot nor cold, for the same time ; by
becoming sour, this food rots, is unfit to give nourishment
and strength, and hence does not answer its legitimate
purpose.

Another ill result is, the food being imperfectly digested,
it gives a imperfect nutriment; and as this imperfect nutri-
ment is the material out of which new blood is made, that
blood is imperfect and impure; but, being distributed all
over the b ody, it not only does- not meet the requirements
of the system, but causes an unatural sensation or condi-
tion of(things wherever it -goes, more particularly to parts
which, from any cause, have been injuredor debilitated.
Hence there is found an easy explanation of the many and
varied complaints which dyspeptics have ; scarcely any two
being alike in the combination of their symptoms; ail,
however, agreeing in one thing, that they are wretched, that
life is a burden, and enjoyment impossible.

This subject will be further pursued when Dyspepsia or
Indigestian is more especially treated, the object in the
remarks now being made to impress on the mind the neces-
sasily injurious. effects of eating between meals, for the

obvious reason, the stomach has no time for rest, and must,
like the body itself, or any individual portion of it, if kept
co.nstantly at work,'lose its power of working, by being
" worn out," exhausted, and destroyed.

"EATING DOWN-TOWN '

is a form of luncheon which business men adopt in some of
our large cities, especially in New York, from apparent com-
pulsion, it being considered impracticable to leave their
employments in the middle of the day, when even minutes
are sometimes of great value, for the purpose of dining
with their families up-town, which .iVould involve a clear
loss of two or three hours. There could be no-enjoyment
in such a meal, because there would necessarily be an im-
pending sense of hurry, and more of uneasixiess and anxiety.

't
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ng kept to be at their business places, which sensation would alone
,grees, it be a very important power in generating dyspepsia of the.

to sour most aggravated kind within à few months.
me; by Bu> the tendency of down-town luncheons upon the
ishment health and morals of all, ought. to be pointed out, with a
gitimate view to impress the reader's mind with the importance of

devising some remedy for evils so great and so inevitable.
ligested, Every merchant proposes to himself à general plan of "tak-
,ct nutri- ing a snack," a "hasty' plate of soup,- or some other form
de, that of light repast at noon, so as to prevent the stomach becom-
uted all ing too empty, or the system from too great exhaustioi
rements from the long interval between breakfast and the regular
r condi- dinner at four or five o'clock, or later. The object is good,
to parts and the philosophy of it is founded on true physiological
ilitated. reasons; but the manner of the performance makes all the
any and differenc'e in the world. In the first place, there is no regu-
any two larity in the lunch; and regularity, order, ,is Nature's first
ns; all, law. Every business man will confess that the emergencies
ed, that of trade and traffic are such that the time of taking lunch

varies several hours, and sometimes is forgotten altogether,
3psia or until it is too late to take one.without interfering with the
in the regular dinner in the afternodi. There is no habit of the

e neces- body, no function of an .organ, which will not be injuri-
for the ously affected, if not destroyed, by irregular action or

Id must, working. Al khow the value of regular sleep ; and yet
if kept cases are given in medical works where persons have become
y being deranged by continuously broken sleep, or have fallen into

such a habit of wakefulness, that an tmneasy sleep of three
or four hours was all that could be liad in any twenty-four.
Nature can never be baffled with impunity. Perhape no
other one thing engenders so many and such a variety of

some of diseases as constipation of the bowels, which is brought on,
nt com- in innumerable cases, by the person resisting the calls, of

we their nature, foi the sake of some fancied convenience or some
minutes unwisely imagined necessity. If this is done, even for oi

dining short time, Nature seems as it were to become indignant,
a clear -and cals no more ; and a habit is set up which will make

ioyment the subject a martyr to some form of human suffering as
3 an im- long as life lasts. So with hunger.and the stomach ; if the
anxiety- sense ôf hunger is resisted, if the stomach is not supplied
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with food at stated times, it loses its tone, its vigor, its
poweri td work, and dyspepsia follows, to sour the dlisposi-
tion, to irritate the temper, to depress the spirits, to change
the whole moral nature, causing unhappiness, not' only to
the sufferer, but more or less to al those who may have to
meet him in business or in domestic life.

THE INSIDIOUS ENEMY.

Men do not dine down-town long, before they get into the
habit of "taking something" at their meals. In fact, most
of the eating-houses calculate tomake as much ki the way
of profit on what their çustomers drink, as on what- they
eat; and boys, and clerks, and young men, very soon begin
to feel that it looks manly to call for something at Ihndh.
They think it adds to their importance in the estimation of
the waiters to take a glass of wine, or beer, or other drink;
just as a little earlier they thought it "manly" to smoke a
cigar, or "take a chew." Men often invite their friends to
go and take lunch with them, when it is expected, as a mat-
ter of course, some form of stimulant will be ordered; this
is sooner or later reciprocated ; and thus, the man who, a
while ago, had taken a glass only occasionally, finds himself
taking it-every day; and if from any cause he does not get
it, there is a disagreeable sensation of wanting someth'ing,
and this is not appeased until the accust6med glass is sup-
plied; and this is the beginning of the end the miserable
end, of.filling the drunkard's grave, leaving a ruined estate,
a broken-hearted wife and children in want, iù destitution,
and in desperation, and too often soon ready, in their reck-
lessi1ess, to do ad-dare anything. Very many cases have
occurred in New York city, of gentlemen who once would
have beer shocked to have-had a brandy bottle beside them
at their own table, in the-presence of wife and -children, yet
in a very short time have gradually fallen into th habit, at
down-town lunch; f having a glass of ale, or bee r wine,
ending in clear brandy.

WALL-STREET SENSIBILITY.

It is said that Wall Street is the most sensitive spot on
the globe.- That is, it sees, on the instant, vhat effect
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national occurrences, at home or abroad, tend to have on
monetary affairs ; so alive are men, and so acute, in seeing
what is to their own interest. Capital is careful; and it
may surprise the reader .very much to know that the prac-
tice of drinking liquor in connection with lunch has become
so general in New York with young men, and clerks, and
others in subordinate positions, and the ill effects are so
apparent, that quite a number of the largest banks~in and
about Wall Street, have for more than a year been in the
habit of having substantial lunches spread in their own
buildings, under the very eyes of the more responsible bank
officers, so that their business may not suffer from their
clerks indulging in liquor with their lunch. And if monied
men, for pecuniary considerations, expend large amounts
every year to guard against the evils referred to, it is very
-eertain that the necessity for it has been forced upon their
attention by incontrovertible facts. And it is high time for
parents and guardians, and even sisters and wives, to con-
sider whether they have not a more than pecuniary interest
in^devising measurès to counteract the mischief of dining
down-town as to the male members of their household.

A- physiological fact, which will not be denied, is that
~âeither body nor brain is in a condition for effort longer
than six or seven hours after eating, and that to eat nothinig
from breakfast until five or six o'clock in the afternoon will
certainly bring on serious, incurable, and even fatal diseases
in a very short time. Two practical questions must then
be determined. Is it necessary to be absent from home on
business from morning until night I This question must be
decided.on the responsibility of the individual most inter-
ested. If it is necessary, as it is undeniably hurtful to study
or work so long without food.

WHAT SHALL A MAN DO

who must be in business, and who lias a family to support
by that business 1 He must either have a regular dinner at
noon, and a light supper with bis family when they take
their five o'clock dinner, or he must take a safe lunch at noon,
take a regular dinner with his family not later than five, and

9
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nothing whatever besides, either eatable or drinkable, until
brêakfast next morning. But, this is not enough; with this
-alone the cônstitution will most assuredly be undermined
sooner or later. The disposition of the time after a five
o'clock dinner must be adapted to the circumstances. Some,
thing must be done which will promote the healthful diges-
tion of dinner; and something can be done which is not only
physically healthful and pleasurable, but which if persisted
in, will greatly promote social enjoyment and domestic
happiness. It should be arranged that dinner should be over
at not a'later hour than six- o'clock, winter and summer.
The first half-hour after dinner should be spent in pleasurable
conversation, in leisure promenading, or sitting in an easy,
erect position, reading something which requires no continu-
ous thought, such as the short articles of a newspaper. The
better plan is a leisure promenade in the open air in suitable
weather, or in the verandas or h-Ils of the house, or in some
large, well aired room, warm enough, to give a feeling of
comfort ; for it is greatly injurious to have a feeling of
chilliness within'anï-hour after eating, as ithas sometimes in-
duced fatal consequeCe in a few hours But besides this,
some more active exercise ought to b had before bed-time.
A "driive" answers a good purpose; a ride on horseback is
much better, and, p'erhaps better than al, as more frequently
available, is an hour's visit to a friend or neighbor's family.
Such a visit, properly conducted, has a larger ~number of
great advantages than any of the forms of after-dinner pas-
time named. The rather dull routine of family en4ploymelt
is pleasurably interrupted by a social visit. There is'an ex-
hilaration in the exchange of itèms of news, of neighborhood
gossip, and the comparison and expression-ot views in re-
ference to practical life, which is in itself both interesting and
useful. Many a family jar has been inferrupted by the casual
dropping in of a lively, talkative, and cheerful-faced neighboi;
and their departure allows subjects of conversation or remark,
which often obliterate nascent aderbities, and the memory of
ruffled feelings. Families would be happier, neighborhoods
would be happier, and socie'ty in general would be elevated,
and refmed, and humanized, if such interchange of visits
were cultivated and practiced to ten times the extent now

11J;
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e, until Customary. Many a time a. neighbor's burden is removedrith this by the hearing of greater ones which press upon others, orermined are made to appear scarcely worth a notice, by having anotherr a five look at it from a different stand-point ; and thus a blessingSome, at least is made of what but half a moment before, in a souredÈl diges- or irritated state-of mind,- seemed an, opprêssive calamity.
not only The very walk to and from a neighbor's, after tea is refresh->ersisted -mg; has given thàt much more lucious out-door air to thelomestic system, and every step has added an increased activity to thei be over circulation, and given additional elasticity to the mind, toummer. the spirits, and to the domestic relations and affections. Itasurable often happens that going to a friend's house leaves us morean easy, contented and thankful at ou1r own lot, in comparison withcontinu- what was seen at our neighbor's, and- we return to our own3r. The home better satisfied-with it than when we left it an bour orsuitable two before ; or something may be seen at that neighbor'sin some table, or in theparlor, or something observed in the general'eling of surroundings, which added to our own homes, would in-ing of crease its coziness or make it more convenient or attractive.lmes m- An item about cookery may be learned, or the managementles this, of servants, or the regulation of the family,- or the prepara-'ed-time. tion or arrangement of clothing, from which both comfortaback is and profit may be derived for the remainder of life ; andsquently not least, a very large fund of quiet enjoyment may be hadfamily. in the promotion of neighborly feeling, by making it a pointimber of to repeat all the gooòd things and complimentary things,ner pas- which have been dr-opped by lips away, in reference to thoseloyment now spoken to. By this same thing, little, insignificant ass an ex- it'may seem, and so easy of pérformance, a vei-y large amountborhood of kindly feeling may; be encouraged and diffused in neigh-rs in re- borhoods, which would largely add to the general enjoyment,4ting and by promoting a mutual appreciativeness among the member1e casual of a commun the tendency of which is to cement friend-.eighboi sips, and kindle and cultivate attachments and mutualremark, -kindly feelings, .which will last thirough a long life, and beimory of the means sometimes of hereditary frien'dshipb which are to
>orhoods be a source of happiness to generations yet'unborn ; for, let>levated, it be remembered, we are social beings by nature, and the3f visits cultivation of such a natural quality will necessarily bringent now with it a large increase to human happiness and human good
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j îThese things are recommended as a necessary means of
promoting a more active and healthful digestion of the last
meal of the day; of antagonizing the evil effects which will
inevitably result to all, sooner or later, of that tardy dinner
which is fet by many to be imperative in connection with
certain business customs/-insome of our large cities.

A man may eat a hearty dinner at five or six o'clock, and
remain in-doors until'bed-time, under the plea of being too
tired or too sleepy to take a walk; but, if it is not done,
evil, unmitigated evil, will be the resuit sooner or later, and
life will be cut short a score of yeai-s.. Even a half-hour's
walk up and down the street, or along-the public highway,
with a wife, a sister, or daughter, or guest, on a man's arm,
after a late dinner, will bring a high advantage, will promote
a better digestion, will procure a sounder sleep, and will do
very much towards removing, or at least alleviating, that
sense of fullness, or oppression, or smothering, which so many
have experienced after a too -hearty meal.

CURE OF A SURFEIT.

And if, when an excess at dinner has been committed
through inadvertancy or the solicitation of over-kind hosts,
or as complimentary to an accomplished hostess'(for a wo-
man feels complimented in the direct ratio of the heartiness
of her guest's appetite and the amount of her provender
which he disposes of); if, it is repeated, from these or other
causes, too much has been eaten at a meal, and a sense of
"fullness," as, it is most frequently designated; is exper-
ienced,-it is m>st vnwise to attempt te relieve a stomach
already too full, by forcing into it one glass more of any
fluid whatever, even although it be choicest wine or the
purest brandy ever prepared for man's destruction. Let it
be remembered, on this mst every-day practical point, that
the feeling of fullness or other discomfort from over eating
arisas from the fact that the stomach is too much distended
to be able to act upon the food, so as to put it into a condi-
tion to be passed out-of itself; and a glass of wine Ôr bran-
dy, or even of cold water, aggravates the evil by. increasing,
the fulness. The rational mthod of relief is to do some-
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1eans of thing which aids the stomachi nu its natural action, and by
the last which itwill, in as speedy a manner as possible, relieve it- -
ich will self of a portion of its coritents; and nothing so certainly
dinner or so safely insures such a result as a moderate walk, just

n with active enough to prevent a feeling of chiliness and to secure
a very gentle glow on the surface, or the slightest percepti-

,k, and ble moisture, felt by the hand being placed on the forehead.
ing too A violent walk, a race, or a horseback ride, on a full stomach,

done, aggravates the evil with perfect certainty; but a leisure
er, and walk causing a little moisture on the skin, and kept up until
"hour's the-feéling of relief is very decided, is the only philosophi-
ghway, cal method of getting rid of a surfeit. Medicines can be
's arm, given which will accomplish the object in a very few min-
romote utes ; an 'emetic wil empty the stomach in double qûick
will do time. A good dose of castor oil will send the engorgement
, tiat in another direction-*wth railroad speed, but at the expense
many of a shock to the system which sometimes induces convul-

sions and death in a few hours, or leaves debilitating conse-
quences, not to be recovered from, in some cases, for many
weeks. Besides all this, medicine, even the mildest, is es-
sentially a poison, and effects'a desired result in proportion

.mitted to its poisonous quality. It cures by settihg up a disease
hosts, greater than the original which it seeks to cure, and hence
a wo- ought to be resorted to only when, in the judgment of a

rtiness competent physician, it is necessary; hence the earnestness
vender with which it is urged to use the safe, and mild, and certain

other means of a leisure out door walk, or other form of gentie
aMse of exercise, for an hour or so after a late dinner, as a means of
exper- enabling the stomach to egnpty itselfi and be at rest, by the
omach time the body, as to all other parts, is ready to take its re-
:>f any pose on the couch for the night, and tlius secure a sleep
:>r the which has in it no startling dreams, no dreadful nightmares.
Let it
t, that HOW WALKING PROMOTES HEALTH.
eating
ended Physiologists have ascertained that every step taken has
condi- an appraciable effect in promotiig the activities of the whole
bran- alimentary canal, including the stomach and bowels. Their

easing, natural activity is health ; their want of that is diseàse al-
some- ways, everywhere, and inevitably. Too great an activity of
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the stomaclh and bowels is cholera, and ail know that loco-
motion in the first stages, of cholera is certain death ; hence
absolute rest on the bed is enjoined by all classes of physi-
cians, because every step increases the activity- If, then,
walking promotes a more active state of the bowels, when
the condition of the system is such as to require increased
activity, every step taken is to that end. Hence every'step
taken leisurely after a meal has been eaten, helps the stom-
ach to get rid of it, by digesting it more rapidly, thus pre-
paring it for a more speedy distributionIthroughout the sys-
tem, for purposes of nutrition, "warmth, strength, and
vitality.

But there is another reason why a leisure walk or friendly
visit to a neighbor is healthful, in connection with a late
dinner. It relieves the system of a portion of its solid ma-
terial in the shape of insensible perspiration, and the over-
filed stomach participates in that relief. An effort has been
made to show how gentle exercise benefits the body after a
late dinner, or after any hearty meal; but- any one may
demonstrate it in his own person by comparing the sensa-
tions of two consecutive days at ten o'clock at night, or on
the subsequent mornings, when a hearty late dinner has
been taken, with such a walk following as has been recom-
mended, and an equally hearty dinner without such a walk.

A CHEEREUL MIND.

Whatever may be the benefit of a leisure walk after a
hearty meal, that benefit is very greatly intensified by per-
forming that walk in company, especially if a joyousness of
spirit is present, and is- promoted by lively, exhilarating
conversation, by mirthfulness, and a hearty forgetfulness
of al! disturbing thouglit as to business engagements. It
may be safe to say that the benefit of exercise is doubled by
its being taken in a jovial, joyous mood.

If several hours after a late dinner, were every day, as
often as a late dinner isr taken, -spent as above, alternated
with attendance on public meetings, lectures, parlor amuse-
ments, and other forms of agreeable pastime, late dinners
may be made compatible with good health and a génial old
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I A DELIGHTFUL SANDWICH.

O- age, if wisdom and firmness are habitually shown in taking-CA at noon
SÀl- A PROPES LUNCH

ea suitable for all classes of- business 'men, travellers, sports-
e men, and others who cannot conveniently take dinner at_P noon, which is simply a "'sandwich," with half a gass ofre water and an orange, or an apple. The terijust used wasapplied to a favorite dish of the Earl of Sandwich, whichdys- was originally two pieces of'bread and~ butter with veryend thin slces of hamr <r other salt meat between them. It iawell to state how a sandwich may be' best prepared, as it7Y cornes in place under 'a great variety of circumstances, andate May be made delicious, if proper attention is given to itsmaking up. If this is done, it is good enough for a kring,er- and will be very much relished by any one who has beenau -employed five or six hours in labour or brain-work.

-ay A DELIGHTFUL SANDWICH.sa-
is made thus: Take two pieces of light bread, spread withlas butter. Between these, place very thin slices--three orfour of them are better than one thick one-of salt or freshmeat, turkey or chicken, or a slice of each. If the sand-wiches are for a party or for the table, several should be pre-pared and put in a pile. Press them with a clean board, soas to make them stick 'together, and trim the edges neatlywith a very sharp knife. Wrap them firmly in à white,daip cloth, and put them in the picnic basket, where theyof wi remaim without jostling; or, if for the table, put themon a plate and cover them with a damp napkin until used.1.155s But, for one person, two ordinary pieces of bread and but- -ter and several very thin slices of meat are enough - for itis not-intended to be a full meal, but only' enough -to'staythe appetite, so as to prevent the strength from going tooa low, and the appetite from becoming voracioZs.1To take this sandwich lunch with really b?ëeficial andhealthful results, it should be eaten about noon at somne reg-ular hour; not to make one's sçlf a slave to the minute, butId aim to have it within any hour, say from twele to one, not

CI
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sooner than twelve, nor later than one ; this gives the busi-
ness man the margin of an hour. It should 'be taken in an
apartment alofe, so as to be free from interruption or men-
tal distraction, so that it can be eaten leisurely, quietly, andi
with deliberation ; then it will be thoroughly chewed, and
will pass into the stomach without haste.

It may appear to be a small matter, but it is not, to insist
that the lunch should be taken in a private apartment, where
no one can intrude. A gentleman wòuld sca-cely care to
have a friend, or customer, or client, or patient come bolting
into his office to find him eating a-piece of bread and -meat,
or be compelled, in bis haste, to cover it over with a paper,
or slide it hastily into a drawer, and feel as if 'he had been
doing some little, mean thing; any interruption of this-kind
would inevitably occasion a mental perturbation or flutter,
exceedingly unfriendly to a healthful digestion. It is at all
timés of considerable importance that we should eat with
quiet deliberation, or with an exhilaration of spirits, so as
to keep al the fluids of the system in healthful activity.
If, on the other hand, the mind is flurried or the lunch is
taken hastily, the result is the same ; the nervous energy
which ought to bave been expended on the food is used up ti
in the brain, in the mental activities, and the food is not si
digested; it remains, in a measure, unaltered for hours. Cc
The regular dinner comes on ; we do not feel hungry, for b:
'the very good reason that there is food already in the stom- lc
ach; but as it is dinner hour we think we must eat auyhow,
that it would be too long to wait until next morning; and P
we do eat the dinner, mixing fresh food with what in el
part in a state of decay, of chemical "decomposition, or, inSi
plainer terms, in a state of rottenness,-when there can nE
possibly be no other result than a most unpleasent feeling of bE
fullness, or oppression, or nausea, to be followed by a night is
of dreams, of unrefreshing sleep, and a "'miserable " to- loi
morrow, with entire- unfitness for business; it is' even st
followed, and that.not uncommonly, by an attack of cholera fu
morbus, of bilious colic, or fatal apoplexy. Such results to
may sometimes be a year or two, or more, in coming; but th
that they will come sooner or later to us, and are coming to to
those we know, at no long intervals, is as certain as any pr
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isi- uncompleted event can be, for nature will, at length, always
an assert herself in mlatters of this kind. These may be con-
en. sidered trifling things by soime,-but life-and-death -often

hang on trivialities such as these.
nd

THE ]FATAL GLASS, OF WATER.
sist -

?re A brave French general, overheated in having some
to artillery drawn up. to the top of a mountain, felt himself
ng almost overcome with thirst, and drinking freely of snow
at water, fell downýand died instantly. Had he takeri but a

r wallow or two at a time, at an interval of half a minute or
so, no harm could have possibly resulted ; and yet here was
a valuable life lost by drinking a few table-spoonfuls of cold

21r water in one minute instead of ten. So the manner in
all which a sandwich is eaten may be made agreeable and
-th healthful, or be made a cause of considerable -discomfort,

according to crcumstances.
,y.

THE REASON WHY

the lunch described, taken in the manner proposed, will re-
sult healthfully in several ways, accords with fixed physiologi-
cal laws. It has been said that no -man can work hard, in
brain or body, -with ad-vantage and without harmful results,
longer than six or seven hours. If the lunch is taken in five
or six hours after breakfast, it finds the stomach empty and
prepared to receive it; in'fact, the man is hungry; the gen-
eral system, by its own instinct, has sent a telegram to the
stomach, that recruits are needed at the outposts, recruits of
new atoms of matter to take the place of those which have
been destroyed or used up within the last six hours, for that
is the meaning of the sensation of hunger. The perfection
of nutrition is hunger first, a small amount of plain, sub-
stantial food next ; then follows thethird prooess,-a heafth-
ful digestion, and a perfect blood, carrying life and strength
to every part of the body. Such a meal in the middle of
the day is much more healthful than a full meal, when it has
to be followed by more work. A clergyman will always
preach better with one sandwich between his sermons than

M.11h
- ~;f l
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when he sits down to roast turkey w'ith concomitant temp
ters; because, in the latter case, the nervous energy which,
is necessary to the digestion of a hearty meal rallies arouid
the stomach, draining the brain of its forces. In the case of
the laborer;he cannot work to advantage soon after a hearty
meal, for the necessities of the stomach compel the ne-rvous
energies from the muscles of arm and limb and chest; and
it is well that it is.so by a fixed physiological law, for if the
nervous power is withdrawn from the stomach soon after a
hearty meal, life is endangered by convalsions, which will
inevitably result if the power is -kept away but for a few
hours. Hence, by taking a moderate lunch'at noon, the
stomach takes hold of thesmail amount of food greedily and
easily, manipulates it for the requirements of the system,
which is at once ready to resume its accustomed labor. ten-
tlemen who have travelled much on horseback, day after day
continuously, know full well that but a moderate amount of
food must be given at noon to the noble animal; the heav-
iest meal is given to him after he has rested at night, or in
the morning. A man, like the liorse, could very easily eat a
great deal more at midday, but the horse is, ailowanced
judiciously by his -master ; and the nan can more readily
allowance himself by taking with him a specific or measured
amount. The effect of this moderate meal is that it is wlolly
digested, that good and healthful blood is made out of it, and
it stays the hunger of the system, and prevents that ravenous
appetite which is the result of a dinner too long protracted.
Thus when a luncd.is taken at noon, strength is derived from
it to last uitil dinner, while dinner itself is not partaken of
ravenously; consequently it is partaken of leisurely, moder-
ately, and time and opportunity are afforded for its easy di-
gestion before the hour for retiring.

It is, then, not a late dinner which is in and of itself so
pernicious,-not pernicious at all if the circumstances con-
nected with it are judiciously arranged. What has made

DOWN-TOWN DINNERS

the deadly things they are, is their connectionwith a lunch,
which is of itself a fulLdinner, and made more tempting. and

WHEN TO EAT.310
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amp more excessive by the liquors which are used with them anci hich, the high seasonngs which make a part of them. After this>und full lunch, too often hasty, and taken with a perturbed statese of of mind, men dive again into their business, with every nervearty strung to its highest tension, leaving the food to digest veryvouS slowly ; in fact, so slow is the process that by the late din-
and ner hour it has not yet been passed to the other parts of thethe system; and the man allowing himself to be under the hal-Jer a lucnation that he has'taken dinner, but only lunch, feels laitewill in the afternoon that he must take his dinner, and forces itfew upon himself, or by strong potations gets up a fictitious ap-the petite, which he gratifies to the full, and to his own certainand undoing,-because lie is not only taking a late dinner, but antem, early one too, which is more than one stomach can manage,.xen- and disease in some form'or other, painful and protracted, is.day an inevitableresult. It is thus seen that neither are lunch-it of es or late dinners, in and of themselves, the murJerous,.eav- things they are represented to be, but are made so by a con-r in fusion of ideas, and by the circumstances which are connect-at a ed with them. Man is an adaptable animal, intended to$iced live in all latitudes and in all cimes, to be surrounded byiily a great variety of changing circumstances; and he can live.ired healthfuly and long under the equator or at the poles, if he.olly will only conduct himself in wise accordance with his sur-and roundings.
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CHAPTER I.

WHAT TO EAT.

IT has been already seen that the object of eating is to
give warmth, growth, repair, and' strength to the body,
which things are to be derived from what is eaten, from
what is taken into the stomach a5 food, and whate-ver gives
the things just named is comprehended under the one word
"nutrition:" whether the food eaten gives one, or two, or
all of the things named, that kind of food is óalled nutritious.
Ail food gives to the body one or more of three things:
carbon, to warm, albuminates to give flesh or strength, and
saits to make the carbon and albuminates impart nutrition.
Whatever then can be gratefully or pleasurably.táken into
the stomaeh, and ivhieh, when there, can be to managed as
to impart nourishment to the system in a healthful manner,
should come under the designation of food, and may be
eaten. Hence, i auswer to the question; What shall we
eat it may be taken for reply, "We may eat whatever we
have an appetite or taste for, which is -capable of nourishing
the body, of affordihg it warmth and strength in a healthful
manner, that is, in a way which is not attended with any
ill results." Brandy and other liquors give warmth, for they
contain a large amount of carbon ; and they give strength,
but it is a strength without foundation; it really only
enables us to appropriate from the body a part of its store
of streigth in advance. In one sense it is a paying or using
the income before it is due; in another sense it is a living
upon the principal. With a greater evil still, it leaves be-
hind it injurious results: proportioned to the amount taken,

TI it leaves debility; in other words, it went in debt and the
debt has to be paid. Debility is not the only ill result ; if
its use is persisted in, actual disease is generated in various
parts of the system, which either mars life and life's pleasures,
or destroys it prematurely, according to the amount and
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frequency of its use. Hence liquors cannot be consideredfood, because they do not impart the elements of food with-Out attendant ill consequences. We may then eat of whatgives us nourishment healthfully, and against the use of
which as food there is no just restriction. Men can live onmen; men can liée on horses, or mules, or other animalsbu restrictions are imposed which all good men will respect.

is to APPETITE.
body y
bodro We may eat what is nourishirg, and, if there is anfie appetite, a taste for it, it will do more good than if takenword with repugnance; it is more easily digested and preparewo, or imparting nourishment and life to the body.

itious. There are somethings for which we seem to have a naturalhings: appetite. The infant loves milk the first day of its exis-
h, and tence ; the variouz preparations of bread and eggs and fishrition. eem to be eaten with a relish by ail nations; so are the
n into fruits of the earth; but, men, and animals also, can ben into educated to eat, and eat with a relish, what once there was.ane a a decided aversion to even taste. Hence there is a natural.ay be appetite and an educated appetite; the latter is liable to bea we the cause of great mischief, as -when persons learn to eatrer we tobaco, Clay, slate pencils, and the like. * It would not,'ishing therefore, be correct to 'say that we should eat whatever-er welthfu there is an appetite for. The general statement simply isihany made, that we should eat what imparts healthful nutrimentr ny t theye body. This is mntended to apply to those who areagth, ~well-.who enjoy good health. There are individual caseswhere it is advisable not to eat indiscriminateîy of the fleshsorey of animals and birds and fish, of the grain of the field, ofs the fruits of the tree, and the various berries which growliving on bushes, and the numerous vegétables which are richlyes be- supplied to our tables. Fat, as applied to man, is a diseaseaken, arising from the fact that certain- portions of nutriment.d the which he receives, are not conveyed out of the system, butlt;if remain stored there, and accumulate sometimes in sucharious immense quantities as to be of serious inconvenience to thesures, dividual, impeding locomotion, hindering greatly in thetand performance of daily work, causing an abiding and uncom-t and

i
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fortable shortness of breath, and seeming to dispose the
system to attacks of apoplexy, or other forms of sudden
death. If such a person desires to reduce his weight to
more convenient proportions; it becomes of practical interest
to inquire

WHAT SHAITL FAT MMN EAT.

Fat in the human system is an- accumulation of heat
producing or carbonaceous material; hence those desiring
leanness should avoid to a resonabl' extent the use of car-
bonaceous foôd, such as abound in oils, -and fat, and starch,
and sweets.

Anotherprinciple of action is that as a man requires a
certain amount of food daily to supply the wastes of the
system, if he wants to reduce his weight, he mûist eat less
every day, than the system requires; this would be a more
speedy method than the mere avoidance of fatty foods. The
bear of our country becomes fat in the autuma from'the
large supply of food which he finds in the forest at that
season of the year, and, seeking for some retired spot, a
cave, or a hollow log, he hides himself away, and, with his
paw in his mouth, sleeps until spring, unconsciously, it is
said, sucdng it all the time. He remains the whole winter
in a kind of a torpid, frozen condition; but the fire of life
had to be kept up all that time, which was done by the-
gradual use of the surplus fat with which he was supplied
when he went into his winter-quarters; now, instead of
being rounded, and sleek, and fat, and strong, as he was
a few months. before, he is but little more than skin and
b and, with the first sunshine of spring, he emerges from
his winte home to hnt, and feed, and recuperate.

Al know that-in a very short time the shipwrecked
41P, sailor becomes reduced to skin and bone, when food has not

been supplied t him. The rule, then, for the fat man, who
wishes to reduce his bulk is to avoid fatty foods and eat
daily less'than the system actually needs, and the effects
will be more palpable, if, in the mean time, he works hard
or aims to spend a large 'portion of daylight in out-door
activities. The advantage of this method is that lie will
not only not become weak in body or listless in mind, but
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315TuHE ACQUISITION OF LEANNESS.

will find an amazing change in the activity of his limbs, in
the soundness of his sleep, and in the life and buoyancy,
and elasticity of his spirits ; the brain, too, will actý with
extraordinary clearness, and all the sensibilities of the sys-
tem will become ertherealized, Televated, and refined ; and
in comparison with his former conditionof obesity, breath-
ing will become a, bliss, and life a protracted sunshine ; the
only drawback will be that he will be hungry all the timö,
but then he don't want toSbe fat. Every acquisition has
its efforts and its self-denials, and there is no exception-in

THE ACQUISITION OF LEANNESS. '

BANTNG's -SysTm A CAUsE or BRIGHT's DisxAs.-Dr. Thomas
Clemens of Frankfort (Chemical Gazette), reports three cases of his
own, in which the patients had 2carried Banting-ism to an excess.
So insidions was the invasion of the renal disorder, that when the
patients first applied for medical aid, the symptoms of Bright's
disease, fully developed,,were found in each instance. Al the cases
were fata1, and each was accompanied with a rapid and profound
' disarrangement of the whole system, associated with symptoms re-
ferred to the brain and cord. Dr. Clemens believes that a tendency
to the disease is caused by the loss of the fat of the kidney, together
with an excessive supply of albuminous material into the blood.

It will aid the ·fat man, if some specific statements are
made by which he may be able to proceed with safety and
with system in attaining the object of his laudable ambition;
these statements are the result of carefully conducted scien-
tific experiments, made by eminent men by the requirements
of governmental authority, lience cannot be doubted or
denied.

The quickest way to reduce a man's fatness is to eaf;less.
If he is in a hurry, eat nothing. A young man lost fifteen
pounds in a few days, thus : On Tuesday, the 18th of May,
he fell asleep in the steamship Bising Star, and the hatches
were closed on him at Aspinwall; -on' Wednesday, the
following week, about eight o'clock in the morning, an inter-
val of nearly nine days, hé was discovered on the arrival of
the vessel at New York, not having tasted a particle of food
or drank a drop of any kind of'liquid in the interval. When
discovered he was unable to- stand up. Tea was given-him,

i
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but he could not .retain it on his stomach; a spoonful or
two f sherry wine was next administered; this was re-
tained, and repeated at ten minutes' interval for' several
times ; then more nourishing food was furnished invery
amall quantities at short intervals, and by.this treatment,

-ëi~ecovered in a few days.

AN EGG A DAY.

It is known that a celebrated German'scholar took refuge
in a hay-loft from an infuriated soldiery ; the next day a
hen came, made a nest near him and laid an egg, which he
ate; this was repe;ated daily for fourteen days, 'when the
army having lefthtle town, lie emerged from his hiding.
place, and was àble to walk to the house of a friend, having
lost several pounds of flesh in the meantime. So that if a
man lies still all the time, he may subsist on a very stnal
amount of food, a common egg weighing but two:ounces.
If, however, a man is walking about, -out of bed all day,
but not working any, and is in good health,.he reqinres a
pound or sixteen- ounces of nutriment. Different persons
require different -amounts ; but taking fifty men 'promis-
cuously frZ'm any crowd, in good health, they will require
from sixteen to eighteen onnces of, actual nourihment;
but it will take about six pounds of common foodin'1 s
natural state, as it comes on th'e table, to-yield one pound
of nutriment. To make statements more easily remembered
and yet sufficiently accurate, it is enough to say that while
a man in gcod health requires a pound of nutriment every
twenty-four hours, to keep him at his weight and strength,
without work, three-quarters of this must be warming or car-
bonaceous food, and one- quarter of a pound of albuminate;
or muscle or flesh-making food, called also nitrates or nitro-
genous food. In the experiments made, some persons lost
four pounds in weight in two months ; others lost two
pounds only. But to show with what accuracy the experi-
ments were cQnducted, 'it wps determined to find out why
some men lost twice as much as others in the same general-
circumstances; and it was revealed that the men who were
fed on mush and milk at certain meals lost one half less

'X: [
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- than those who took molasses with their mush; because mo-lasses is carbonaceous food, it only warns; milk is albuii-nate, it makes flesh anc gives stretigth, as it is one ofuthe
perfeetfoodchas all the elements& of nutrition. if personswish to diminish their bulk, weight, or fat, the general seseverywhere applicable to the sedentary are g1. Eat such amounts, morning, noon, and night, as willkeep you hungry three fourths of your waking existence.2. Let one sxth of your food be albuminate that istrengcth and flesh giv g, and five-sixths of the carbo.aceousk14, such as give warmth. 13. If it is desired t* hasten the result, either work a greatpart of the tiie -iY1 the open air, or think intensely; forboth work and though consume the fat ofa man.e

HOW TO GET FPAT.

It is a striking fact thatmost persons want to weigh more
than they.do, and mea ure4äirù-health by their weight asif man-were a pig, valuable in proportion to his heaviness.The racer is not fat-; a good plough horse has but a moder-ate amount of fiesh. Ieavy men are not those whichexperienced contractors employ to build railroads and digditches. Thin men, the world over, are the men for work,foe odurance; they are wiry ad hardy; thin people lvetue longstt truth is, fat is a d1sease, and, as proof, fatpeople are never well a day at a time,-are not suited forhiard work Stiil, there is a medium between being fat as abutter-bail andl as thin anc juiceless as a fence-rail. Formere lSoks a moderate rotundity is most desirable, to haveenough of flesh to cover all angul&rities. To accomplishthis in the shortest time, a man shouli work but little, sleepa great- Part of the tume, allow nothing to wvorry him, keepalways in a joyous, laughing mood, and live chiefly onalbuminates, such as boiled cracked wheat, and rye, and oatsand. corn, and barley, with sweet milk, and buttermilk, andméats. Sugar is the best fattener known.
Some years ago there was a very remarkable man in WallStret; bis name was on every tongue throughout the4ountry as." the man who made paper," that is, signed other

ion.

HO1W TO GET FAT.
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men's names to notes payable to himself, and sold them to
banks, bankers, and monied men in the street at large dis-
counts. Most of the purchasers knew the names were
forged; but tempted by the heavy discounts, and the
"maker of paper" beiag known to take up his notes always-
before they were due, the ball rolled on and up to hundrèds-
of thousands. It was stated on oath at the trial, and
corroborated, that he always had the headache, and that le
was xeVer seen down-town without a cigar in his mouth;
always thin, always complaining. He was sent to the peni-
tentiary-:--was so faithful to the laws, and so attentive to his
business, and withal so reliable, that' a clerkship or some
easy berth was given him of a very quiet, sedentary
character. In the second month of his imprisonment he had
gained fifteen pounds in weight. He was never allowed to
smoke.

Within a.-ear a man was charged with some infraction of
the laws, and was sent to prison toawait his trial,,without
the knowledge of his wife, to whom he had just before been
married, after a short courtship. In about three months she
ascertained where he was; and on being shown to his cell,
she at first did not recognize him, he had "fleshed up so."
These are cases among ten thousands -of others which could
be narrated,,where persons have grown fatter on going to
prison • the rules of prison-life fully accounting for the fact.
They do nothing but eat and sleep. They eat regularly of
plain meats and coarse breads.

Froma all the statements made, the conclusion is undeni-
able that a safe,.healthful, and sure method of increasing
flesh is to live a quiet, in-door life, sleep a great deal, eat
regulàrly of plain. meat and coarse breads, or any of the
grains named, cracked in pieces, boiled well, ana eaten withe
milk ; keeping the system cool by the use of cold water, and
maintaining a daily and free action of the bowels, which last
is pretty sure to follow a diet composed mainly of coarse
breads and cracked grains; becàuse chemistry has demon-
stratedu that the most nutrtious and strengthening part of
corn; oats, rye, barley,,and wheat are in the outer part, in
the shell or bran, which is unfortunately separated from the
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inner portion, giving us the pure' white and compýarative1yinnutritious flour, while the most-healthful and invigorating
part, the bran, or outer shell, is tbrown away, or given to
hogs, horses, and cattle.

1W TO CET FAT.
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CHAPTER IV.

, HOW MUCH TO EAT.

THE question of how much one ought to eat is perhaps
one of the most frequent inquiries made of a physician; but
the reply depends on an infinite variéty of conditions. The
answer here 'will apply to those only who are in reasonable
health, and eat but thrée times a day. To out-door laborers,
as to breakfast and dinner, the general rule should be, eat a
much as you want. But do not eat more than you want,-
not one single atom more than you want; for it is the ruin
of life's happmiess i.multitudes of cases.

The.domestic animals are frequently observed to leave
food before them, bind instinct being their only gaide ; and
surely the nobler man, with his nobler ason, ought not to
act with less wisdom.
LWhen nature prompts a maxi to cease eating, it is because
hunger is appeased; as much food has been taken as there
are stomach juices enough to tat? care of it. Every mouth-
ful swallowed after that is without one drac( of gastric juice
to take care of it, to keep it from rotting; and that single
mouthful, being unprovided for, becomes tainted food, and
corrupts, to that extent, the whole mass besides; the whole
amount of.blood made from that meal is, to that extent, cor-
rupted and made impùre, and mixing with the blood already
in the system, as it does in the heart and lungs, the whole
mass of blood in the human body is tainted to extent of that
mouthful swallowed which was not wanted, but was forced
on the unresisting stomachforthe pitifulpurpose of "saving"
what was not intrinsically worth onelsingle cent. To "save"
less thana penny, a rational man corrupts the whole mass
of his blood, renders impry makes his blood "bad ;" and

14 all know that "bad. blood" is thie very fruitful cause of of hu-
man suffering, because where there is
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BAD BLOOD

in te human body, it is liable to affect injuriously and pain-
y any portion of the system, or every portion of it, ac-

cording to circumstances ; hence those 'who eat too much axçe
never well, are always complaining, and legitimately so, be-
cause their blood is never pure and healthful, but is always "
bad, always diseased, always corrupting. While it is a good-

haps rle for the man who-works hard out-of-doors to eat as much
but as he 'ants at breakfast and dinner, he and ail others ought
The to take

1able
LIGHT SUPPERS,)rers,

Iat as
if no special labor has to be done util next day. By a light

ruin supper is meant a bowl of mush and ailk, or stirabout, or
boiled cracked whéat, or corn, or other grain. Better, how-

leave ever, than all these would it be if the supper was rigidly con-
Sand fined to a single piece of cold bread and butter, and one cup
ot to of warm drink, of any kind of herb tea ; and it is believed

that nothing answers the purpose so wel as the 'common
"black tea " of commerce. Some prefer the " green tea;"
but to many it has been too stimulating, and either causes

auth- -some discomforb in the stomach, or interferes with the sleep
juice at night. Many who are made restless all night by taking

-ingle green tea for supper, can use the black tea without any dis-
and agreeable attendants.

Ve> few families have the moral courage to spread the
tea-table without some addition to the bread .and butter.

cod This addition is in the shape of sauce, or preservies, or chip-.eady
-hole ped beef, or sliced ham; and, at certain seasons, berries and

that cream are substituted. But it is undeniable that this prac-
-tice of having "l relishes." on the tea-table ruins the health)rced %tc.o

n and shortens the life of uncounted thousands; it makes our
a daugliters< confirmed dyspeptics before they are out of their

teens. As to all who spend most of their lives in-doors, it is

snd the bane of human happiness, is the universal curse of farm-
>f liu- house life, and accounts for the belief of many eminent medi-

cal men, that with all the vaunted advantage of country life,
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there is more sickness in farmers' families, more diseasesof
long standing in proportion to numbers, than in city families.

CITY HEALTHIER THAN THE COUNTRY.

The actual truth is that in the largest cities of the world,
taking London as an exansple, the average of human life is
longer than in tlie country.

The reason of this, as far it relates to farmers and other
laborers, is, that at the close of the day,they are tired; the
èirculation is weak and slow, the fire oflife is, low, they feel
weary and sad, and very likely hungry. Under these cir-
cumstances they eat a hearty supper, which of itself tends to
sleepiness, and that combined with the general weariness
makes the tendency to sleep almost overpowering and quite
irresistible. In additionthere is the almost deathly stillness
at,night in the country and a sense of loneliness ; these eom-
bined, send the farmer to bed almost as soon as he has swal-
lowed lis supper, rarely perhaps out of bed later than nine
o'clock; and while every muscle of the body yearns for rest
and falls f'o sleep, the stomach has had a new task-imposed
upon it, which it cannot possibly perform short of five or six
hours, which brings ittoward daylight, the farmers'd'hour
for rising, when breakfast comes on, and a new burden ls
imposed upon the unrested stomach-a burden which it is
impossible for it to perform well; and to the extent this is
not doue, digestion is not perfectly performed, and the blood
which is made out of this nutriment is imperfectly made,
gives out but part of its strength; the man works with pro-
portioned effort and weariness, while the system is rendered
more liable to disease, and is all the time, more or less, out
of its natural condition. These effects are not instantane-
ously induced ; but as silently an4 as certainly as-the snow-
flake falls, and falls, and falls, until a mountain bank or aval-
anche is formed, so certainly will the elements of disease ac-
cumulate in the human system by the continued practice of
eating which has been described. Such are some of the 11
effects of eating late and heartily ; and they are wise who
will give the subject a full examination, and conduct them-
selves accordingly.

AV *
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as oflies. 
LEAVE OFF HUNGRY

is not wise for workers, especially for those who labor out-rld of-doors, nor for such as use severe muscular effort anywhere-but for women, and for all sedentary persons, for those wlioare seated a great part of the day, for invalids, and for alwho have leisure, of eithersexitis a maximoficompt.
length of human life, would greatly ameliorate many of itscir- maladies, and would.do very much toward eradicating oura to national disease, dyspepsia. If an out-door laborer eats tos to lis f1l1, he soon works it off and out of the system; butess those who are in-doors most of the time, have not this-opportunity, and hence are liable to discomfort and actúaliess suffering. alcudadata

That we all could be wel, and not eat near as much asi we do, will perhaps not be denied. 'We all eat too much.ie Let the reader be persuaded to make the following experi--est ment, and i the light of it make it the habit of his life onsed this point. Some day, when yoµ have been helped at'thesix table, stop short off when you have eaten three-fourths ofOnr what was on your plate, mhil9 you were somewhat hungry;i halif an hour you will feel as if you had eaten quite-t is eno.ugh, and you will be no more hungry next morning thanS is you have usually been, that is, from a single experiment ofiod the ldind.
At another time eat as much as you want, and within)ro- half an hour yQu wil feel as if you had eaten too much,,red although while you -were eating you seemed to have an appe-ont tit, and the food tasted well; still you have a feeling ofne- discomfort, o fullness, of oppression, of heaviiiss, or somera- - other sensatioh, whiçh' causes the wish that you had»notTaI- eaten so much, leaving the conviction that you had eatenac- too much; and always, when-this is the case, the stomachof i a sense, has not roon to work ; it is so distended that ito has not the power of contraction and motion, which arerho necessary to the healthful handling of the food ; nor arethere fluids enough to dissolve it, with the inevitable resultof imperfect digestion and an. imperfect blood wanting inits natural strength, wanting in its natural life.
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It is scarcely possible that any person of even a moderate
share of force of character and intelligence coald practice
for a single week the habit of rising from the table a littlè
hungry thrice a day, and then comparing his general feel-
ings of healthfulness with those experiencèd from the
* contrary habit of always overloading, and not be so over-
poweringly convinced of the benefi-cial effects.as to resolve
that for the remnant of his days he would eat temperately,
not to his utmost fill at any meal. And yet, in the fact of all
this, it would not be safe to say that over one in a thousand
readers of these' pages will be induced to inauguratè the
habit so highly extolled, simply because the animal predom-
inates over the reason, the appetite is stronger than the soul,
the body is servant of the propensities and passions ; and
with all our strength of mind, with all the convictions of
our rational powers, we debase ourselves to the lusts of the
flesh. One of the most remarkable exhibitions of this
slavishness to thé. love of eating that has, ever occurred in
human history is an item in the life of one of the world's
worthies, who, as to mental power in logic and theology, is
without a superior in modern history. He made this quaint
confession, "Three times a day I go to the table determined
to not exceed; three times a day I come away finding that
I have exceeded." Not vouching for the verbal exactness
of the statement, the truth embodied is incontrovertible,
that the great man who wrote an immortal work had not
the mastery over his appetites, and the consciousness of it
extorted the frank confession, itself an evidenee of a great
mind, that he frequently committed indiscretions in eating;
and this very fact may have been -a main reason forhis
dying before he had reached lis fortieth year : and philoso-
phers, and divines, and great men of al cultivated nations
have ever since regretted that he had not lived 1onger, that
he might have given the world still greater things as the
fruitage of a, grand intellect. He died of small-pox, a
disease which a strong constitution can withstand and throw
off; but no constitution can be strong, can have any store of
vitality, where a man eats too much habitually.

.ILII
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3rate
ctice EATING BY WEIGHT AND MEASURE.
ittil
feel- i neither wise nor practicable, unless a man is a guide only -
the for himself, because no two persons can be found of like

>ver- circumstances. Age, sex, season, latitude, 'condition of the
solve system, employment, all have a modifying effect. Half a
+ely, pound of food would be quite enough for one person, while-
)f al another might require a much larger amount. A Scotch
sand gentleman of culture and intelligence spent three years with
a the the Indians in the mountains beyond the Missouri, and, as-
lom- a pastime, joined with them in trapping animals for their
soul, furs. He told the writer that the custom of the.tribe with
and which he associated was to eat but once a day. They rose

is of at daylight, visited their traps, and chased the animals until
the night, walking and running the whole day, not stopping to,
this eat a morsel; but at night they would eatefrom nine to ten_

in pounds of meat for supper, as a general rule, then talk
rld's around their camp-fires, smoke awhile, then lie down with.
Y, is their feet towards the fire. At the peep of day, they would
.aint leave their camps, and trap untîl night, as before. This
.ned was a custom adacpted to their circumstances, an4whiclir
that seemed healthful.
ness A celebrity in Washington city, a kind of Beau Brummel,
.ble, ate but once a day ; and when, by being invited to an even-
not ing party, it was necessary to participate in the feasting,

>f it making, a second meal to him, he would eat nothing at all
Teat the day following, so that he might average but one meal a
ng; day. He died not long since, at the age of about eighty-
'his years. These cases show the adaptability of the human
oso- constitution to different habits, underpeculiar circumstances.
ons At the same time, those who.pursue a regular occupation of-
hat body or brain, and Work hard, would do better and live-
the longer by eating three times a day; because, if as much is
, a eaten at one meal as would last until next day, it would be
row such a load for the stomach that nothing less than absolute

Of rest for quite a number of hours would answer for the proper
digestion of the food: like a gorged anaconcla, there would
be a kind of torpid, inanimaite condition of the system, until
the load could be worked off.
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The inhabitants of northern latitudes eat incredible
quantities at a time. Captain Parry weighed the food eaten
in one day by a Greenland boy: the amount consumed was
ten pounds of .bread and meat, a pint of spirits, and over a
gallon of water. Sir John Ross says that a fùll-grown man
in those northern latitudes will consume twenty pounds of <
meat and grease in a day. A Russian admiral states,.frôm <
personal knowledge, that a Siberian ate in one day the hind
quarter of an ox, twenty pounds o£ fat, and a proportionate
quantity of melted butter for his drink. In order to be able
to make a more specific statement, the,.Admiral Saritcheff t
sent for this man with the detçrmination of weighing the
food he might eat in a day, bût he had taken his breakfast f
already; however, he sat down to a second meal, and ate a
twenty-eight pounds of thick rice porride with three pounds
of butter in it. Incredible as these statements may appear h
to us in our, temperate latitudes, they are undoubtedly true.
These shiftless people#ave sometimes to pass- days together da
without a particle of food, and thus, when tliey do get a V
supply, must not only make up for lost time, but also take
in a quantity which may last the several days ahead which
may intervene before they can obtain another supply of
food. It must be taken into account, also, that in those
regions of eternal ice and snow, where the thermometer q
often falls to sixty.degrees below zero, and where they have ir
no stoves or furnace-heated apartments, with double windows or
and weather strips, an immense amount.of carbonaceous food ir
must be consumed to generate the amount of heat requisite oî
to maintain a living temperature. ar

As has been stated, a man may live fdr two weeks on one ea
egg a day, for food and drink; so that the question of how -fc
much to eat, whether one pound or thirty at a time, depends at
altogether on the circùmstances of the case. At the same in
time, the reader will desir me more specifie statement, ah
from which may be derived pra tical informationý as applic- th
-able to his own case. In this c ection, it inay be-inter- cC
esting to know how-much a mans uld eat by measurement, to
who is of average size, and in reasonable health; but even en
this depends upon the fact whether he is a worker or an
idler. It is very necessary to determine these points with

g5.
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great accuracy, because, when the government has to feed a
thousand or fifty thousand a.day,-some soldiers, some
laborers, and some prisoners, or poor-house inmates who
cannot work,-it is important, in order to avoid immense
and useless waste, as also to preserve the health and strength
of the different classes, to know with considerable precision,
even to au ounce, how much each class of persons requires.

The elepnent of food which is required to sustain the body
and give strength for work is called albuminate, as before
stated; and the quantity eaten in one.-day should contain a
full quarter of a pound of albuminate for a day laborer
weighing a hundred and forty pounds. Some articles of
food contain more of this principle than others.' Lean meats
and fish, and pease and beans contain a large amount offr
albuminate; fruits and vegetables have but little, but they
have a great deal of the warming element, carbon, which jis
as necessary to life as the other; hence the wisdom of eating
different kinds of food at our meals: meats to give strength,.
vegetables and butter to give warmth.

HOW MUCH TO EAT IN A DAY.

As an average-sized laboring man must have a full
quarter of a pound of albuminate every day, he would,
in order to obtain this have to eat a pound each
of roast beef, potatoes, bread, milk, and fruit; but
in this there would also be found enough carbon
or w'armth to answer the wants of the system, or a pound
and a quarter ; that is to say, an ordinary day labôrer by
eating five pounds of meat, bread, and vegetables, or mixed
.food, would supply his system with a quarter of a pound of
strengtheniig elements, and a pound and a quarter of warm
ing elements. But in the food above named there would be
also a small-amount of salts, which would be represented byil
the ashes if it were burned up ; this portion of salts, although
containing no warmth or strength in itself, is yet necessary
to be combined.with the carbon and albuminate in order to
enable them to give nourishment to the system.
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PRISON FARE.

In some of our state prisons about four pounds of solid food
are allowed each man every day; while emigrants onship-board
have two and a half pounds of solid food daily, not requir-
ing as much as day laborers, as, instead of working, they
are lounging about the vessel,.or sleep, consequently make
but little waste.. In the Ameriçan army each nan is allow-
ed four pounds of solid food, with tea and sugar, and every
few days some extras,

DIET FOR THE SICK.

In some hospitals, patients who are reasonably well have
one pound of bread and half pound of meat, with some tea
or gruel, or, as in England, some beer. To persons not So
well, the daily allowance is three quarters of a poundof bread,
and a quarter of a pound of meat. Hence it is seen that in
answer to thequestion-

'HOW MUCH MUST I EAT ?"

there is all the difference between one pound of solid foôd
and six pounds, and that a man can sustain life for weeks, if
he is very quiet and still, on an egg a day, which is but two
or three ounces of food. In the celebrated case of

LEWIS CORNARO,

an Italian, the specific amount of solid food which he allow-
ed himself each day was a scant quarter of a pound of album-
nate anda pound of carbon.

It is said, and generally credited, that this man, a noblèman
of fortune, had so abused himself by riotous living, being a
drunkard and a glutton, that at the age of forty years his

,m >21 physical coudition was such, that medical men considered his
case hopeless; that he could notlive under any circuistances
and that therefore he might as well live as he pleased, and
enjoy himself the best,.way he could for the short remnant of

41f0-
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his days. Some accidental circumstance caused him to try
the effects of a regular diet, upon which he seemed to improve,
and, being encouraged thereby, he persevered in the system

lid food marked out, with the result that he recovered his health,
p-board lived an exemplary a'nd useful life; and died lamented by
requir- the public at the age of'nearly one hundred years.
g, they The an:swers to the question how much to eat, depend so
y make largely on the circumstances of age, sex, season, latitude, and
3 allow- employment; that it would be impracticable to name any
i every ambunt as applicable to the majority of any class of persons ;

in [fact, it is one of those questions whichý each man should
aim, to answer for himself, that answer being founded on his
own close observation and sound judgment. The following
rules, however, will perhaps meet all cases as to general hab-

11 have its:
ue tea 1. Eat at regular specified times, and at no others.
not so b2. IlEard workers, especialy those who axe most of the
bread, time in the open air, should -eat as much as they want at
that in breakfast and dinner.

3. Those, who are in-doors most of the time, as women,
literary men, and students, should never eat full as much as
they want. This would be a safe rule for all sick persons
also.

id foôd SUMMER DIET.
'eeks, if
at two As the object of eating is to sustain the strength, and to

keep warm, carbonaceous or warming food is not -as much
needed in summer as in winter; any more than as much fuel
should be burned in warm weather as in cold. And as car-
bonaceous foods comprise fats and fat meats, and sugars and

allow- starches, in the form of buckwheat cakes and molasses, butter'
album- and oils, reason dictates that these should be sparingly used

in summer time; and Nature by her instincts,1lind though
)'eman they be, yet unerring, prompts to the same abstemiousness in
»eing a the use of these articles, and, as if afraid to leave us to our-
.s his selves, she takes away our appetite "for them, and craves in
,d his their stead, more yearningly, as the heats of midsummer come

stances on, the cooling vegetable, and spinach, and frui, and berry,
,d, aud and melon ; and not only so, but has, in her parental benefi-
iant of cence, arranged that these shall succeed each other in their

v
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delightful variety. The berry and the mielon have no carbon
at all, and most of the fruits have but a trace ; and if man in
lis wisdom, even with the liglt he has, would but eat on the
principles indicated, he might rid himself
summei diseases. But we resolutely shut our eyes against
the light, and ruthlessly and reékIessly-panderto~ourpas-
sions and our appeti uOur Ownundoing.

Tihe most casual observer has noticed in himself, arid as to
others, that as the winter disappears and the spring oper s
the appetite begins to abate. As we enter the dining-room
and scan the speading of the table, a feeingpoint-
ment or dissatisfaction passes over us, which is too often ex-
pressed by a frown or a scowl. The reason is, our appetite is
not waked up ; Nature seems to-whispertlat the food befvi
us has not the elements iow needed. It is -the same: bread
and butter, and potato and roast beef; but we have no crav-
ing for- them. On a cold winter's day we wo'uld have eyed
them with peculiar satisfaction, and would have sat down to
the table with pleasurable expectancy; but now we would
almost as lief leave the -room, but for form's sake we sit
down and eat, but witi no avidity. This goes on for sever-
al days with abating strength, and perhaps several undenia-
ble feelings or sensations, or, in other words, symptoms;
and the phantom begins to arise that something must be
wrong in the system. Wa are sensible that we have no ap-
petite, tliat is, in comparison with what we have had, and we
straightway conclude that something is the matter with us,
and, bringing to remiembrance that when we had a good ap-
petite we were well, the conclusion is liastiy adopted that
the reason we are not well is because we have no appetite,
and that if we had an appetite we would be well; and,pur-
suing the false train of argument and conclusion, the opinion
is settled upon as an undeniable fact, that we must take some-
thing to give us an appetite ; and we begin to "take " right
vigorously. We take "dinner pills;" we "take" a drink ;
we take some tonic, some bitters; we take anything anid
everything that promises the desired result ; but the result
is never reachedbecause4heargument is founded on a fal-
lacy palpable enoug for any one to sec. We are fighting
against Nature,'who is attempting to -diminish our appetite
while we are doing all-we can to increase it.
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;he SPRING DISEASES.
s the weather gets warmer, less food is need to keep~sj~ arm;we, in our. blinduess,_endeavor to keep -up-the sae heat, to burn as mudh internal fuel in July as inJanuary. If we do eat as much the system canyot appropito ate it, i' rejected, it is cast out; but in making the effort to

castb it out, natural force is expended which ought to haveee sed akenino ourselves unnecessarily whie weuiwere w an d before; and .these were the veryselings which prompted us to be doing something to makeeus feel better, to inmprove our general condition, and to in-crease our strength. The -means we used were to force up-
~ad onl the stomacli mucli larger amounts than were craved, thus

imposing upon that much abused organ the additional labor,to ot only to expend the strength of the of the system un-td necessarily, but to cause irritations, and fevers, and inflam-itations,which bring wreckand ruin to thousand everyspringt and summer the deaths in the warm months being near-rer- ly double those in the cooler ones of October and November.1s- Heaitl increases in the autumn. The health, and strength,be an bd y enjoymaent of all communities increases as thebe weather begins to cool in the £irst days of October; the ap-wpetite gadualy ixproves, because Nature sees that as the
ap-weather is getting cooler outside, there must be more fuelus; consumed witbin, and she instinctively cails for more food;a-and the strength increases proportionably; we gain moreflesh, and it come new hopes and new ambitions, and a newur power of action. ence it is au indisputable physiologicalur-u -tïht, f thhe nstncts of Nature were ielded to in the

ine sprng; were cherished in her desire to take less and lessn- food as the weather grows warmer, as they are yielded to in.k the atumn in taeong more, a very large amount of the dis-S.ees of spring and summer would be avoided. The greatpractical lesson to be learned in reference to the subject, aquestion of health and disease, yes, in multitudes of caAes aS question of life and death, is simply this : as the winterpasses, and the balmy spring-time comes on, do nothing toincrease the appetite eat no more than is called for; do not
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be uneasy because you have little or no relish for your food;
eat less and less every day. The very best way to increase
your°pleasure of eating is to change the quality of the food;
use articles less carbonaceous, less warming ; send from your
table the pork and bacon, and fat meats and oils, and sugars
ana starches, the sago and the tapioca pudding, and the
dumplings and the rich pastries ; get hold of the early
"greens," the spinach, the salads, the turniptops, the radish,
the early berry and the early fruit, and lean meats; pay iii.,
Oreasing attention to the cleanliness of the skin; be more
in the open air, sleep in better ventilated rooms, let your
windows be raised higher at night, and y'bur inner doors be
left wider open.

KEEPING LENT

strictly, without the dispensations usualy granted, is found-
ed on -a wise physiology. If all persons for a month in eariy.
spring were to abstain from all meats whatsoever, as the
spirit of the doctrine of Lent requires, it would add greatly
to the health of communities, by enabling the system to
throw of the impurities of the body acquired by the hearty
èating of winter, would cool off the heated blood, and thus
destroy the germs of spring and summer diseases; and thus
it is that the proper practice of the precepts of religion pro-
motes not only the spiritual but the physicial health of
man. These are simple measures ; they are practicable,
cost no money, and are available to -all; and if heeded in a
rational manner, death would be kept from many a dwell-
ing, and lifetime sorrows would be lightened in many
bosoms.

CHILDREN'S EATING.

It is a painful fact that the foundations of lifelong dlyspe-
ptics are laid in childhood, leading to another truth of terri-
ble significance,-a truth carefully educed by scientific men
of all cultivated nations,-that in a very large proportion of
cases, the seeds of consumption are sown in the-constitution
while the young are-in their teens. Consumption is a dis-
ease of debility; and just as soon as the digestion becomes
impaired, the requisite strength is not withdrawn from the
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food, debility begins, the power to resist disease is weak n-
ed, colds are easilytaken and renewed ; soon it is seen tlat
before one is cured, another is taken ; they run into one àn-
other, a continued cold, a continued cough, the beginm1 of
the end.

hie Emrors of eating on thé part of children have a nore er-
ious bearing on the constitution than in grown pe ons, be-
cause they have less vitality, less power of life ; th se erebrs
lead to a great variety of diseases, and it may a sWein
important purpose to state the diseases which are socid1ed
with the stomach and its connections; al of whic ma be
prevented by a proper attention to tþe eating, an1 ma be
cured in the same manner. It maybe that whe par nts
see what a long list Of maladies can be avoided if wis; at-
tention is paid to the diet of their ch-ildren, theyl may be
stimulated by fear and .affection, as well as by sense of
duty, to give special supervision over their childre i, i con-
nection with the food they eat.

THE .DIGESTIVE ORGANS

ty
us commence with the entrance of the lips; next e m nth,

throat, stomach, intestines, and kidneys; the funttions
.0- being, first to prepare the food for the stomach, b chewing;
of in the stomach it is converted into a fluid mss, which

passing along the tract of the bowels, underg es certain
changes, and in this changed condition the nutri ve portions
are transferred to the parts requiuing them; hile the re-
fuse-,-the. waste-which cannot be used in any way, is pass-
ed out of the body through the kidneys, and in the daily
actions of the bowels at the watercloset and rivy. The
folowing are

DISEASES OF DIGESTION.

n Appetite, 1o.

,f Appetite, excessive.
Appetite, depraved.
Appetite, perverted.

es Biliousness.
.ie Cholera maorbus. tI
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Coic.
Costiveness.
Diabetes, or excessive urine.
Diarrhoa, or loose bowels.
Dysentery, or bloody flux.
Dyspepsia, or indigestion.
Fistula.
Gail-stones.
G'ravel.
Headache.
Heartburn.
Jaundice. -

Nettle-rash.
Piles.
Sick-headache.
Sour stomach.
Summer complaint.
Toothache,'in many of its forms.
Throat diseases of several kinds.
Worms-round, tape, pin.- .

Reckless, indeed, must be those parents who can be in-
different as to their children's, food, after they have learned
that such a formidable array Of maladies can be prevented
from entering their households by a proper supervision of
what is placed before their children at the family table.

REGULARITY OF CHILDREN'S EATING

is absolutely imperative, if we wish them to grow up in good
health. The point on which-the exceedingly injurious effects
of irregular -eating depends, has already been alluded to.
Order is heavèn's first law. All things move better, safer,
and more smoothly, if regularity and system be everywhere
obseryed. If the· stomach be too long without food, the
child becomes so ravenous that it is sure to eat fast and over
much, bringing on convulsions in very mapy cases. '

If one nieal is followed too soon by another, the certain
result is either vomiting or acidity, tending to induce violent
attacks of ldose bowels of all grades, from cholera infantum
to the most malignant forms of Asiatic cholera. After a,
child has been weaned, and.up to seven years of age, there

HOW MUCI To EA.



should not be a greater interval than fivé hours betwee'n theregular meals of daylight ; but from weaning up to ten years,it would be better between breakfast and dinner to allow asingle piece-of bread and butter, or an apple, and the samebetween dinner and supper, or sundown. Those who wouldavoid the disagreeable surprise of being waked up in theniddle of the night by the cries and sufferings, and oftentimesdangerous maladiesof their children, will make it imperativethat after four years of age they should not be allowed toeat anything whatever after supper, which should never belater for them than three or four hours before bed-time. Afterten years of age, children can be very easily trained to takenothing between the three regular meals of the day.
FORCING CHILDREN TO EAT

would seem to be a barbarity, and yet very many sensibleand affectionate persons educate their children, from veryearly years, to this same unwise and always injurious act, byteaching them that they must nôt leave anything on theirplate, on the plea that waste is always wicked. But it is amuch greater waste to crowd a mouthful into the sto.nachwhen there is no appetite for it, than to give that same mouth-fil to some domestic animal, to pig or poultry, or the faithfuldog. If no such. animals are about the house, let suchremnants be given to the poor, or buried ini the ground toenrich the soil, or, if thrown·in the garden some insect orbird would make a glorious feast upon it. In either of theseways, every particle would be utilized ; but- when crowdednto an unwiiling stomach, it not only cannot be applied tothe beneficient-purposes named, but it is a psitive physical'injury to the child. and endangers its life, because; as hasbeen already stated, when there is no sensation of hunger, itis because there are no juiçes in the stomach to take care ofany single half-mouthful that may be " foiced," into it bybeing swallowed without a relish, or inclination, orappetite-
and in all such cases it undergoes no natural, healthful, use-ful change, but remains a foreign matter, to irritate, andinflame, and shock the whole system, ending many times indeiànged stomach and bowels, convulsions, cholera morbus,and death.

335FORCING CHILDREN. TO EAT. frj
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A CRYING PARENTAL FOLLY

is to compel a child to eat an article of food for which he has
no appetite, nay, may have a positive disgust at the very

1ý_: i1jthought of swallowing the hated mouthful. Parents do this
from thé, very best of motives, thinking that it would add to
the child's health or comfort in after-life to have learned to
eat the article in question.

It is just as great an outrage to compel a man to eat a
piece of fried snake as to compel a child to eat a piece of fat
meat, when his stomach revolts at it ; the inhumanity of it
is greater, because the man may defend himself, while the
child, al unresistin~g and helpless, is made to comply by the
one whom he loves best in all the world.

The instincts of childhood should be held in a'measure
sacred to them; andit may be safe to say that what nature
craves, the body has use for; what nature abhors the same
body has.no use for.

Every man is at liberty to ride any hobby he chooses to
death; if he wants to ride it to bis own undoing, lie may
have the right. to do it with some restrictions ; but to
"have a theory," and kil s his child .n the attempt to carry
it out, to make it practical, is not to besapplauded.

If a man wishes to train his child to relish any article of
food which he does not relislh now, a safe method of bringing
it about is to take a long walk or ride, far from any human
habitation, and after the child has been some time complain-
ing of being very gry, present the article in question to

,him, and let hin taste it if he will, and in a little while taste
it again-; in t s way he nay be educated to love it in a very
short time. he conclusion of the whole matter is this ; to
compel fhe wallowing of'a mouthful of food against the
appetite or nclination for it, is certainly a wicked waste of

that much it gives no healthful nourishment to the body,
is a viole ce to nature, a shock to the system, and invites
loathsome, painful, and even fatal maladies.

YOUGLADIES'-EATiNa.

You g ladies' boarding-shools are among the greatest

j?:.
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afflictions of this country. Now and then one is found
which is conscientiously conducted in its various depart-
ments ; but their influences, as a class, are penicious to mind,

Slias morals and constitution. It is to the last named the reader's
very attention is specially directed.
this A gentleman of great wealth sent a much loved daughter
CI to of seventeen to a boarding school in the East. Thae-cookery,

,d to the quality and quantity of provisions, were such as to drive ,
a number of the pupils to almost desperate practicèes; the

,at a gnawings of hunger were. often such that they banded to-
f fat gether to have other provisions brought secretly to the
of it house ; the result was, that eating something at the regular
the meals of the establishment to save appearances, and also

rthe their own provisions " between times," the stomach had
no rest, and became so dyspeptic that study was a misery

sure and a mockery; and years after, when the lady became a
ture mother, she bewailkd to the writer the misfortune that had
lame befUllen her, and from which she was still suffering, and had

no other prospect than carrying it with her to her grave
%s to not only was her own constitution impaired, but the taint of
May it was passed over to all her children. The point sought to
.t to be impressed here is the too frequent eating ; it will inevit-
arry ably destroy all healthful action of the stomach : the result

of which is bad blood, and the long catalogue of ailments
which of necessity follow in the train, and which were

ging enumerated a few pages past.
man At boarding-schools a table is set which may be good
ain- in quality, and answer very wel for a single occasion ; but
n to the insufferable sameness of dishes for weeks and months
,aste together, which is constantly observable in most of these
7ery establishments, soon-palls upon the appetite, and the pupil

to many a time leaves the table able to eat scarcely anything.
the The teachers may prepare what they think is suitable, but it

e of should be remembered that in these schools persons of
.dy, different temperaments and- tastes, coming from different

ntes sections of the country, cannot be expected to relish the
same kind of food ; and to expect thei to eat wha
cannot p ecies o compulsion is unreas-
ònable. In any collection of young ladies there may be

+test peculiarities, called, by medical men, "Idiosyncrasies,"
which they can neither dismiss nor contrcl; and in schools,

-4i
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as well as in other public institutions, the head managers
soon become unsympathetic, cold, calculating, and heartless,
and in just that proportion are unfit to have control over the
tender consciences and feelings of the young girl just from
under a loving mother's eye. At home, parental affection
respects these peculiarites of appetite, aud wisely humours
them. W-hatever-is placed on the taWe of a boarding-school
must be eaten or let alone ; andl-tlipupil is forced to leave
the room hungry, the only alternative being to obtain food
elsewhere ; and the selection is sure to be unsuitable, as it
will very certainly be in the 'shape of cakes, Candies, and
other sweetmeats, which clog the stomach, overtax it, and
destroy its powers for life. The truth of .the main state-
ment, that at young ladies' boarding-schools the food is not
in sufficient quantity nor variety to answer the needs of'*he
pupils, will be readily substantiated by the testimony of
nine girls out of ten who have lived in these establishments.

This subjecth&comes a matter of very grave importance
when it is taken into account that the consequences of
becoming a dyspeptic at school are to be felt by the future
husband; by children yet unborn, who are, as a result, to be
brought into the world with impaired constitutions, with
hereditary maladies, which may be handed over to remote
generations.

A SICK WIFE

often brings pecuniary ruin to the ambitious young husband,
who, striving to get ahead in the world, finds that his ailing
companion not only keeps him -from his business, but, by
the anxieties in reference to heixhealth, his mind becomes
incompetent to attend to his affairs as ought to be done. In
addition, the wife being an invalid, servants take advantage
of the situation, idle away their time, ,neglect their duties,
waste provisions, and soon the house/is no 'home ; discour-
agement and despondency take thý place of the cheerful
hopefulness of the marriage day 4f excitements are sought
outside, to drown the forebodings of the hour;- unsuitable
companionships are formed aaits are gradually fallen
into ; estrangements and recrni*ínations ensue; mutual confi-
dences, cease, and domestic, sbcial,.and pecuniary ruin follow
in the train. Who shall dény that histories of the kind are

HOW MUCH TO.EAT.
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agers constantly· being made, like the one narrated, as the resulte of the discouragements and drawbacks of a sickly youngir the wife?
fronm MORAL EVILS OF BOARDING-SCHOOLS.

nours If affectionate parents.need additional reasons for hesitaschool ting to send their daughters to a boarding-school, they areleave fun impaired morality. It is notfood possible to prevent young ladies, who are thrown togetheras it i e equalcompanionships of the boarding-schol, from

a un pied hours by reading novels, by st dying rivariesstate~ in dress, and talking ,of threyonmeofhiaqunace
f'athe- o n e ft eraq anaiis not

>flhe NOVEIrREADING.mny of
ents. ernicious effect of reading novels on the mind ofaince. scobt is ieed not be argued. No intelligent mind can
tanes doubt it for a single moment; for besides urifitting themues for the details of dry study, false views of life are inculcatedutu e and erroneous ideas as to morals and religion,-ideas not into be accordance with the teachings of the Sacred Volume,-and

mote sucl are everywhereto be found in works of fictioh in evryae, perhaps more especially in our own. It is impossiblefor a teacher to keep novels out of the boarding-school,because it is a rule of fear, and they will be smuggled in : it
band, is useless to deny this proposition.

ailing
it, by ' FINE DRESSES.

comes Hurnan nature must be changed, if the subject of dressIn should not employ a large portion of the though.s of young.ntage ladies at schooL In Germany, the best girl s yhools require
luties, that all shall be dressed alike, in pretty muchl the sameS fabrics, although various in color, in make, in pattern ; theeerful daugheter of the mechan the f mer, and the merchant'Ouglit dresses as do tÉe children of tIre titled narnes of the country.itbe WîtI us, ail dress to thre extent Qf-their--meanls-; and- when afallen gir finds aler school-mate atired more expensively thanconfi- herself, sIe becomes at once dissatisfied; she allowe it to befolow a source of constant mortification; a feeling of inferiorityid are

4 1!
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H01kP MUCH TO EAT.

n of her; corresponding representations are
o indulgent parents strain a point; and the
in the matter of dress alone, more money is
than would pay the entire expenses..f tition,
m resources at home which are not honestly

ousands of struggling parents know well how
cticed painful economies and even humiliating
many months, in order to meet the demands

em; and thus are foundations laid for that
xtravagance in dress which is to be followed
d inculcated upon the children yet to come,-
which are, constantly bringing families, first to
," then to subterfuge, to equivocal practices,
dishonesties, to shane, to degradation, and to
poverty.

TALKING ABOUT THE MEN,

mmoralities of the female boarding-school. It
Io So. It is proper for young *opnen to do-so.
things there should be- certain " metes and
nd which young ladies should not go ; but
, very far beyond, they do go, because it is
which constitutes it a sifficient reason to be
n the present state of human pature ; and the
be indulged, the sweeter it is. This is' so,
;overnment is one of hard, dry restraint ; of
tead of love. It is very true that these same
irp at home, immediately under a mother's
ut nothing like to the extent aboye referredo,
ways the angel of a mother's love hovering
a mother's interest, and happinéss, and affec-
strain the girl, while she imperceptibly gathers
nts' influences certain feelings of propriety, of
urity, which are not found in the school-room
rauger's roof.

BROKEN TIES.

ne consideration which ought to over-shadow
aces that prompt to the .sending of you'ng girls
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)nS are who have mothers, away from home too btain an education,
rid the and which undoubtedly over-balances al the supposed ad-
.oney is vantages of such a step: it breaks the family tie. All our
tûition, instincts rebel against the separation of members of the
onestly same household. If kept together until marriage, children
ell how naturally grow up lovingly; the ground for associations is.
iliating laid, the very remembrance of which throws a hallowed in-
.emands fluence over all after-dife, making us look back to our father's
or that house and its surroundings with the purest of all satisfaction;
ollowed im.%pelling us, too, to cast our eyes,, and hopes, and.aspirations
.ome,- toward that great future when we shall lie reunited, a whole
first to family in heaven ! It is altogether impossible for children
.actices, to have the same pure and loving affection for one another
and to which they ought to have, and would have if kept together,

and which they will not have if separated for many months.
at a time,-often separated: In addition, parental influence
is lessened; the child's love is chilled; affections are divided;

1 It riew attachments are formed; and, to a great extent, the
o s. daughter is weaned from father, mother, home and sacred in-

d fluences which should be inseparable from it. The house-,tes and hold will be soon enough broken up under the most favor-
u bt able circumstances, without our hastening the sad event longuse it is years before the time, thus losing thes, long years of sweet-
n d te ness, and substituting for.it the sacrifices and solicitudes in-n the separable from a daughter being away at school, among-

. s* o strangers.1 p
aint ; of MAIDENLY PURI.
,se same

There is a maidenly reserve, and delicacy, and sweetness,
irrerto, and purity attached to girls who are kept under a mother's
ioverirsg eye daily, until marriage, which never can belong to those
i affec- who are brought up in boarding schools, simply because
r gathers -there 'is an indefinable' something'in a mother's teachings, a
rety, of mother's magnetism, which -a stranger can never possess.
>ol-roomn Besides all this, the mother is the natural educator of the

daughter ; and if we change that relation, harm must fol-
low, which is irreparable, not merely in one, but in many
directions.

-shadow And lest what has been said might not be enough to
rug girls decide the parent who reads these lines against the serious
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error of sending adaughter away from home to be educated
at the very period when the pure white page is just opened
for life-time impressions, a single fact may be stated which
means more than the superficial imagine, because it carries
with it considerations not altogether proper for this place-
and it is this, that medical men who have large experiences
in connection with these establishments, and who are to a
great extent, and necessarily, made the father confessors of
those whom they attend professionally, have not failed to
say that boarding schools for girls and young ladies, as a
class, are ruinous alike to the physical health and moral
purity of those who attend them, as a general rule. But
even with this, the author trembling leaves the subject be-
cause parentál pride and ambition come in and whisper
something about improved manners, and acquaintanceships,
and attachments, *hich may shape the future life advan-
tageously ; meaning thereby that by going to a boarding
school their daughters may form associations which may
lead to a more desirable marriage than if they remained at
home; fo.rgetting for the moment that the trial and risk are
great enough of giving away a daughter into the hands of
one whom, and whose family- connections, you have known
froin childhood ; but how much greater must they be to put
that daughter out 'of your protectidn, and beyond your au-
thority, and -into the power of a young man of whose very
existence you had no knowledge until within a year,' or a
month-. Better, safer far, is it to bring up a.daughter who
in her innocence, and purity, and culture, shall be worthy of
any man, and then let her take her chances at home, from
among the families yott have al .known from childhood ; for
let it be remembered, that no young man's qualities and
character can ever be so well known, so fuly appreciated, as
by the neighbors, -and friends, and associates among whom
he has been brought up. Long years of personal associa-
tion must pass -before you can as well understand the charac-
ter of a stranger, if ever, as of those wko have lived in the
same neighborhood, the same village, or town, or city.

THE GIRL AT HOME.

It is a perfe-t martyrdom for a mother to see her chil-
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jcated dren growing up under her very eyes the victims of pain-
)pened ful maladies, of slowly fatal diseases; the dreadful neuralgia,
which the agonizing asthma, the sure-killing consumption,-its
-arries hoarse, hollow cough, every sound of which, from the most

place; distant -room, strikes a pang into the mother's heart, and
iences how she listens to it in an agony of foreboding through the w
re to a livelong hours of the weary night,-and the clammy, grave-
sors of Jke night sweats, in the progress of weary weeks and
,iled to months; how she witnesses them morning after morning

,as a sapping away the vei-y life itself ; to 'know that, there is no
moral remedy, and that the malady, like a mountain avalanche,

But moves slowly onward, and that no power short of that which
act be- made -all worlds can arrest its resistless progress, not for a
-hisper minute of time; and yet
aships,
5.dvan- CONSUMPTION

rding. is sown in the constitution during the téens,swhile the child
.1 may is under the parental roof, in three cases out of four, and
?ned at which was avertible. The same may be said of dyspepsia;
isk are the foundation of most of the cases is laid while children are

nds of at school, under parental control ; and it is done thirough
snown
to put ERRORS OF EATING
>ur au-

_ very at home, which are gradually fallen into andprácticed, until
or a imperceptibly diseases creep in and burrow in the system

Ir who sec-etly. In very many cases the conititution is undermined,
thy of and the health of the whole body irreparably impaired,
from before any danger is perceived ; and then, when too late, the

1 ; for parents wake up to the impending calamity, and spend large
as and amounts of money in seeking medical advice from eminent
-ted, as men, in trying the °benefits of this system of practice and
whom that system ; then long journeys are taken, first at home
,ssocia- and then abroad, but how vainly, many, very many know,
,harac- and, with breaking hearts,-are willing to acknowledge; for
in the at last, the loved ones come home only to die.
;t 1 .

THE INSIDIOUS ENEMY.

r chil- Impairments of the constitutions of our children usually
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foreshadow themselves in an irregularity of appetite at
breakfast, generally no appetite at all. When this is first
observed, there is no disease, but simply a functional dis-
order, a-temporary derangement of the stomach, which does
not even require medicine, and is very easily remedied.
Thus: when a child is noticed to eat but very little break-
fast, simply require that nothing whatever be eaten until
the regular dinner time ; let dinner be confined to a piece
.of bread and butter, a piece of meat, one vegetable, and
half a glass of water, and nothing else, nor anything more
until tea time, which should consist of a single piece of cold
bread and butter, and a cup ofany kind of warm drink, per-
haps half and half of boiled water and boiled milk, mixed
after the boiling, with sweetening to suit, and not a particle
besides until next morning.

The hour for retiring should be ten o'clock in summer and
nine in winter; leaving the bed at the end of nine hours at
farthest. An hour after dressing lias been completed, a
breakfast should be taken of one cup of weak coffee or black
tea, one piece of bread and butter, and one piece of meat,
or a soft boiled egg, or a dish of berries in their natural raw
state, without cream or milk, or, sugar ; or as much of the
above as there is a,4 appetite fòr, not urging to eat a mouth-
ful beyond the inclination.

A while after breakfast, let several hours be spent in the
open air, in walking or riding withlively companions, or in
shopping if in the city ;'if in the country, and the weather
and season are saitáble, the same time spent on horseback,
or in 'fsiting a neighbour's family several miles away, or in
berrying ; in short, in any exhilarating occupation or em-
ployment in the open air; and in proportion as there is a
pleasurable-object, in view, the advantages will be very
greatly increased. Let the dinner be the same as on the
preceding day, with one or two hours of out-door activities
in the afternoon, whether in work or games, or other agree-
able pastimes, with tea as og the preceding day. Continue
this course until your daughter can eat a hearty breakfast,
in a joyous mood, and then she is well.

oî/
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